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Summary

This PhD  thesis investigates the processes, products, and tim ing o f  fluid-roci< interaction in the fossil 

hydrotherm al system s o f  the Tejeda caldera. Gran C anaria and the Las Cafiadas caldera, Tenerife 

(C anary Islands), using field observations, and a com bination o f  m ineralogical (thin section 

petrography, X RD , SEM ), geochem ical (XRP, O- and H -isotopes, K -A r dating), and numerical 

m odelling techniques. Three case studies are presented. C hapters 2-4 investigate the m ineralogical and 

geochem ical changes brought about by fluid-rock interaction in a sequence o f  altered ignim brites (ash- 

flow  tuffs) exposed along the m argin o f  the Tejeda caldera on Gran Canaria. C hapter 5 exam ines the 

hydrotherm al processes occurring in the Tejeda Intrusive C om plex on Gran C anaria, w hile C hapter 6 

explores the nature and tim ing o f  hydrotherm al alteration in the L as Cafiadas caldera on Tenerife. The 

m ajor findings o f  each case study are sum m arised below.

R hyolite-trachyte ignim brites ( ‘L os A zulejos’) deposited w ithin the M iocene T ejeda caldera on 

G ran C anaria show evidence in the field o f  severe hydrotherm al alteration (e.g. co lour changes, veining, 

and alteration haloes around lithic clasts). The altered ignim brites are restricted to a narrow  zone 

directly inside the caldera m argin, and occur at four distinct horizons within the m id-upper M ogan 

ignim brite succession (14-13.3 Ma; A r-A r/feldspar; van den B ogaard & Schm incke, 1998). The intra- 

caldera ignim brites are affected by interm ediate-argillic, zeolitic, silicic, and Fe-T i-M n oxide alteration, 

reflecting the developm ent o f  a low -tem perature (<150°C), shallow -level (<200 m) epitherm al system  in 

the periphery o f  the Tejeda caldera. Field relationships suggest that alteration took place during a single 

epitherm al event between ~13.2 and 12.5 M a. related to the high-level em placem ent (2-3 km depth) o f  

the Fataga m agm a chamber. The altered ignim brites are characterised by Ca. Rb, Sr, and Pb enrichm ent 

relative to strati graphically equivalent, unaltered extra-caldera ignim brites, reflecting the m obilization of 

these elem ents during fluid-rock interaction, and their incorporation in secondary C a-zeolites and clay 

m inerals. In contrast, N a, K, and Ba are severely depleted, indicative o f  base-cation leaching from 

prim ary m ineral phases (e.g. feldspar). The alm ost com plete absence o f  m ajor-oxide and trace-elem ent 

correlations in the altered ignim brites on H arker plots indicates that virtually all elem ents (apart from 

A l) w ere m obilised to som e degree during fluid-rock interaction, even those traditionally  regarded as 

‘flu id-im m obile’ (Ti, Zr, N b, Y). The 5 '* 0  range for the altered intra-caldera ignim brites extends to 

much h igher values than that for the unaltered extra-caldera ignim brites, consistent w ith a low- 

tem perature environm ent, in w hich local m eteoric w ater w as the dom inant fluid source. The 5D values 

and H jO  concentrations o f  the altered ignim brites w ere also raised by exchange w ith m eteoric water. 

R ew orked volcaniclastic deposits in the stratigraphically  deepest sam ple locality display evidence for a 

late phase o f  acid alteration (quartz-kaolinite-fluorite veins), and have the low est (on average) 5 '* 0  

values, perhaps related to localised, late-stage boiling o f  relatively high tem perature (>300°C), low pH 

(<3), m ixed m eteoric-m agm atic hydrotherm al fluids at depth. Supported by num erical m odelling, it is 

concluded that the ‘Los A zulejos’ deposits on Gran C anaria reflect the rem nants o f  an intrusion-related, 

structurally-controlled epitherm al system , in w hich w ater and/or steam  m igrated along the caldera 

m argin and through the intra-caldera ignim brites via channelised, porous flow.

a



The cone sheets and syenites o f  the Tejeda Intrusive Complex on Gran Canaria (12-7 Ma; A r- 

A r/feldspar; Schim ick et a l ,  1999) contain late-m agm atic, hydrous m ineral phases, turbid alkali- 

feldspars, and secondary Fe-Ti-M n oxides, quartz, and phyllosilicates, indicating that the intrusive rocks 

sustained an active hydrotherm al system  during em placem ent, cooling, and after solidification. The 

m ajority o f  altered sam ples have low er 5 '* 0  values than those typical o f  ‘norm al’ (i.e. unaltered) 

trachytes and syenites (6-8%o), reflecting interaction w ith low -5 '*0  m eteoric fluids at relatively high 

tem perature (~150-300°C). Petrographic and isotopic data indicate that infiltration o f  low -6 '*0  m eteoric 

w ater took place under sub-solidus conditions, during the very final stages o f  crystallisation and/or 

follow ing solidification o f  the intrusive com plex. A small num ber o f  cone sheet dykes have ‘norm al’ to 

relatively high 5 '* 0  values, reflecting precipitation o f  '*0-enriched hydrous deuteric m inerals at 

relatively high tem perature, and/or low tem perature hydrotherm al alteration to clay m inerals. The 5D  

values o f  the altered cone sheet dykes and syenites are low er (on average) than those typically reported 

for hydrous m inerals in fresh igneous rocks, and show an overall trend o f  decreasing 5D with decreasing 

H ;0 , indicative o f  m agm atic H oO-exsolution (degassing). N o system atic variation in S'^O or 5D was 

detected across the cone sheet sw arm , reflecting overprinting o f  isotopic com positions during successive 

intrusive events. H ow ever, the highest S '* 0  values occur in clay-bearing cone sheets from the central 

part o f  the intrusive com plex, suggesting enhanced infiltration o f  cool m eteoric w ater m ay have 

occurred in this area in response to syenite em placem ent and resurgent dom ing. M eteoric hydrotherm al 

activity associated with the intrusive com plex prevailed until at least ~7 M a ( c f  Schim ick et al., 1999), 

and most likely represents inw ard-cooling or 'shrinking ' o f  a single, large-scale hydrotherm al system, 

that once extended to the caldera m argin (Schm incke, 1998).

The ignim brites o f  the Las Cafiadas caldera wall ( ‘Los A zulejos '), and the altered breccias o f  

the Roques de G arcia spur on Tenerife, display evidence o f  propylitic/phyliic to interm ediate-argillic 

alteration and silicification by low -tem perature (<350°C) m eteoric fluids, in a near-surface, epitherm al 

environm ent. The exclusive occurrence o f  altered deposits in m arginal locations relative to the Cafiadas 

edifice is consistent with the rise o f  hydrotherm al fluids along caldera periphery structures (ring faults, 

fractures) generated during vertical caldera collapse. The proposed age range for hydrotherm al activity 

(2.22 ±  0.33 M a to 0.43 Ma; K -A r/illite) suggests that the structural pathw ays for fluid-flow  (and hence 

a vertical collapse caldera) may have existed as early as 2 M a, prior to all m ajor lateral collapse events, 

and considerably earlier than any previous estim ates for the age o f the Las C anadas caldera. The 

apparent age discrepancy o f  0.3 M a betw een the youngest <2 |im  fraction illite from L os A zulejos and 

the oldest <2 nm  fraction illite from L os R oques de G arcia, suggests that the Las Caiiadas caldera may 

have been affected by two distinct hydrotherm al pulses. The absence o f  altered rocks in any landslide 

deposits, or associated landslide scars, suggests the presence o f  w eak, hydrotherm al ly altered rocks was 

not the trigger for large-scale flank collapse episodes on Tenerife.

The three case studies presented herein allow  the processes and effects o f  fluid-rock interaction 

in ocean island calderas to be characterised in detail, and shed light on the spatial and tem poral links 

betw een intrusion, caldera collapse/resurgence, and hydrotherm al activity in large, m ulti-cyclic calderas.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Scope of PhD Thesis

This PhD thesis presents the first ever integrated field, mineralogical, geochemical, and 

structural study of fluid-rock interaction in the fossil, caldera-hosted hydrothermal systems of 

the Canary Islands. The thesis focuses in particular on the Tejeda caldera in Gran Canaria, 

where both the extrusive and intrusive parts of an ancient hydrothermal system are 

spectacularly exposed. Two case studies from the Tejeda caldera are presented. The first study 

(Chapters 2-4) aims to characterise the mineralogical, elemental, and isotopic changes brought 

about by fluid-rock interaction in a sequence of altered ignimbrites (ash-flow tuffs) exposed 

along the caldera margin (the ‘Los Azulejos’ deposits), and to determine the main structural 

controls on hydrothermal fluid-flow, while the second (Chapter 5) aims to constrain the 

alteration processes occurring in the sub-volcanic ‘core’ of the Tejeda hydrothermal system. 

The knowledge gained from Gran Canaria is then applied in a third case study from the 

neighbouring island of Tenerife (Chapter 6), to classify the alteration observed in a series of 

ignimbrites and breccias within the Las Caiiadas caldera. The timing of hydrothermal activity 

on Tenerife is also investigated, and the results are used to help resolve a long-standing debate 

regarding the origin of the Las Canadas caldera. Together, these three case studies allow the 

processes and effects of fluid-rock interaction in oceanic island calderas to be characterised in 

considerable detail, and also shed light on the spatial and temporal links between magma 

intrusion, caldera collapse, caldera resurgence, and hydrothermal activity in large, multi-cyclic 

caldera systems.

While the focus of this PhD thesis is on the processes and effects o f wall-rock alteration 

in caldera-hosted hydrothermal systems, it nevertheless draws on a large body of literature 

from the last 50 years, relating to both fossil and active hydrothermal systems in a wide range 

of geological settings. It is beyond the scope of this introduction to provide a detailed review 

of the countless mineralogical, geochemical, and structural studies of hydrothermal systems 

that are pertinent to this work. Instead, a broad overview of the physical and chemical 

characteristics of both modem and ancient hydrothermal systems is given in Section 1.2, 

which provides a framework for many of the interpretations presented in this thesis. A 

description of the principal types of wall-rock alteration, and a summary o f O- and H-isotope 

relationships in hydrothermal systems, are also provided for the non-specialist. The specific 

aims o f each of the three case studies described above are given in Chapters 2, 5, and 6, 

respectively, together with a more detailed account of the geological setting, relevant 

literature, and previous work carried out in each case.
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1.2 Fossil and Active Geothermal/IHydrothermal Systems -  An Overview

1.2.1 A Note on Terminology

The term ‘geothermal system' is a general term that describes ‘natural heat transfer 

within a confined volume o f  the Earth's crust, where heat is transported from  a heat source to 

a heat sink (e.g. the free surface) ’ (Hochstein & Browne, 2000). A ‘hydrothermal system’, in 

turn, can be defined as ‘a type o f  geothermal system where heat trans fers from  a heat source 

(e.g. a cooling pluton) to the surface by free convection involving meteoric fluids with or 

without traces o f  magmatic fluids ’ (Hochstein & Browne, 2000). This thesis deals exclusively 

with ‘hydrothermal systems’ as defined above, and this is the term used in the following 

review in relation to both active environments and their fossil equivalents. Hydrothermal 

systems are often associated with metalliferous mineral deposits of economic value (ores), 

which may be classified into three types according to their depth and temperature o f formation 

(e.g. Lindgren. 1933). ‘EpithermaP deposits are near-surface deposits (<1500 m) formed at 

low temperature ('~50-200°C), ‘mesothermal’ deposits are medium- to high-temperature 

deposits (~200-300°C) formed at intermediate depths (~1200-4500 m), whereas ‘hypothermal’ 

deposits are deep-seated deposits (-3000-15,000 m) formed at high temperatures (300-600°C). 

Each type o f deposit is associated with characteristic host rocks, ore minerals, gangue 

minerals, mineralization styles, and alteration assemblages (cf. Evans, 1993). In this thesis, the 

term ‘epithermal environment’ has been adapted from the ore deposit terminology to describe 

any near-surface region of low-temperature hydrothermal activity. Similarly, the term 

‘epithermal alteration' is used to describe any assemblage of secondary minerals that typically 

forms in response to low-temperature fluid-rock interaction in a shallow-level environment, 

and may (or may not, as is the case in the Canary Islands) be associated with epithermal ore 

deposits.

1.2.2 Distribution and Physical Features of Active Hydrothermal Systems

It is now widely recognised that hydrothermal mineral deposits and their associated 

alteration assemblages are the fossil products of extinct hydrothermal systems (cf. Barnes & 

Seward, 1997). Thus, much o f our understanding of hydrothermal circulation, ore genesis, and 

associated wall-rock alteration in ancient hydrothennal systems comes from direct study of the 

geology and geochemistry o f their modern-day equivalents. In this and the following section, 

the main physical features o f active hydrothermal systems, as well as the chemical 

characteristics o f modern-day hydrothermal fluids, are summarised. A thorough understanding 

of these characteristics is crucial in order to develop geologically and geochemically sound
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reconstructions of fossil hydrothermal environments, such as those preserved in the calderas of 

the Canary Islands.

Hydrothermal systems occur in regions o f anomalously high heat flow in the upper 

crust, where heated water and/or steam flow upwards towards the Earth’s surface (Henley & 

Ellis, 1983). The hydrothermal fluids may be discharged at the surface, or, if the heat source is 

sufficiently deep (>10km), they may flow downwards and become recycled back into a 

convective system. Three main elements are required in order to generate a hydrothermal 

system: (1) a hot, permeable rock reservoir, (2) a water source to transfer heat from the rock 

reservoir to the Earth's surface, and (3) a heat source (Goff & Janik, 2000). Given that 

groundwater convection is pervasive in the upper ~8 km of the Earth’s crust, and that virtually 

all rock types are capable of hosting a hydrothermal reservoir, hydrothermal systems are found 

in a wide range of crustal settings (e.g. White, 1973). Areas of active hot water and/or steam 

discharge occur along mid-ocean ridges (e.g. East Pacific Rise; Iceland), in areas o f recent 

continental rifting (e.g. East African Rift; Salton Sea, USA), above active and formerly active 

subduction zones (e.g. Mt. Lassen, California; Matzukawa, Japan;), in the interiors of 

continents (e.g. Yellowstone, USA), in hot spot regions (e.g. Kilauea, Hawaii), and within 

continent-continent suture zones (e.g. Lardarello, Italy) (cf. Elder, 1981; Rybach & Muffler, 

1981; Henley & Ellis, 1983). Hydrothermal systems occur most fi'equently in regions 

associated with active or recently active volcanism, where continuous intrusive activity or 

cooling of large maginatic bodies in the upper ~10 km of the crust promotes elevated heat flow 

and intense fluid circulation at shallow levels (<1.5 km) (Goff & Janik, 2000). In continental 

areas, active hydrothermal systems tend to be associated with silicic volcanic centres (e.g. 

Smith & Shaw’, 1973), due to the relatively large and shallow nature of silicic magma 

chambers compared to their basaltic equivalents, and the abundance of silicic magmas on the 

continents. An idealised model of a typical volcanic-hydrothermal system, and its associated 

surface manifestations (see below), is shown in Fig. 1.1 (cf Goff & Janik, 2000).

Fluid-flow in volcanic-hydrothermal systems is controlled both by the primary 

permeability of the upper crust, and the secondary permeability (mainly fractures) within the 

hydrothermal reservoir (c f Henley & ElHs, 1983). The majority of igneous reservoirs are 

‘liquid-dominated’, where liquid water saturates permeable volcanic rocks (e.g. ash-flow tuffs) 

or fractured plutonic rocks (e.g. granite) (White et a i, 1971). Groundwater recharge is 

generally unrestricted, and hot waters from the hydrothermal reservoir may leak freely at the 

surface (e.g. Wairakei, New Zealand; Cerro Prieto, California), or escape below the ground 

surface (e.g. Steamboat Springs, Nevada). More rarely, volcanic-hydrothermal systems are 

‘vapour-dominated’ (e.g. The Geysers, California; Lardarello, Italy), where steam prevails in 

open fractures, and liquid water occurs in pore spaces. An impermeable cap-rock typically
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seals the reservoir, such that infiltration of cool groundwater is blocked, and steam begins to 

boil off from a declining water table (White et ah, 1971). The duration of hydrothermal 

activity in volcanic environments may range from a few tens of thousands of years to a few 

million years (e.g. Silberman et a l, 1979), but is typically in the range of 10  ̂to 10'’ years (e.g. 

Browne, 1979). The longevity o f a hydrothermal system is highly dependant on the rate of 

convective heat removal from the system, which, in turn, depends on the size and depth of the 

heat source, the size and temperature of the hydrothermal reservoir, and the mass flow of water 

through the system. For example, at Yellowstone caldera (2500 km^) hydrothermal activity is 

still vigorous 600,000 years after the last eruption, whereas in Long Valley caldera (400 km^) 

hydrothermal activity is relatively weak 700,000 years after the main caldera-forming eruption 

(c f Criss & Taylor, 1986).

The surface manifestations of volcanic hydrothermal systems provide the only directly 

observable evidence for the type of fluids circulating in the subsurface reservoir, and may be 

highly variable in appearance depending on the chemical composition of the discharged fluid 

(e.g. neutral-chloride, bicarbonate, acid sulphate; see Section 1.2.3), the physical state of the 

discharged fluid (liquid/vapour), the fluid temperature, the dominant country rock lithology, 

and the nature of the heat source (c f Hochstein & Browne, 2000). As a result, surface feamres 

associated with active hydrothermal systems typically show a characteristic spatial zonation 

with respect to their volcanic centre (Fig. 1.1). Features associated with acidic fluids (e.g. 

solfataras, acid fiimaroles and mud pots, hot acid pools, and acid hot springs) typically form at 

relatively high elevations in close proximity to the crater, w'hereas features dominated by more 

neutral fluids (e.g. near-neutral thermal springs and minor steaming ground) dominate at lower 

elevations and greater distances from the volcanic centre (Hochstein & Browne, 2000). The 

surface manifestations of active hydrothermal systems are typically associated with very 

distinctive alteration products (e.g. silica sinter, travertine, kaolin, pyrite, sulphur; Browne, 

1978; Hochstein & Browne, 2000). The intensity of surface alteration at a given discharge site 

depends on a number of factors, including the near-surface hydrology of the hydrothermal 

field, the reactivity of the host rocks and the hydrothermal fluids, and the duration of fluid- 

rock interaction. The type of mineral assemblage that forms depends, in turn, on the 

temperature, pH, and dissolved gas content o f the reacting fluid (cf. Browne, 1978). Wall-rock 

alteration products associated with fluid-rock interaction in fossil hydrothermal systems with 

volcanic heat sources are equally variable, and are discussed in Section 1.2.4,

1.2.3 Origin and Composition of Hydrothermal Fluids

In a seminal stable isotopic study, Craig et al. (1956) provided unequivocal evidence 

that the hot fluids discharging from a number of active hydrothermal reservoirs were
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dominantly (>95%) surface-derived. In each hydrothermal area studied, the discharged fluids 

were shown to have H-isotope ratios identical to those of local meteoric waters, which, in turn, 

showed distinctive and systematic variations in their individual H- and O-isotopic 

compositions as function of the local surface temperature, latitude, and altitude (see Section 

1.2.5). Since this early work, numerous isotopic studies over the past 30 years (c f Criss & 

Taylor, 1986; Ohmoto, 1986; Taylor, 1997) have shown that water recharge to virtually all 

volcanic-hydrothermal systems in terrestrial environments is provided mainly by surface- 

derived, meteoric groundwaters. However, shallow-level (epizonal) igneous bodies may 

provide minor amounts (~5%) of water and other gases (e.g. CO 2 , SO2 , HCl, CH4) to the 

hydrothermal reservoir, such that complex mixing between relatively cool descending 

meteoric fluids and relatively hot ascending magmatic fluids may occur in the near-surface 

environment. If the intrusive bodies are very deep (>10 km), very small (<100 km^), or 

substantially cooled and crystallised, the input of magmatic fluids to the hydrothermal system 

is generally small and/or undetectable (e.g. Goff & Janik, 2000). Seawater may predominate in 

some terrestrial hydrothermal systems (e.g. Reykjanes, Iceland; Arnorsson, 1978, 1995), and 

mixed meteoric-seawater systems have also been recognised in some oceanic island settings 

(e.g. Kilauea, Hawaii; c f  Bargar et al„ 1995; Conrad et al., 1997). Metamorphic waters are 

extremely rare in most modern hydrothermal systems, although their presence has been 

suggested in some hydrothermal areas based on stable isotopic data (e.g. Wilbur Springs, 

California; White et al., 1973). Formation waters in sedimentary basins may migrate and 

become a source of hydrothermal fluids during magma emplacement into sedimentary rocks, 

or when sediments are heated up and dehydrated during thrusting in metamorphic belts (e.g. 

Negga e/a/., 1986).

Chloride ion (Cl ) concentration is one of the principal variables defining the 

chemistry of hydrothermal fluids, together with temperature and local rock type (Ellis, 1970; 

Henley & Ellis, 1983). Hydrothermal waters in volcanic environments can generally be 

divided into two main types; (1) near neutral- to alkaline-chloride waters, and (2) acid-sulphate 

waters. Neutral- to alkali-chloride waters are dominated by alkali and alkaline earth chlorides 

(NaCl, KCl, CaCl2), and are generally saturated or near-saturated with calcite and amorphous 

silica. Such waters usually resemble their parent reservoir fluids, and typically form deposits 

o f sinter or travertine where they discharge at the surface. Acid-sulphate waters, in contrast, 

are characterised by low-pH due to the dominance of the sulphate anion over chloride anion, 

and are generally enriched in Fe, Al, Ca, Mg relative to Na, K, and Cl and most trace elements 

(White et al., 1971). Acid-sulphate waters fonn when rising steam and volatile compounds 

boiled off from a deep neutral-chloride water reservoir condense into near-surface 

groundwater, and H2 S is oxidised to form sulphuric acid. Such waters are typically found in
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gassy springs and fumaroles, and typically form dq>osits of sulfur, clays (kaolinite, alunite), 

and acid sublimates at the surface. It is important to note that the composition of hydrothermal 

fluids can vary considerably between the two end-member types described above due to 

mixing between two or more source fluids, resulting in often geochemically and structurally 

complex environments (e.g. an igneous complex). As a result, a wide range of hybrid fluid 

types can exist in any given hydrothermal system, including, for example, acid sulphate- 

bicarbonate waters, acidic chloride-sulphate waters, and alkali sulphate-chloride waters 

(White, 1974).

1.2.4 Hydrothermal Alteration in Fossil Hydrothermal Systems

‘Hydrothermal alteration’ can be defined as 'ihe chemical replacement o f  the original 

minerals in a rock by new minerals, where a hydrothermal fluid delivers the chemical 

reactants and removes the aqueous reaction products' (Reed, 1997). The circulating 

hydrothermal fluids generated by magmatic intrusion and cooling leach soluble constituents 

from the surrounding volcanic rocks during fluid-rock interaction. These soluble constituents 

are then largely reprecipitated as secondary (alteration) minerals in favourable structures or 

horizons within the hydrothermal system, in response to changes in temperature, pressure, and 

chemical environment (e.g. Goff & Gardner, 1994). Such fluid-rock interactions also result in 

measurable changes in the elemental and isotopic compositions o f the rock (in particular 

180/1&0 and D/H ratios), reflecting characteristic fluid sources, compositions, temperatures, 

and flow paths (e.g. Taylor, 1997; see Section 1.2.5). Traditionally, the study of hydrothermal 

alteration has been associated with the characterisation of ore fluid compositions, and the 

conditions o f ore genesis in mineralised systems (e.g. Meyer & Hemley, 1967; Lowell & 

Guilbert, 1970; Rose & Burt, 1979). Hydrothermal alteration continues to be used extensively 

in mineral exploration, to identify the location of subsurface ore bodies, and predict the type of 

ore bodies that may be forming in presently active geothermal systems (e.g. White & 

Hedenquist, 1990). However, despite its traditional association with ore deposit analysis, the 

study of wall-rock alteration is essential for the characterisation of any fossil hydrothermal 

system, mineralised or unmineralised, as it (1) provides information on the nature of the 

fluid(s) in the hydrothermal system (e.g. chemical composition, origin, pH, salinity, 

temperature, and redox conditions), (2) provides information on the geochemical evolution of 

hydrothermal fluids over time, and (3) produces minerals such as clays, some o f which can be 

used for radiometric dating of the wall-rock alteration and any associated mineraHsation (e.g. 

Evans, 1993; Reed, 1997; see Chapter 6). The minerals making up a particular alteration 

assemblage, their relative abundances, and their chemical compositions, depend primarily on 

(1) the nature of the host rocks (e.g. primary mineralogy, grain-size, permeability, elemental
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and isotopic composition), (2) tiie nature o f  the reacting fluid (see above), and (3) the ratio o f  

fluid to rock in the reaction that produced the alteration (e.g. Evans, 1993; Reed, 1997; Taylor, 

1997). The duration o f wall-rock reaction is, in turn, o f  fundamental importance in controlling 

the compositional evolution hydrothermal fluid itself. Hydrothermal fluids continuously 

evolve as fluid-rock interaction progresses, resulting in characteristic alteration zonations and 

geochemical gradients in the surrounding wall-rocks, on both a small (|im-cm) and large (m- 

km) scale (e.g. Hemley & Jones, 1964; Meyer & Hemley, 1967; Lowell & Guilbert, 1970; 

Reed, 1997).

The principal types of chemical reaction involved in hydrothermal alteration are 

hydration and dehydration, hydrogen metasomatism (i.e. addition o f H* ions to the rock and 

release o f base-metal cations to the fluid), and anion metasomatism (i.e. addition o f anions 

such as OH' or HCO3' to the rock, and release o f H  ̂ and base metal cations to the fluid) (cf. 

Meyer & Hemley, 1967). Five principal alteration types are commonly referred to in the 

literature (e.g. Meyer & Hemley, 1967; Reed, 1997). In order o f  decreasing hydrogen 

metasomatism, these are: (1) advanced argillic alteration, (2) sericitic alteration, (3) 

intermediate-argillic alteration, (4) propylitic alteration, and (5) potassic alteration. A summary 

of the distinguishing features o f  each o f these alteration types is given in Table 1.1 and their 

geochemical characteristics are shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.2 (after Meyer & Hemley, 

1967). The typical stability ranges o f some o f the more common alteration minerals are also 

shown in Figure 1.3 (after Henley & Ellis, 1983). In addition to the five main alteration types, 

a wide variety o f other alteration assemblages have been described in the literature (e.g. Ca- 

and Mg-skam, greisen, silicic, phyllic, chloritic, zeolitic, hematite-feldspar, adularia, and acid- 

sulphate; e.g. Thompson & Thompson, 1996; Reed, 1997), reflecting various admixtures o f  

different rock types and fluid compositions, and the prevailing physico-chemical conditions in 

individual hydrothermal systems. The interpretation o f characteristic alteration assemblages in 

terms o f the temperature and isotopic composition o f the hydrothermal fluid (see Chapters 4, 

5, and 6) assumes that fluid-mineral equilibrium is obtained (Meyer & Hemley, 1967). In 

general, this assumption is valid on the relatively long time scales o f e.g. fluid migration at 

depth (months, years, decades) and on a local scale (pm-cm) within a given hydrothermal 

system. However, it should be noted that fluid-mineral equilibrium is not always attained on 

the shorter time scales o f e.g. fluid ascent to hot springs (minutes, hours, days), or on a 

regional scale (km) within a hydrothermal system. In such cases, disequilibrium alteration 

assemblages may prevail, and the application o f  equilibrium calculations becomes less reliable 

(Reed, 1997).
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1.2.5 O- and H-lsotope Relationships in Meteoric-Hydrothermal Systems

Because O and H are the principal constituents of water, and because waters of 

different origins (e.g. meteoric, magmatic, ocean, formation, metamorphic) exhibit systematic 

differences in their deuterium and ‘^O contents (Fig. 1.4), combined O- and H-isotope analysis 

provides a very valuable tool for fingerprinting the origin of hydrothermal fluids. This section 

provides a basic introduction to isotopic notation, the theory of O- and H-isotope fractionation, 

and its application to meteoric-hydrothermal systems, and serves as a frame of reference for 

the 5D-6'*0 graphs and associated interpretations presented in Chapters 3, 5, and 6. For a 

more detailed account of the theoretical and experimental aspects o f isotopic fractionation the 

reader is referred to Cole & Ohmoto (1986), O’Neil (1986), Cole & Chakraborty (2001), and 

Criss & Farquhar (2008). The O- and H-isotope variations in meteoric and other natural waters 

are described by Sheppard (1986a). In-depth reviews of O- and H-isotope relationships in 

meteoric-hydrothermal systems and their associated mineral deposits can be found in Criss & 

Taylor (1986), Ohmoto (1986), and Taylor (1997).

1.2.5.1 Isotopic notation and standards

O- and H-isotope data are typically reported in the ‘5’ notation, where

8  =  1 0 0 0 * ( ( R s a n i p |e -  R s tan d a rd )/R s ia n d a n j) ,

and R = '*0 /'^0  or D/H. The standard material used for both O and H is Standard Mean Ocean 

Water (SMOW). Positive 8 values (reported in per mil. %o) indicate that the sample is enriched 

in the heavier isotope ('*0 or D) relative to SMOW, whereas a negative 8 value signifies that 

the sample is depleted in the heavier isotope relative to SMOW. In multi-component (e.g. 

mineral-water) or multi-phase systems (e.g. mineral-mineral), the isotopes of oxygen and 

hydrogen may be distributed, or ‘fractionated’, between the different components or phases by 

isotope exchange processes, until a state o f equilibrium is achieved. Equilibrium isotopic 

fractionation is controlled by bond strength, with the heavier isotope always fonning a 

stronger bond than the lighter isotope. The equilibrium isotope fractionation factor (a ) 

between two components or phases, A and B, is:

a  a-b  =  R a/ R b =  [1000  +  S a ] / [ 1 0 0 0  +  5 b ] ,

where R = '*0 /'^0  or D/H. The fractionation factor is analogous to a geochemical partition 

coefficient, and its value is primarily a function of temperature. The equilibrium per mil (%o) 

fractionation (A) between two components or phases, A and B, is:

A a -b =  lOOOlnaA-B.
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Because the 6 values of most natural samples differ by only a few per mil, most isotope 

fractionation factors are close to unity, generally between 0.95 and 1.10. Thus it follows that:

lOOOlnaA-B ~  5 a - 6 b =  A a-b-

This approximation forms the basis for the equilibrium calculations presented in Boxes A3- 

A6, B3-B5, C2 and C3.

1.2.5.2 O- and H-isotope relationships in meteoric waters and hydrothermal minerals

Over the past 30 years, numerous O- and H-isotope studies o f hydrothermal fluids 

currently discharging at the Earth's surface have shown that the water recharging most active 

hydrothermal systems is predominantly heated groundwater (c f Craig, 1963; review by 

Taylor, 1997; Fig. 1.5). Similarly, isotopic analyses of fossil hydrothermal fluids trapped as 

fluid inclusions in ore minerals, and/or of hydroxyl-bearing minerals assumed to be in 

equilibrium with these fluids, have provided evidence that the waters involved in most fossil 

hydrothermal systems were also meteoric in origin (see review by Taylor, 1997; Figs. 1.6, 

1.7). Assuming that the 6D and S'^O values of ancient ocean waters are comparable to present- 

day values (although this is still a matter of debate; cf. Muehlenbachs, 1986), 5D and 5**0 

variations in ancient meteoric waters were probably similar to the present day. Thus, in order 

to reliably interpret the O- and H-isotope systematics of fossil meteoric-hydrothermal systems, 

an understanding of how D/H and ratios vary in present-day meteoric waters is

essential.

The O- and H-isotope compositions of most present-day meteoric waters on Earth 

(snow, ice, streams, lakes, rivers, groundwaters) vary in a very systematic way, and generally 

obey the following equation (Craig, 1961):

6D = 88‘*0 + 10 (in per mil, %o).

This linear relationship between 5D and 8**0 is known as the Global Meteoric Water Line 

(GMWL), and reflects the fact that evaporation and condensation of H^O from the Earth's 

atmosphere are equilibrium processes, with the fractionation o f D/H between liquid water and 

water vapour being directly proportional to the fractionation ‘*0/'®0 (Fig. 1.8). The D/H and 

isq/I^o  fractionations increase proportionally with decreasing temperature, giving rise to the 

factor of 8 in the slope of GMWL. The intercept of +10 is known as the ‘deuterium excess’ 

and is the global standard, but may vary on a local scale mainly as a function o f the relative 

humidity o f the marine air mass from which the precipitation was suppHed (Merlivat & Jouzel, 

1979). The average 6D and 5**0 values of meteoric waters at a given locality are related to a 

number of geographic parameters, namely the latitude, altitude and distance from the coast of
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the air mass supplying precipitation (Dansgaard, 1964; Yurtserver & Gat, 1981). Rainfall 

condensing from atmospheric vapour in an air mass will always be enriched in '*0 and D 

relative to the vapour. Thus, any subsequent precipitation from the same air mass will be more 

depleted in D and '*0 than previous condensates. As an air mass leaves the ocean and travels 

across a continent, it continuously undergoes evaporation-condensation events. As a result, the 

most '*0- and D-depleted precipitation generally falls at higher elevations, in polar regions, 

and at the interior of continents (Figs. 1.9, 1.10).

When hydrothermal fluids come into contact with rocks, the isotopes of oxygen and 

hydrogen may be exchanged between the fluid and mineral phases. The determination of the 

O- and H-isotope compositions of hydrothennal mineral deposits and/or their associated 

alteration minerals, can therefore provide useful information on the origin of hydrothermal 

fluids, and the temperatures and physico-chemical conditions of mineral deposition. In 

meteoric-hydrothermal systems, the O- and H-isotope compositions of clay minerals (e.g. 

illite, smectite, kaolinite) can be particularly usefiil, as they generally retain their 5D and S'^O 

values at the time of formation (cf. Sheppard & Gilg, 1996). As a result, their 5D values 

typically mirror the latitudinal dependence of 5D observed in meteoric waters, allowing 

meteoric-hydrothermal fluids recharged at high latitudes/elevations to be distinguished from 

those recharged at low latitudes/elevations. The 5 '*0 values of clay minerals, in turn, are 

variably enriched or depleted depending fluid temperature, thereby allowing low-temperature, 

near-surface weathering environments to be distinguished from hotter, deeper hydrothermal 

environments (Sheppard et a l, 1969, 1971; Sheppard & Taylor, 1974; Sheppard & Gilg, 1996; 

Fig. 1.7). Two reference lines have been defined in the literature based on 0-and H-isotope 

analysis of kaolinites from sedimentary and hydrothermal environments, and are typically 

shown for reference on 8D and S'^O graphs (Fig. 1.11): (1) the ‘kaolinite line' (KL), 

representing the theoretical O- and H-isotope variations o f kaolinites that have completely 

equilibrated with meteoric waters in surface weathering environments at 20°C (Savin & 

Epstein, 1970), and (2) the ‘supergene/hypogene line’ (SHL), representing the theoretical O- 

and H-isotope variations of kaolinites that have completely equilibrated with meteoric waters 

at 35°C (Sheppard et al.. 1969). Kaolinites that form in hotter ‘hypogene’ environments in the 

presence of ascending hydrothermal solutions should plot to the left of the SHL (with lower 

5 '*0 and higher 5D values), while kaolinites that form in cooler ‘supergene’ environments in 

the presence o f descending meteoric waters, should plot to the right o f this line (with higher 

5’*0 and lower 5D compositions). The KL and SHL also approximate the theoretical O- and 

H-isotope variations observed in smectitic clay minerals (e.g. montmorillonite) in equilibrium 

with meteoric waters at 20°C and 35°C, respectively, as smectites tend to show similar
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magnitude mineral-water O- and H-isotope fractionations to kaolinites at equal temperature 

(cf. Sheppard & Gilg, 1996). Taylor (1968) has also defined the ‘hydrated volcanic glass line’ 

(HVGL), representing the theoretical O- and H-isotope variations in volcanic glass that has 

undergone retrograde exchange with local surface waters at 50°C.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The following three chapters focus exclusively on alteration associated with a sequence 

of intra-caldera ignimbrites ('Los Azulejos’) exposed along the margin of the Tejeda caldera 

on Gran Canaria. Chapter Two provides an introduction to the general geology of the Canary 

Islands, Gran Canaria, and the Tejeda caldera, as well as an overview of previous work on the 

altered ignimbrite deposits. This chapter also contains a detailed account of the field 

relationships and alteration features at each of the sample localities along the caldera margin, 

and discusses the timing of eruption and alteration of the Los Azulejos deposits. In Chapter 

Three, the main analytical techniques used as part of the study are described, and results from 

thin section petrography. X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), X- 

ray Fluorescence (XRF), O- and H-isotope analysis, and numerical modelling are reported. 

Chapter Four provides a detailed discussion of the results, and a model describing the 

evolution of the Tejeda hydrothermal system is proposed based on these results. In Chapter 

Five, fluid-rock interaction associated with the Tejeda Intrusive Complex is discussed in light 

of petrographic, XRD, and O- and H-isotope analyses o f cone sheet dykes and syenites, and a 

model for the evolution of the intrusive hydrothermal system is provided. Chapter Six focuses 

on the nature and timing of hydrothermal alteration associated with ignimbrite deposits in the 

Canadas caldera on Tenerife, in light of mineralogical, O- and H-isotope, and K-Ar age data. 

This chapter also discusses potential links between hydrothermal activity in the Canadas 

caldera and caldera formation. Finally, Chapter Seven provides a summary of the major 

findings of the research project, and outlines some potential avenues for future work.

All figures are presented in sequence at the end of each chapter. Mineral distribution 

charts for each case study are also provided at the ends of Chapters 3, 5, and 6. The mineral 

distribution charts in Chapters 5 and 6 include the corresponding isotopic data for each sample. 

All other raw geochemical data (stable isotopes, major and trace elements, K-Ar dates), 

sampling information, petrographic descriptions, and relevant calculations for each case study, 

are given in Appendix A (Los Azulejos, Gran Canaria), Appendix B (Tejeda Intrusive 

Complex), and Appendix C (Hydrothermal Alteration, Tenerife). Data tables and calculation 

boxes in the Appendix are always prefixed by a letter (e.g. Table A1 = Table 1 in Appendix A; 

Box B2 = Box 2 in Appendix B). Appendix D contains a list of publications, manuscripts in 

preparation, and conference abstracts pertaining to the PhD project, and a short CV. Field
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photographs, hand sample photographs, thin section photomicrographs, backscatter- and 

secondary-electron SEM images, and raw XRD scans for each case study (where obtained) can 

be found in the Electronic Appendices A, B, and C (EA-A, EA-B, and EA-C) on the 

accompanying DVD.
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual model o f  an active volcanic-hydrothermal system and its associated surface 
manifestations (based on Suretimeat system. Vanuatu). Broken lines labelled 'T l '  and 'T2' represent inferred 
isotherms for ~150"C and ~350°C, respectively (modified after Hochstein &  Sudarman. 1993).
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Figure 1.2: Characteristic mineral assemblages o f  the five principal types o f wall-rock alteration (advanced- 
argillic, sericitic. intcrmcdiate-argillic, propylitie, and potassic). represented on ACF-AKF diagrams. A  = 
A I2 O3 and other components that behave in a chemically sim ilar way. C = CaO and sim ilar components, K = 
K jO  + NaiO. F = FeO MgO + MnO, kaol = kaolinite, dick = diekite, pyroph = pyrophyllite, tourm = 
tourmaline, chio = chlorite. Minerals in parentheses may be present as unstable relies. Quartz is generally 
present in all assemblages (from Evans. 1993; after Meyer &  Fiemley. 1967).

Table 1.1: Characteristic mineral assemblages o f the five principal types o f wall-rock alteration (advaneed- 
argillic. sericitic. intermediate-argillic. propylitie. and potassic). and their typical environments o f formation 
(Meyer &  Hemley. 1967)

Alteration Type Typical mineral assemblage Environment of Formation

(1) Advanced-argillic Diekite, kaolinite, pyrophyllite (+ sericite, quartz, 
alunite, pyrite, corundum, tourmaline, topaz, 
zunyite, amorphous clays).

Upper parts of porphyry systems; bordering 
pyrite veins in epithermal gold deposits; hot- 
spring environm ents above bo iling 
hydrothermal systems.

(2) Sericitic Sericite (muscovite-illite), quartz, pyrite, chlorite, 
hematite, anhydrite.

Peripheral halo around porphyry copper 
deposits (possibly overprinting earlier potassic 
alteration); envelopes around base-metal 
veins, stringer zones of VMS deposits.

(3) Intermediate- 
argillic

Kaolinite, illite-smectite (± chlorite, amorphous 
clays).

Commonly replaces plagioclase in upper parts 
of porphyry system s (usually between 
propylitie and sericitic alteration zones): often 
forms widespread overprint of other alteration 
types.

(4) Propylitie Chlorite, epidote, albite, calcite (± actinolite, 
sericite, clay, pyrite, Fe-oxides, zeolites, 
montmorillonite).

Outermost alteration zone at intermediate- 
deep levels in porphyry systems; shallow 
peripheral parts of active geothermal systems; 
may be regionally extensive.

(5) Potassic K-feldspar and/or biotite (± magnetite, quartz, 
anhydrite, albite-sodic plagioclase, actinolite, 
futile, apatite, sericite, chlorite, epidote.

Core of porphyry deposits, particularly those 
hosted in mafic intrusions or mafic- 
intermediate volcanic wall-rocks; may form 
extensive peripheral alteration zone grading 
outwards into propylitie alteration; associated 
with some epithermal deposits.
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Figure 1.3: Summary chart showing the temperature ranges over which alumino-silieate alteration minerals 
typica lly occur (solid lines denote most commonly observed temperature ranges). The three chlorite 
stability ranges reflect the transition from swelling, through mixed-layer, to non-swelling chlorite with 
increasing temperature (after Henley &  Ellis, 1983).
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Figure 1.4: Plot o f versus 5D for different water types (modified from Rollinson. 1993). Fields for 
magmatic waters, formation waters, and most igneous hornblendes and biotites from Taylor (1974). The 
metamorphic w'ater field combines the data o f Taylor (1974) and Sheppard (1981). The meteoric water line 
is from Epstein et al. (1965. 1970).
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Figure 1.5: Plot o f versus 6D for chloride-type geothermal waters (open circles) compared to local 
meteoric waters (solid dots) from selected active geothermal fields. In each area, the 5D value o f the 
geothermal water is identical to that o f the local surface water, confirm ing a meteoric origin. The 
corresponding 5'*^0 values o f the geothermal waters have been shifted to more '^0 -rich  compositions in all 
areas, as a result o f interaction with the surrounding, relatively '^O-rich. country rocks (from Criss &  
Taylor 1986; modified after Craig. 1963).
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Figure 1.6: Plot o f 6D o f  flu id  inclusions versus calculated 5'*^0 o f hydrothermal fluids in a variety o f 
meteoric-hydrothermal ore deposits. Hydrothermal flu id  compositions fo r selected modern hot-spring 
systems that have characteristics sim ilar to these ore deposits (Steamboat Springs. Navada; Broadlands and 
Wairakei. New Zealand) are also shown for comparison. Note that the ore fluids associated w ith e.g. 
Tonopah and Bodie resemble almost pristine meteoric fluids, plotting directly on the meteoric water line. 
However, the m ajority o f  deposits (e.g. Butte. Creede. Comstock) show' a pronounced shift away fi'om the 
meteoric water line towards higher 6'*^0 values, as a result o f  interaction w ith relatively '*^0-rich wall-rocks 
(from Criss &  Taylor. 1986; modified after Taylor, 1979; based on data from O 'Neil &  Silberman. 1974; 
Tayor, 1973; Sheppard &  Taylor. 1974). Abbreviations: H = Humbolt. T = Tenmile. B = Bullfrog, G = 
Gilbert, A  = Aurora, W = Wonder, TD = Trade Dollar. R = Rawhide. J = Jarbridge, M = Manhattan, P = 
Pachuca, Mexico.
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Figure 1.7: Plot o f 5D versus for clays and other OH-bearing minerals from porphyry copper ore 
deposits in North .America, and some other types o f deposits such as Tonopah (Navada). Creede (Colorado). 
Climax (Colorado). Pasto Bueno (Peru), and Butte (Montana) ( c f  Taylor. 1997 and reference therein). The 
'kaoiinite line' o f  Savin &  Epstein (1970). and the 'supcrgcne hypogene line' o f  Sheppard ct al. (1969) are 
also given for reference (see text for details). Stippled pattern denotes the range o f isotopic values in biotites 
from the potassic alteration zones o f most porphyry copper deposits. Note that the isotopic compositions o f 
hypogene clays and sericites from the porphyry coppcr deposits m irror the characteristic latitudinal 
dependence o f5 D  in meteoric waters, becoming lower in a northerly direction from deposits in .Arizona and 
New' Mexico (Santa Rita. Stafford. Coppcr Creek. Mineral Park), through Utah, Colorado, and Washington 
(Bingham, Ely, Gilman, Climax), to Montana. Idaho, and Washington (Butte. Wikes. San Poil. Ima) ( c f  
Sheppard el al., 1969, 1971; Sheppard &  Taylor. 1974), Hypogene clays and sericites from a number o f 
deposits (e.g. Butte. Tonopah, Creede) show a pronounced depiction in relative to 'normal' igneous 
values (6'**0 ~6-8%o). reflecting high-temperature interaction w ith relatively low-6'*^0 meteoric waters.
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Figure 1.8: 6D and values o f meteoric waters relative to Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW). The 
6D and 5'*^0 values o f most surface waters (apart form samples from closed basins affected by evaporation) 
are linearly correlated according to the expression 6D = 85'**0 + 5, which defines the Global Meteoric 
Water Line (G M W L). Note that the equation o f Craig (1961) for the G M W L (5D = 86'*^0 + 10) is used as 
standard in the hydrothermal literature. The coupled depletion in 5D and 5'*^0 in meteoric waters relative to 
SMOW reflects the lower vapour pressures o f HDO and H 2 '^0  relative to H t '*'0 . and the preferential 
tendency o f isotopically heavier water molecules to condense during precipitation (see Figs. 1.9. 1.10). 
Thus, meteoric waters from the South Pole are depleted relative to meteoric waters o f tropical and temperate 
latitudes, as the heavier water molecules orig inally present in the atmospheric water vapour have largely 
conden.sed out before the air mass reaches colder, higher latitude regions. From Taylor (1974). using data 
fi'om Craig (1961) and Epstein tV a/. (1965, 1970).
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Figure 1 .10 (below ): Schem atic d iagram  o f  O - and H -isotope fractionation  in the a tm osphere 
(m odified from Floefs. 2004; after Sicgcnthalcr. 1979). As an air m ass leaves the ocean and travels 
across a continent, it continuously undergoes evaporation-condcnsation  events. Thus, precipitation 
falling at higher elevations and at the interior o f  continents is m ore depleted in and D relative to 
rainfall at lower elevations and in coastal areas.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic 5D versus 5 '^ 0  plot showing the theoretical O- and H-isotope compositions o f  three 
kaolinitc samples ( K l.  K2. and K3) in equilibrium  w ith meteoric water w'ith isotopic compositions W l.  W2. 
and Vv’3. respectively, at U), 20, 30 and 40"C (calculated using the A'*^0|^a„ijnitc-water a id  ADt^aoiiniie-water 
equations o f Sheppard &  G ilg. 1996). Also shown are: the 'global meteoric water line' (G M W L) o f  Craig 
(1961), representing the systematic O- and H-isotope variations in present-day mctcoric waters fi'om around 
the globe, the 'kaolinitc line' (K L ) o f Savin &  Epstein (1970). representing the theoretical O- and H-isotope 
variations o f kaoiinites that have completely equilibrated w ith meteoric waters in surface weathering 
environments at 20°C. and the 'supergenc/hypogenc line' (SHL) o f Sheppard el al. (1969), equivalent to the 
kaolinite line at 35"C. Kaoiinites (and smectites) that form in hotter 'hypogcne' environments generally plot 
to the left o f  the SHL. while kaoiinites that form in cooler 'supergcne' environments plot to the right o f  this 
line (modified from Sheppard &  G ilg. 1996; see Section 1.2 5.2 for details).
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2 Los Azulejos Deposits, Tejeda Caidera, Gran Canaria -  

Introduction, Aims, and Field Observations

2.1 Introduction

Calderas are circular or elliptical volcanic depressions resulting from the decompression 

of a shallow-level magma chamber, and subsequent roof collapse into the evacuating reservoir 

(e.g. Smith & Bailey, 1968; Druitt & Sparks, 1984; Lipman, 1997, 2000; Troll et ai,  2002). 

Continuous intrusive activity and/or crystallisation of large, epizonal (<10 km) magmatic 

bodies beneath collapse calderas often promotes elevated temperatures, and intense 

groundwater circulation in the shallow subsurface (e.g. Henley & Ellis, 1983; Goff & 

Gardener, 1994). As a result, many calderas are associated with vigorous geothermal activity, 

particularly in silicic volcanic environments, where voluminous pyroclastic deposits 

(ignimbrites) form the most common aquifers for geothermal fluids (e.g. Rotorua and Okataina 

calderas. New Zealand; Yellowstone, Long Valley, and Valles calderas, USA; Krafla caidera, 

Iceland). Similarly, many fossil ore-forming hydrothermal systems are associated with deeply 

eroded caidera systems (e.g. Creede, Silverton, and Summitville calderas, Colorado; 

McDermitt caidera, Navada; Rodalquilar caidera, Spain), where fault and fracture systems 

related to caidera collapse and/or resurgence provide the structural controls for the localization 

of ore deposits (e.g. Vames, 1963; Bethke & Rye, 1979; Sillitoe & Bonham, 1984; 

Sangervonoepen et ai,  1989; Elston, 1994; Rytuba et ai. 1990; Rytuba, 1994; Arribas et ai, 

1995).

To date, studies of fluid-rock interaction in volcanic-hydrothennal systems have focused 

mainly on island arc regions (e.g. Indonesia), on islands located along spreading centres (e.g. 

Iceland), and on large basaltic ocean island volcanoes (e.g. Hawaii). In contrast, hydrothermal 

alteration associated with silicic volcanic products on smaller oceanic islands has received 

relatively little attention. This is due to the fact that (1) sihcic oceanic island volcanoes are 

rare, as the mafic oceanic crust is not an appropriate assimilant for the generation of evolved 

(dacitic-rhyolitic) magmas by e.g. partial melting processes (e.g. Mahood, 1984; Bohrson & 

Reid, 1997), and (2) where silicic oceanic islands do occur, they generally do not display 

present-day volcanic or hj'drothermal activity (rare examples include San Miguel, Azores; 

Izabella Island, Galapagos; Socorro Island, Mexico; La Palma, Canary Islands; c f Tolstikhin 

et al, 1991; c f  Goff et ai, 2000; Hilton et ah, 2000; Taran et ai, 2002), and are therefore not 

regarded as potential sites of economic mineralization, or geothermal energy utiHzation (e.g. 

Evans, 1993; White & Hedenquist, 1990). However, in such settings, hydrothermal activity, 

and the associated alteration, can have a profound effect on the evolution of the ocean island 

volcano. For example, hydrothermal alteration can often weaken the cores of large volcanic
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edifices, thereby promoting catastrophic flank collapses (e.g. Lopez & Williams, 1993; van 

Wyk de Vries & Francis, 1997; Voight & Elsworth, 1997; van Wyk de Vries et a l, 2000; 

Merle & Lenat, 2003; Cecchi et a i, 2005; Merle et a i, 2006; Barde-Cabusson & Merle, 2007), 

potentially leading to changes in eruptive behaviour and magma composition (Longpre et a i, 

in prep; Manconi et al., in prep). Furthermore, the flow of present-day, surface-derived waters 

through hydrothermally altered rocks can result in anomalously salinities in groundwater, 

posing a potential environmental risk (Cabrera Santana et a i, 2006). Thus, a detailed 

understanding of the processes of wall-rock alteration in silicic ocean island volcanoes is 

essential in order to understand their geological evolution, and to evaluate potential future 

volcanological and environmental hazards.

On Gran Canaria, the Tejeda caldera preserves evidence of vigorous hydrothermal 

activity, in the form o f a spectacular sequence of severely altered ignimbrites (locally known 

as ‘Los Azulejos’), visible all along the exposed caldera margin (Fig. 2.1). The well- 

constrained volcanic stratigraphy of the Teieda caldera (c f van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 

1998), combined with the excellent exposure o f the altered ignimbrites, make Gran Canaria the 

ideal locality to carry out a detailed study of the complex processes of hydrothermal alteration 

at work in a multi-cyclic, ocean island caldera system. The results presented herein not only 

have implications for the evolution of other ancient caldera-hosted hydrothermal systems in 

the Canary Islands (e.g. Las Canadas caldera, Tenerife; see Chapter 6), but may also provide 

valuable insight into the processes of wall-rock alteration in presently active systems, parts of 

which may be inaccessible due to ongoing surface activity (e.g. areas of Rotorua and Wairakei 

geothermal fields, New Zealand and the Dieng Plateau, Indonesia) or poor exposure (e.g. 

Salak, Indonesia; Stimac et al., 2008).

2.2 Geological Setting

The Canary Archipelago is a NE-SW trending alignment of seven volcanic ocean 

islands located 100 to 700 km off the NW African coast (Fig. 2.1), and is believed to originate 

from a hotspot beneath the passive margin o f the African continent (e.g. Hoemle & 

Schmincke, 1993; Geldmacher et al., 2001; Carracedo et al., 1998). Gran Canaria (28°00’ N, 

15°35’ W), one of the central islands of the archipelago, comprises a Miocene basaltic shield 

volcano (~15-14 Ma), overlain by an up to 1000 m thick succession of felsic extrusive rocks, 

that form the outflow facies of the 20 km-diameter, multiply-reactivated Tejeda caldera in the 

centre of the island (Schmincke & Swanson, 1966; Schmincke, 1969, 1982; Schimick et al., 

1999; Troll et al., 2002). The felsic eruptive rocks comprise a lower succession of ~20 

subalkaline to peralkaHne trachyte and rhyolite ignimbrites (Mogan Group, 14-13.3 Ma), and 

an overlying series of ~20 trachy-phonolite ignimbrites and lava flows (Fataga Group, 12.4-8.5
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Ma) (Schmincke, 1969, 1976; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998; Fig. 2.1). Sub-aerial 

eruptive volumes have been estimated at 300-500 km’ for the Mogan Group (Schmincke, 

1998), and >500 km^ for the Fataga Group (Schmincke & Sumita, 1998). Eruption of Fataga 

ignimbrites was accompanied and followed by the intrusion of syenite stocks and a large cone 

sheet dyke swarm, representing a late resurgence of the Tejeda caldera (Schmincke, 1967; 

Hernan & Velez, 1980; Ferriz & Schmincke, 1989; Schmincke, 1998; see Chapter 5). A well- 

exposed outer caldera margin separates the extra-caldera shield lavas and overlying felsic 

ignimbrites from intra-caldera sediments, ignimbrites, and intrusive rocks (Schmincke & 

Swanson, 1966; Schmincke, 1967). Correlation of intra-caldera ignimbrites with the extra- 

caldera ignimbrite succession suggests subsidence o f the caldera basin of at least 1 km 

(Schmincke & Swanson, 1966; Schmincke, 1982; Troll et al., 2002). Further details on the 

composition and emplacement mechanisms of the Miocene lavas and ignimbrites on Gran 

Canaria can be found in Schmincke (1969, 1976, 1998), Cousens et al. (1990, 1992), Leat & 

Schmincke (1993), Freundt & Schmincke (1995), Schirnick et al. (1999), Kobberger & 

Schmincke (1999), Troll & Schmincke (2002), Sumner & Branney (2002), Troll et al. (2003), 

Hansteen & Troll (2003), and references therein. Following Miocene volcanic activity on Gran 

Canaria, there was a major volcanic hiatus between ~8 and 5 Ma. Volcanic activity resumed 

with the eruption of lavas, ignimbrites and breccias o f the Pliocene Roque Nublo Group (5-3.5 

Ma), followed by a major phase of dominantly nephelinite volcanism (Post-Roque Nublo 

Group; <3 Ma) (van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998, and references therein).

2.3 Previous Work

To date, the ahered ignimbrites on Gran Canaria ( ‘Los Azulejos') have been studied 

predominantly from field and petrological points of view, with particular emphasis on the 

alteration mineralogy, and the stratigraphic relationships between the deposits. The first basic 

description of the altered ignimbrites was provided by Schmincke (1998), who noted ‘strong 

oxidation ’ of transitional Mogan/Fataga ignimbrites in the south-eastern sector of the island, 

‘causing the rocks to become bright red'. Schmincke (1998) also reported 'silicification... 

major loss ofN a, immixing o f  feldspar, and replacement o f  mafics by oxides ... ' in the altered 

ignimbrites, and observed that Fataga ignimbrites unconformably overlying the altered upper- 

Mogan ignimbrites in the southwest were conspicuously unaltered (Fig. 2.8a). Based on these 

initial field and petrological observations, this author hypothesised that the main phase of 

hydrothermal alteration on Gran Canaria occurred after the eruption of Mogan ignimbrites, but 

prior to the emplacement of Fataga ignimbrites (i.e. 13.3-12.4 Ma), and suggested that the 

emplacement of a high-level Fataga magina reservoir acted as the thermal engine ’ for 

hydrothermal circulation. Schmincke (1998) also noted that the altered ignimbrites were
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confined to within the caidera, apart from some localised alteration of extra-caldera 

ignimbrites in the northwest (see Cousens et a l, 1992).

Since the initial observations of Schmincke (1998), the altered ignimbrites on Gran 

Canaria have been the subject of several case studies. Garcia del Cura et al. (1999) carried out 

a combined petrographic, elemental, and thermal (thermo-differential and thermo-gravimetric) 

study of zeolites (clinoptilolite, analcime, and phillipsite) in altered ignimbrites from Fuente de 

Los Azulejos on the southwest margin of the caidera (see Fig. 2.1). These authors concluded 

that zeolitization of the ignimbrites at this locality took place during the final stages of a 

hydrothermal alteration event, in response to interaction with low-temperature meteoric waters 

(<100°C), rich in HCOs', Ca"* and N a'. P ctcz Torrado et al. (2004) carried out a stratigraphical 

and petrological study of altered ignimbrites from 13 localities spanning the entire exposed 

caidera margin, and distinguished at least four individual Los Azulejos horizons or ‘levels’ 

(Azulejos I-IV), each separated by relatively unaltered, densely welded ignimbrite units. The 

exclusive occurrence o f the altered ignimbrites directly inside the caidera margin, and the 

progressive exposure of structurally deeper, more intensely altered Los Azulejos levels to the 

north, led the authors to infer a genetic relationship between hydrothermal activity and caidera 

formation (an inference previously made by Schmincke, 1998), and suggest a progressive 

southward migration of meteoric-hydrothermal activity (and/or the underlying heat source) 

along the caidera rim during Miocene caidera volcanism. Further detailed stratigraphic logging 

and petrologtical investigations o f Los Azulejos horizons I-IV were carried out by Cabrera 

Santana et al. (2006). These authors identified a bulk secondary mineralogy in the altered 

ignimbrites, comprising zeolites ± quartz ± feldspars ± clay minerals ± chlorite ± carbonate ± 

halite, and noted that stratigraphically deeper Los Azulejos horizons (1 and II) show the 

greatest variability of secondary minerals. In contrast to the hypothesis proposed by Schminke 

(1998), in which alteration took place during a single hydrothermal event at the Mogan/Fataga 

transition, Cabrera Santana et al. (2006) suggested that successively deeper altered horizons 

represent separate, progressively older alteration events, related to intermittent resurgence and 

hydrothermal activity within the Tejeda caidera throughout the Mogan volcanic period. In 

addition, Cabrera Santana et al. (2006) speculated that recharge of meteoric waters to the 

hydrothermal system may have been provided by an intra-caldera lake.

Until recently, there has been little attempt made to combine mineralogical observations 

with geochemical analysis of the ahered ignimbrites. Donoghue et al. (2008) carried out the 

first combined mineralogical, elemental, and stable isotope (O and H) study of altered 

ignimbrites from the type locality, Fuente de Los Azulejos, which provides the basis for the 

present, more comprehensive study. Donoghue et al. (2008) showed that alteration at the type 

locality took place at a relatively low-temperature (<250°C), in a shallow-level, epithermal
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environment, in which meteoric water (perhaps in the form of steam fiimaroles) was the 

dominant fluid source. Supported by numerical modelling, the authors concluded that 

alteration at Fuente de Los Azulejos represents the final pulse and/or maximum spatial extent 

of a much larger-scale, structurally-controlled hydrothermal system, and corroborated the 

hypothesis o f Schmincke (1998) that hydrothermal activity was most likely initiated by the 

emplacement of a high-level Fataga magma chamber system between ~13-12.5 Ma.

2.4 Specific Aims o f Case Study

In light of the studies described above, it is clear that a number of important questions 

relating to the timing and genesis of the Los Azulejos deposits remain unanswered: (1) Do the 

structurally deeper Los Azulejos horizons exposed along the western and north-western sector 

of the caldera margin represent older (>12.5 Ma), temporally distinct, pulses of hydrothermal 

activity (Perez Torrado et a l ,  2004; Cabrera Santana et al. (2006), or were all Los Azulejos 

horizons altered during a single hydrothermal event related to Fataga magma chamber 

emplacement (Schmincke, 1998)? (2) What were the main fluid-flow pathways, and what is 

the relationship between the caldera margin and the altered ignimbrites? (3) What are the main 

textural, mineralogical, elemental, and isotopic changes brought about by fluid-rock 

interaction? (4) What are the relative roles of the host rock properties (e.g. composition, 

porosity, welding), and the hydrothermal fluid properties (e.g. composition, temperature, pH) 

on the type, style, and degree o f alteration on a small (|^m-cm) and large (m-km) scale? (5) Is 

there any vertical (possibly temporal) or lateral (spatial) variation in the mineralogical, 

elemental, and/or the stable isotopic composition of the altered ignimbrites on a local or 

regional scale? (6) How did the hydrothermal system evolve compositionally and thermally 

over time? (7) What is the relationship between epithermal alteration along the caldera margin 

and alteration of the intrusive complex preserved in the deeply eroded central caldera zone 

(see Chapter 5)? (8) How does the marginal alteration on Gran Canaria compare to other low- 

temperature epithermal systems from other large, multi-cyclic calderas?

This case study (Chapters 2-4) aims to resolve the above questions by combining 

petrological, mineralogical, stable isotope, and numerical modelling results for the most 

comprehensive data set yet to be collected on these spectacular deposits.

2.5 Sample Localities and Field Observations

The altered ignimbrites' (‘Los Azulejos’) occur at four distinct stratigraphic horizons 

within the mid- to upper-Mogan ignimbrite succession (c f Perez Torrado et al., 2004; Cabrera

' Ignimbrite units were initially termed 'altered', 'relatively unaltered', or 'unaltered', based on their appearance in 
the field, on an outcrop and/or hand-sample scale. Ignimbrite units were considered 'altered' if  they displayed  
distinctive colours (beige, green, red), and features indicative o f  fluid-rock interaction (e.g. veining, alteration
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Santana et al„ 2006), and are restricted to a <2 km-wide peripheral zone directly inside the 

exposed topographic caldera margin in the south, southwest, west, and northwest of the island 

(Fig. 2.1). In this study, the altered ignimbrite horizons are termed Azulejos I, II, III, and IV, in 

order of increasing structural height (after Perez Torrado et a i, 2004; Cabrera Santana et al, 

2006). However, note that we do not attach any temporal significance to these numerical 

labels (i.e. the alteration event affecting Azulejos I ignimbrites did not necessarily take place 

before the alteration event affecting the Azulejos IV ignimbrites; see Chapter 4, Section 4.5). 

The maximum continuous vertical thickness of exposed altered ignimbrites is ~70 m (Azulejos 

III at Fuente de Los Azulejos), but individual altered horizons may be as thin as ~2 m 

(Azulejos II at Montana de Tirma; Cabrera Santana et ai, 2006). At each locality, the 

sequence of altered ignimbrites is generally capped by a massive, relatively unaltered 

ignimbrite unit, typically 10-40 m thick (average thickness -20 m), which often shows a 

densely welded, rheomorphic texture (Cabrera Santana et a l, 2006). Relatively unaltered 

ignimbrite units also occur interbedded within the altered ignimbrites at several localities. The 

Los Azulejos horizons are readily distinguished in the field by their vivid alteration colours 

(typically green, red, and beige), in contrast to relatively unaltered ignimbrites (dark purple). 

The vertical thickness and number of Los Azulejos horizons exposed at any given point along 

the caldera margin varies according to the relative influence of topographic, structural, and 

erosional effects. However, detailed mapping and logging of Los Azulejos deposits (Cabrera 

Santana et a i, 2006) indicates that the structurally lower Los Azulejos horizons (Azulejos I 

and II) are exposed mainly along the west and northwest sectors of the caldera margin, 

whereas the structurally higher Los Azulejos horizons (Azulejos III-IV) are exposed along the 

south and southeast sectors of the caldera margin (Fig. 2.1). Thus, a detailed sample traverse 

was taken from southwest to northwest along the caldera margin in order to track potential 

changes in the style and degree of alteration and the isotopic composition of the altered rocks 

as successively deeper Los Azulejos horizons become exposed.

Sampling of altered ignimbrites was carried out at 14 localities in total, spanning the 

entire exposed caldera margin, and incorporating all four Los Azulejos horizons (Fig. 2.1; 

Table Al). The most comprehensive sample sets were collected at two key localities: (1) 

Fuente de Los Azulejos in the southwest, which is regarded as the type locality for 

hydrothermal alteration on Gran Canaria (see Cabrera Santana et a l, 2006; Donoghue et a i, 

2008), and (2) Barranco del Risco in the northwest, which displays the greatest diversity of

haloes around lithic clasts, altered phenocrysts). Ignimbrites were termed 'relatively unaltered' i f  the\' displayed a 
dark purple colour (sim ilar to unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites), and little or no secondary alteration (e.g. minor 
veining along top and bottom contacts, partially altered or unaltered phenocrysts). Ignimbrites were termed 
'unaltered' i f  lacked any features characteristic o f  fluid-rock interaction (such ignimbrites were only identified  
outside the caldera margin). The sub-division betw een 'altered', 'relatively unaltered', and 'unaltered' ignimbrites 
w as later confirmed by com bined petrographic. X R D , SEM . and stable isotope analyses.
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alteration styles of all localities studied. The altered ignimbrites exposed at Fuente de Los 

Azulejos and Barranco del Risco represent the structurally highest (Azulejos III-IV) and 

lowest (Azulejos I) Los Azulejos horizons respectively, and therefore allowed the maximum 

spatial/temporal contrasts in mineralogy and stable isotopic compositions in the altered 

ignimbrites to be examined. Where possible, samples were taken in both lateral and/or vertical 

traverses away from the caldera margin, in order to test for systematic textural, mineralogical 

and isotopic changes in the altered ignimbrites on a centimetre- to metre-scale with increasing 

distance from the (assumed) main fluid conduit (see Donoghue et al., 2008). Relatively 

unaltered ignimbrite units overlying, or interbedded with, the Los Azulejos horizons, were also 

sampled at selected localities. One sample site (Las Tabladas) Hes outside the caldera margin 

in Barranco de La Aldea (Fig. 2.1). At this locality, blocks o f altered ignimbrite are found 

within a chaotic debris flow deposit, and are thought to be derived from the intra-caldera Los 

Azulejos horizons (Cabrera Santana et al., 2006). In Barranco del Risco, the altered 

ignimbrites form a series of migrating, channel-fill deposits (section RSO-A; see Section 

2.5.1), and display evidence of sedimentary reworking (e.g. well-developed cross bedding; 

Fig. 2.2b). On the western side of the Barranco (section RSO-B), and at all other sample 

localities, the altered ignimbrites are considered to be in situ and of true pyroclastic (as 

opposed to volcaniclastic) origin (e.g. ash falls, flows, surges). At selected localities, samples 

of extra-caldera shield basalt were taken at various intervals away from the caldera margin 

(Table A2). Grid references for all samples taken as part of this case study are given in Tables 

A1-A3, and corresponding sample localities are shown in Fig. 2.1. Detailed lithological 

descriptions and stratigraphic logs for all four Los Azulejos horizons can be found in Cabrera 

Santana et al. (2006), and further details on the field relationships and petrology of the altered 

ignimbrites at the type locality (Fuente de Los Azulejos) can be found in Donoghue et al. 

(2008). A general description of the field relationships at each sample site is given in Sections

2.5.1 to 2.5.14, with particular emphasis on the two key localities, and notable alteration 

features are shown in Figures 2.2 to 2.8. Where field data are sparse, or where outcrops were 

difficult to access, the descriptions below are supplemented by the observations of Cabrera 

Santana et al. (2006), to provide a more complete picture of the field relationships.

2.5.1 Barranco del Risco (RSO-A and RSO-B) -  Azulejos I

At the SE end o f Barranco del Risco [429086 3101724]^, altered intra-caldera 

ignimbrites form a series of migrating, channel-fill deposits between 200-250 m above sea 

level (a.s.l.) (section RSO-A; Fig. 2.2a). The channel-fill ignimbrites are bounded by a steep, 

E-dipping erosional scarp on the western side of the Barranco, and are underlain by a chaotic, 

clast-supported megabreccia deposit (Fig. 2.2a). This megabreccia is in sharp contact with

■ All grid references reported according to the WGS84 datum and UTM projection (Zone 28N).
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shield  basa lt lavas along a steep, N W -d ipp ing  (i.e. ou tw ard) fault at [429219 3101697] (Fig. 

2.4a). A  densely  w elded, ~8 m th ick , flow -banded  ign im brite  un it unconform ably  overlies the 

sequence o f  channel-fill ign im brites (Fig. 2 .2a), and is apparen tly  unaltered . A nother th in  Los 

A zulejos horizon  (A zulejos II?) overlies this unaltered  ign im brite  unit, bu t w as inaccessib le  for 

sam pling.

T he channel-fill ign im brites are volcan ic lastic  (i.e. rew orked), as evidenced b y  w ell- 

developed  cross-bedding  (Fig. 2 .2b), and d isp lay  cm -scale  a lternation  o f  lith ic-rich  an d  lith ic- 

poor horizons (Fig. 2.2c). L ith ic-rich  horizons are dom inan tly  g reen-grey  in  co lour, and 

contain  num erous rounded  c lasts o f  bo th  basaltic  and felsic com position , w hich often d isp lay  

1-3 cm  w ide, b righ t green altera tion  haloes (Fig. 2.2e). L ith ic-poo r horizons are dom inated  b y  

altered , g reen-co loured  fiam m e, set in a dark  purp le, a ltered  fine ash  m atrix . F ractures c ro ss 

cu t sed im entary  layering in the  a lte red  ign im brites, and  are typ ically  infilled  by soft w h ite  

kaolinite^ and/or surrounded  by  haloes o f  green a ltered  ign im brite  (Figs. 2.2d, f). T h ese  

alteration  haloes generally  d isp lay  a h igh ly  irregu lar contact w ith  the host ignim brite, g rad ing  

ou tw ards in to  a netw ork  o f  sparse , in te rlock ing  vein le ts w ith  d istance from  the m ain fracture. 

In som e cases, veins o f  altered  m aterial w ith in  the channel-fill ign im brites have been  fo lded  

(Fig. 2 .2g). R ela tively  narrow  (20-70  cm  th ick), c last-supported  breccia  lenses a lso  occu r 

w ith in  the a ltered  channel-fill ign im brites (Figs. 2 .2a, c). C lasts w ith in  the breccia lenses are  

angu lar to sub-angu lar, 2-10 cm  in d iam eter, and consist o f  partia lly  a ltered  felsic ign im brite  

or basalt. The clasts are unsorted , and set in a m atrix  o f  fine-g rained , pervasively  a ltered  

ign im brite  m aterial. At ~230 m  a.s.l., the channel-fill deposits are in te rbedded  with a re la tive ly  

m assive  ign im brite  unit, ~1 m thick. This unit displays m in o r vein ing  along  its top and bo ttom  

contacts w ith  over and underly ing  altered  channel-fill ign im brites, bu t is o therw ise re la tive ly  

unaltered  (Fig. 2 .2h). A  spec tacu la r rounded m egablock , ~ 4  m  in d iam eter, pierces b ed d in g  in  

the upper m ost channel-fill ign im brite  deposit on  the easte rn  side o f  B arranco  del R isco  (Fig. 

2.3a). T h e  c last is b righ t o range in  colour, felsic in com position  (ign im brite), and  d isp lays 

num erous M n-ox ide dendrites along  its m arg ins (Fig. 2 .3b). T he c last show s a sharp , b u t 

undu la ting  contact w ith  the  aUered channel-fill deposits, and is su rrounded  by  an up  to  1.5 m  

w ide, b righ t g reen  altera tion  halo  (F igs. 2 .3a, b). M inor quartz  vein ing  occurs d irec tly  along  

the con tac t betw een  the  c last and the channel-fill ign im brites, and overp rin ts the green c last 

altera tion  halo  (Fig. 2.3e). T he altera tion  halo  displays a h igh ly  irregu lar contact w ith  th e  

altered  ign im brites, and becom es m ore v e in -lik e  w ith d istance from  the  c last, such that patches 

o f  g rey  a lte red  ign im brite  often  appear iso lated  w ith in  the  green  clast halo  (Fig. 2 .3h). In som e 

areas, altered ign im brite  m aterial appears to  have been ‘in jected ' into fractures along  th e  

m arg ins o f  the c last (Figs. 2 .3c, d). M ore rare ly , a ltered  lith ic  c lasts and sheared-out fragm en ts

 ̂ Presence o f  kaolinite confirmed by XRD (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.2).
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of megablock material occur within the megablock, and are surrounded by a carapace of 

altered ignimbrite (Fig. 2.3f). Numerous smaller felsic clasts (<1 m) occur within the channel- 

fill ignimbrites, and are often cross-cut by fractures, which are infilled by altered ignimbrite, or 

soft white kaolinite^ (Fig. 2.3g).

The megabreccia deposit underlying the channel-fill ignimbrites contains clasts of 

shield basah and variably coloured altered ignimbrite, set in a matrix of finely cominuted, 

altered ignimbrite material (Fig. 2.4b). The majority of ignimbrite clasts are rich in feldspar 

phenocryts (<0.5 to ~2 cm in size), which have been partially altered along crystal boundaries, 

and typically display a mottled brown-yellow colour. In contrast, feldspar phenocrysts within 

basaltic clasts are milky-white, subhedral to euhedral, and relatively unaltered (Fig. 2.4b). A 

number o f ignimbrite clasts display unaltered cores surrounded by a number o f distinct 

alteration zones (Fig. 2.4e). Narrow (<1 cm), white alteration rims were also identified around 

some altered ignimbrite clasts (Fig. 2.4b). Rare quartz veins up to 4 cm wide (Fig. 2.4c), and 

aggregates o f calcite crystals (Fig. 2.4d), occur in the breccia matrix.

A second sample traverse (RSO-B) was taken on the northwest side of Barranco del 

Risco at [429062 3101538], where in situ ahered ignimbrites (Azulejos I) are well exposed and 

easily accessible. The sample section crops out between -270  and 315 m a.s.l., and comprises 

alternating massive/highly fractured ignimbrite units, ~10-20 cm thick. The more massive 

ignimbrite units are rich in lithic clasts, many of which display light green alteration haloes 

and rims o f more pervasive alteration along their margins. The altered ignimbrites are either 

dark green or purple in colour, and a sharp contact is often observed between different 

coloured horizons. Lithic-poor ignimbrite horizons display a fine-scale lamination, picked out 

by ~5 cm wide alternating bands of beige/light green alteration. The altered section is capped 

by a massive, pink-purple relatively unaltered ignimbrite unit.

2.5.2 Barranco Guigiii Grande (GUI) -  Azulejos I

A ~4 m thick section of altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Azulejos I) is well exposed 

directly above the road in Barranco Guigiii Grande [427522 3100909], at -370  m a.s.l. At this 

locality, the altered ignimbrites are dominantly green-grey in colour, and form a series of 

alternating lithic-rich and lithic-poor horizons, typically 15-30 cm thick (Figs. 2.5a, b). Lithic 

clasts are generally sub-rounded to rounded, and range from 0.5-5 cm in diameter. The lithic 

clasts are dominantly felsic in composition, poorly sorted, and set in a pervasively altered 

matrix of fine ash. The ahered sequence is capped by a -1 .5  m thick, purple-coloured 

ignimbrite unit. This ignimbrite unit displays complex network of interlocking veinlets along it 

basal contact with the underlying altered ignimbrites (Fig. 2.5b), but otherwise it is relatively 

massive, and unaltered.
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2.5.3 Los Azulejos (LAZ) -  Azulejos I

A ~30 m thick sequence of altered ignimbrites (Azulejos 1) is exposed northeast of Las 

Tabladas at [425073 3097260] between -400 and 430 m a.s.l. (Figs. 2.5c, e). The base of the 

altered section comprises a ~20 m thick sequence o f friable, green-beige, laminated 

ignimbrites, rich in lithic clasts of both basaltic and felsic composition. The laminated 

ignimbrites are overlain by a ~10 m thick sequence of green-beige more massive/nodular 

ignimbrite units, displaying a pronounced concentration of lithic clasts towards the top 

(Cabrera Santana et a l, 2006). The altered sequence is underlain by pervasively altered, 

disaggregated shield basah lavas, and is overlain by >10 m thick, red-purple, relatively 

unaltered ignimbrite unit.

2.5.4 Morro de Los Pinos (MLP) -  Azulejos I

Approximately 500 m south along strike from Los Azulejos, the same altered 

sequence is exposed at Morro de Los Pinos [425035 3097220] (Fig. 2.5d). Here, the altered 

ignimbrites form an approximately 40 m thick section, and are identical in appearance to the 

altered ignimbrites exposed in the Los Azulejos section (i.e. dominantly bright green-beige, 

laminated ignimbrite horizons overlain by more massive ignimbrite horizons). As at Los 

Azulejos, the altered ignimbrites are underlain by severely altered shield basalts, and are 

capped by a >10 m thick, relatively unaltered ignimbrite unit.

2.5.5 Fuente Blanca 1 (FB1) -  Azulejos I

A ~60 thick sequence of altered ignimbrites (Azulejos I) is exposed at [425171 

3098797], between ~230 and ~290 m a.s.l (Fig. 2.5g). The ahered ignimbrites are underlain by 

a ~10 thick sequence of strongly altered and disaggregated shield basalt lavas, and are 

unconformably overlain by a ~20 m thick, relatively massive, unaltered ignimbrite unit, with a 

distinctive, red-purple appearance, and pronounced flow (eutaxitic) texture. Within the altered 

sequence, at least ten distinct facies have been recognised (Cabrera Santana et al., 2006). From 

base to top these are: (1) a green laminated ash unit, with accretionary lapilli and lithic clasts 

of basic to intermediate composition, (2) a green massive ash unit with abundant accretionary 

lapilli, (3) a grey scoria deposit, rich in lithic clasts o f felsic and basaltic composition, (4) a 

green laminated ash unit, with a nodular surface texture, pronounced columnar jointing, and 

Mn-oxide alteration along fractured surfaces, (5) a grey-green lithic-rich ash unit, (6) a red, 

relatively massive, coarse ash unit displaying pronounced cm-scale lamination, (7) a red scoria 

deposit with lithic clasts o f both basic and felsic ignimbrite composition, (8) a massive red 

unit, with pronounced cm-scale lamination and an abundance of both felsic and basaltic lithic 

clasts, (9) a green vitrophyre with pronounced fluidal texture, (10) a reddish, massive
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ignimbrite unit with pronounced fluidal texture/lamination and an abundance of less altered 

lithic clasts.

2.5.6 La Castaneta (CAS) -  Azulejos l-ll

Altered ignimbrites are exposed at [425069 3096607] directly above the orange farm 

at the eastern end of Barranco de La Aldea. The altered ignimbrites occur between ~380 and 

-415 m a.sL, and form two distinct Azulejos horizons (Azulejos I and II; see Cabrera Santana 

et al., 2006) separated by a thin (~3 m) relatively unaltered, rheomorphic ignimbrite unit (Fig. 

2.5f). The altered ignimbrites are in contact with relatively unaltered, extra-caldera shield 

basahs along a well-exposed, 50-60° inward-dipping caldera margin. The Azulejos I horizon is 

-2 0  m thick, and comprises a massive, finely laminated ash-rich unit with abundant yellow 

lapilli, overlain by a green vitrophyre with a pronounced fluidal texture and an abundance of 

altered, basaltic lithic clasts at its top (Cabrera Santana et al., 2006). The Azulejos II horizon is 

-15  m thick and comprises a lower lithic-poor, pumice-rich, laminated ash deposit, overlain by 

a grey-green, highly-welded glassy ignimbrite unit, with a pronounced fluidal texture and 

fractured appearance (c f Cabrera Santana et al., 2006). This Azulejos horizon is capped by a 

-15  m thick pink-purple, relatively unaltered, rheomorphic ignimbrite unit.

2.5.7 Finca de Tirma/Cuevas Nuevas (TIR) -  Azulejos l-ll

Southwest of Barranco del Risco, altered ignimbrites are exposed -710-790 m a.s.l in 

the Tirma-Cuevas Nuevas area [426264 3099925]. The altered ignimbrites form two distinct 

Los Azulejos horizons (Azulejos 1 and II) separated by a -3 0  m thick, relatively unaltered 

ignimbrite unit, and are underlain by -1 0  m o f strongly altered, massive shield basalt lavas. 

Los Azulejos I horizon is -6  m thick, and consists of bright green, juvenile (bombs) and lithic 

clasts, set in a dark red matrix o f coarse ash, lapilli and scoria (Figs. 2.6a, b). Los Azulejos II 

horizon is -40  m thick, and shows a gradual change in colour from bright green at its base to 

orange at its top. The base of Los Azulejos II horizon is well-laminated, picked out by cm- 

scale alternation o f fme/coarse ash layers (Figs. 2.6c, d, e), and is friable in appearance. The 

central part of Los Azulejos II horizon is more massive in appearance, and is characterised by 

a distinctive nodular/bulbous surface texture, possibly due to ‘onion skin’ weathering (Fig. 

2.6g). Dispersed lithic clasts of dominantly basic composition occur in some more massive 

horizons (Fig. 2.6g), and are relatively unaltered compared to their host ignimbrite. Lithic 

clasts are typically elongated parallel to the tight lamination displayed at the base of the 

deposit. The upper part of Los Azulejos II horizon displays rhythmic alternation of fine ash, 

coarse ash, and pumice-rich layers, with pumices typically aligned and streaked out parallel to 

lamination. Two narrow (15-30 m) conglomerate units, separated by a -15  cm thick, fine

grained, reworked ignimbrite horizon, were identified within Los Azulejos II at [426329
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3100025], The conglomerate units contain rounded and variously coloured altered ignimbrite 

clasts ranging from 5 to 20 cm in size, set in an altered ignimbrite matrix (Fig. 2.6f). The 

altered sequence is overlain by ~20 m of flat-lying, relatively unaltered, phonolitic lava flows 

(Cabrera Santana et al., 2006; Figs. 2.6c, d).

2.5.8 Fuente Blanca 2 (FB2) -  Azulejos II

A ~20 m thick sequence of altered ignimbrites (Azulejos II) is exposed at Fuente 

Blanca [425411 3098540], between -725 and 745 m a.s.l. (directly above the Fuente Blanca 1 

section; see Section 2.5.5). The Fuente Blanca 2 altered ignimbrites are underlain by a ~15 m 

thick, relatively unaltered ignimbrite unit, and overlain by a ~7 m thick, relatively unaltered 

ignimbrite unit. Cabrera Santana et al. (2006) distinguish four altered units, which are (from 

base to top): (1) a green-red unit comprising alternating well-laminated/massive ignimbrite 

layers, and containing dominantly felsic lithic clasts, (2) a pervasively altered, green-orange 

massive ash unit, (3) a lithic-poor, red-yellow-green, laminated ash deposit, and (4) an orange- 

yellow, lithic-rich ash unit containing abundant fiamme. Note that the base of the relatively 

unaltered ignimbrite directly overlying the Azulejos horizon at this locality displays a slightly 

bleached blue-green colour along its contact with the underlying altered ignimbrites (Fig. 

2.5h).

2.5.9 Montana del Viso (VIS) -  Azulejos II

A -40  thick sequence o f altered ignimbrites (Azulejos II) occurs between -790 and 

830 m a.s.l. on Montana del Viso [424990 3094343] (Fig. 2.7a). The altered ignimbrites are 

bounded above and below by two relatively unaltered, massive ignimbrite units, -1 0  m and 

-1 7  m thick, respectively (Fig. 2.7b). The ahered sequence is dominated by a pervasively 

altered, yellow ignimbrite unit, with abundant bright green, altered fiamme, typically 15-30 cm 

in diameter (Fig. 2.7d). This unit also contains altered volcanic bombs displaying the same 

bright yellow colour as the host pumice, and relatively unaltered, pink-purple lithic clasts of 

predominantly felsic ignimbrite composition (Fig. 2.7c). The altered sequence grades upwards 

into a green-yellow, lithic-poor ash unit with a distinctive fragmented/blocky appearance.

2.5.10 Barranco de Tasarte (TAS) -  Azulejos III

A -3 0  m thick sequence of altered ignimbrites (Azulejos III) is exposed directly above 

the road in Barranco de Tasarte [426025 3090619], between -830  and 860 m a.s.l (Fig. 2.7e). 

The altered section comprises at least five distinct alteration facies (Cabrera Santana et al., 

2006), all highly variable in colour and texture. The base of the altered sequence is composed 

of a well-laminated, fme-ash unit, with abundant felsic lithic clasts. The ashy matrix is 

dominantly yellow in colour, whereas the lithic clasts are generally dark green in colour. This
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unit is overlain by a well-laminated ash deposit of variable colour (green, yellow, red; Fig. 

2.7g). The lamination is picked out by alternating fine/coarse ash horizons, and aligned and 

flattened green pumice clasts. Towards the top of the section the altered ignimbrites from a 

series green-yellow, relatively massive, laminated ash deposits displaying alternating lithic- 

rich and lithic-poor horizons (Fig. 2.7f). Where basaltic lithic clasts are present, they typically 

contain vesicle mineral fills, and display 3-4 cm wide alteration haloes (Fig. 2.7h). A grey- 

green vitrophyre occurs near the top of altered section, and displays a pronounced (primary?) 

fluidal texture. The entire altered section is bounded below by a ~4 m thick, relatively 

unaltered ignimbrite unit, and above by a >20 m thick, relatively unaltered, massive ignimbrite 

unit, displaying a pronounced rheomorphic texture (Fig. 2.7e).

2.5.11 Los Quemados A-E (LQA-E) -  Azulejos III

An -3 0  m thick sequence o f altered ignimbrites (Azulejos III) outcrops sporadically in 

the cliff section above the GC-206 road, between -610  and -640 m a.s.l., from just north of 

the type locality (see Section 4.2.12) at [427676 3088759], to just south of Barranco de Tasarte 

[427348 3089053]. Five relatively easily accessible sections were chosen for sampling (Los 

Quemados A-E). The altered ignimbrites are bright green, and comprise friable, finely- 

laminated, ash-rich horizons, ahemating with more massive/blocky horizons. The altered 

sequence is underlain by a ~10 m thick sequence of relatively unahered extra-caldera shield 

basalts, and overlain by a -25 m thick, massive, relatively unaltered ignimbrite unit.

2.5.12 Fuente de Los Azulejos (FLA) -  Azulejos lll-lV

Los Azulejos III and IV horizons are spectacularly exposed between -530 and 700 m 

a.s.l. in the cliff section above the GC-206 road at Fuente de Los Azulejos [0428353 3088999] 

in Barranco del Medio (Fig. 2.8a). At this locality, the 50°-60° inward dipping caldera margin 

cuts extra-caldera shield basalts that dip gently towards the sea. The altered ignimbrites that 

fill the caldera pinch out sharply against the steep eroded caldera margin. An up-section 

decrease in the dip of depositional bedding inside the caldera margin indicates progressive 

filling of the caldera (Schmincke & Swanson, 1966; Schmincke, 1969). The maximum total 

thickness of altered rock exposed at this locality is -100 m. The maximum and minimum 

continuous vertical exposure of Los Azulejos III horizon at this locality is -7 0  m and - 3  m, 

respectively. Los Azulejos IV horizon is relatively thin, with a maximum continuous vertical 

exposure of just -8  m (see Cabrera Santana et al., 2006). The altered ignimbrites display vivid 

purple, green, orange, and beige alteration colours (Fig. 2.8b). The transition between different 

coloured ignimbrite horizons is gradual, with most horizons showing variable/mixed 

colouration (Fig. 2.8c). The altered ignimbrites contain relatively unaltered fiamme up to 40 

cm in length (Fig. 2.8d), and abundant lithic clasts of both felsic and basaltic composition
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(Figs. 2.8e, f). Alteration haloes are found predominantly around basaltic lithic clasts (Fig. 

2.Be) and fractures. Quartz is visible on fractured surfaces and infilling cavities, particularly in 

altered ignimbrites showing conspicuous veining. Narrow lenses (<1 m) of apparently 

unaltered, strongly-welded, glassy ignimbrite occur at the base o f the altered section. The 

extra-caldera basalts appear relatively unaltered, apart from some minor veining close to the 

caldera margin. At ~60 m above the road, Los Azulejos III horizon is cross-cut by a relatively 

unahered unit ~40 m thick. A similar unaltered unit ~20 m thick separates Los Azulejos III 

and IV horizons (Fig. 2.8a). The contacts between these two units with over- and under-lying 

altered ignimbrite horizons are poorly exposed. Therefore, it is unclear from field observations 

whether these two unaltered units are ignimbrites or sills. At this locality, Los Azulejos IV 

horizon is unconformably overlain by apparently unaltered Fataga-aged ignimbrites (12.5 Ma; 

Ar-Ar/feldspar; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998; Fig. 2.8a).

2.5.13 Temisas (Azulejos IV) and Altered Fataga ignimbrites

Three distinct altered units (Azulejos IV) are exposed along the southeast margin of 

the caldera [450117 3086224], south of the village o f Temisas [450026 3087191]. The altered 

horizons are bright green in colour, highly friable, and range from 2-6 m in thickness. 

Relatively thick (~10-15 m), densely welded, and relatively unaltered ignimbrite units separate 

each of the three altered ignimbrite horizons (Fig. 2.8h), and are easily distinguished by their 

dark purple colour. A relatively unaltered, pink-purple, welded ignimbrite unit also underlies 

the lowermost altered horizon exposed at this locality. The topmost altered horizon is overlain 

by a thick sequence (> 15 m) of intensely altered, white-grey Fataga ignimbrites.

2.5.14 Las Tabladas (Slide Deposit)

On the northern side of Barranco de La Aldea at Las Tabladas [422849 3096680], 

large blocks (<30 cm to several tens of metres in diameter) of variably coloured altered 

ignimbrite, similar in appearance to the ignimbrites comprising Los Azulejos deposits, form 

part of a chaotic landslide deposit. This slide deposit is the only example o f Los Azulej os-type 

alteration occurring outside the caldera margin {in situ Los Azulejos horizons are exclusively 

intra-caldera). The blocks are angular to sub-angular, highly fractured, and set in a coarse

grained martrix, comprising a mix of unaltered ignimbrite and altered ignimbrite material. The 

deposit is -6 0  m thick, and unconformably overlain by lavas and ignimbrites of the Pliocene 

Roque Nublo group (5-3.5 Ma; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998; c f  Cabrera Santana et 

al., 2006). Thus, the age of the landslide (and alteration) predates the onset of Roque Nublo 

volcanism (i.e. >5 Ma), and it must have affected part of the caldera margin where in situ 

altered ignimbrites occur (located ~2 km to the east o f this locality).
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2.6 Eruptive Age Constraints

The structurally highest exposed Los Azulejos horizons at Fuente de Los Azulejos 

(Azulejos III and IV) have an eruption age of ~13.29 ± 0.02 Ma (Ar-Ar/feldspar; Sumita & 

Schmincke, 1998, and are overlain by apparently unaltered Fataga ignimbrites, with an 

eruption age of ~12.5 Ma (Ar-Ar/feldspar; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998; Fig. 2.8a). 

The Los Azulejos horizons at this locality are considered to be part of a group of ignimbrites 

that are transitional between Mogan and Fataga groups (‘P F l-4 ’; Schmincke, 1998), in the 

sense that their mineralogy is more Fataga-like (phlogopite phenocrysts instead of amphibole, 

and more potassic anorthoclase feldspar), whereas their chemical composition is more Mogan- 

like (Zr/Nb >5) (Sumita & Schmincke, 1998). No eruption age data exist for the altered 

ignimbrites exposed at any other locality. However, the deepest {in situ) Los Azulejos horizon 

(Azulejos I), exposed on the western side of Barranco del Risco (section RSO-B; Table A l), 

hes -250 m below the altered ignimbrite horizons at Fuente de Los Azulejos (Cabrera Santana 

et al., 2006). Given that the entire Mogan ignimbrite succession is -300  m thick (van den 

Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998), and assuming that Gran Canaria has not undergone major tilting 

since the Miocene (although a ‘broad" westward tilting between 3.8 and 3.5 Ma has been 

reported by Menendez et a l,  2008), it is estimated that the ignimbrites in Barranco del Risco 

are roughly equivalent to the upper units of the lower-Mogan ignimbrite succession (-13.9 

Ma). This approximation does not take into account potential topographic, structural (e.g. 

faulting), or erosional effects on the altered horizons along the caldera margin. How'ever, for 

the purposes of this study, it is the relative age and stratigraphic position o f the altered 

horizons, and the timing o f alteration rather than eruption, that are of most relevance.

2.7 Timing and Duration o f Alteration

The timing o f caldera-related hydrothermal activity on Gran Canaria is still a matter of 

debate, and two contrasting hypotheses have been put forward to date (see Section 2.3). 

Schmincke (1998) proposed that alteration took place during a single hydrothermal event at 

the Mogan/Fataga transition (13-12.5 Ma), related to the emplacement of the Fataga magma 

system at a shallow-level beneath Gran Canaria. Perez Torrado et al. (2004) and Cabrera 

Santana et al. (2006) have suggested that successively deeper altered horizons represent 

separate, progressively older alteration events, related to intermittent resurgence and 

hydrothermal activity within the Tejeda caldera throughout the mid-upper Mogan volcanic 

period. A number of important field observations suggest that the time interval for alteration 

proposed by Schmincke (1998) is the more likely of the two hypotheses. Firstly, at the type 

locality, ahered ignimbrites with an eruption age of 13.3 Ma are unconformably overlain by 

unaUered Fataga ignimbrites with an eruption age of approximately 12.5 Ma (van den Bogaard
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& Schmincke, 1998; Fig. 2.8a). Given that the altered ignimbrites at this locality represent the 

structurally highest Los Azulejos horizons (III and IV), an upper limit o f 13.3 to 12.5 Ma can 

be placed on the timing of epithermal alteration. Secondly, field observations suggest that 

welding and primary penneability were the main controlling factors on the intensity of 

alteration, with poorly-welded (i.e. more porous), intra-caldera ignimbrite horizons being more 

susceptible to fluid-flow than over and underlying highly-welded (i.e. less porous) ignimbrite 

units. Thus, it is likely that the occurrence of four distinct alteration horizons within the upper 

Mogan ignimbrite succession simply reflects the channellisation or lateral flow of 

hydrothermal fluids along more porous ignimbrite horizons during a single hydrothermal event 

between ~13 and 12.5 Ma, rather than four temporally distinct pulses of hydrothermal activity 

throughout the mid-upper Mogan period. This is further supported by the fact that the 

relatively unaltered ignimbrite horizons are in fact altered along their upper and/or lower 

contacts, indicating that they were deposited prior to alteration of over- and under-lying Los 

Azulejos horizons (i.e. they do not represent ‘breaks' between pulses of hydrothermal 

activity). However, this does not negate the use of the numerical labels proposed by Perez 

Torrado et al. (2004) and Cabrera Santana et al. (2006) for each Azulejos horizon (Azulejos I, 

II, III, IV), as long as they are only used as an indicator o f relative structural position, rather 

than four separate alteration events. It should also be noted that the paragenetic sequence and 

distinctive textures observed in the altered ignimbrites (multiple alteration haloes, zoned veins, 

dissolution textures in secondary minerals; see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3) suggest that, on a 

small-scale (cm-|im), hydrothermal fluids with subtly different chemical and isotopic 

compositions and temperatures probably passed through the rocks several times during the 

proposed hydrothermal event (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5). While alteration of the extrusive 

rocks on Gran Canaria can be constrained to ~13 and 12.5 Ma, the lifetime of the entire 

hydrothermal system was probably considerably longer, given that the Tejeda caldera 

underwent several episodes of collapse and resurgence up to ~7 Ma (Schimick et al., 1999; 

Troll et al., 2002), and the cone sheets and syenites of the younger Tejeda Intrusive Complex 

(12-7 Ma) also show evidence of severe alteration (see Chapter 5). The duration of 

hydrothermal activity on Gran Canaria, and the relationship between extrusive and intrusive 

alteration, is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.6.5.

2.8 Summary and Conclusions

Rhyolite-trachyte ignimbrites deposited within the Miocene Tejeda caldera show 

evidence of severe hydrothermal alteration. The altered ignimbrites (‘Los Azulejos') are 

restricted to a peripheral zone directly inside the caldera margin, and occur at four distinct 

horizons within the Mogan Group ignimbrite succession (14-13.3 Ma). Previous studies have 

focussed on the field relationships and mineralogical characteristics of the altered intra-caldera
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ignimbrites, and have established that alteration took place in a shallow-level, low-tem perature 

environment, most likely related to the emplacement o f  a high-level Fataga m agm a cham ber 

system. However, questions still remain regarding the tim ing o f  alteration, the num ber o f 

alteration events, the lithological, chemical, and structural controls on fluid-flow, the chemical 

evolution o f  the hydrothermal system over time, and its relationship to the hydrotherm al 

alteration o f the intrusive com plex at the centre o f  the island. In this, and the follow ing two 

chapters, an attempt is made to answ er these questions by com bining field, m ineralogical, 

geochemical, and numerical m odelling results for the altered ignimbrites and related rocks.

Detailed sample traverses were taken at total o f  14 localities along the exposed caldera 

margin, covering all four Los Azulejos horizons, and were supplemented by detailed 

observations o f alteration features and field relationships. At all sample localities, the altered 

ignimbrites are readily distinguished by their vivid alteration colours, and display a wide 

variety o f  alteration features (e.g. alteration haloes around lithic clasts, mineral fills on fracture 

surfaces, pronounced veining). W ithin any one altered outcrop, there is often a pronounced 

sm all-scale (cm-m) variation in the style and intensity o f  alteration. The altered ignim brites are 

typically overlain or interbedded with thick, densely-welded, relatively unaltered ignimbrite 

units, and underlain by either unaltered ignimbrites or variably altered extra-caldera shield 

basalts (depending on the level o f  erosion). The densely-welded ignimbrites display only 

m inor alteration along their top and bottom contacts with the Los Azulejos horizons, 

suggesting that welding and priman,' permeability' were important lithological controls on the 

intensity o f  alteration. Alteration m ost likely took place during a single  hydrotherm al event, 

with more porous (poorly-w elded) horizons being more susceptible to fluid infiltration, 

resulting in alternating altered/relatively unaltered ignimbrite units. At the type locality 

(Fuente de Los Azulejos) the structurally highest Los Azulejos horizons (13.3 M a) are 

unconformably overlain by unaltered Fataga ignimbrites (12.5 Ma), suggesting the 

hydrothermal event occurred betw een 13.3 and 12.5 Ma. Reworked altered ignim brites and 

breccias exposed in Barranco del Risco show a distinctive style o f  alteration (e.g. quartz- 

kaolinite and calcite veining, m ultiple alteration haloes around clasts) not seen at any other 

locality. The small- and large-scale variations in alteration style and intensity, and the 

lithological and structural controls on alteration, are discussed in further detail in C hapter 4, in 

light o f  combined petrographic, stable isotope, and numerical modelling results (Chapter 3).
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c o n ta c t  b e tw een  m e g a b lo c k  an d  a l te red  ign im b ri te .  (f)  C a ra p a c e  o f  a l te red  ig n im b r i te  w i th in  m e g a b lo c k .  
C a ra p a c e  co n ta in s  su b -a n g u la r  c las ts  o f  b e ig e  a l te red  ign im b ri te .  an d  s t r e a k e d -o u t  m e g a b lo c k  f ragm en ts .  
N o te  loba te  con tac t  b e tw e e n  ig n im b r i te  c a ra p a c e  a n d  m e g a b lo c k .  (g) A lte red  ig n im b ir te  c las t  in channc l - f i l l  
depos i ts .  K a o l in i te  and  a l te red  ign im b ri te  m ate r ia l  fill f rac tu re s  in clast . N o te  clast d e fo rm s  l a y e r in g  in the 
ign im bri te .  (h)  I rregru lar  m arg in  o f  a l te ra t ion  h a lo  s u r ro u n d in g  a f rac tu re  in the  channe l-f i l l  ig n im bri tes .
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F igu re  2 .4 (a -e ): (a ) N W -d ip p in g  fau it(? )  ju x ta p o s in g  th e  sh ie ld  b a sa lt lav as an d  th e  m e g a b re c c ia  d ep o s it in 
B a rran co  del R isco . (b ) A lte red  ig n im b rite  an d  b a sa lt c la s ts  in th e  m e g a b re c c ia  d e p o s it u n d e rly in g  the  
ch an n e l-f ill ig n im b rite  d ep o s its . T h e  ig n im b rite  c la s t c o n ta in s  p e r \a s iv e ly  a lte re d  fe ld sp a r  p h en o c ry sts . 
w h e reas  fe ld sp a rs  in th e  b asa lt c las t a p p e a r  re la tiv e ly  fi'esh. T h e  a lte re d  ig n im b rite  c la s t a lso  d isp la y s  a ~ l 
m m  w id e , w h ite  a lte ra tio n  rim . (c) C o a rse  q u a r tz  ve in  c ro ss -c u ttin g  m e g a b re c c ia  d ep o s it, (d) C a lc ite  
c ry s ta ls  in fillin g  f ra c tu re  in m e g a b re c c ia  m a tr ix , (e ) A lte red , fe ld sp a r-ric h , ig n im b rite  c la s t in m e g ab recc ia  
d ep o s it. N o te  th e  c la s t c o re  is re la tiv e ly  fre sh , an d  is su rro u n d e d  by  tw o  d is tin c t a lte ra tio n  rim s d isp la y in g  
d iffe re n t co lo u rs  an d  a lte ra tio n  in ten sitie s . N o te  a lso  th a t th e  m arg in  o f  th e  c la s t is n o  lo n g e r d isc e rn ab le . In 
co n tra s t, th e  b asa lt c la s t is  an g u la r, an d  re la tiv e ly  fresh  (n o te  m ilk y  w h ite  fe ld sp a r  p h en o c ry sts ).
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( fo reg ro u n d ) ,  (f)  V iew N to w a r d s  L os  A z u le jo s  I an d  II at La C a s ta n e ta  (C A S )  f rom  M ofi tana  del Viso  
(V IS ) .  N o te  s teep ,  i n w a rd -d ip p in g  ca lde ra  m arg in ,  (g)  A l te red  ig n im b r i te s  (A z u le jo s  I) at  F u e n te  B la n c a  1 
( F B I )  u n c o n fo rm a b ly  o v e r la in  by  a th ick  s e q u e n c e  o f  u n a l t e r e d  ig n im b ri te s .  (h) A l te r e d  ig n im b r i te s  
(A z u le jo s  II) at  F B 2 o ver la in  by  a  re la t ive ly  una l te red  ig n im b ri te  unit  (no te  'b leached '  a p p e a r a n c e  at base).
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F igure  2 .6 (a -h ) :  (a)  R e m n a n ts  o f  an  a l te red  v o lcan ic  b o m b (? )  in an a l te red  s t ro m b o l ian  d ep o s i t  (A z u le jo s  I) 
at T irm a  (T IR ) .  (b) G reen  a l te red  li thic c las ts  se t  in red  a l te red  ig n im b ri te  m atr ix ,  s t ro m b o l ia n  d ep o s i t  
( A z u le jo s  I) a t  T IR . (c)  Poorly  w e ld e d  p y ro c la s t ic  fall d epos i t  g ra d in g  in to  a la m in a te d  f low  d ep o s i t  
(A z u le jo s  II) at  T IR .  Both  fall a n d  f low d ep o s i ts  a re  p e rv a s iv e ly  al te red ,  an d  a re  c a p p e d  b y  a  re la t ive ly  
un a l te red ,  p h o n o l i t e  lava  f low, (d )  A l te red  ig n im b r i t e s  (A z u le jo s  11) at  T IR  o v e r la in  by  a  r e la t iv e ly  
u na l te red  lava flow, (e)  L a m in a te d  su rge  d epos i t  (A z u le jo s  II) a t  T IR  sh o w in g  a g rad a t io n  in c o lo u r  f rom  
g reen  to red. (f)  F ine -g ra ined ,  r e w o rk e d  ig n im b ri te  b o u n d e d  by  tw o  c o n g lo m e ra te  uni ts  co n ta t in in g  a l te red  
ign im b ri te  c las ts ,  o v e r ly in g  A z u le jo s  II h o r izon  at  T IR .  (g) A l te re d  lam in a ted  su rg e  d ep o s i t  (A z u le jo s  II) 
c o n ta in in g  re la t iv e ly  un a l te red ,  r o u n d e d  ig n im b r i te  clas ts ,  (h)  L a m in a te d  su rge  d e p o s i t  ( A z u le jo s  II) 
s h o w in g  in ternal ,  c m -se a le  c o lo u r  var ia t ion  (g re e n -p u rp le )  an d  ch a rac te r is t ic  'o n ion -sk in '  w ea th e r in g .
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Figure  2 .7 (a -h ) :  (a)  A l te red  ig n im b r i te s  (A z u le jo s  II) at  M onta fia  del Viso (V IS) ,  (b)  V iew  N f ro m  V IS  
to w a rd s  A z u le jo s  1 at L os  A z u le jo s  (L A Z )  a n d  A zu le jo s  II at  Fuen te  B lanc a  2 (FB 2 ) .  (c)  A l te red  vo lcan ic  
b o m b  a n d  re la t ive ly  u na l te red  ig n im b r i te  c las t  in a l te red  ig n im b r i te  m atr ix  (V IS) ,  (d)  G re e n  a l te red  f i a m m e  
in b e ige  a l te red  ig n im b ri te  m a tr ix  (V IS ) ,  (e)  Variably c o lo u re d  a l te red  ign im bri tes  (A z u le jo s  III) c a p p e d  by 
re la t ive ly  u n a l te red  ig n im b ri te  unit , B a r ra n c o  de  Tasar te  (TA S) .  (f)  A l te rn a t in g  l i th ic-r ich  a n d  l i th ic -poor  
al te red  ig n im b r i te  h o r izo n s  (TA S) .  L ith ie-r ich  ho r izo n s  a rc  d o m in a n t ly  g reen  du e  to  the  p r e s e n c e  o f  green  
a l te ra t ion  h a lo e s  a ro u n d  ind iv idua l  c lasts,  (g)  L a m in a te d  a l te red  ig n im b r i te s  d i sp lay in g  e m -sc a le  var ia t ion  
in c o lo u r  (TA S).  C o lo u r  c h a n g e s  m a in ly  fo l lo w  layer ing  in th e  ign im bri tes ,  apar t  f rom  s o m e  pa tch y  green 
a l tera t ion  w h ich  c ro ss -cu ts  layer ing ,  (h)  Ves icu lar  basa lt  c las t  in a l tered  ig n im b ri te  (TA S).  N o te  the  ves ic le  
m inera l  fi lls  in the  clast , and  th e  red  a l te ra t ion  ha lo  ex te n d in g  o u tw a rd s  in to  the  host  ign im bri te .
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Figure 2.8(a-h): (a) Steep- to shallow -dipping, altered upper-M ogan ignim brites (A zulejos III and IV) at 
Fuente de Los A zulejos (FLA ) unconforn iab ly  overlain  by unaltered Fataga ignim brites. The a ltered  
ignim brites are in contact with relatively unaltered  extra-caldera shield basalts along an inw ard-dipping 
caldera  m argin. Two relatively unaltered ignim brite(?) units (U l) at the top o f  A zulejos III pinch out 
tow ards the caldera m argin, (b) A ltered ignim brites (A zulejos III) with variable alteration colours, (c) Mix 
o f  colours within an altered ignim brite (A zulejos III), (d) R elatively unaltered fiam m e in strongly altered, 
g reen-purp le  ignim brite m atrix (A zulejos III), (e) M afic clasts with green alteration haloes in strongly  
altered  ignim brite  m atrix (A zulejos III), (f) G reen ignim brite  clast in pink ignim brite m atrix (A zulejos 111), 
(g) A ltered upper-M ogan ignim brites (A zulejos IV) capped by unaltered Fataga ignim brites. (h) A ltered  
ign im brite  horizon (A zulejos IV) bounded by relatively  unaltered ignim brites at Tem isas (TEM ).



3 Los Azuiejos Deposits, Tejeda Caldera, Gran Canaria 

Analytical Methods and Results

3.1 Analytical Methods^

3.1.1 Thin Section Petrography

Polished, 30 lam-thin sections were examined in both plane- and crossed-polarised light 

using an Olympus BH-2 petrographic microscope, attached to a Nikon digital camera in the 

optics laboratory at Trinity College Dublin (TCD). Polished thin sections were examined to (I) 

identify and characterise textures associated with fluid-rock interaction, (2) distinguish 

between primary (igneous) and secondary (hydrothermal) mineral assemblages, (3) determine 

the relative amount of alteration experienced by each rock sample (i.e. weakly altered, 

moderately altered, strongly altered), (4) identify the dominant mode(s) of alteration during 

fluid-rock interaction, (5) determine the relative susceptibilities of different mineral phases to 

alteration, and (6) identify possible multiple/overprinting alteration events by analysing cross

cutting relationships.

3.1.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD analyses were carried out in the Geochemistry Laboratory in the Geology 

Department at TCD. All samples were crushed in a rock crusher, and powdered using either a 

tungsten carbide tema mill or pestle and mortar prior to analysis. The minerals present in each 

powdered sample were determined with a Phillips PW1720 X-ray generator and Phillips 

PW 1050/25 diffractometer, using Cu K a radiation. All measurements were taken from 2 to 

40° (20) at a step size of 0.02°/sec. X-ray diffractograms were interpreted using “Traces 5.20" 

software (Hiltonbrooks Ltd; http://www.xrays.u-net.com/Software.htm), and identification of 

minerals was achieved by comparison of peak angles with the Carleton University Department 

of Geology 20 (Cu) table (Chao, 1969), and the International Centre for Diffraction Data 

(ICDD) 1998 Powder Diffraction Database (sets 1-48 and 70-85).

3.1.3 Scanning Electron IVIicroscopy (SEM)

SEM was peiformed using the Hitachi S-4300 high-resolution Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) in the Centre for Microscopy and Analysis at TCD (see 

http://www.tcd.ie/CMA/s4300.htm). SEM investigations were carried out using both 

backscatter electron (BS-SEM) and secondary electron (SE-SEM) modes. BS-SEM was useful 

for observing alteration textures and replacement pathways, whereas SE-SEM facilitated the

' U nless otherwise stated, all sam ple preparation and analyses were carried out by E. Donoghue during the period o f  
PhD research.
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identification, imaging, and interpretation o f characteristic crystal morphologies unique to 

different species o f zeolites and clay minerals, and proved useful in revealing major reaction 

surfaces and mineralogical associations that occur as a result o f alteration. SEM investigations 

were performed on gold-coated whole-rock chips approximately Icm^ in size (secondary 

electron mode) and on carbon-coated thin sections (backscatter electron mode). Additional 

SEM-EDS investigations were carried out by F.J. Pctcz Torrado using a JEOL-JSM 840 SEM 

housed at the University o f Alicante, Spain.

3.1.4 X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)

Major oxide and trace element concentrations were determined by XRF, using an 

automated Philips PW1480 spectrometer at GEOMAR Research Centre, Kiel, Germany. 

Samples were crushed in a rock crusher, and powdered using either a tungsten carbide tema 

m ill or pestle and mortar prior to analysis. A ll analyses were carried out by D. Rau in 2004 

(‘ H A T ’ samples) and in 2006 (all other samples). Powdered samples were dried at 110°C prior 

to analysis, and lithium tetraborate glass fiision beads were prepared according to the methods 

o f Norrish &  Hutton (1969), with modifications after Harvey et al. (1973) and Schroeder et al. 

(1980). A ll analyses were carried out w ith an Rh tube, and calibration was performed using 

international geological reference samples. Volatile concentrations (H jO  and CO2 ) were 

determined by infrared photometry (Rosemount CSA 5003) after heating the rock powder to 

960°C (Abratis et al., 2002).

3.1.5 O-and H-lsotope Analysis

For samples with the prefix ‘G C , rock powders were analysed for their D/H and 

1 8 0 / I 6 0  ratios using a Delta XP dual inlet gas source mass spectrometer at the University o f 

Cape Town (UCT), South Africa. For samples with the prefix 'H A T ', rock powders were 

analysed using a VG Isoprime mass spectrometer at the Universite Jean Monnet (UJM), St- 

Etienne, France. Note that for the ‘H A T ’ samples (n = 13). all preparatory work (cutting, 

crushing, and powdering) was carried out by A. O ’ Halloran in 2003/2004, and D/H and 

1 8 0 / I 6 0  analyses were performed by C. Harris in UJM. C-isotope analysis was also performed 

on one calcite vein sample by C. Harris at UCT, according to the method described in Harris &  

Chaumba (2001). A ll other samples were prepared and analysed by E. Donoghue between 

2005 and 2008. 0 -, H-, and C-isotope data are reported in the familiar ‘5’ notation where 5 = 

1 0 0 0 * ( ( R 3 a m p i e  '  R s ,a n d a rd ) /R s ,a n d a rd )  and R = '* 0 / '’'0 ,  D/H or '^C/'^C. O- and H-isotope 

compositions are reported in per m il ( % o )  relative to V-SMOW  (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean 

Water), and C-isotope compositions are reported in per mil ( % o )  relative to PDB (Pee Dee 

Belemnite.
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In both UCT and UJM, powdered samples were prepared for D/H determination off

line, using the method o f Vennemann & O'Neil ( 1 9 9 3 ) .  All samples were loaded into quartz 

glass tubes, and placed in an oven at 110°C overnight. They were then degassed on a 

conventional borosilicate glass vacuum line at 2 0 0 ° C  prior to pyrolysis. For altered intra- 

caldera ignimbrite samples ( ‘Los Azulejos’), water was liberated from 5 0  mg o f whole-rock  

powder, and 1 0 0  mg o f low-blank ‘Indiana’ Zn was used to reduce the liberated water to H2 . 

For relatively unaltered (i.e. water-poor) intra-caldera ignimbrite and extra-caldera basalt 

samples, 1 0 0 - 2 0 0  mg o f sample powder and 1 5 0 - 2 0 0  mg o f Zn were used to ensure .enough 

water was liberated and reduced to H2 for analysis, and to minimize contamination o f  the 

sample water by blank water in the silicate line. Water was produced from ~ 5 0  mg o f an 

internal biotite standard (CGBi, 5D = -5 9 % o ,  H2O =  3 . 7 0  wt%) and analysed in duplicate with 

each batch o f samples. For D/H determination, an internal water standard (CTMP, 5D = -9 % o )  

was used to calibrate the raw data to the V-SMOW scale (in both UCT and UJM), and the data 

were normalized so that V-SLAP (Vienna Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation) gave a value 

of-428% 0 on the V-SMOW scale, as recommended by Coplen ( 1 9 9 5 ) .  Water concentrations 

o f whole-rocks were determined from the voltage measured on the mass 2 collector o f  the 

mass spectrometer, using identical sample inlet volume (Vennemann & O'Neil, 1 9 9 3 ) .  The 

errors' on 5D and H 2O* are typically of the order of ± 2%o ( la )  and 0 . 1 0  wt % ( la ) ,  

respectively, but it should be noted that the error on 5D may be somewhat higher in those 

samples containing low concentrations o f  H20^ (see Harris et a i ,  2 0 0 5 )  due to a greater 

possibility o f  blank water contamination during extraction.

For O-extraction at UJM and UCT, powdered samples (~10 mg) were dried in an oven 

at 50°C, and degassed under vacuum on a conventional silicate line at 200°C for two hours. 

Silicate minerals were reacted with C IF 3 (UCT) or BrFj (UJM) in the silicate Hne for 3 hours 

(UCT) or 8 hours (UJM) at 550°C (Clayton & Mayeda, 1963; Borthwick & Harmon, 1982), 

and the liberated O 2 was converted to CO2 using a hot platinized carbon rod. At UCT, samples 

were run on the vacuum line in batches o f 8, along with duplicate samples o f  the internal 

quartz standard, NBS-28. For '*0/'^0 determination, a 6'*0 value for N BS-28 (quartz sand) o f  

9.64%o was used to normalize the raw data to the V-SMOW  scale (Coplen et al., 1983). In 

UJM, the 6'*0 value obtained for the internal standard Murchison Line Quartz (MQ; 5'*0 = 

10.1 %o) was used to normalize the raw 5'*0 data to the V-SMOW scale. In all cases, the 

normalized and un-normalized 5'*0 values differ by <0.4%o. The analytical error for §'*0 is 

about ± 0 . l% o  ( la ) . Further details on the methods employed for O-extraction from silicate

■ Errors derived from the reproducibility o f  standard isotopic com positions.
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minerals at UCT can be found in Vennem ann & Smith (1990) and Harris & Erlank (1992). 

The O-extraction procedure at UJM has been described by Gerbe & Thouret (2004).

3.1.6 Numerical Modelling

Num erical m odelling was carried out by Dr. Thomas W alter (GeoForschungsZentrum  

Potsdam, Germ any) in 2004, to exam ine the tensile stress field around an inflating m agma 

chamber o f  Fataga age and depth, and thereby establish the main structural controls on fluid- 

flow that led to  the intensity o f hydrotherm al alteration observed on Gran Canaria. The 

description below  o f the numerical m odelling setup has been provided by Dr. Walter.

The stress models were run using Poly3D, a three-dim ensional boundary elem ent code 

developed by the Stanford Rock Fracture Project (Thomas, 1993). The boundary element code 

is based on the analytical solutions for triangular dislocation sources in isotropic m edia 

(Comninou & Dundurs, 1975). Four hundred triangular dislocations to a magma reservoir 

were combined, and the reservoir was then placed at the desired geometric location. The 

geom etry and position o f the Gran Canaria Fataga-age magma cham ber is not precisely 

known, although some constraints are given by mineral thermobarometry (Schirnick, 1996), 

and structural studies o f  the Fataga-age conc-shects and extra-caldera ignimbrites (Schirnick et 

a i ,  1999). Based on these constraints, a sill-shaped Fataga magma chamber was simulated, 

with a diam eter o f  10 km, an emplacem ent depth o f 3-5 km, and a diameter/height aspect ratio 

o f 5.0. At each element o f the reservoir, traction boundary conditions were defined. T raction 

allows sim ulating reservoir inflation by  overpressure, which equals the total fluid pressure. 

The overpressure o f  magmatic bodies is generally between 5 and 40 M Pa (Rubin, 1995). In the 

stress models presented here, a magma overpressure o f  10 MPa was simiutated. A Poisson’s 

ratio o f v = 0.25 and a Y oung's modulus o f  E = 70 GPa were assigned. The tensile stress (a3 ) 

was calculated in a vertical cross-section through the centre o f  the reservoir, ranging from  the 

free surface to a depth o f  10 km.

3.2 Results

The results fi-om petrographic, XRD, SEM, XRF, O- and H-isotope analyses, and 

numerical m odelling are given in Sections 3.21-3.26, and corresponding figures/plots are 

shown at the end o f the Chapter. In sections 3.21-3.25, the samples are defined as ‘altered’, 

‘relatively unaltered’ and ‘unaltered’ based on their appearance in the field and/or in hand 

sample (see Chapter 2, Footnote 1). All results and figures are discussed in Chapter 4.

3.2.1 Petrography

Petrographic descriptions o f  altered ignimbrites (n = 50), relatively unaltered intra- 

caldera ignimbrites (n = 5), and altered extra-caldera basalts (n = 2), are given in T able  A4.
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The petrographic features of altered ignimbrites from Fuente de Los Azulejos (Donoghue el 

al., 2008; n = 13), and unahered samples of extra-caldera ignimbrite ‘A ’ (n = 2) and the 

underlying extra-caldera basalt flow ‘T4’ (the lower-most units o f the Upper Mogan Group 

succession; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998), are also given for reference. A summary of 

the main petrographic features o f each sample suite is given below, and photomicrographs of 

selected alteration textures are shown in Figures 3.1-3.3. All photomicrographs, hand sample 

photos, thin section slide photos taken as part of this study can be found in Electronic 

Appendix A (EA-A). The colours quoted below refer to the appearance o f a particular mineral 

phase in plane-polarised light, unless otherwise stated. Further details on the petrology and 

mineralogy of Los Azulejos horizons can be found in e.g. Garcia del Cura et al. (1999), PCTez 

Torrado et al. (2004), Cabrera-Santana et al. (2006), and Donoghue et al. (2008). The 

petrography and mineralogy of extra-caldera ignimbrhes ‘A ’ to ‘F’ (Upper Mogan Group) are 

discussed in e.g. Schmincke (1969, 1976, 1998), Crisp & Spera (1987), Leat & Schmincke 

(1993), Sumita & Schmincke (1998), Kobberger & Schmincke (1999), Troll & Schmincke 

(2002), and Troll et al. (2003).

3.2.1.1 Extra-caldera ignmhvite 'A'

Ignimbrite 'A ' is the lower-most ignimbrite unit o f the Upper Mogan Group (13.63 ± 

0.3 Ma; Ar-Ar/feldspar; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998), and marks the onset of the 

transition from the Mogan to the Fataga group. Ignimbrite "A’ is vertically zoned from rhyolite 

at the base to trachyte at the top, and contains three different types of fiamme: trachytic, 

rhyolitic and evolved rhyolitic (Troll & Schmincke, 2002). In our reference samples, 

phenocrysts comprise alkali feldspar (<10 vol%), amphibole (<0.5 vol%), Fe-Ti oxide, minor 

pyroxene, and accessory phlogopite and chevkinite (cf. Sumita & Schmincke, 1998; Troll & 

Schmincke, 2002). Feldspar phenocrysts are typically 0.5-2 mm in size, subhedral-anhedral, 

relatively fresh, and show a well-developed alignment parallel to the flow direction (Figs. 3.1a, 

b). Phenocrysts are set in a fine-grained, ash-rich matrix, composed mainly of alkali-feldspar 

and quartz. Where present, fiamme range from 1-3 mm in length, and define a eutaxitic 

texture.

3.2.1.2 Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Los Azulejos I-IV)

Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites from Los Azulejos horizons 1-IV display a wide 

range of textures and mineral assemblages, reflecting variable intensities and styles of 

hydrothermal alteration. Feldspar phenocrysts range from <0.5-3 mm in size, and typically 

display a mottled, grey-brown colour due to partial replacement by fine-grained phyllosilicate 

phases (clays, muscovite/sericite, biotite, chlorite) along crystal boundaries, fractured surfaces, 

and twinning planes (e.g. GC8, GC66, GC231, GC318, GC321, HATlOl; Figs. 3.1c, d). In
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numerous samples (e.g. GC238, GC95, GC84B, GC346, GC138), feldspar phenocrysts are 

surrounded by conspicuous, dark brown to isotropic ‘haloes' up to 0.5 mm wide (Figs. 3 .Id, 

e), composed of fine-grained phyllosilicate phases and poorly crystalline secondary Fe-Ti 

oxides (hematite/leucoxene). More rarely, feldspar phenocrysts are surrounded by radiating 

acicular crystallites of aegirine, which show partial alteration to Fe-Ti oxides (GC118; Fig. 

3 .If). Polycrystalline quartz rims were identified around feldspar phenocrysts in GC65, 

GC225, GC315, GC321, and GC288. Where present, Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts are often 

partially decomposed, and display bright red/orange alteration rims of secondary 

hematite/leucoxene (e.g. GC54, GC315, GC316, GC292). Pyroxene phenocrysts are only 

preserved in GC29, where they are partially replaced by fine-grained phyllosilicate phases. 

Relict amphibole phenocrysts were only identified in one sample (GCl 17), where they display 

isotropic alteration rims, surrounded by fine-grained mica.

All altered intra-caldera ignimbrite samples display pervasive alteration of primary 

groundmass mineral assemblages and textures. Feldspar laths show partial to complete 

replacement by fine-grained phyllosilicate phases (clays, micas, chlorite) (e.g. GC347, GC318, 

GC303; Fig. 3.1g), fibrous zeolites (e.g. GC316, HAT34), and secondary Fe-Ti oxides (e.g. 

GC57, GC299, GC316, GC323, GC142, GC299; Fig. 3.1h). In a small number of samples, 

relatively unaltered primary feldspar crystallites can still be identified in the groundmass (e.g. 

GC299, GC57; Fig. 3.2a). Many altered samples display fluidal groundmass textures, picked 

out by pervasively altered, dark brown to isotropic areas, alternating with lighter coloured 

areas of less intense alteration (e.g. GC57, GC239; Figs. 3.2a, b, c). In some samples, the 

groundmass displays numerous cross-cutting veinlets (<0.5 mm wide) enclosing angular areas 

of less altered groundmass, creating a distinctive brecciated texture (e.g. GC231). In other 

samples, the ignimbrite groundmass is strongly silicified, with polycrystalline quartz partially 

or completely replacing feldspar laths (e.g. GC231, GC134, GC225, GC315). Euhedral quartz 

crystals also infill fractures in e.g. GC239, GC2, GC142 (Fig. 3.2d), and occur intergrown with 

fine-grained kaolinite (confirmed by XRD and SEM) in G C l45 (Fig. 3.2e). Finely crystalline, 

dark brown to isotropic veins, composed of a mixture o f fine-grained phyllosilicate phases and 

secondary Fe-Ti oxides, were identified in numerous samples (e.g. GC66A, GC292). These 

veins are typically zoned, with isotropic cores grading outwards towards dark brown rims, and 

are surrounded by poorly crystalline, light brown alteration haloes (e.g. GC149). Mn-oxide 

minerals (most likely pyrolusite and/or manganite) were also identified in a number of samples 

(e.g GC4, GC346, GC149), where they form characteristic dendritic veinlets (Fig. 3.2f). Two 

altered ignimbrite samples from Fuente Blanca 2 (GC229 and GC231) display a distinctive 

laminated texture, picked out by fine-scale (<0.5 mm) alternadon of light brown/orange areas 

with darker brown areas in parts of the groundmass (Figs. 3.2g, h). Basaltic xenoliths are
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common in the ahered ignimbrites, and typically show partial alteration to fme-grained 

phyllosilicate phases (e.g. GC292, GC53, GC57), and/or radiating fibrous zeolites (GC316; 

Figs. 3.3a, b), along contacts with their host ignimbrite. Within individual basaltic xenoliths, 

feldspar laths are relatively fresh, or show only minor alteration to clay along crystal 

boundaries (e.g. GC240, GC64, GC316; Fig. 3.3c). More rarely, mafic xenoliths are almost 

completely overprinted by opaque minerals (e.g. GC318). Apparently unaltered (in hand- 

sample/outcrop) and highly welded glassy ignimbrite samples (HAT 101, GC67b) display 

partial replacement of feldspar crystallites by fine-grained phyllosilicate phases, and intense 

alteration along perhtic cracks and fractures. Note that in GC4, both the grey- and green- 

coloured parts of the groundmass are pervasively altered, and the contact between the two 

different coloured areas is gradual (Table A4). The grey-coloured groundmass is strongly 

silicified and cross-cut by numerous dark brown veinlets, whereas the green-coloured 

groundmass is strongly altered to fine-grained phyllosilicate phases, and veining is less intense 

(apart from some minor dendritic Mn oxides).

3.2.1.3 Relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites

In comparison to the altered ignimbrites, the massive ignimbrite units overlying, or 

interbedded with, Los Azulejos horizons generally retain their original groundmass textures 

(densely welded/eutaxitic) and primary phenocryst mineralogy (feldspar, pyroxene, 

amphibole). However, these samples are not pristine; feldspar crystallites often display partial 

alteration along crystal boundaries (e.g. GC323, GC104, GC160), and groundmass 

assemblages are partially replaced by secondary quartz and Fe-Ti oxides (e.g. GC160, GC95; 

Fig. 3.3d). Conspicuous quartz veins are also common in GC160. Note that sample GC104, 

from the relatively unaltered unit capping the Azulejos III horizon at Fuente de Los Azulejos, 

is characterised by a finely crystalline groundmass, and does not display any primary 

ignimbrite flow textures or fiamme (Table A4), suggesting that this unit may be a sill rather 

than an ignimbrite.

3.2.1.4 Altered extra-caldera basalts

The altered extra-caldera basalt samples (GC106, GC107, and GC108) were taken ~20 

m, ~7 m, and ~1 km from the caldera margin at Fuente de Los Azulejos, respectively. All three 

samples are porphyritic, comprising plagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine phenocrysts, set in a 

mesh of interlocking plagioclase and pyroxene crystallites. Feldspar phenocrysts are generally 

subhedral to anhedral, <0.5 mm across, and are partially replaced by fine-grained 

phyllosilicate phases (dominantly clays and muscovite) along crystal boundaries (e.g. GC108; 

Fig. 3.3e). More rarely, plagioclase fonns glomerocrystic aggregates up to 2 mm across, in 

which individual crystals are relatively unaltered (e.g. GC107; Fig. 3.3f). Pyroxene and olivine
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phenocrysts show partial alteration along crystal boundaries and fractures, but are relatively 

fresh compared to feldspar phenocrysts (e.g. GC106; Fig. 3.3g). Groundmass alteration is 

particularly strong in GC107, where plagioclase laths have been almost entirely replaced by 

fine-grained clay minerals, and display a mottled brown/grey colour. Vesicles up to 0.5 mm 

across occur in GC151, and are typically infilled by finely crystalline secondary phases (Fig. 

3.3h). Cabrera Santana el al. (2006) report zeolite and carbonate phases in vesicles in the 

extra-caldera basalts at Fuente de Los Azulejos. These minerals were not recognised in our 

samples by petrographic methods, but were identified using SEM (see Section 3.2.3). The 

pristine extra-caldera ‘T4’ basalt sample, taken several kilometers from the caldera margin in 

Barranco Puerto Rico [Troll pers. comm.], contains euhedral, unaltered micro-phenocrysts of 

clinopyroxene, plagioclase, and magnetite, set in a relatively fresh, finely-crystalline, 

groundmass of plagioclase and minor pyroxene (c f Sumita & Schmincke, 1998).

3.2.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

The primary and secondary mineral assemblages of the altered intra-caldera ignimbrite 

samples (n = 59) from Los Azulejos horizons 1-IV, and the altered extra-caldera basalt samples 

(n = 2) from Fuente Blanca 2 (Azulejos II), are shown in Table 3.1, as determined from whole- 

rock XRD data. A number of ahered lithic clasts (n = 5), vein separates (n = 7), and different 

coloured groundmass separates (n = 8) were also analysed, as well as one relatively unaltered 

intra-caldera ignimbrite sample overlying the altered sequence in Barranco Giiigiii Grande 

(GC292). The primary mineral assemblages of fiamme separates from unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites ‘A’, ‘D ', 'E ', and ‘F ’ (Donoghue et a!.. 2008) are also shown in Table 3.1 for 

comparison. Table 3.2 is a compilation table, in which the altered ignimbrites are grouped by 

sample location, and the locations are arranged according to their relative stratigraphic position 

(Los Azulejos I-IV). The overall mineralogy for each locality is shown, based on the total 

number of samples analysed («) from each locality. All raw XRD scans, and scans showing 

primary and secondary minerals fitted to the main diffraction peaks, can be found in EA-A.

3.2.2.1 Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Los Azulejos)

Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites from all Los Azulejos horizons contain a varied 

secondary mineral assemblage, comprising mainly phyllosilicate phases (smectite ± illite ± 

muscovite/sericite ± saponite), zeolites (Ca-mordenite ± clinoptiliolite ± analcime), quartz, and 

adularia. Peak intensities around 6° (20) in clay-rich samples suggest that montmorillonite is 

the principal smectitic clay mineral present. It should be noted that illite produces a very 

similar diffraction pattern to muscovite (sericite), and it was not possible to distinguish 

between these two phases using XRD methods alone. However, SEM investigations (see 

below) indicate that illite predominates over sericite. Tremolite, phillipsite and pyrite were
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detected in a small number of groundmass samples from Los Azulejos I horizon in Barranco 

del Risco. However, these minerals were not positively identified by petrographic methods or 

SEM, and so their occurrence is questionable. The majority of altered intra-caldera ignimbrites 

also contain relics of the primary phenocryst assemblage (anorthoclase ± plagioclase ± 

clinopyroxene ± amphibole), as determined from XRD analyses of extra-caldera ignimbrites 

‘A’, ‘D’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ (Donoghue et al., 2008; see also: Schmincke, 1969, 1982; Sumita & 

Schmincke, 1998). Four groundmass samples (GC332, GC333, GC288, and GC289) contain 

only secondary mineral phases. Note that in sample GC78, red and green groundmass 

separates show very similar secondary mineral assemblages (smectite ± illite ± 

muscovite/sericite ± analcime ± quartz). Similarly, in sample GC12, red- and green-coloured 

ignimbrite groundmass separates show almost identical secondary mineral assemblages 

(smectite ± illite ± muscovite/sericite ± quartz ± Ca-mordenite ± saponite ± adularia).

3.2.2.2 Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Los Azulejos) — vein separates

White vein separates from samples GC2 and GC145A (Barranco del Risco) consist 

dominantly of kaolinite, with minor quartz and/or fluorite. Two glassy vein seperates from 

samples GC130 and GC150 (Barranco del Risco) consist of quartz and minor illite. One green 

vein separate (GC77) from Fuente de Los Azulejos has a similar secondary mineralogy to its 

host ignimbrite (smectite ± illite ± muscovite/sericite ± analcime ± quartz), and also contains 

relics of the primary mineralogy (anorthoclase ± plagioclase ± clinopyroxene). G C 137, a green 

vein separate from Barranco del Risco, has a primary mineralogy of anorthoclase ± 

plagioclase, and a secondary mineralogy comprising smectite ± illite ± muscovite/sericite ± 

quartz ± tremolite(?) ± pyrite(?). One red vein separate (GCI38) from Barranco del Riso (Fig. 

2.2f) contains primary plagioclase, and a secondary mineralogy comprising illite ± 

muscovite/sericite ± quartz.

3.2.2.3 Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Los Azulejos) -  lithic clasts

Altered grey/green rhyolitic lithic clasts (G ClO l, GC53, GCIIO) contain a similar 

secondary mineralogy to their host altered ignimbrites (smectite ± illite ± muscovite/sericite ± 

analcime). Likewise, an altered basaltic clast in GC65 shows an almost identical secondary 

mineral assemblage to its host ignimbrite (smectite ± illite ± quartz ± Ca-mordenite ± 

clinoptilolite ± analcime ± adularia). In contrast, an altered basaltic lithic clast in GC123 

(Morro de Los Pinos - Azulejos I) is intensely altered, but shows a much less varied secondary 

mineralogy (illite ± quartz) than its host altered ignimbrite (smectite ± illite ± 

muscovite/sericite ± saponite ± Ca-mordenite ±  clinoptilolite ± adularia ± quartz).
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3.2.2.4 Extra-caldera basalts

Two extra-caldera basalt samples from just below the altered horizon at Fuente Blanca 

I (GC330 and GC331) largely preserve their primary mineral assemblages o f plagioclase + 

clinopyroxene ± spinel ± Ca-Ti oxides (perovskite?), and contain only minor smectite.

3.2.2.5 Relative abundance and distribution o f  secondary minerals

In terms of the relative abundance and spatial distribution/variability of the secondary 

minerals, the following general features of the XRD data should be noted; (1) Altered 

ignimbrite samples from all localities and Azulejos horizons are characterised by the 

predominance of phyllosilicate phases (smectite ± illite ± muscovite/sericite) and quartz in 

their secondary mineral assemblages; (2) Ca-mordenite and clinoptilolite are the two most 

common zeolite phaises, occurring in the majority of altered ignimbrites, apart from those 

samples from the deepest Los Azulejos horizons in Barranco Guigui Grande (Azulejos 1) and 

Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I). Phillipsite is the least abundant zeolite, and was only detected 

in one groundmass sample (GC148A) from Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I); (3) Analcime was 

only detected in samples from Tirma/Cuevas Nuevas (Azulejos I-II), Fuente de Los Azulejos 

(Azulejos III), and Montana del Viso (Azulejos II), and in samples that contain little or no 

clinoptilolite or mordenite; (4) Adularia is most common in samples from Fuente de Los 

Azulejos (Azulejos III) and Temisas (Azulejos IV), but is relatively rare in samples from 

Azulejos I and II horizons; (5) Tremolite and pyrite were only detected in three samples from 

Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I); (6) GC292, from the base of the relatively unaltered 

ignimbrite unit capping Azulejos I horizon in Barranco Guigui Grande (Fig. 2.5b), preserves a 

primary mineral assemblage of anorthoclase + plagioclase ± clinopyroxene, but also contains a 

secondary mineral assemblage o f smectite ± quartz, similar to that seen in many Los Azulejos 

ignimbrite samples; (7) No systematic, large-scale (km) spatial variability in secondary 

mineral assemblage was detected in our sample set (i.e. there is no regular change in the 

secondary mineralogy o f the altered ignimbrites as one travels from SW to NW along exposed 

caldera margin). Consequently, there is no systematic variation in alteration assemblage with 

relative stratigraphic depth (i.e. from Azulejos IV in the SW to Azulejos I in the NW). This is 

contrary to the observations of Perez Torrado et al. (2004) and Cabrera Santana et al. (2006), 

who suggest that the variety o f secondary mineral phases is greater in deeper Los Azulejos 

horizons. However, it should be noted that the reworked altered ignimbrites in Barranco del 

Risco (section RSO-A) display a unique style of alteration in the field (see Chapter 2, Section 

2.5.1), which was not observed at any other locality; (8) On an outcrop scale (10s of metres), 

no significant spatial variability in the secondary mineral assemblage of the altered ignimbrites 

could be identified using bulk-rock XRD analysis. For example, samples GC332 and GC333 

from Montaiia del Viso (Azulejos II) have almost identical alteration assemblages (mainly
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phylllosilicates and quartz, and analcime in GC333), despite the fact that (a) the samples were 

taken -5 0  m apart, (b) GC332 was sampled in closer proximity to the caldera margin than 

GC333, and (c) sample GC332 appears more pervasively altered than GC333 in hand sample. 

However, SEM investigations (below) show that pronounced variations in secondary 

mineralogy exist on a small scale (mm-|im) within the altered ignimbrites.

3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Preliminary secondary electron SEM (SE-SEM) observations of altered ignimbrites 

from Puente de Los Azulejos (Azulejos III), Barranco de Tasartico (Azulejos III), and Fuente 

Blanca (Azulejos I and II) can be found in Perez Torrado et a!. (2004), Cabrera Santana et al. 

(2006), and Donoghue et al. (2008). In this section, we provide detailed descriptions of SE- 

SEM images from a more comprehensive sample set, including samples from the deepest Los 

Azulejos horizon in Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I). The majority of samples (n = 19) 

analysed by SE-SEM are o f altered ignimbrite groundmass of variable colour. One highly 

welded glassy ignimbrite sample (H A TI01), one altered extra-caldera basalt sample (GC106), 

and one relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrite sample from Fuente de Los Azulejos 

(GC104), were also examined. A number of altered samples contain veinlets (G C l, GC2, 

GC150) and altered lithic clasts (HAT6, GC53, GC66B, GC148A), and these were also 

imaged and described. Summaries of the main alteration features of each sample suite are 

given in Sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2, and a selection of alteration features are shown in 

Figures 3.4-3.8. All SE-SEM images obtained by E. Donoghue can be found in EA-A, and 

short accompanying descriptions of each image can be found in Table A5. EA-A also contains 

backscatter SEM (BS-SEM) images for four altered ignimbrite samples form Fuente de Los 

Azulejos (GC40, GC91, HAT34, and HATlOl), and additional SE-SEM images of the ahered 

ignimbrites taken by F.J. Perez Torrado. Unless otherwise stated, all mineral identifications 

below are based on characteristic crystal morphologies, as observed in SE-SEM images.

3.2.3.1 Azulejos III — Fuente de Los Azulejos

Altered ignimbrites from Fuente de Los Azulejos (Azulejos III) are composed mainly 

of fine-grained clay minerals, which typically form globular aggregates of platey crystals, 

characteristic of smectite (Fig. 3.4a). Individual smectite crystals range in size from <0.2 [im 

to ~5 |am, whereas aggregates may be up to 20 |im in diameter. Smectite partially or 

completely replaces primary phenocrysts (feldspar, amphibole, pyroxene), groundmass 

minerals (feldspar, vapour phase quartz), other hydrothermal phases (e.g. zeolites, adularia, 

amorphous silica), and volcanic glass. Illite is less common, and typically forms poorly 

crystalline, whispy aggregates extending into cavities (Fig. 3.4b). In a small number of 

samples, clusters of radiating kaolinite platelets are visible in pore spaces, where they are
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typically associated with smectite and blocky adularia crystals (Figs. 3.4c, d). In some cases, 

individual adularia crystals are partially corroded and overprinted by smectite (Figs. 3.4d, e). 

Altered ignimbrites from Fuente de Los Azulejos contain a diverse range o f zeolite minerals, 

mainly those characterised by a fibrous or acicular habit (e.g. mordenite and erionite; Figs. 

3.4f, g), but also tabular (clinoptilolite), polyhedral (analcime), and cubic (chabazite) varieties 

(Figs. 3.4h, 3.5a; Table A5). Where zeolite crystals line pore-spaces, individual crystals are 

well formed, and several generations of zeolite growth can be distinguished (Fig. 3.5a). Most 

zeolite crystals range from <1 |^m to ~20 îm (depending on zeolite type and crystal habit), but 

some fibrous or acicular zeolite crystals may exceed 40 |im in length where they extend into 

cavities or fractures (Fig. 3.5b). In some cases, well-formed zeolite crystals display minor 

replacement by neo-crystallised smectite on crystal faces (Fig. 3.5b). However, where zeolite 

phases occur in the groundmass, they are generally intergrown with, or overprint earlier 

smectite (Figs. 3.5c, d). Quartz commonly occurs as a groundmass phase, and also lines 

fractures and pore-spaces, where it is usually intergrown with smectite, kaolinite, and/or 

various zeolite phases. Quartz typically forms clusters of subhedral, prismatic crytallites (<10 

|am in length), which may show partial dissolution textures and/or clay alteration on crystal 

faces (Table A5). In the majority of samples, feldspar phenocrysts are strongly corroded, and 

are replaced by neo-crystallised smectite aggregates along crystal boundaries, fracture planes, 

and pitted surfaces (Figs. 3.5e-h, 3.6a, b). More rarely, fibrous zeolites directly replace 

primary feldspar phenocrysts (Fig. 3.6c). Larger feldspar phenocrysts may preserve relatively 

unaltered cores, where replacement has not gone to completion (Fig. 3.6d). Relics of the 

primary phenocryst mineralogy can also be identified in HAT34, which contains relatively 

unaltered, subhedral-euhedral primary pyroxene phenocrysts set in a pervasively altered, 

zeolite-rich groundmass. The pyroxene phenocrysts only show minor replacement by clay 

minerals on crystal faces and fractured surfaces, but generally all original crystal faces are well 

preserved (Fig. 3.6e, f). Similarly, H A T!02 contains subhedral, primary pyroxene phenocrysts, 

which show relatively minor replacement by smectitic clay aggregates along fractured surfaces 

and cleavage planes (Fig. 3.6g, h). HAT 101, a highly welded and apparently unaltered (in 

hand-specimen) glassy ignimbrite sample, displays pervasive alteration to smectite along 

fractures and perlitic cracks (Fig. 3.7a), and contains numerous anhedral feldspar phenocrysts 

that have been pseudomorphed by smectite (Fig. 3.7b). Smectitic alteration is most intense 

along fracture intersections, and typically grades outwards from fracture walls into a relatively 

unaltered, finely-crystalline groundmass (Fig. 3.7c). GC104, a sample of the relatively 

unaltered (in outcrop), welded ignimbrite unit capping Los Azulejos III at Fuente de Los 

Azulejos (Fig. 2.8a), displays numerous quartz crystallites infilling pore spaces and lining 

fractures. These quartz crystallites typically display corroded/partial dissolution textures, and
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are often intergrown with, and replaced by, smectite (Figs. 3.7d, e). Rounded aggregates of 

hematite and platy crystals of chlorite, were also identified in this sample, infilling cavities and 

replacing groundmass minerals (Table A5). Zeolites are relatively rare, but fibrous crystals 

(possibly mordenite) do occur in some pore-spaces, where they are partially replaced by neo

formed smectite (Table A5). GC106, an extra-caldera shield basah sample taken -20  m from 

the caldera margin at Fuente de Los Azulejos, displays partial replacement of feldspar 

phenocrysts and groundmass feldspar by smectite aggregates (Fig. 3.7f). Clusters of blocky 

and fibrous zeolite crystals occur in cavities vesicles (Fig. 3.7g), and may show partial 

replacement by smectite along crystal boundaries and intersections. Carbonate crystals were 

also identified in some vesicles, where they display partial dissolution textures, and minor 

smectite growth on crystal surfaces (Fig. 3.7h).

3.2.3.2 Azulejos I  -  Barranco del Risco

Altered ignimbrites from Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I) are dominated by clay 

minerals, mainly smectite (globular aggregates; Fig. 3.8a) and kaolinite (radiating platelets; 

Figs. 3.8b, c). Zeolites are less common in samples from this locality than in samples from 

Fuente de Los Azulejos, but rare fibrous crystals (possibly mordenite or erionite) were 

identified in GCl and GC4, extending into cavities (Fig. 3.8c). Randomly orientated, euhedral 

quartz crystals, >100 |iin in diameter, also line fractures in GC2, together with minor cubic 

fluorite crystals. Both quartz and fluorite are partially replaced by aggregates of radiating 

kaolinite platelets, particularly along crystal intersections (Figs. 3.8d, e, f). Some fluorite 

crystals also show a distinctive "swiss-cheese’ dissolution texture, where rounded cavities are 

infilled by globular aggregates of smectite (Fig. 3.8g). Quartz is also found as a vein mineral in 

G C l50, where it forms relatively large (>500 |im), euhedral, tightly interlocking crystals. 

Minor replacement of vein quartz by globular clay aggregates occurs along the fracture walls 

(Fig. 3.8a). Quartz occurs as a groundmass phase in numerous samples, where it typically 

forms clusters of partially corroded crystallites, which have been overprinted by smectitic clay 

aggregates, or, more rarely, replaced by neo-crystallised zeolite fibres (Fig. 3.8c). Relicts of 

the primary mineralogy are rare, or completely absent, in the altered ignimbrites from 

Barranco del Risco. Severely corroded crystals in some samples (e.g. G C l, GC4) may be the 

remnants primary feldspar phenocrysts, but this could not be confinned. Clusters of botrioidal 

hematite (Fig. 3.8h), and rare carbonate crystals, were also identified in a number of samples 

from this locality (Table A5).

Qverall, the SEM data presented in this chapter are in agreement with prehminarily 

secondary electron SEM studies o f Los Azulejos samples (Perez Torrado et a i, 2004; Cabrera 

Santana et al„ 2006), which highlight a broadly similar secondary mineralogy (clays, zeolites.
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quartz, and minor carbonate) to those samples described above. There does not appear to be 

any significant difference in the bulk mineral assemblages or replacement textures in 

ignimbrites from Fuente de Los Azulejos (Azulejos III) and Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I). 

However, the SEM data highhght a wider range of secondary vein minerals (kaolinite, quartz, 

fluorite) in the reworked altered ignimbrites from Barranco del Risco, consistent with the 

unique style of aheration observed at this locality in the field (see Section 2.5.1).

3.2.4 Major and Trace Elements

The major oxide, trace element, and total volatile (H 2 O + CO 2 ) concentrations of the 

altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (n = 25), relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites (n = 4), 

and variably altered extra-basalts are listed in Table A6 (n = 3). Data for one altered basaltic 

lithic clast from within Los Azulejos 111, and a pristine sample of basalt T 4 ',  are also 

included. All samples are classified using the Total Alkali versus Silica (TAS) classification 

scheme (Le Maitre et a i ,  1989; Fig. 3.9). When interpreting the XRF data, the primary aim 

was to characterise the relative influence of magmatic (e.g. fractional crystallisation, magma 

mixing, partial melting) and hydrothermal (i.e. fluid-rock interaction) processes on the 

elemental variations o f each sample suite. With this objective in mind, the data were 

interpreted using four different presentation formats; (1) major oxide and trace element 

bivariate plots (Figs. 3.10a-j, 3.11a-j, 3.12a-h), (2) enrichment-depletion plots (Figs. 3.13a-y, 

3.14a-y), (3) oxide- and element-LOI (Loss On Ignition) bivariate plots (Figs. 3.15a-o), and 

(4) oxide- and element-HiO" bivariate plots (Figs. 3.16a-o).

3.2.4.1 M ajor oxide and trace element bivariate plots

On major oxide and trace element bivariate plots for the altered ignimbrites and 

unaltered ignimbrites (Figs. 3.10a-j, 3.11a-j), the elements plotted along the y-axis can be 

divided into those traditionally regarded as ‘fluid-immobile’ (Ti, Al, Zr), and those generally 

regarded ‘fluid-mobile' (Na, K, Ca, Pb, Sr, Rb, Ba), under hydrothermal conditions (cf. 

Rollinson, 1993). Each major oxide and trace element is plotted against Si02 (Figs. 3.10a-j) 

and/or Nb (Figs. 3.11a-j) along the x-axis, as the concentrations of both Si02 and Nb are 

considered to be reliable indices of magmatic differentiation in felsic igneous rocks. Thus, for 

fluid-immobile elements/oxides, it was expected that bivariate plots with Si02 or Nb along the 

x-axis would produce relatively well-correlated trends, indicative o f original magmatic 

processes, irrespective of the degree of alteration o f the sample. Conversely, fluid-mobile 

elements/oxides were expected to produce poorly-correlated trends or highly scattered patterns 

when plotted against Si02 or Nb, indicative o f fluid controlled element enrichment or 

depletion. Bivariate plots for the altered ignimbrites also include published whole-rock major 

oxide and trace element data for unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A’ (Troll & Schmincke,
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2002) and ‘D ’ (Kobberger & Schmincke, 1999). These two ignimbrite units were selected as 

reference fields for the starting (i.e. pre-alteration) composition o f the altered ignimbrites as 

they (1) occur within the Upper Mogan Formation (UMF), and are likely to be similar in age 

and composition to the altered intra-caldera ignimbrites, and (2 ) represent the chemically least 

evolved (‘A ’) and most evolved ('D ') ignimbrites o f  the UMF, and cover the range o f  Si0 2  

concentrations o f  the UMF. Major oxide and trace element plots for the altered extra-caldera 

shield basalts and basaltic lithic clast (Figs. 3.12a-h) include data for the unaltered extra- 

caldera basalt flow ‘T4' for comparison. All data shown on major element bivariate plots, and 

values quoted in the text, are normalized to 100% on a volatile-free basis. The raw (un

normalized) data are given in Table A 6 . Notable features o f the major oxide and trace element 

bivariate plots are summarised below.

On a Total Alkali versus Silica (TAS) diagram (Le Maitre et a i ,  1989; Fig. 3.9), the 

altered ignimbrites (n=25) have a much wider range o f  Si0 2  concentrations (62.7-80.2 wt%), 

and extend down to much lower total alkali concentrations (3.39-11.91 wt%), than the 

unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A' (SiOi = 66.7-70.8 wt%; Na2 0 +K2 0  = 11 .0 - 1 1.9 wt%) 

and 'D ’ (SiO: = 65.2-69.0 wt%; Na2 0 +K 2 0  = 10.9-11.8). On plots o f immobile element 

oxides (e.g. AI2O3, Ti0 2 ) versus Si0 2  (Figs. 3.10a, b), the unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites 

show well-correlated magmatic differentiation trends (Kobberger & Schmincke, 1999; Troll & 

Schmincke, 2002; Troll et a i ,  2003). The altered ignimbrites also define relatively well- 

correlated linear trends on plots o f AI2O3 and Ti0 2 versus Si0 2 . but over a much wider range o f  

S1O2 concentrations than the unaltered ignimbrites. On plots o f AUOj versus Nb (Fig. 3.11a), 

Ti0 2  versus Nb (Fig. 3.11b), and Zr versus Nb (Fig. 3.1 If), the altered ignimbrites show  

scattered patterns compared to unaltered ignimbrites ‘A ’ and ‘D ’, both o f which define well- 

correlated magmatic differentiation trends. In addition, Zr and Nb concentrations in the altered 

ignimbrites plot at the higher end o f the range o f  values recorded in the unaltered extra-caldera 

rocks. On plots o f  strongly fluid-mobile element oxides (e.g. N a2 0 , K2O, CaO) and trace 

elements (Pb, Sr, Rb, Ba) versus Si0 2  (Figs. 3.10c-e, g-j) and Nb (Figs. 3.11c-e, g-j), the 

altered ignimbrites show highly scattered patterns relative to the unahered ignimbrites.

The relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites (n = 4) do not show the same 

pronounced Si-enrichment and total alkali-depletion observed in the more pervasively altered 

Los Azulejos samples (Fig. 3.9). On plots o f  AI7O3 and Ti0 2  versus Si0 2  (Figs. 3.10a, b), the 

relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites define well-correlated linear trends, whereas on 

plots o f Zr versus Si0 2  (Fig. 3.1 Of), and A I 2 O 3 ,  Ti0 2 , and Zr versus Nb (Figs. 3.1 la, b, f), the 

unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites display scattered patterns relative to unaltered ignimbrites 

‘A' and ‘D'. On plots o f  strongly fluid-mobile element oxides (e.g. Na2 0 , K2O, CaO) and trace 

elements (Pb, Sr, Rb, Ba) versus Si0 2  (Figs. 3.10c-e, g-j), and on plots o f Na2 0 , CaO, and Sr
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versus Nb (Figs. 3.11c, e, h), the data points for the relatively unaltered intra-caldera 

ignimbrites are highly scattered. However, note that on plots of certain fluid-mobile element 

oxides and trace elements (K2O, Pb, Rb, Ba) versus Nb (Figs. 3.1 Id, g, i, j), the unaltered 

intra-caldera ignimbrites define relatively well-correlated liner or curvi-linear trends.

The altered extra-caldera basalts (n = 3) have higher Si02 concentrations, but roughly 

similar total alkali concentrations, compared to unaltered extra-caldera basalt ‘T4'. Two 

altered extra-caldera basalt samples (GC107, GC152) show a pronounced depletion in Ti02 

compared to unaltered ‘T4' basalt (Fig. 3.12a). The basalt lithic clast from within Los Azulejos 

III at Fuente de Los Azulejos (GC53-RC) has distinctly higher K2O, MnO, Rb, Pb, Ba, and Zr 

(Figs. 3.12b, d, e-h), and lower MgO, Fc2 0 3 . and Ca concentrations (Fig. 3.12c), than the 'T 4 ’ 

and altered extra-caldera basalt samples (Table A6).

3.2.4.2 Element enrichment-depletion plots

Enrichment-depletion diagrams (c f Hildreth, 1981; Hill et a l, 2001), showing the 

enrichment factor (Ef) for selected major and trace elements in the altered intra-caldera 

ignimbrite samples, are shown in Figures 3.13a-y and 3.14a-y. The data are normalised 

relative to the elemental compositions of unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A’ (Troll & 

Schmincke, 2002) and ‘D’ (Kobberger & Schmincke, 1999), respectively (Tables A7, A8). 

The enrichment factor (Ef) can be defined as:

E f =  Cs/Cpr

where Cj is the concentration of a particular element (or oxide) in a given altered ignimbrite 

sample, and Cpr is the average concentration of the same element (or oxide) in unaltered 

ignimbrite ‘A’ or ‘D ’. Values of Ef>l indicate a relative enrichment in a particular element (or 

oxide), whereas values of Ef<l indicate a relative depletion. When calculating Ef values, the 

raw XRF data is used (i.e. the data are not recalculated to 100%, volatile-free).

When enrichment factors are calculated relative to unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrite 

‘A ’ (Troll & Schmincke, 2002; Figs. 3.13a-y; Table A7), the following notable trends can be 

identified in the data: (1) The majority of altered ignimbrite samples are enriched in Ca (Ef =  

0.32-2.91), with the maximum enrichment observed for GCl-GNM . (2) All samples are 

depleted inN a (E f=  0.06-0.95), with GC147-GM showing the strongest Na-depletion. (3) The 

altered ignimbrites show variable degrees of enrichment and depletion in K, with Ef values 

ranging fi-om 0.71 to 1.67. (5) Fe is enriched in all samples (Ef = 1.09-2.02) apart from G C l- 

GNM (E f=  0.77) and GC137-GNM (E f =  0.74). (4) Mn is enriched in the majority o f altered 

ignimbrites (Ef = 1.10-4.85), with the maximum relative enrichment observed for GC149- 

0M B. (5) Ti is enriched in the majority of altered ignimbrite samples (Ef = 1.03-1.73), apart 

fi-om HAT5, HAT33, HAT34, and GC53-BM (Ef = 0.58-0.97). (6) Nb (Ef = 1.92-3.67), Y (Ef
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=  1.11-3.08), Zr (Ef =  0 .94-2 .28), Rb (E f =  0 .77 -3 .17 ), and Pb ( E f =  0 .45-3 .28) are enriched in 

the majority o f  samples. (7 ) Sr shows variable degrees o f  enrichment and depletion in the 

altered ignimbrites, but shows a particularly strong enrichment in G C ll  (Ef =  10.06) and 

G C 124 (Ef =  21.04). (8) Si, A l, and P show  variable but relatively minor degrees o f  

enrichment and depletion in the altered ignim brites, apart from G C 162-G M , G C llO  and 

G C 113 which show a strong enrichment in P (Ef =  2 .21-3 .04). Similar enrichment and 

depletion patterns are observed in the major oxide and trace elem ent data when Ef valued are 

calculated relative to unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrite ‘D' (Figs. 3.14a-y; Table A 8).

3.2.4.3 Oxide- and element-LOl, and oxide- and element-H20" bivariate plots

As an additional test for fluid-controlled elem ent m obility in the altered intra-caldera 

ignim brites, all major element oxides and trace elem ents were plotted against ‘Loss On 

Ignition’ (LOI) as determined by XRF (see Section 3.1.4; Table A6; Figs. 3 .15a-o), and 

against H2 0  ̂ as determined from the voltage measured on the m ass 2 collector o f  the m ass 

spectrometer during H -isotope analysis o f  w hole rocks (see Section 3.1.5; Table A9; Figs. 

3.16a-o). LOI represents the total volatile content o f  the rock (in this case, C 02+ H 20) and is 

deduced by ignition at ~1000°C  (Lechler & D esilets, 1987), whereas H2O* is defined as water 

com bined within the lattice o f  silicate minerals ( c f  Rollinson, 1993) and is released above  

200°C  for the sam ples in this study. A ll oxide- and elem ent-LOI plots include data for 

unahered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A ’ (Troll & Schm incke. 2002) and ‘D ’ (Kobberger & 

Schmincke, 1999) for reference. Elem ental analysis was not carried out on the sam e unaltered 

extra-caldera ignimbrite sam ples used for H -isotope analysis, and therefore no reference fields 

are included on elem ent-H 20’ plots. On all oxide- and elem ent-LOI plots, the altered 

ignim brites have distinctly higher LOI concentrations (2 .2 -7 .0  wt%) than unaltered ignimbrites 

‘A' (LOI = 0 .1-1 .6  wt%) and ‘D ’ (LOI =  -0 .4 -2 .3 ). For both fluid-m obile (S i02 , N a:© , K2O, 

CaO, Fc202, M gO, MnO, Pb, Sr, Rb, Ba) and fluid-im m obile (T i02, AI2O2, Zr, N b, Y) major 

oxides and trace elem ents, the altered ignim brites display highly scattered patterns, with only  

Fe2 0 3 , CaO and Sr showing weak positive correlations with LOI (Figs. 3.15d, g, n). Similarly, 

unaltered ignimbrites ‘A ’ and ‘D ’ show  poor correlations between LOI and most elem ents and 

oxides. The closest correlations (i.e. those with the highest correlation coefficients) occur 

between N a20 and LOI (r‘ =  0 .4) and S i02 and LOI (r" = 0.4) in ignimbrite ‘A ', with Na^O 

increasing and S i02 decreasing with increasing LOI concentration (Figs. 3.15a, h). In 

ignim brite ‘D ‘, the closest correlation exists between CaO and LOI (r‘ =  0 .17), with CaO 

concentration decreasing with increasing volatile content (Fig. 3.15g). N o other system atic 

variations between major oxide or trace elem ent concentrations and LOI could be identified in 

ignimbrites 'A ' or ‘D ‘. On major ox id e-H 20’ plots for the altered intra-caldera ignimbrites 

(Figs. 3 .16a-o), N a20 shows a weak positive correlation with H 2O ' concentration (r' =  0.03;
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Fig. 3.16h), and S i02 shows a weak negative correlation with HiO* concentration (r‘ =  0.02; 

Fig. 3.16a). A ll other major oxides and trace elem ents show  highly scattered patterns w hen  

plotted against H2 0  ̂ concentration.

3.2.5 Stable Isotopes D/H,

The 5D and values and H 2O concentrations o f  all samples analysed as part o f  this 

study are given in Table A9. The sam ples broadly fall into the follow ing types: ahered intra- 

caldera ignimbrites (n = 60), vein mineral separates (n =  7), hthic clasts (n =  5), relatively  

unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites (n =  13), unaltered (n = 1) and variably altered (n =  7) 

extra-caldera basalts, and altered m egabreccia clasts from Barranco del R isco (n = 2). The 6'^C 

value o f  one calcite vein separate (G C 126) is also reported. For clarity, the data for ahered  

intra-caldera ignimbrite sam ples are divided by locality, and reported b elow  in order o f  

relative stratigraphic position (from A zulejos I to IV). A ll values reported in the text are for 

w hole-rock analyses, unless otherwise stated. W here three or fewer analyses were obtained for 

a given sam ple type, or for sam ples from a given locality, the value for each analysis is quoted 

in the text. W here four or m ore analyses w ere obtained for a given sam ple type/locality, the 

range o f  values is reported, and the number o f  analyses (n) is given in parentheses. The isotope  

data is presented in bar chart format (Figs. 3 .17 , 3 .18), and on a series o f  8D  versus 5'®0 plots 

(Figs. 3 .19a-l), which show  the data from each sam ple locality separately. Average values are 

plotted in Figure 3.19 for individual sam ples analysed in duplicate or triplicate. Data for 

altered ignim brites (A zulejos 111) from Fuente de Los A zulejos (n =  18), and for unaltered 

extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A ’, ‘D ’, ‘E ’, and ‘F ’ (n = 6) (Donoghue et a i ,  2008), are also  

included in Table A9 (sam ple names fo llow ed  by M' in parentheses), and plotted in Figures 

3.17-3 .19. Interpretive isotope plots are presented at the end o f  Chapter 4 (Figs. 4 .1 -4 .6 ), and 

discussed in Sections 4 .33-4 .35 .

3.2.5.1 Los A zulejos I  (Barranco d e l Risco, Fuente B lanca  7, M orro d e l Los Pinos.

B arranco Guigiii Grande, T irm a/C uevas N uevas)

Altered ignim brites (including clast haloes) from Barranco del R isco (RIS) have 5 ’*0  

values ranging from 6.1 to 1 l.l% o (n = 11) ,  5D  values ranging from - 8 3  to - 1 4 3 % o  (n =  13),  

and H 2O concentrations between 0 .7  and 2 .0  wt% (n = 13). N ote that different coloured matrix 

sam ples from the sam e altered ignim brite specim en m ay have different 5D , 8 ‘*0, and/or H 2O 

values (e.g. G C 1 4 1  green/grey ignim brite matrix, G C 5  green/white haloes, and G C 1 4 7  green  

halo/grey matrix; see Table A 9). Three quartz-kaolinite vein separates from the altered 

ignim brite horizons have 5 '* 0  values o f  1 7 . 4 ,  1 6 . 1 ,  and 12.2%o. One illite ±  m uscovite ±  

quartz vein ( G C 1 3 8 ;  Fig. 2 .2f) has a 5 ‘*0  value o f  10.6%o, a 5D o f  - 1 4 1 % o ,  and a
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corresponding H 2 O concentration o f  0 .2  wt%, and one calcite vein from the megabreccia  

deposit (GC126; Fig. 2.4d) has a 5 '*0  value o f  10.7%o and a 8'^Cpdb o f  0.82%o (Table A9).

Altered ignimbrites from Fuente Blanca 1 (F B I) have 6 ' * 0  values o f  1 7 .4 ,  1 8 .1 ,  and 

12.7%o, 5 D  values o f - 6 7 ,  - 8 5 ,  and -8 2 % o ,  and corresponding H 2 O concentrations o f  1.6, 2 .0 ,  

and 2 . 9  wt%. At Morro del Los Pinos (M LP), altered ignim brites have 5 '* 0  values o f  16.1 and 

17.8%o, 5 D  values o f  - 9 8  and -8 3 % o ,  and corresponding H 2O  concentrations o f  1.7 and 2 .3  

wt%. Tw o altered ignimbrite sam ples from Barranco Giiigiii Grande (GUI) have 6 ‘*0  values 

o f  11 .3  and 10.9%o, 8 D  values o f  - 9 1  and -1 0 0 % o ,  and identical H 2 O concentrations o f  2 .3  

wt%. At Tirma/Cuevas N uevas (TIR), one altered ignim brite sam ple from A zulejos I horizon  

(G C llO ) has a 5 D  value o f  -5 7 % o ,  and a corresponding H 2 O concentration o f  2.2%o. One 

quartz vein separate from this locality (G C 116) has a 5 D  value o f  —102%o, and a H 2 O 

concentration o f  0.4%o. It is assumed that the water present in the quartz sample is fluid- 

inclusion water (see section Chapter 4 ,  Section 4 .3 .4 ) .

3.2.5.2 Los Azulejos II (Tirma/Cuevas Nuevas, La Castaneta, Fuente Blanca 2, Montana del 

Viso)

Altered ignimbrites from Los A zulejos II horizon at Tirm a/Cuevas N uevas (TIR) have 

6 '* 0  values o f  10.1 and 10.2%o, 8D values o f - 7 3 ,  - 7 9 ,  and -9 1 % o ,  and H2 O concentrations o f  

1.7', 1.7, and 1.3 wt% . At La Castaneta (C A S), ahered ignimbrites have 5 ‘*0  values o f  1 8 .4  

and 19.4%o, 5D values o f  - 9 4  and -1 0 3 % o ,  and corresponding H iO  concentrations o f  3 .2  and 

2 .8  wt%. At Fuente Blanca 2 (FB 2), altered ignimbrites have S'^O values o f  1 0 .4 ,  1 8 .2 ,  and 

18.2%o, 6 D  values between —71 and —82%o (n =  5),  and H 2 O concentrations between 0 . 4  and 

1.7  wt% (n = 5) .  Altered ignimbrite sam ples from Montana del V iso  (V IS) have § '* 0  values 

ranging from 10 .5  to 18.3%o (n = 4 ) ,  5D values ranging from - 8 8  to —102%o (n =  4 ) ,  and HiO  

concentrations between 1.1 and 1.7 wt% (n = 4 ) .  N ote  that G C 3 3 2  and G C 3 3 3 ,  which were 

taken from the sam e altered ignim brite unit approximately 5 0  m apart, have alm ost identical 

8 ‘*0  values ( 1 0 .5  and 10.9%o, respectively) and H 2 O concentrations ( 1 .6  and 1.7 wt%, 

respectively), despite G C 3 3 2  being more proximal to the caldera margin (Table Al ) .  H ow ever  

the 5D  values o f  the two sam ples vary considerably ( G C 3 3 2 :  5D =  -1 0 2 % o ;  G C 3 3 3 :  5D  = -

88%o).

3.2.5.3 Los Azulejos III (Barranco de Tasarte, Fuente de Los Azulejos)

Altered ignim brites from Barranco de Tasarte (T A S) have 5 '* 0  values ranging from  

1 3 .6  to 22.0% o (n =  5) ,  5D  values ranging from —72%o to —99%o (n =  5),  and H 2 O 

concentrations between 1.4  and 3 .0  wt% (n = 5).  Altered ignim brites from Los A zulejos III
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horizon at Fuente de Los A zulejos (FLA; including clast haloes) have 8 '*0  values ranging 

from 8.2 to 18.4%o (n = 26), 5D values between - 5 2  and -131% o (n = 29), and HjO  

concentrations ranging from 0 .6  up to 3.9 wt% (n = 29). One apparently unaltered, glassy  

ignimbrite sam ple (GC67b) has a 5 '* 0  value o f  16.4%o, a 5D  value o f  -81%o, and H 2 O 

concentration o f  2.8 wt%, considerably higher than the majority o f  the more pervasively  

altered ignim brite samples.

3.2.5.4 Los Azulejos IV  (Fuente de Los Azulejos, Temisas)

Altered ignimbrite sam ples from Los A zulejos IV horizon at Fuente de Los Azulejos 

(FLA) have 5 ’*0  values ranging from 14.8 to 17.7%o (n = 4), 5D values between -8 8  and -  

104%o (n = 4), and H 2O concentrations between 1.2 and 2.1 wt% (n =  4). Altered ignimbrite 

sam ples from Tem isas (TEM ) have 6 ’*0 values 15.8, 16.4, and 16.4%o, 5D values o f - 8 2 ,  -7 9 ,  

and —80%o, and H2O concentration o f  2 .0 , 1.6, and 2.0 wt%, respectively.

3.2.5.5 Relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites (various localities)

R elatively unaltered sam ples, from intra-caldera ignim brite units either capping or 

interbedded with altered ignimbrite horizons, have 8 '* 0  values ranging from 6.9 to 9.3%o (n =  

11), apart from one sam ple (G C 237), which has an anom alously high 5 '*0  o f  13.6%o. The 

majority o f  relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrite sam ples have considerably lower 8 '* 0  

values than the Los A zulejos ignim brites, and similar (or slightly higher) 5'**0 values to fresh 

extra-caldera ignimbrites 'A ’ (6.5-7.0%o), ‘D ’ (7.2%o). *E’ (6.7%o), and ‘F ’ (7.1%o). The 5D  

values o f  the relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignim brite units ( -7 5  to -159%o, n =  17) span a 

m uch wider 5D  range than the unaltered extra-caldera ignim brites ( -1 1 0  to-173% o. n =  9), and 

overlap considerably with the 8D  field defined by the Los A zulejos ignimbrites. Similarly, the 

FI2O concentrations o f  the relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites (0 .2-1 .4  wt%, n =  17) 

extend to much higher values than those obtained for the unaltered extra-caldera ignim brites 

(0 .1 -0 .2  w t% ,n  = 9).

3.2.5.6 Extra-caldera basalts (various localities)

Extra-caldera basalt samples displaying variable degrees o f  alteration (see Table A 2) 

have 5 '* 0  values ranging from 5.5 to 8.4%o (n = 7), 6D  values ranging from - 9 0  to -147% o (n 

= 9), and H 2 O concentrations between 0.3 and 1.4 wt% (n = 9). O ne reference sam ple o f  

unaltered basalt C T4') has a typical ‘igneous’ (i.e. m antle-derived magma) 6 ’*0 value o f  

6.1%o, which is in good agreement with previously reported w hole-rock  5 ‘*0  values for ‘T 4 ’ 

basalt (6 .1 -6 .8%o; Troll & Schm incke, 2002). The ‘T 4 ’ sam ple analysed in this study has 5D  

value of-147% 0, and a corresponding H 2 O concentration o f  0.3 wt%.
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3.2.6 Numerical Modelling

The results o f numerical modelling indicate that tensile stress during magma reservoir 

inflation is at a maximum (8-10 MPa) at the lateral edges o f the sill-shaped reservoir ( ‘ d’ in 

Fig. 3.20), and in a shallow zone extending from the surface to a depth o f ~1 km directly 

above the inflating reservoir ( ‘e' in Fig. 3.20). W ith increasing depth, the shallow, high-tensile 

stress zone divides into two zones ( ‘ f  in Fig. 3.20) o f intermediate tensile stress (6-8 MPa) 

connected to the periphery o f the magma chamber. Directly above and below the reservoir ( ‘g ’ 

in Fig. 3.20), tensile stress is negative (<2 MPa).

3.3 Summary

A combination o f mineralogical, geochemical, and numerical analytical techniques was 

used to examine the Azulejos deposits on Gran Canaria, and related rocks. The altered intra- 

caldera ignimbrites comprise mainly phyllosilicates, zeolites, quartz, and Fe-Ti-Mn oxides, in 

addition to relics o f the primary mineralogy as identified in equivalent, unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites (anorthoclase, plagioclase, pyroxene, and amphibole). Quartz, calcite and late 

kaolinite (± quartz ± fluorite) veins occur exclusively in the altered ignimbrites and breccias 

from Barranco del Risco. The altered intra-caldera ignimbrites are characterised by Ca, Rb, Sr, 

Pb Zr, Nb and Y  enrichment, and Na, K, and Ba depletion relative to stratigraphically 

equivalent, unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites. Overall, the S'^O range for the altered intra- 

caldera ignimbrites extends to much higher values (6.1-22.0%o) than that for unaltered extra- 

caldera ignimbrites (6.5-7.2%o), and relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites (6.9-13.6%o). 

W ithin the altered ignimbrite suite, the lowest S'^O values usually occur in samples from 

Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I). However, within any one sample locality, the range o f 6D 

and 5 '*0  values for the altered ignimbrites can be quite large, and significant overlap was 

observed in the ranges o f 6D and 6'^0 values obtained from each locality. Unaltered extra- 

caldera ignimbrites have 8D values o f—110 to —173%o, and <0.2 wt% H 2O. In contrast, altered 

ignimbrites have 5D values o f -5 2  to -131%o, and up to 4 wt% H 2O. Apparently unaltered 

intra-caldera ignimbrites between altered horizons, and shield basalts directly outside the 

caldera margin, have elevated 5D and H 2O values relative to equivalent unaltered rocks, but 

have only a minor offset in 5 '*0  values. Differences in isotopic composition occur between 

different coloured ignimbrite samples, between felsic and mafic lithic clasts, and between 

clasts and their surrounding alteration haloes/host altered ignimbrite. Numerical modelling 

results indicate that tensile stress is at a maximum at the lateral edges of, and at a shallow level 

directly above, a sill like magma reservoir during magma chamber inflation, whereas directly 

above and below the magma reservoir tensile stress is negligible, or even in compression.
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Figure 3.1(a-h): Photom icrographs o f  unahered  cxtra-caldcra ignim brite  'A ' (a. b) and selected Los A zulejos 
sam ples (c-h). (a) Euhedral plagioclase phenocryst set in unaltered groundm ass o f  m icrocrystalline feldspar 
and vapour phase quartz, (b) U naltered, euhedral plagioclase phenocrysts and pyroxene crystallites show ing 
allignm ent parallel to prim ary flow texture, (c) Feldspar phenocryst in HA TlOl (g lassy  tuff) show ing clay 
and Fe-oxide replacem ent along crystal boundaries and fractured  surfaces, (d) Lithic c last in G C 318 
show'ing patchy Fe-oxide alteration o f  feldspar at interior and along boundary, (e) GC321 show ing pervasive 
Fe-oxide alteration in groundm ass and along feldspar phenocryst boundaries, (f) A ltered fsp(?) phenocrysts 
in G C I I 8  surrounded by radiating aegirine crystallites partially altered  to Fe-Ti oxides, (g) Pervasively 
altered, fincly-crystallinc groundm ass o f  GC303. with possible relict feldspar phenocryst at centrc. (h) 
G C I4 2  show'ing strong Fe-oxide alteration in groundm ass. All im ages in PPL apart from  (a) and (b) (XPL).



Figure 3.2(a-h): Photom icrographs o f  selected Los A zulejos sam ples, (a) G C 57 show ing prom inant fluidal 
texture, p icked out by light brown veins cross-cutting  the groundniass. N ote relatively  fresh, subhedral 
feldspar phenocrysts. (b) Fluidal tex ture  in groundm ass o f  G C 239. D ifferent colours/textures indicate 
m ultip le  g en era tio n s o f  fluid-flow . (c) G ro u n d m ass o f  G C 239 show ing  d istin c tiv e  fluidal tex ture  
concentrated  along boundary o f  lithic clast. N ote feldspar phenocrysts in lithic clast relatively  fresh, (d) 
Polycrystalline quartz  fracture in GC160. N ote partial chlorite  alteration o f  g roundm ass along boundary o f  
fracture, (e) Finely crystalline quartz  and kaolin ite  infilling fracture in G C I4 5 . (f) C lay-zeolite  altered 
groundm ass cross-cut by M n-oxide veinlets in G C 66A . (g) Fresh feldspar phenocryst in G C 229 surrounded 
by strongly altered groundm ass with prom inant fluidal texture, (h) G C 229 show ing d istinctive 'leopard-skin ' 
fluidal texture  (Fe-oxide+ quartz?), concentra ted  along lithic c last boundary. All im ages in PPL.
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Figure 3.3(a-li): Pinotomicrographs o f  basaltic lithic clasts in Los Azulejos ignimbrites (a-c), relatively 
unaltered ignimbrites (d). and extra-caldera  basalts (e-li). (a) G C 3 1 6  show ing  pervas ive  alteration 
(clay+quartz) o f  groundmass. Lithic clasts show only partial alteration a long boundaries, (b) Relatively 
unaltered, plagioclase-rich and -poor lithic clasts in G C 3 I6 .  set in strongly altered groundmass.  (c) 
Relatively unaltered, subhedral feldspar phenocrysts in lithic clast o f  G C 3 I6 .  (d) GC95 showing partial 
s i l icification o f  g roundm ass .  Note  relatively unaltered fe ldspar phenocryst .  (e) Finely crystall ine 
groundm ass  o f  G C I0 8  showing partial Fe-Ti oxide alteration, (f) Feldspar glomerocryst in GC107. Note 
micaceous alteration in interstices, (g) Olivine phenocryst  (centre) showing partial alteration to serpentine(?) 
along fractured surfaces. Subhedral feldspar phenocryst (left) with minor micaceous alteration along crystal 
boundaries, (h) Carbonate(?) amygdale  in G C l 51. All images in PPL apart from (f) and (g) (in XPL)
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Figure 3.4(a-h): Secondary electron SEM  im ages o f  altered in tra-caldera ignim brites fi-om Fuente de  Los 
A zuiejos (A zulejos III), (a) Sm ectite form ing g lobu lar aggregates o f  platey crystals intergrow n with fibrous 
zeolites (erionite/m ordenite) infilling cavity in HATS, (b) lllite  form ing fibrous, w hispy aggregates in cavity 
in HAT6. (c) C lusters o f  radiating  kaolin ite  platelets in HATIO. (d) B locky adularia  crystals intergrow n with 
radiating kaolinite platelets in pore-space o f  G C 64. N ote pervasive  replacem ent o f  groundm ass (and som e 
adularia  crystals) by sm ectite, (e) Sm ectite  aggregates intergrow n with and replacing blocky adularia 
crystals in HATIO. (f) Fibrous zeolite  crystals (erionite/m ordenite) ex tending into pore-space in HATS, (g) 
C lusters o f  radiating zeolite  fibres (erionite/m ordenite) in HAT34. (h) Tabular clinoptilo lite  crystals infilling 
cavity in HAT8. Im age num ber, accelerating  voltage (in KV), m agnification, scale (in lim ). and w orking 
d istance (W D ) are given at the bottom  o f  each im age.
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Figure 3.5(a-h): Secondary electron SEM  im ages o f  altered  in tra-caldera ignim brites from  Fuente de Los 
A zulejos (A zulejos III), (a) Pore-space in G C 40 lined by several generations o f  fibrous (erionite/m ordenite), 
tabular (clinoptilolite), and cubic (chabazite) zeolites. Zeolites are intergrow n with radiating  platelets o f  
kaolinite  and overprinted by sm ectite  aggregates, (b) C lose up o f  acicu lar zeolite  fibres filling cavity in 
GC29, N ote neo-erystallised  clay aggregates on surface o f  som e zeolite  crystals, (c) C lusters o f  m ordenite 
fibres infilling fracture in HAT34 and partially replacing tabular m ineral (zeolite?) at centre, (d) G lobular 
sm ectite  aggregate surrounded by fibrous zeolites in HATS, (e) and (f) R elatively unaltered feldspar 
phenocrysts in GC91 and G C 54. respectively, set in strongly  a ltered  groundm asses. Phenocrysts partially 
replaced by sm ectite along crystal boundaries and fractured surfaces, (g) Sm ectite replacem ent along 
boundary o f  feldspar phenocryst in G C 66B . (h) Sm ectite directly  rep lacing  prim ary feldspar in HAT 10,
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Figure 3.6(a-h): Secondary electron SEM im ages o f  altered in tra-caldera  ignim brites from Fuente de Los 
A zulejos (A zulejos III), (a) Feldspar phenocryst in G C 54 w ith clay  alteration  along fractured surfaces and 
crystal boundaries, (b) Sm ectite aggregates infilling  hollow  in fe ldspar phenocryst in G C 9 I. (c) Radiating, 
acicular m ordenite crystals replacing feldspar phenocryst in HAT6. C ore o f  phenocryst partially  replaced by 
clay, (d) A nhedral phenocryst (feldspar?) in G C 40 with no orig inal crystal faces preserved. Pervasive 
rep lacem en t o f  g roundm ass by sm ectite , (e) F ractured , euhedra l p y roxene  phenocryst in zeo litised  
g roundm ass o f  HAT34. N ote neo-crystallisation o f  clay aggregates on surface  o f  pyroxene crystal. ( 0  C lose- 
up o f  contact betw een zeolitised  groundm ass and pyroxene phenocryst in (e). Note w ell-preserved pyroxene 
crystal face, (g) Fractured pyroxene phenocryst in H A TI02 partially  replaced by sm ectite along fractured 
surfaces and crystal boundaries, (h) Detail o f  clay  replacem ent a long  fractu re  in fe ldspar in (g).
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Figure 3 .7 (a-h): Secondary  e lectron  SEM  im ages o f  the apparen tly  una lte red , h ig h ly -w eld ed  g lassy  
ignim brite  (H A TIO I), the re la tively  unaltered, intra-caldera ignim brite  (G C 104), and the  altered extra- 
caldera shield basalt (G C 106) from  Fuente de Los A zulejos. (a) C lay replacem ent along perlitic  cracks in 
FIATIOI. (b) Sm ectite  pseudom orphing  feldspar phenocryst in HA TIO I. (c) C lay alteration along fractures 
in H A TIO I. g rad ing  ou tw ards into relatively  unaltered, finely crystalline  g roundm ass. (d) C luster o f  
partially  dissolved quartz  crystallites lining pore-space in G C I0 4 , with sm ectite in interstices, (e) Partially 
dissolved quartz  crystallites infilling pore-space in G C I0 4 . Note m inor clay aggregates on surface o f  som e 
quartz crystals, (f) Sm ectite in G C 106 form ing globular aggregates with characteristic  'honeycom b' texture. 
Sm ectite replaces 'b locky ' m ineral to  top right, (g) C luster o f  random ly orientated, acicu lar zeolite  crystals 
infilling cavity in GC106. (h) C arbonate crystal in cavity o f  G C 106 show ing internal 'spagetti' texture.
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Figure 3.8(a-h): Secondary electron SEM  im ages o f  altered  intra-caldera ignim brites from  Barranco del 
Risco. (a) C ontact betw een quartz vein and clay-rich  groundm ass in GC150. C lay aggregates fill hollow s 
betw een interlocking quartz  crystals along contact, (b) Q uartz crystallites in pore-spaee o f  G C 4. partially 
dissolved and replaced by sm ectite aggregates. N ote neo-crystallised acicular zeolite  on surface  o f  quartz 
crystallite at centre, and c lusters o f  kaolin ite  p late le ts at bottom  o f  image, (c) C lose-up o f  kaolin ite  platelets 
in GC4. N ote som e platelets display partial dissolu tion  texture, (d) Euhedral quartz  prism s overprin ted  by 
kaolin ite  in fi-acture in GC2. (e) Vein quartz  lining ft-acture in GC2. replaced by kaolin ite  platelets, (f) 
C lose-up o f  in terlocking quartz  crystals in fi-acture in GC2. N ote kaolinite replacem ent concentrated  along 
contacts betw een quartz crystals, (g) G lobular clay  aggregates replacing vein fluorite in GC2. Note partial 
d issolution ( 'sw iss-cheese ') tex ture o f  fluorite, (h) Botryoidal hem atite in groundm ass o f  G C l .
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caldera ignimbrites 'A ' (T roll &  Schmincke, 2002) and 'D' (Kobberger &  Schmincke, 1999). Dashed lines 
indicate original magmatic differentiation trends. See Sections 3.2.4 and 4.2 for details.
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caldera ignimbrites (n = 4). A lso plotted for comparison are the elemental compositions o f unaltered extra- 
caldera ignimbrites 'A ' (T roll &  Schmincke, 2002) and 'D' (Kobberger &  Schmincke, 1999). Dashed lines 
indicate original magmatic differentiation trends. See Sections 3.2.4 and 4.2 for details.
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Figure 3.l3(a-y): Enrichment-dcpletion plots (cf. Hiidrith, 1981; Hill el al.. 2001) showing the enrichment 
factors (Ef) of selected major and trace elements in the altered ignimbrites, calculated relative to unaltered 
ignimbrite 'A' (Troll &  Schmincke, 2002). Ef = C^/Cpj. where Cj is the concentration of a particular 
element/oxide in a given altered ignimbrite sample, and Cp̂  is the average concentration of the same 
element'oxide in unaltered ignimbrite 'A'. Values of Ef >1 indicate a relative enrichment in a particular 
element/oxide, whereas values o f Ef <1 indicate a relative depletion. Elements arranged in order of 
increasing atomic number.
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Figure 
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Figure 
3.l3(a-y) continued.
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Figure 3.l4(a-y): Enrichment-depietion plots (cf. Hiidrith, 1981; H ill el ai. 2001) showing the enrichment 
factors (E|) o f selected major and trace elements in the altered ignimbrites, calculated relative to unaltered 
ignimbrite 'D' (Kobberger &  Schmincke. 1999). Ef = Cj/Cpr, where Cj is the concentration o f a particular 
element/oxide in a given altered tu ff sample, and Cpr is the average concentration o f the same element/oxide 
in unaltered ignimbrite 'D'. Values o f Ef >1 indicate a relative enrichment in a particular element/oxide, 
whereas values o f E f < l  indicate a relative depletion. Elements arranged in order o f increasing atomic 
number.
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Figure 
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Figure 3.15(a-o); Plots o f selected major oxides and trace elements versus Loss On Ignition (LO I) for altered 
intra-caldera ignimbrites and unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites 'A ' (T ro ll &  Schmincke, 2002) and 'D' 
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Figure 
3.15(a-o) continued.
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Figure 3.16(a-o): Plots o f  selected major oxides and trace elements (from XRF analysis) versus H 20 ' wt% 
(determined from the voltage measured on the mass spectrometer during H-isotope analysis) fo r the altered 
intra-caldera ignimbrites. Note the poor correlation between the m ajority o f elements/oxides and H 2 O ', apart 
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Figure 
3

.16(a-o) continued.
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Figure 3.17: Bar chart showing the range o f 5D values for intra-caldera ignimbrites from Los Azulejos l-IV  
(bulk matrix, including alteration haloes), relatively unaltered intra-caldera (IC) ignimbrites, unaltered extra- 
caldera (EC) ignimbrites ‘ A ’ , ‘ D ’ . ‘ E’ , ‘ F’ , unaltered extra-caldera ‘T 4 ’ basalt, and variably altered extra- 
caldera shield basalts. Also shown are the 5D values fo r altered lith ic  clasts, their alteration haloes and host 
ignimbrite matrices, and for vein separates from RSO, TIR . and FLA. The error on 5D values is ±2%o ( lo ) .  
The 'n' value denotes the number o f  individual analyses. The typical 6D ranges for seawater, meteoric 
waters, magmatic waters (Sheppard. 1986a), and most igneous hornblendes and biotites (Taylor, 1974; 
Taylor &  Sheppard. 1986) arc also shown for reference. Red star marks the calculated 5D value o f  meteoric 
water at the time o f  alteration (-15%o), based on an estimated recharge altitude o f '•400 m above sea level.
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Figure 3.18: Bar chart showing the range o f  values for altered intra-caldera igninibrites (bulk matrix, 
including alteration haloes) from Los Azulcjos I-IV, relatively unaltered intra-caldera (1C) ignimbrites, 
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Magma chamber inflation at 3 km depth (Fataga) 
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Figure 3.20: Numerical model of magma reservoir inflation (provided by T. Walter, GFZ Potsdam). (A) 
Setup showing a cross-section through a shallow, Fataga-type magma reservoir. (B) Results showing the 
distribution of the maximum principal tensile stress, a - magma reservoir diameter: 10 km, b - distance from 
the top of the magma reservoir to the surface: 3 km. c - width o f the reservoir: 2 km. d - periphery zone with 
increased tensile stress near the sides of the magma chamber, e - shallow zone of high tensile stress above 
the magma chamber, f  - zone of intermediate tensile stress linking the deep periphery zone to the shallow 
central zone of maximum tensile stress, g - zone of compressive stress directly above and below the magma 
reservoir.
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Table 3 .1: Primary and secondaiy m ineral assemblages (from XRD) o f  altered ignimbrites fro m  Los Azulejos horizons / - / ( '  re lative ly unaltered intra-caldera ignimhrites. 
altered ext! a-caldera shield basalts, and unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites  ' / ) '  'E'. and'F '.

Sample Information Primary Minerals^ Secondary Minerals^ 

Phyllosilicates Zeolites Other

Sample Description Location' Horizon
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(h
)
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m
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r

Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Las Azulejos)

GC9 Ignimbrlte Matrix TEM IV X X X X X X X X X

GC12 Ignimbrite Matrix (Red) TEM IV X X X X X X X X X X

GC12 Ignimbrlte Matrix (Green) TEM IV X X X X X X X X X

GC14 Ignimbrite Matrix TEM IV X X? X

GC235 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA IV X X X X X X X X

GC237 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA IV X X X X

GC238 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA IV X X X X X X X X X X X

GC240 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA IV X X X X X X X X X X

GC241 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA IV X X X X X X X X X

GC101 Ignimbrite Matrix (Green) FLA III X X X X

GC101 Grey Clast FLA III X X X X X X X

GC29 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA III X X X X X X

GC48 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA III X X X X X X X X

GC53 Ignimbrite Matrix (Beige) FLA III X X X X X X X X

GC53 Green Clast FLA III X X X X X X

GC54 Ignimbrite Matrix FLA III X X X X X X

GC65 Red Mafic Clast FLA III X X X X X X X X X X

GC65 Ignimbrite Matrix (Beige) FLA III X X X? X X X X X X X X

GC77 Green Vein FLA III X X X? X X X X X



Tahle 3 .1 co iilin tied

Sample Information Primary Minerals^

Sample Description Location’ Horizon

an
or

th O)ra
a

X
Q.
O

GC78 Ignimbrite Matrix (Green) FLA III X X

GC78 Ignimbrite Matrix (Red) FLA III X X

GC97 Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X

HAT 5 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X

HAT 6 (1 ) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X X?

HAT 7 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X X?

HAT 8 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X

HAT 9 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X X?

HAT 10 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X

HAT 11 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X X

HAT 5.5 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X

HAT 33 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X

HAT 34 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X

HAT 101 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X X

HAT 102 (1) Ignimbrtie Matrix FLA III X X X

GC293 Ignimbrtie Matrix TAS III X X X

GC295 Ignimbrtie Matrix TAS III X X X

GC298A Ignimbrtie Matrix TAS III X X X

GC303 Ignimbrtie Matrix TAS III X X X

GC306 Ignimbrtie Matrix TAS III X X X

GC229 Ignimbrtie Matrix FB2 II X X X
C

a-
Ti

 O
x

Secondary Minerals^

Phyllosilicates______________ Zeolites______________ Other

o

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X X X X

X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X

X X

X X X

X X? X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X



Table 3. /  continued.

Sample Information Primary M inerals'

Sample Description Location' Horizon

an
or

th ra
CL

X
Q .
o

GC230 Ignimbrite Matrix FB2 II X X

GC231 Ignimbrite Matrix FB2 II X X X

GC332 Ignimbrite Matrix VIS II

GC333 Ignimbrite Matrix VIS II

GC339 Ignimbrite Matrix VIS II X

GC343 Ignimbrite Matrix VIS II X X X?

GC347 Ignimbrite Matrix VIS II X X

GC217 Ignimbrite Matrix CAS l - l l X X X

GC220 Ignimbrite Matrix CAS l - l l X X X

GC110 Green Clast TIR l - l l X X X

GC113 Ignimbrite Matrix TIR l - l l X X X?

GC115 Ignimbrite Matrix TIR l - l l X X X

GC122 Ignimbrite Matrix MLR 1 X X X

GC123 Red Mafic Clast MLP 1 X X

GC123 Ignimbrite Matrix (Green) MLP 1 X X X

GC124 Ignimbrite Matrix MLP 1 X X X

GC315 Ignimbrite Matrix FB1 1 X X X

GC321 Ignimbrite Matrix FB1 1 X X X

GC326 Ignimbrite Matrix FB1 1 X

GC329 Ignimbrite Matrix FB1 1 X X X

GC288 Ignimbrite Matrix GUI 1

C
a-

Ti
 O

x

Secondary Minerals^

Phyllosilicates Zeolites Other
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Table J. I continued

Sample Information Primary Minerals'

Sample Description Location' Horizon

GC289 Ignimbrite Matrix GUI 1

GC1 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X X
GC2 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X X

GC2 White vein RSO 1

GC3 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X X

GC4 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X X

GC130 Glassy Vein RSO 1

GC134 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X

GC137 Green Vein RSO 1 X X
GC138 Red Vein RSO 1 X

GC141 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X

GC142 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X

GC145A White vein RSO 1

GC147 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X

GC148A Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X X

GC150 Glassy vein RSO 1

GC159 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X X

GC162 Ignimbrite Matrix RSO 1 X

an
or

th

C
a-

Ti
 O

x

Secondary Minerals^

Phyllosilicates Zeolites Other



Table 3 .1 conliiufed.

Sam ple Information Primary Minerals^ Secondary Minerals^ 

Phyllosilicates Zeolites Other

Sam ple Description Location' Horizon
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Relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrite

G C 292 Ignimbrite Matrix (Cap) GUI 1 X X X? X X

Unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites

A 3 F 3 (1 ) Fiam m e Ignimbrite A ? n/a X X X

A4F6 (1) Fiam m e Ignimbrite A ? n/a X X X X

D TF2 (1) Fiam m e Ignimbrite D ? n/a X X X X

ECF (1) Fiam m e Ignimbrite E ? n/a X X X X

F T F 8 (1 ) Fiam m e Ignimbrite F ? n/a X X X

Extra-caldera basalts

G C 330 W hole Rock FB2 n/a X X X X X

GC331 W hole Rock FB2 n/a X X X X

Note: 0 )  Donoghue ef a/. (2008)

’Abbreviations: TEM = Temisas. FLA = Fuente de Los Azulejos, TAS = Barranco Tasarte, FB2 = Fuente Blanca 2, VIS = Montana Viso, CAS = La Castaneta, TIR = Tirma, MLP = Morro del Los Pinos, FBI = Fuente Blanca 1.
GUI = Barranco Giiigui Grande. RSO = Barranco del Risco

^Abbreviations: anorth = anorthoclase. plag = plagloclase, cpx = clinopyroxene, amph -  amphibole, qtz {g/v) = groundmass/vapour phase quartz, spl = spinel. Ca-Ti Ox = Ca-Ti Oxide ill = illite, mont = montmorillonite, muse =
muscovite, chl-mont = chlorite-montmorillonlte, Ca-mord = Ca-mordenite. clinop = clinoptilolite, an! = analcite, sap = saponite, adul -  adularia, kaol = kaolinite, qtz (h) = hydrothermal quartz, fluor = fluorite, trem = tremolite, phill
= phyllipsite, pyr = pyrite

^Abbreviations: ill = illite. mont = montmorillonite. muse = muscovite, chl-mont = chlorite-montmoriHonite, Ca-mord = Ca-mordenite. clinop = clinoptilolite. ani = analcite, sap = saponite, adul = adularia. kaol = kaolinite. qtz (h) = 
hydrothermal quartz, fluor = fluorite, trem = tremolite. phill = phyllipsite, pyr = pyrite



Table 3.2: C om pila tion table showing the p rim a ry  and secondary m ineral assemblages o f  a lte red ign im brites fro m  Los A ziile jos horizons l - l i '

Sam ple Information Primary Minerals Secondary Minerals  

Phyllosilicates_______ Zeolites Other

Location Horizon ^  S’o  i5
o
E

o

TE M IV 4 X X X X X X X X X X X

FLA IV 5 X X X X X X X X X X X

FLA III 24 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

TAS III 5 X X X X X X X X X X

FB2 II 3 X X X X X X X X X X

V IS II 5 X X X X X X X X X X X

CAS Ml 2 X X X X X X X X X X

TIR M l 3 X X X X X X X X

MLP 1 3 X X X X X X X X X X X

FB1 1 4 X X X X X X X X X X

GU I 1 3 X X X X

RSO 1 17 X X X X X X X X X X

Abbreviations: TEM = Temisas, FLA = Fuente de Los Azulejos. TAS = Barranco Tasarte, FB2 = Fuente Blanca 2. VIS = Montana Viso. CAS = La Castaneta, TIR = Tirma, MLP = Morro 
del Los Pinos, FB1 = Fuente Blanca 1. GUI = Barranco Guigui Grande, RSO = Ban’anco del Risco

^Abbreviations: anorth = anorthoclase, plag = plagioclase, cpx = clinopyroxene, amph = amphibole, qtz (g/v) = groundmass/vapour phase quartz, spl = spinel, Ca-Ti Ox = Ca-Ti Oxide ill =
illite, mont = montmorillonite, muse = muscovite, chl-mont = chlorite-montmorillonite. Ca-mord = Ca-mordenlte, clinop = clinoptilolite, ani = analclte, sap = saponite. adul = adularia, kaol 
= kaolinite, qtz (h) = hydrothermal quartz, fluor = fluorite, trem = tremolite, phill = phyllipsite, pyr = pyrite

Abbreviations: ill = illite, mont = montmorillonite. muse = muscovite, chl-mont = chlorite-montmorillonite. Ca-mord = Ca-mordenite. clinop = clinoptilolite, anI = analcite, sap = saponite.
adul = adularia, kaol = kaolinite, qtz (h) = hydrothermal quartz, fluor = fluorite, trem = tremolite, phlll = phyllipsite, pyr = pyrite



4 Los Azuiejos Deposits, Tejeda Caldera, Gran Canaria - 

Discussion

4.1 Mineral Paragenesis and Classification of Alteration Assemblages

4.1.1 Primary Mineralogy of Unaltered, Extra-Caldera Ignimbrites ‘A’ to ‘F’

The extra-caldera ignimbrite units ‘A ’ through ‘F" of the upper-Mogan ignimbrite 

succession are considered to be the closest stratigraphic and compositional equivalents of the 

intra-caldera Los Azuiejos horizons prior to alteration (van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998), 

and therefore provide a good first-order approximation of the primary mineralogy of the 

altered ignimbrites. The primary phenocryst assemblages o f unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites ‘A ’ to ‘F ’ comprise mainly anorthoclase, piagioclase, Fe-Ti oxides, and minor 

amphibole and pyroxene (Sumita & Schmincke, 1998; Tables 3.1, 3.2, A4). Phlogopite 

phenocrysts, and chevikinite inclusions in amphibole, also occur in ignimbrite ‘A’ (Sumita & 

Schminke, 1998; Troll, 2002; Troll et a!., 2003). Quartz is present only as a minor groundmass 

phase in the extra-caldera ignimbrites (Tables 3.1, 3.2, A4), and is most likely related to 

vapour phase alteration during ignimbrite emplacement (Sumita & Schmincke, 1998; 

Donoghue et al„ 2008).

4.1.2 Secondary Mineralogy of Intra-Caldera Ignimbrites (Los Azuiejos l-IV)

4.1.2.1 Phyllosilicates

Smectitic clays (montmorillonite + chlorite-montmorillonite ± saponite) are the most 

abundant secondary mineral phases in the altered ignimbrites from all four Los Azuiejos 

horizons, together with minor illite and muscovite/sericite (Tables 3.1, 3.2; A5). In 

hydrothermal environments, smectite typically forms at temperatures <140°C in the presence 

of neutral or acid-cool thermal waters, where there is an abundance of Ca and Mg over K (e.g. 

Deer et a i, 1966; Thompson & Thompson, 1996; Browne & Ellis, 1970). In contrast, illite 

generally forms at higher temperatures (~200-300°C), in the presence of weakly acid (CO2- 

rich) fluids, rich in Al and K (e.g. Steiner, 1968; Muffler & White, 1969). During prograde 

alteration (heating) at depth, smectite may recrystallise to illite, whereas during retrograde 

alteration (cooling) in shallow environments, smectite may overprint pre-existing illite. At 

even higher temperatures (>300°C), and in more acidic environments (pH 4-6), sericite 

predominates (e.g. Thompson & Thompson, 1996). Petrographic and SEM investigations 

reveal that smectite is more abundant than iUite and sericite in all Los Azuiejos samples, and 

generally forms discrete globular aggregates directly replacing pre-existing minerals (Figs. 

3.4a, 3.6a, d). Illite, where present, forms poorly-crystalline, whispy aggregates extending into
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cavities (Fig. 3.4b). These observations suggest that the majority of phyllosilicate replacement 

took place during prograde alteration of primary mineral phases at temperatures <150°C, in the 

presence o f near-neutral to mildly acidic fluids (pH ~6-7). Higher temperatures may have 

prevailed locally (200-300°C), resulting in minor illite and sericite alteration. Together, the 

observed clay mineral phases form a classic intermediate-argillic alteration assemblage, 

characteristic of the peripheral, low-temperature (epithermal) part of an intrusion-related 

hydrothennal system (e.g. Lowell & Guilbert, 1970). However, note that some smectite 

alteration (particularly of relatively late phases such as zeolites and vuggy quartz) may have 

taken place during more recent, low-temperature surface weathering (see Section 4.3.3).

4.1.2.2 Zeolites

XRD and SEM investigations indicate that Ca-mordenite is the most common zeolite 

phase in the altered intra-caldera ignimbrites, typically forming clusters of fibrous/acicular 

crystals, partially or completely replacing earlier phyllosilicate phases (smectite), primary 

phenocryst (feldspar, pyroxene) and groundmass phases (feldspar, glass), and infilling pore- 

spaces and fractures (Tables 3.1, 3.2, A5; Figs. 3.5a-d, 3.6c, e, f). Clinoptilolite is the second 

most common zeolite, forming clusters of tabular crystals (<2 |j.m) lining pore spaces, and it is 

most often associated with quartz crystallites, kaolinite, and smectitic clay aggregates (Figs. 

3.4h, 3.5a). Other zeolite phases (analcime, erionite, chabazite, heulandite, and phillipsite) 

were also detected in minor amounts in the altered ignimbrites (Tables 3.1, 3.2, A5; see also 

SEM images in EA-A).

Numerous studies of both natural and synthetic zeolites have shown that zeolite 

formation typically takes place in water-saturated environments, at low-temperatures (<300°C) 

and pressures (<200 MPa), and in the presence of fluids with high alkali and alkaline-earth 

activities relative to hydrogen ion activities (pH o f ~7-10; e.g. Mariner & Surdam, 1970; Hay, 

1978, 1993; Surdam & Sheppard, 1978; Barrer, 1982; Gottardi, 1989). Zeolitic alteration has 

been recognised in a wide variety of environments (e.g. burial diagenesis, sahne-alkaline 

lakes, contact metamorphism, active and fossil hydrothermal systems) and rock types 

(sandstones, basalts), but is most often associated with glass-rich pyroclastic deposits (ash- 

flow tuffs) and volcaniclastic sediments (e.g. Yellowstone caldera, USA; Bargar & Beeson, 

1981; Bargar & Keith, 1995). In volcanic environments, two main types of zeolitization have 

been distinguished (Utada, 2001a, b): (1) ‘hydrothermal zeolitization’, in which zeolite 

minerals form by reaction of circulating, externally-derived hydrothermal fluids (e.g. meteoric 

water, seawater) with pre-existing mineral phases, and (2) 'caldera-type' zeolitization, 

involving burial and diagenetic zeolite replacement of pumice and ash falls, welded tuffs, and 

their reworked sediments by reaction o f glass shards with interstitial pore fluids (c f Utada et
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al., 1999). ‘Caldera-type’ zeolitization produces a very characteristic ‘bedded’ or vertical 

distribution of zeolite minerals in volcaniclastic deposits, from relatively low-temperature 

zeolites (e.g. chabazite, stilbite, heulandite) at shallow levels {<100 m), to relatively high 

temperature zeolites (e.g. laumontite, wairakite) at greater depths (100-200 m), and generally 

occurs on a regional (km) scale, in contrast, ‘hydrothermal zeolitization’ is typically 

structurally controlled (e.g. concentrated along faults and fractures), locaHsed around 

circulating solutions, and generally does not produce any systematic spatial variation in zeolite 

type. In many caldera systems, these two types of zeolitization can be difficult to distinguish, 

as hydrothermal zeolitization in pyroclastic deposits often completely overprints earlier 

diagenetic (‘caldera-ty'pe’) zeolitization (e.g. Sanzugawa caldera, Japan; Yellowstone Caldera, 

USA; c f  Utada, 2001b). In the Los Azulejos ignimbrites on Gran Canaria, the abundance of 

Ca-mordenite, in association with clinoptilolite and analcime, is characteristic o f the ‘Ca-Na- 

siiicate’ sub-type of hydrothermal zeolitization described by Utada (1980), but is also 

analogous to the ‘mordenite-predominant zone' of the caldera-type zeolitization described by 

Utada (2001b). However, the lack of any ‘primary’ or relict zonation in zeolite type from Los 

Azulejos horizon IV to I, and the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of zeolitized rocks on an 

outcrop scale (cm-m), suggests that zeolitization of the intra-caldera ignimbrites on Gran 

Canaria is truly hydrothermal rather than diagenetic in origin. It is also worth noting that there 

is no evidence to suggest that the Los Azulejos ignimbrites were deposited and altered in a 

lacustrine environment (as suggested by Cabrera Santana et a l, 2006). If this was the case, one 

would expect zeolitization to be more pervasive (rather than simply affecting distinct intra- 

caldera horizons at certain stratigraphic depths), and that there would be a systematic vertical 

distribution of zeolite types from shallower to deeper levels, similar to that seen in saline 

alkaline-lake or diagenetically altered tuff environments (c f Chipera & Apps, 2001; Sheppard 

& Hay, 2001; Utada, 2001a).

In addition to hydrothermal-type and caldera-type zeolitization, a third process has 

also been invoked to explain zeolitization in volcanic environments. On Gran Canaria, Perez 

Torrado et al. (1995) report zeolites (chabazite, phillipsite, analcime) in the Roque Nublo 

ignimbrites. The absence of any vertical or lateral gradation in the intensity and style of 

zeolitic alteration in the ignimbrites, and the lack o f zeolitic alteration in associated fall and 

surge deposits, led these authors to invoke a ‘geo-autoclave’ mechanism for zeolite formation. 

The authors suggest that zeolitic alteration took place in situ, and immediately after the 

deposition of the ignimbrites (i.e. when they were still hot), by the reaction of vitric 

components with condensed water vapour trapped within the deposit. A similar process has 

been invoked to explain the genesis of phillipsite, chabazite, and analcime in phonolitic ash- 

flow tuffs from south-eastern Tenerife (Garcia Hernandez et al., 1993), and clinoptilolite in
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ash-flow  tufffs from the Rhodope Mountains, south-eastern Bulgaria (A leksiev & Djourova, 

1975). Whether the zeohtes in the Los Azulejos ignimbrites formed in situ  by geo-autoclave  

m echanism s, or due to the infiltration o f  an external fluid source, is not easy to decipher based  

on field and m ineralogical observations alone. It is possib le that the densely-w elded, relatively  

thick ignimbrite units capping each Los A zulejos horizon acted as ‘seals', trapping vapours 

and fluids within thinner, more porous ignimbrite horizons, thereby creating a ‘closed system ’ 

where zeolitization could take p lace once fluids evolved  to sufficiently high pH. H ow ever, 

given  the isotopic signature o f  the altered ignim brites (see Section 4 .3 .3 ), and the fact that 

similar alteration is not seen in ignim brites outside the Tejeda caldera, it is much m ore lik ely  

that zeolitization resulted from the influx o f  external (m eteoric) waters along m ore perm eable 

horizons, after the deposits were coo l enough to fracture.

Leggo et al. (2001) have shown that, in most zeolitized  ignimbrite deposits, initial 

alteration o f  volcanic glass to a clay mineral phase is required in order to raise the pH o f  the 

reacting fluids (e.g . by base cation m etasom atism  and H* consumption) to levels sufficient for 

subsequent zeo lite  formation. Based on experimental evidence, they suggest that dissolution o f  

a glass at a clay-glass interface can lead to zeolite precipitation on a clay surface. During this 

process, H3O* enters the glass from the solution, resulting in the initial formation o f  a hydrated 

glass rim, which eventually becom es ordered enough to form a clay mineral phase ( c f  Petit et 

ah,  1990). At the sam e time, alkali elem ents such as Na" and K* enter the solution from the 

glass ( c f  Casey & Bunker, 1990), causing an increase in the activity ratio o f  (Na^ + K*)/H* 

and fluid pH, and subsequent zeolite deposition. Thus, petrographically, zeoHte form ation is 

generally associated with partially or com pletely d issolved  volcanic glass, and is often seen to 

fo llow  an initial phase o f  clay alteration. Such a scenario is consistent with the paragenetic 

sequence observed in the majority o f  zeolitized  sam ples in this study, where groundmass 

m ordenite typically overprints sm ectite (Fig. 3.5d). W here m ordenite and other zeolite phases 

line fractures and infill cavities (e.g. GC40; Fig. 3 .5a), direct precipitation from an alkaline 

fluid is m ore likely. In som e cases (e.g . G C 29, HATIO), zeolite crystals have them selves been  

partially replaced on crystal surfaces by neo-crystallised  sm ectite (Fig. 3.5b). This suggests  

that phyllosilicate alteration occurred not only prior to, but also during and after zeolite  

formation. This m ay reflect fluctuations in hydrothermal fluid pH between acid and alkaline 

over time, or local variations in host rock com position. H owever, it is also possib le that som e  

o f  the late-stage phyllosilicate replacem ent o f  zeolites is related to very low-temperature 

weathering at the present day, rather than hydrothermal alteration (see Section 4 .3 .3 ), and that 

sm ectite formation related to ‘true’ hydrothermal activity occurred so lely  before zeolite  

formation.
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In zeolitized ignimbrite deposits, mordenite and clinoptilolite typically coexist at 

shallow levels and at temperatures <80°C, together with clay minerals such as illite and 

smectite (Utada, 2001a; lijima, 2001). With increasing depth and temperature, precipitation of 

mordenite is generally favoured over clinoptilolite (Chipera et a l, 2008). Formation of 

mordenite is also favoured over clinoptilolite with increasing Na activities relative to Ca 

(Chipera et a l. 2008). However, elemental data indicate that altered ignimbrites on Gran 

Canaria that show the most severe mordenite replacement (e.g. HAT34) are strongly enriched 

in Ca (1.04 wt%) relative to unaltered ignimbrites 'A ’ and ‘D ’ (Ef = 2.34 and 3.31, 

respectively; Figs. 3.13k, 3.14k). This is consistent with XRD data, which show that Ca- 

mordenite is the dominant zeolite phase (Tables 3.1, 3.2). The greater abundance o f Ca- 

mordenite in comparison to all other zeolites in Los Azulejos ignimbrites suggests that the 

reacting fluids were Ca-rich rather than Na-rich. Such Ca-enrichment in the fluid phase was 

most likely promoted by leaching of primary Ca-bearing minerals (e.g. plagioclase) during 

fluid-rock interaction.

Secondary analcime occurs in those samples that generally do not contain mordenite 

and clinoptilolite (Table 3.1). The formation of analcime is indicative of increasing 

temperature (>80”C) and increased Na activities in the reacting fluid (above values typical for 

mordenite and clinoptilolite; Chipera & Apps, 2001), and is generally associated with the 

deeper parts of diagenetically ahered bedded zeolite deposits (Utada, 2001a; lijima, 2001). 

However, on Gran Canaria, analcime occurs in samples from both relatively shallow (Fuente 

de Los ^Aculejos, Azulejos III) and relatively deep (Tirma, Azulejos I-II) Los Azulejos 

horizons, and in samples taken from the same horizon as clinoptilolite/mordenite-bearing 

samples (e.g. GC29 and GC78). This suggests that changes in zeolite composition within in 

the altered ignimbrite deposits most likely reflect local (cm-m) scale changes in water 

composition, pH, and/or temperature (see Section 4.3.5), rather than larger scale variations in 

aheration environment, typical of burial diagenesis. The dominance of more siliceous zeolites 

(mordenite and clinoptilolite) in the ahered ignimbrites is consistent with overall high Si 

activity (e.g. at amorphous silica or cristabolite saturation; Chipera & Apps, 2001). Phillipsite 

was detected in one altered ignimbrite sample from the deepest Los Azulejos horizon in 

Barranco del Risco, consistent with relatively high temperature conditions at this locality 

(>80°C), and the presence of fluids concentrated in K relative to Ca (c f Chipera & Apps, 

2001).

Overall, the occurrence of Ca-mordenite, clinoptilolite, analcime, erionite and 

phillipsite in the altered ignimbrites, is consistent with low-temperature alteration by alkaline 

meteoric fluids in a shallow-level, epithermal environment (c f  Garcia del Cura et al., 1999; 

Donoghue et a l, 2008). Apart from minor neo-crystallised smectite on the surface of some
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crystals (possibly due to recent weathering), zeolites are typically inter-grown with, or 

overprint, clay minerals, which in turn replace primary groundmass and phenocryst phases. 

This indicates that the zeolites w ere am ong the final phases to form during hydrothermal 

alteration. The relatively low  content o f  zeolite phases in the altered ignimbrites from  

Barranco del R isco and Barranco Giiigiii Grande (Tables 3.1 , 3.2 , A 5) suggests that 

temperatures were higher and/or that the hydrothermal fluids were more acidic at these 

localities, consistent with their relatively deep stratigraphic position.

4.1.2.3 Silicification (Quartz)

Quartz is present as a hydrothermal phase in the groundmass o f  altered ignimbrites 

fi'om all Los A zulejos horizons, and is second only to the phyllosilicate minerals in terms o f  

abundance (Tables 3.1 , 3.2, A 4, A5). This pervasive silicification  indicates that the 

hydrothermal fluids were saturated w ith respect to quartz, m ost likely resulting ft-om 

devitrification o f  volcanic glass ( c f  W hite & Hedenquist, 1990). Quartz crystallites are often  

partially corroded/dissolved, and typically  display neo-formed sm ectite aggregates on crystal 

surfaces (Figs. 3.7d, e), indicating that later fluids infiltrating the system  were sufficiently hot 

and chem ically  aggressive, and/or that fluid-rock interaction prevailed for long enough, to 

corrode and replace quartz (generally one o f  the m ost resistant minerals to alteration). The 

presence o f  chalcedony veins in the breccia deposits in Barranco del R isco (Fig. 2 .4c) is 

indicative o f  localised silica saturation and fluid temperatures in the range 100-190°C  ( c f  

W hite & Hedenquist, 1990), consistent with a relatively low-temperature, shallow -level 

environm ent.

4.1.2.4 Fe-Ti-oxides

In m ost altered ignimbrite sam ples, primary Fe-Ti oxides have undergone partial to 

com plete decom position to secondary Fe-Ti bearing phases (Table A 4). Opaque phenocrysts 

and interstitial crystals typically display poorly-crystalline, red alteration rims com posed o f  

hem atite and/or fine-grained leucoxene, reflecting the release o f  Fe and/or Ti during low - 

temperature exsolution o f  primary m agnetite and/or ilm enite, and subsequent oxidation o f  Fe 

by H iO  during retrograde aheration. Secondary Fe-oxides (hematite) also occur as fine

grained, opaque dissem inations and/or vein -fills in som e altered ignim brites (e.g. G C 142, 

G C l; Figs. 3.1h, 3.8h), perhaps reflecting the release o f  Fe into solution from Fe-rich  

phyllosilicate phases, and subsequent oxidation o f  Fe by H 2O in fractures and pore-spaces. 

N ote that Fe-Ti oxide phases are clearly v isib le in thin section, but w ere not detected by X R D , 

m ost likely reflecting their relatively low  abundance, or their poorly crystalline nature. The  

presence o f  ubiquitous secondary Fe-Ti oxide phases is a com m on feature o f  m any intrusion- 

related ore-form ing environm ents (e.g. porphyry copper deposits). Hematite, for exam ple, is
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known to occur in veins in the potassic and sericite-chlorite alteration zones of porphyry 

systems, while secondary magnetite is a common mineral in biotite-rich, potassic alteration 

zones. Hematite is also associated with shallow hydrothermal activity, where it may occur in 

low-sulphidation epithermal veins, or it may form from low-temperature (<150°C) alteration 

of magnetite (c f Deer et al., 1966; Thompson & Thompson, 1996). Thus, the Fe-Ti oxide 

alteration in the intra-caldera ignimbrites can be attributed to retrograde fluid-rock interaction, 

most likely related to the influx of relatively cool, mildly acidic meteoric waters (see Section 

4.3.3) during the later stages of hydrothermal activity.

4.1.2.5 Mn-oxides

Secondary Mn-oxides were detected in a number of samples, where they form brown- 

black aggregates coating the surface o f the rock (see hand sample images, EA-A). In thin 

section, the Mn-oxide aggregates form narrow, dendritic veinlets, which display a gradual, 

undulating contact with the host rock (Fig. 3.2f). These observations suggest that Mn-oxide 

phases precipitated directly in fractures and cavities from a fluid enriched in Mn, perhaps due 

to dissolution of Mn-rich groundmass minerals (e.g. phyllosiHcates, Mn-ilmenite). The often 

fine-grained, poorly crystalline nature of the Mn-oxide deposits makes conclusive mineral 

identification by traditional techniques (petrography, XRD) difficult. However, the dendritic 

structure of the Mn-aggregates is a particularly characteristic feature of pyrolusite (MnOi) and 

manganite (MnOOH), both of which commonly occur in hydrothermally altered rocks as low- 

temperature vein deposits, or as pseudomorphs after other Mn-oxide minerals (cf. Post, 1999). 

Mn is highly mobile in acidic aqueous systems, and is readily extracted from igneous rocks by 

low-temperature interactions with surface and groundwater (c f Post, 1999) Therefore, the 

occurrence of Mn-oxide coatings in the altered ignimbrites is consistent with the infiltration of 

relatively cool meteoric water in a shallow-level, epithermal environment, either during the 

dying stages of hydrothermal activity, or during later, low-temperature weathering processes.

4.1.2.6 Vein assemblages

Kaolinite occurs as a vein mineral in altered ignimbrites from Barranco del Risco 

(Tables 3.1, A4, A5), where it typically forms soft white crystals filling the very inner part of 

fractures. These fractures are, in turn, often surrounded by 2-3 cm wide alteration haloes 

composed of smectite (Fig. 2.2d). In some cases, euhedral quartz crystallites Hne fracture 

walls, and are partially replaced by aggregates of radiating kaolinite platelets infilling the 

central cavity (Figs. 3.2e, 3.8c, d). More rarely, quartz-kaolinite veins are associated with 

cubic fluorite crystals, which show partial dissolution textures and replacement by smectite in 

cavities (Fig. 3.8g).
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Quartz-kaolinite (-fluorite) alteration in Barranco del Risco overprints an earlier phase 

of intermediate-argillic alteration (similar to that seen in all other Los Azulejos horizons), and 

appears to be unique to this locality (i.e. it is not seen in altered ignimbrites from Los Azulejos 

II, III, or IV; Tables 3.1, 3.2). Given that the ignimbrites from Barranco del Risco are (1) 

reworked deposits (rather than of true pyroclastic origin), and (2) associated with a chaotic 

collapse caldera breccia (which itself contains altered ignimbrite clasts set in an altered 

matrix), it is possible that they have been reworked from a higher stratigraphic level. These 

reworked ignimbrites may have previously undergone intermediate-argillic alteration, before 

being redeposited at depth within the caldera, where they were subsequently subjected to a 

second, more localised phase of acid hydrothermal alteration. Late-stage infiltration of 

relatively high-temperature (>300°C), low pH (<3) aqueous fluids or vapours into fractures 

would have led to the removal o f all constituents from the rock apart from Si0 2  (quartz), 

initially leaving behind residual vuggy quartz veins (c f  White & Hedenquist, 1990; Thompson 

& Thompson, 1996). Over time, the aqueous fluids/vapours would have cooled and become 

progressively neutralised through reaction and ion exchange (H* consumption) with the 

surrounding wall rocks, resulting in subsequent deposition o f kaolinite at a pH of ~3-4 and at a 

relatively low temperature (40-80°C; see Section 4.3.4) in the inner part of fractures. 

Continued cooling and neutralisation of the reacting fluids would have resulted in the eventual 

precipitation o f smectite from a mildly acidic to near neutral fluid (pH 4-7) with increasing 

distance from the fracture, forming the smectite haloes.

The acidity in the late-stage fluids in Barranco del Risco may have been provided by 

dissolved magmatic gases (CO2, HCl, HiS, HF), consistent with the comparatively deep, 

structurally-controlled stratigraphic position o f the Los Azulejos deposits in Barranco del 

Risco (i.e. closer to the main ring fault and the heat source). The presence of a magmatic 

component is also suggested by the occurrence of fluorite (Cap2) in some veins (Table 3.1). 

Fluorine may have been provided by dissolved magmatic HF, whereas Ca may have been 

provided by leaching of both primary and secondary Ca-rich wall rocks (Ca-mordenite, 

feldspar, carbonate) by F-rich magmatic fluids. Overall, the clay-rich nature of the Azulejos 

deposits resembles the ‘cap' of intermediate to advanced-argillic alteration that typically forms 

in the steam heated environment above a boiling water table (e.g. Plumlee, 1994; Henneberger 

& Browne 1988). Whereas no direct evidence for boiling was obtained (e.g. from fluid 

inclusions), the occurrence of chalcedony veins in the megabreccia deposits (Fig. 2.4c) is 

similar to what is seen in the boiling upflow zones o f numerous hydrothermal systems (e.g. 

Drummond & Ohmoto, 1985). Furthermore, in hand sample and thin section, quartz-kaolinite 

(-fluorite) veining defines a ‘hydrothermal breccia' texture (e.g. GC145A; see hand samples 

and thin section photos in EA-A), indicative of locally extreme fluid pressures and hydraulic
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fracturing ( c f  Hedenquist & H enley, 1985; Henneberger & Browne, 1988). Such extrem e 

fluid pressures m ay have been promoted by the sealing o f  the overlying A zulejos deposits by  

intense intermediate-argillic alteration (see Section 4.6).

4 .1 .2 .7  O ther alteration  m inerals

Adularia was detected in a number o f  sam ples by SEM (e.g. G C64), where it typically  

forms blocky, rhombic crystals lining cavities, together with aggregates o f  platey kaolinite  

crystals in interstices (Figs. 3.4d, e). Adularia crystals are generally euhedral to subhedral, <8 

l^m across, and m ay show  minor replacement by sm ectite aggregates on crystal faces. X R D  

analyses indicate that adularia also occurs in sam ples containing zeolites and hydrothermal 

quartz (Table 3.1). Adularia is a low-temperature variety o f  orthoclase, typically found in low - 

sulphidation epithermal environm ents. It is frequently precipitated in cavities in response to  

boiling and exsolution o f  CO 2, causing an increase in solution pH, thereby prom oting the 

stabihty o f  adularia over m ore acidic phases such as kaolinite and illite (Thom pson & 

Thom pson, 1996). In our sam ples, the occurrence o f  w ell-form ed adularia crystals in cavities  

is consistent with direct precipitation from a late-stage, near-neutral hydrothermal fluid. 

H owever, the association o f  adularia with kaolinite, and the observed replacement o f  som e 

adularia crystals by sm ectite, suggests that fluid com positions m ay have becom e more acidic 

fo llow ing adularia precipitation. This m ay have occurred in response to steam  condensation  

into groundwater in the shallow -level environment (perhaps as a result o f  boiling at deeper 

levels), and is consistent with our observations o f  altered ignimbrites in Barranco del R isco, 

where late-stage kaolinite veins are prevalent. Pyrite was detected by X R D  in two altered 

ignimbrite sam ples, both from the deepest exposed Los A zulejos horizon in Barranco del 

R isco, and is most likely related to retrograde alteration o f  m agnetite and ferromagnesian  

minerals (Deer et al„ 1966; Thom pson & Thom pson, 1996). Rare halite crystals have been  

identified in cavities in altered ignimbrites from Los A zulejos horizons I, II, and III (Cabrera 

Santana e t al., 2006; see SEM  im ages in EA -A ). The halite m ay have formed by the reaction  

o f  exsolved  m agmatic HCl with Na-bearing minerals (e.g. plagioclase) in the wall rocks, or by  

supergene enrichment o f  Na and Cl during m ore recent weathering o f  the altered ignimbrite 

deposits.

4.1.3 Summary of Physico-Chemical Conditions in Tejeda Epithermal System

A ll four Los A zulejos horizons on Gran Canaria display evidence o f  intermediate 

argillic (sm ectite ±  illite), zeolitic (Ca-m ordenite ±  clinoptilolite/heulandite ± analcim e ±  

erionite ±  phillipsite), sih cic (vuggy quartz, groundmass quartz), and Fe-Ti-M n oxide  

(hematite ±  ‘leucoxene' ±  manganite ±  pyrolusite) alteration, consistent with the developm ent 

o f  a low-temperature (<150°C ), shallow -level, epithermal system  in the periphery o f  the
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Tejeda caldera. The observed secondary mineral assemblages are characteristic of alteration in 

the presence o f dominantly near-neutral to alkaline pH fluids (6-10), most likely heated 

meteoric waters or vapours. No large-scale spatial variation in mineralogy/alteration-type was 

identified from SW to NW along the caldera margin (i.e. from Azulejos IV to I). However, the 

reworked volcaniclastic deposits in Barranco del Risco display evidence for a later phase of 

acidic alteration (quartz-kaolinite-fluorite veins), perhaps related to late-stage boiling and 

cooling of high temperature (>300°C), low pH (<3), mixed meteoric-magmatic hydrothermal 

fluids at depth, and dissolution of exsolved magmatic volatiles (CO 2 , HCl, HF, SO2) into 

groundwater. The depth range over which Los Azulejos alteration occurred cannot be 

determined conclusively from the results presented herein. However, based on the temperature 

constraints imposed by the observed aheration assemblages, and comparisons with fossil 

hydrothermal systems showing similar alteration assemblages (e.g. Ohakuri, New Zealand; 

Henneberger & Browne, 1988), it is likely that alteration took place <200 m below the ground 

surface. Within a particular altered ignimbrite unit, there appear to be small- (mm-cm) to 

medium-scale (cm-m) variations in the relative proportions of the main aheration minerals, 

with zeolites predominating in some areas, and clay minerals predominating in others. These 

variations most likely reflect local variations in fluid pH, water-rock ratio, duration o f w'ater- 

rock interaction, and host-rock permeability/welding (see Section 4.3.5). Alkali-feldspar and 

plagioclase are the most susceptible primary mineral phases to alteration, showing partial to 

complete replacement in all altered ignimbrite samples. Amphibole and pyroxene are more 

resistant, and are preserved as primary relics in a number o f samples. Primary Fe-Ti-oxides are 

the most resistant of the crystal components, typically showing only partial decomposition to 

secondary hematite/leucoxene. In terms of the bulk rock components, glass and ash are most 

readily replaced during fluid-rock interaction, followed by pumice clasts and fiamme, whereas 

lithic clasts and juvenile components are more resistant. However, in general, both primary 

and secondary mineral phases (including more resistant phases such as quartz), and all bulk 

rock components, display some degree of corrosion and7or secondary replacement in all 

altered ignimbrite samples, indicative o f locally high water-rock ratios and/or prolonged fluid- 

rock interaction. In the majority of samples, smectite aggregates replace all other alteration 

phases to variable degrees, suggesting that low-temperature surface weathering may have 

overprinted Los Azulejos-type hydrothermal alteration to some extent (see Section 4.3.3). The 

observed replacement textures (pseudomorphism, dissolution/corrosion, alteration haloes, 

veining) indicate that dissolution-reprecipitation, and direct precipitation o f secondary 

minerals from hydrothermal fluids in fractures, were the dominant modes of alteration.
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4.2 Element Mobility

Element mobility can be defined as the elemental changes that take place in a rock after 

it has formed, usually as a result of interaction with a fluid (e.g. during weathering, diagenesis, 

metamorphism, or hydrothermal alteration; c f  Rollinson, 1993). Hydrothermal fluids carry 

dissolved metals, which may be derived from the igneous heat source and/or from leaching of 

country rocks (e.g. Henley et ai, 1984). The tendency for a given element to go into solution 

during fluid-rock interaction depends on a wide range of factors, including (1) the 

composition, temperature, and pH of the fluid, (2) the stability and composition of the minerals 

in the unaltered rock, (3) the fluid-rock ratio, and (4) the duration of fluid-rock interaction. In 

general, Ti, Al, P, Zr, Nb, and Y are considered fluid-immobile in basaltic and granitic rocks 

under hydrothermal conditions, whereas Ca, Na, Sr, Pb, Rb, and Y may be variably mobilized 

(Rollinson, 1993; see also Humphris & Thompson, 1978; Dickin, 1981; Finlow-Bates & 

Stumpfl, 1981; Hill et a i, 2001). In Section 4.2.1, the relative mobilities of selected major and 

trace elements in the altered intra-caldera ignimbrites and the relatively unaltered intra-caldera 

ignimbrites are discussed, by comparing the data in this study to published elemental data for 

unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A’ (Troll & Schmincke, 2002) and ‘D' (Kobberger «fe 

Schmincke, 1999) using Harker diagrams and/or enrichment-depletion plots (Figs. 3.9, 3.10a-j, 

3.1 la-j, 3.13a-y, 3.14a-y). Element-LOI and element-H20 plots did not provide any additional 

insight into patterns of element mobility in the altered rocks, and are not discussed ftirther. 

Note that density changes related to hydrothermal alteration were probably significant, given 

that the altered ignimbrites were most likely near the surface at the time of alteration (see 

Section 4.1.3), and relatively unconsolidated/porous. In addition, the initial (pre-alteration) 

elemental composition of the altered ignimbrites may have varied considerably, depending on 

the relative proportions of the major phenocryst phases. Therefore, in order to quantify 

accurately the degree of element mobility resulting from fluid-rock interaction, it is necessary 

to employ a statistical approach (e.g. Verma et al., 2005; Pandarinath et a i, 2008), or a mass- 

balance approach involving density and porosity measurements (e.g. Larson et a l, 1994). 

These approaches were beyond the scope of the present study. However, in combination with 

detailed petrographic observations, the standard processing method used for the elemental data 

(i.e. normalization to 100%, volatile free), and the comparative methods employed here, are 

sufficient to validate the general conclusions regarding element mobility during hydrothermal 

alteration made below. Element mobility in the altered extra-caldera shield basalts and in one 

basaltic lithic clast is also briefly discussed, by comparison with elemental data for an 

unaltered ‘T4' basalt sample (Figs. 3.9, 3.12a-h)
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4.2.1 Altered Intra-Caldera Ignimbrites (Los Azulejos l-IV)

On element versus Si02 bivariate plots (Figs. 3.10a-j), the altered intra-caldera 

ignimbrites show a wide range o f SiO: concentrations relative to unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites ‘ A ’ and ‘D ’ , indicating that Si has been mobilized in the various samples o f the 

suite during low-temperature fluid-rock interaction. However, on enrichment-depletion plots 

(Figs. 3.13a-y and 3.14a-y), SiO: generally does not show a pronounced enrichment or 

depletion relative to unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A ’ or ‘D ’ , in comparison to almost all 

other elements. This may indicate that much o f the mobilized silica was reincorporated into 

secondary hydrothermal phases, without substantially changing the overall Si content o f the 

rock, or that any changes in the Si0 2  concentrations o f the altered samples are simply too 

small to be detected in what were originally Si-rich (60-70 wt%) rocks. The pervasive 

silicification observed in numerous altered ignimbrite samples suggests that the former is more 

likely, w ith much o f the mobilized Si being reprecipitated as secondary quartz in cavities, 

fractures, and as recrystallised rims around primary groundmass minerals. Almost all o f the 

altered ignimbrite samples have lower Na:© concentrations than the unaltered extra-caldei'a 

ignimbrites ‘ A ’ and D ’, indicating that Na has been mobilized and leached from the 

ignimbrites by the hydrothermal fluid. In contrast, CaO concentrations are significantly higher 

in the majority o f altered ignimbrite samples compared to the unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites, most likely reflecting the incorporation o f Ca into hydrothermal phases such as 

Ca-mordenite. This is demonstrated clearly in e.g. HAT34, which is dominated by Ca- 

mordenite (Table 3.1; Fig. 3.4g), and is also characterised by relatively high Ef values for Ca 

when normalised relative to both unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A" (Ef = 2.34) and ‘D ’ 

(Ef = 3.31) (Figs. 3.13k and 3.14k). The strong m obility o f both Na and Ca during 

hydrothennal alteration is also consistent with the highly scattered patterns displayed by the 

altered ignimbrites on plots o f Na20 and CaO versus Si02 (Figs. 3.10c, e), and Nb (Figs. 

3.11c, e). These scattered patterns contrast starkly w ith unaltered ignimbrites 'A ' and ‘D ’ , 

which both show well-correlated, primary igneous evolutionary trends (Kobberger &  

Schmincke, 1999; Troll &  Schmincke, 2002; Troll et a i ,  2003). K 2O concentrations in the 

altered ignimbrites generally plot within the range defined by the unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites, but show a poor correlation with both SiOo (Fig. 3.10d) and Nb (Fig. 3.1 Id), 

indicating that K  has been mobilised to some extent. However, Ef values obtained for K  are 

generally much closer to unity than for e.g. Na (when normalised relative to both ignimbrite 

‘A ’ and ‘D ’ ; Figs. 3 .13a-y and 3.14a-y), suggesting that K  was less flu id mobile, and that Na is 

the main contributor to the total alkali depletion observed on the TAS diagram (Fig. 3.9). On 

plots o f Pb, Sr, Rb, and Ba versus SiO: (Figs. 3.10g-j) and Nb (Figs. 3.11g-j), the altered 

ignimbrites produce highly scattered patterns, indicative o f secondary addition or loss o f these
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trace elements during low-temperature fluid-rock interaction, causing any original igneous 

trends to be completely obliterated. However, the majority o f samples still have Pb, Sr, Rb, 

and Ba concentrations within the range observed for the unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites, 

suggesting the scattered patterns dominantly reflect the mobilization o f Si. A small number of 

samples (HAPT3, G C ll, GC124) display a pronounced enrichment in Sr compared to the 

unaltered ignimbrites (Figs. 3.1 Oh, 3.1 Ih, 3.13a, v, y, 3.14a, v, y), which may partly reflect the 

partitioning of mobilised Sr and Rb into e.g. smectitc clay minerals during fluid-rock 

interaction (c f Aggarwal & Palmer, 2001).

On a plot of AI2O3 versus Si02  (Fig. 3.10a), the altered ignimbrites define a well- 

correlated linear trend, suggesting that Al was largely immobile during fluid-rock interaction. 

This is consistent with the enrichment factors obtained for Al in the altered ignimbrites, which 

are generally near unity when the data are normalised relative to both unaltered ignimbrite ‘A’ 

and ‘D ’ (Tables A7, A8 ; Figs. 3.13a-y, 3.14a-y). While the linear Al^Os-SiO: trend most likely 

reflects original magmatic differentiation processes to some extent (e.g. fractional 

crystallisation of feldspar), it is important to note that such a correlation cannot be considered 

a reliable indicator of magmatic evolution, given that Si has been mobilized during secondary 

fluid-rock interaction (see above). The poor correlation between TiOi and Si02  (Fig. 3.10b) 

and Ti02  and Nb (3.1 lb) in the ahered ignimbrites in comparison to unaltered ignimbrites ‘A' 

and D \ suggests that some low-temperature mobilization of Ti has occurred, modifying any 

original igneous trends. This is consistent with petrographic observations, which highlight the 

occurrence of decomposed Fe-Ti oxides in numerous samples (Table A4). Similarly, on a plot 

of Zr versus Nb (Fig. 3.1 If), the altered ignimbrites define a relatively scattered pattern, 

whereas unaltered ignimbrites ‘A' and 'D ’ show well-correlated igneous evolutionary trends, 

partly reflecting fractionation of Rare Earth Element (REE) minerals (c f Troll et al.. 2003). 

The poor correlation between Zr and Nb in the altered ignimbrites suggests that both o f these 

elements have been mobilized to some extent. This is consistent with the findings of Hill et al. 

(2001), who have show'n that many elements traditionally regarded as ‘fluid-immobile’ (e.g. 

Ti, Nb, and Zr) can in fact be variably enriched or depleted during low-temperature processes, 

such as weathering and hydrothermal alteration. Similarly, Pandarinath et al. (2008) report 

significant increases in both Zr and Nb in hydrothermally altered rhyolites from the Los 

Azufres geothermal field (Mexico). These authors attribute Zr-gain to the preferential break 

down of primary pyroxene in the rhyolites, releasing Zr to the hydrothermal fluids, and 

subsequent precipitation o f Zr-bearing hydrothermal phases (e.g. hydrothermal titanite) in the 

altered rocks (c f Rubin et a l, 1993; Cathelineau et a l, 1987; Torres-Alvarado, 2002). A 

similar process may be invoked to explain the observed enrichment in Zr in the altered 

ignimbrites on Gran Canaria, given that pyroxene (augite) is a relatively common primary
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phase in upper Mogan ignimbrites (Sumita &  Schmincke, 1998), and shows clear signs o f 

alteration in both thin section (Table A4) and under the SEM (Figs. 3.6e-h). Alternatively, the 

overall enriched Zr and Nb contents in the altered ignimbrites relative to the unaltered rocks 

may simply indicate that these elements were largely refractory during water-rock interaction, 

and were preferentially retained in minor phenocryst (e.g. titanite, zircon and chevkinite; c f  

Troll et a i ,  2003) and groundmass phases (e.g. aegirine and arfvedsonite).

There does not appear to be any systematic variation in the degree o f element mobility, 

or the type o f elements mobilised, with stratigraphic depth (i.e. from Los Azulejos IV  to I). 

Even samples from the reworked volcaniclastic horizons in Barranco del Risco, which show a 

unique style o f alteration (acid/quartz-kaolinite), do not show any obvious difference in 

element m obility or enrichment-depletion patterns compared to samples from horizons 

affected predominantly by intermediate-argillic alteration. This suggests that element mobility 

in the altered intra-caldera ignimbrites was controlled by local (cm-m scale) variations in fluid- 

rock ratios, fluid-rock interaction times, fluid chemistry and pH, and/or rock mineralogy, 

rather than any larger-scale variation in flu id temperature and/or chemistry w ithin the 

hydrothermal system (see also Section 4.3.5).

4.2.2 Relatively Unaltered Intra-Caldera Ignimbrites

The relatively unaltered ignimbrite units separating, or interbedded with, Los Azulejos 

horizons (n = 4) preserve well-correlated linear or curvi-linear trends on plots o f T i0 2  and 

A I2 O 3 versus Si0 2  (Figs. 3.10a, b), and K 2 O, Pb, Rb, and Ba versus Nb (Figs. 3.1 Id, g, i, j), 

reflecting the effects o f original magmatic differentiation. In addition, T i0 2  and A I2 O 3 

concentrations for these samples all plot within the range defined by unaltered extra-caldera 

ignimbrites ‘A ’ and 'D ', indicating that these elements were not significantly mobilised in the 

intra-caldera ignimbrites, and that these units did not experience the same intensity o f flu id- 

rock interaction as the associated Los Azulejos ignimbrites. However, the data points for the 

relatively unaltered ignimbrite samples are comparatively scattered on plots o f Na2 0 , K 2 O, 

CaO, Zr, Pb, Sr, Rb, and Ba versus Si0 2  (Figs. 3.10c-j) and Na2 0 , CaO, and Sr versus Nb 

(Figs. 3.1 Ic, e, h), suggesting that these units did interact with fluids to some degree. Field and 

petrographic evidence indicates that these units are highly welded in comparison to the 

associated Los Azulejos ignimbrite horizons, and that alteration is restricted to secondary 

permeability structures (e.g. micro-fractures). Thus, fluid-rock interaction most like ly took 

place at relatively low fluid-rock ratios, and/or for relatively short periods, resulting in 

dissolution o f only the most fluid-mobile elements, but leaving the more fluid-immobile 

elements (Ti, A l) relatively unaffected.
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4.2.3 Altered Extra-Caldera Shield Basalts

The variably altered extra-caldera shield basalt samples have higher Si02, K 2O, MnO, 

Rb, Pb, Ba, and Zr concentrations, and lower MgO, Fe2 0 3 , and Ca concentrations, compared 

to the pristine ‘T4’ basalt sample (Figs. 3.9, 3.12a-h), suggesting that these elements were 

mobilized and enriched/depleted to some extent as a result o f fluid-rock interaction. This is 

consistent with petrographic observations, and XRD and SEM results (Table 3.1; Figs. 3.8f-h), 

which show that the altered extra-caldera basalts contain partially decomposed Fe-, Mg-, and 

Mn-bearing phases (e.g. olivine, clinopyroxene, spinel), secondary Ca-Ti oxides (perovskite), 

and carbonate and Ca-bearing zeolite phases (Ca-mordenite) in vesicles. In addition, 

groundmass feldspar and feldspar phenocrysts display partial replacement along crystal 

boundaries by smectitc clay minerals, which are capable o f incorporating a wide range o f 

major and trace elements (including Si, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Rb, Pb, Ba, Zr) in their interlayer sites 

(cf. Deer et al„ 1966).

4.3 Stable Isotopes D/H, ^^C/'^C)

4.3.1 Unaltered Extra-Caldera Ignimbrites -  Initial Rock Composition

The whole-rock 5D values o f unahered extra-caldera ignimbrites ‘A ’ . ‘ D ’ , ‘E ’ , and ‘F’ 

range from -1 1 0  to -173%o (Figs. 3.17, 4.1, 4.4), and are considerably lower than the typical 

5D values reported for hydrous minerals from fresh igneous rocks ( -5 5  to -85% o; e.g. Taylor. 

1974; Taylor &  Sheppard, 1986). The low’ 5D values in the unaltered ignimbrites are 

accompanied by relatively low H 2O concentrations (0 .1 -0 .2  wt%; Fig. 4.1). Troll &  Schmincke 

(2002) determined the pre-eruptive H iO concentrations o f ignimbrite ‘A ' based on analysis o f 

primary melt inclusions in phenocrysts. These authors report pre-eruptive H 2O concentrations 

ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 wt% for trachyte melt inclusions, and from 3.0 to 4.0 wt% for rhyolite 

melt inclusions, but note that syn-eruptive H2O concentrations may have been slightly higher, 

given that melt inclusions frequently preserve an earlier stage in the evolution o f the magma. 

Crisp &  Spera (1987) have calculated the pre-eruptive H 2O concentrations for a number o f 

Mogan ignimbrites, and report values ranging from 0.9-2.5 wt% for the majority o f 

ignimbrites including ignimbrite ‘A ’ . These authors also calculated a pre-eruptive water 

concentration o f >4 wl% for the rhyolite end member o f ignimbrite 'P I ',  the basal ignimbrite 

o f the Mogan Group. The relatively low H 2O wt% and 5D values in the unaltered ignimbrites, 

however, suggests that Rayleigh-type H20-vapour exsolution (degassing) from the 

crystallising magma prior to eruption may have been a major process, causing the residual 

melt, and any late-stage hydrous phases crystallising from this melt (e.g. amphibole), to 

become progressively depleted in D and H 2O (c f Nabelek et a i ,  1983; Taylor et a i ,  1983; 

Taylor, 1986a). Degassing during eruption, and/or during post-depositional vapour release
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may have caused further depletion in D and H 2O in these samples. It is also worth noting that 

there is an apparent correlation between 5D and the relative stratigraphic positions o f the 

extra-caldera ignimbrites, i.e. ignimbrite ‘A ’ (older) has the most negative 8D values, whereas 

ignimbrite 'F ’ (younger) has the least negative 5D value (Fig. 4.1). In addition, there is a 

systematic variation in 5D w ithin ignimbrite ‘A ’ (a compositionally zoned ignimbrite), which 

displays the highest values at its base (evolved rhyolite; Si02 = 69-71 wt%) and lowest values 

at its top (trachyte; SiOi = 65-67 wt%) (c f  Troll &  Schmincke, 2002). This close coupling 

between 5D and stratigraphic position/composition may reflect differences in the extent o f 

degassing between distinct, compositionally zoned Mogan magma chambers. Note that the 

measured blank associated with the H20-extraction method is extremely small, but highly 

negative (there is insufficient gas to measure the 5D accurately). It is therefore possible that 

the very negative 6D values in the altered ignimbrites (which contain <0.2 wt% H 2O) represent 

a proportionally higher component from the blank. However, replicate analyses on three 

ignimbrite ‘A ’ samples (see Table A9) show that the very low 5D values are reproducible. 

This suggests that contamination by D-depleted blank water in the silicate line during H 2O- 

extraction is unlikely to be significant, and is not the cause o f the low §D values.

The whole-rock 5 '*0  values o f the unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites are relatively 

uniform, ranging from 6 .5 - 7 .1 % o  (Figs. 3 . 1 8 ,  4 . 4 ) .  These S '^ O  values are within the typical 

range reported for unaltered igneous rocks ( ~ 6 - 8 % o ;  e.g. Taylor, 1 9 6 8 ) ,  and are consistent with 

previous analyses o f unaltered feldspars from Mogan Group ignimbrites on Gran Canaria ( 6 . 3 -  

6 .8 % o c f  Hansteen &  Troll, 2 0 0 3 ,  and references therein). On a plot o f 5 D  versus 6 ' * 0  (Fig. 

3 . 2 2 )  the unaltered samples show no offset towards the ‘kaolinite line’ o f Savin &  Epstein 

( 1 9 7 0 ) ,  or the ‘ hydrated volcanic glass line’ o f Taylor ( 1 9 6 8 ) ,  indicating that post-formational 

exchange with local precipitation (5D = ca. - 1 3 % o ;  5 ' * 0  = ca. - 3 % o ;  c f  Gonfiantini, 1 9 7 3 ;  

Gasparini et a i ,  1 9 9 0 ;  see Section 4 . 3 . 2 )  has not occurred. Thus, assuming the extra-caldera 

ignimbrites have not been affected by substantial alteration, these samples allow us to estimate 

the average 6 D  and 5 ‘ * 0  values and H 2O  concentration o f the intra-caldera ignimbrites prior to 

hydrothermal activity (ca. - l 4 9 % o .  6 .9% o, and 0.1  wt%, respectively).

4.3.2 Initial Water Composition

The 6 ' * 0  and 5 D  values o f present-day meteoric water (precipitation, surface water, 

and groundwater) on Gran Canaria range from around - 1  to - 5 % o ,  and from around - 1  to -  

30 % o , respectively (Gonfiantini, 1 9 7 3 ;  Gasparini et a l ,  1 9 9 0 ;  Munoz Sanz, 2 0 0 5 ) .  Present-day 

rainfall on Gran Canaria has an average 6 ' * 0  composition o f - 3 % o  and an average 6 D
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composition of -13%o' (Figs. 3.19, 4.4). A S'^O value of -3.02%o has been calculated for 

ambient meteoric water at the time of epithermal activity (13-12.5 Ma; Schmincke, 1998; see 

Section 4.5), using an estimated average recharge altitude of approximately 400 m above sea 

level (a.s.l.), and the 6'*0-altitude correlation for present-day groundwater in southern Gran 

Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973):

5'*0%o = -  (0.00239)h -  (2.06)‘

where h is the altitude of recharge of groundwater, expressed in metres (Box A l). This 

correlation corresponds to a 5 '*0 gradient of around -0.24%o/100 m. The estimated ahitude of 

recharge at the time of alteration is lower than at present (ca. 1000 m a.s.l.; Gonfiantini, 1973; 

Gasparini et a l, 1990), as it takes into account (1) an up to one-third increase in elevation 

(-300-350 m) caused by post-caldera cone-sheet emplacement (Schirnick et al., 1999), (2) 

Plio-Quatemary igneous activity (Schmincke, 1982, 1998), and (3) a fall in sea-level o f >100 

m (Haq et al., 1987). Note that the present-day 6'*0-altitude correlation for groundwater in 

southern Gran Canaria is different to that in the north, reflecting a difference in the source area 

of precipitation, and the fact that the northern part of the island receives more precipitation 

than the southern part (Gonfiantini, 1973). However, if the 6‘*0-aUitude correlation for 

northern Gran Canaria is used in the above calculation (corresponding to a S'^O gradient o f -  

0.13%o/100 m; Gonfiantini, 1973), a 6'*0 value of-3.04%o is obtained for a recharge altitude 

of 400 m (Box B2), almost identical to the value obtained using the 8 ”*0-altitude correlation 

for southern Gran Canaria. This indicates that any local variation in recharge altitude does not 

have a major effect on the 6'*0 value o f meteoric water. Thus, a S'^O value of ca. —3%o is 

considered to be a reliable estimate for the initial water composition during epithermal 

activity. The meteoric water line for southern Gran Canaria has been defined by Gonfiantini 

(1973) as:

5D = (4.17)5’® 0 -(2 .6 )’.

Inserting a S’^O value of-3%o into this equation, a corresponding initial 5D value of ca. -15%o 

is obtained for ambient meteoric water at the time o f alteration (Box A l). However, note that

' Average values for precipitation calculated from a combined data set, comprising the monthly mean values o f 
Gasparini et al. (1990) for the sample period 04/86 to 11/87 (36 8D values. 36 S '*0 values), and the raw' values of 
Gonfiantini (1973) for discontinuous sampling between Novem ber 1971 and November 1972 (7 8D values, 16 5 '* 0  
values).
■ 5 '*0-altitude correlation o f Gonfiantini (1973) based on data for 15 groundwater samples, all with tritium contents 
higher than 5 T.U. (indicating local recharge). Groundwater sam ples taken from five sample sites (three wells and 
two springs) located between 200 and 1075 m a.s.l. Sampling carried out discontinuously between February 1971 
and March 1973. Where more than one sample analysis per year was obtained from the same sample site, the mean 
value was used by the author when calculating the 6 '*0-altitude correlation.
 ̂ 5'®0-6D correlation based on data for 27 groundwater samples taken from 24 sample sites (18 wells. 5 springs, 1 

gallery) located between 50 and 1300 m a.s.1.. and three river water samples, taken 30, 75, and 625 m a.s.l., 
respectively. Equation does not take into account precipitation data. Groundwater sampling carried out 
discontinuously between February 1971 and March 1973. River water samples taken in February 1972 only.
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for the same 8'*0 value, precipitation and surface waters from the southern part of Gran 

Canaria have consistently lower 5D values than similar waters in the north, resulting in 

different 5'*0-5D correlations in the northern and southern parts of the island (Gonfiartini, 

1973). This is due to the fact that in northern Gran Canaria, the isotopic compositioi of 

precipitation reflects simple Rayleigh-type equilibrium condensation during the rise of 

atmospheric moisture along mountain slopes, whereas in southern Gran Canaria, groundvater 

recharge occurs from rain that has undergone evaporation and re-equilibration vith 

atmospheric moisture during precipitation (Gonfiantini, 1973). If the meteoric water line for 

northern Gran Canaria is used in our calculations (c f Gonfiantini, 1973), a 5D value of ca. -  

8%o is obtained for ambient meteoric water (Box A2). This demonstrates that local variations 

in recharge altitude may have had a significant effect on the 5D value of ambient meteoric 

water at the time of alteration, and should be taken into account when evaluating the 8D Vclues 

of the altered intra-caldera rocks (see Section 4.3.3.1). It is also important to note that the 

5'*0-altitude and 8'*0-5D relationships for meteoric water on Gran Canaria may have )een 

different during hydrothermal activity to those reported for present-day meteoric water, gven 

that the global climate was on a distinct cooling trend from the middle Miocene (17-15 Ma) 

through to the early Pliocene (6 Ma) (Zachos et al., 2001). However, in the absence oiany 

direct information on the isotopic composition of Miocene meteoric waters on Gran Cararia, 

the present-day correlations reported by Gonfiantini (1973) provide the most reliable basi; for 

our calculations.

4.3.3 Altered Intra-Caldera Ignimbrites (Los Azulejos l-IV)

The hydrogen and oxygen isotope data obtained on the altered intra-cadera 

ignimbrites are predominantly for whole-rock samples, and therefore reflect the cumulitive 

result of all processes (e.g. magmatic, hydrothermal, weathering) that may have affectei the 

D/H, '*0/'®0 ratios o f the rocks up to the present day, as well as the relative proportions and 

isotopic compositions o f the bulk constituents (ignimbrite matrix, lithic clasts, vein mineals; 

see Section 4.3.5). Single mineral isotope analyses (e.g. 5'*0 on feldspar, 5D on clays are 

needed to quantify the influence of each o f these variables on the isotopic compositions o 'the 

altered rocks, and to calculate the composition o f the fluid in equilibrium with the 

hydrothermal mineral phases using published mineral-water fractionation equations. The 

following discussion focuses exclusively on ignimbrite matrix samples (including alteration 

haloes), which are characterised by relatively homogeneous bulk mineralogies (prinary 

feldspar, clay minerals, and zeolites), to reduce the influence of variable constituents oi the 

whole-rock isotope values. The main processes potentially affecting the whole-rock isctope 

compositions of the altered ignimbrite samples are identified, and their relative influence are
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evaluated. The isotopic com positions o f  vein minerals are discussed separately in Section  

4.3 .4 . Isotope results for lithic clasts, relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignim brites, and extra- 

caldera basalts are discussed in Section 4 .3 .5 , in relation to the overall flu id-flow  regim e. In 

com bination with detailed petrography, the isotope data presented here can be used to draw  

important conclusions regarding the nature o f  the hydrothermal fluid source, the approximate 

temperature o f  alteration, and the thermal and isotopic evolution o f  the hydrothermal fluid in 

space and time.

4 .3 .3 .1 H ydrogen  iso topes

The altered intra-caldera ignimbrite matrix sam ples (all localities/horizons) have 5D  

values ranging from - 5 2  to -1 3 1  %o and H 2O concentrations o f  up to ~ 4  wt% (Figs. 3 .1 7, 4.1). 

Petrographic, X R D , and SEM results (Tables 3.1 , A 4, A 5) indicate that phyllosilicate minerals 

(illite, sm ectite, sericite) and zeolites (Ca-m ordenite, clinoptilolite) are the dominant HiO - 

bearing phases in the intra-caldera ignimbrites, with phyllosilicates being volum etrically m ore 

significant than zeolite phases in the majority o f  samples. Therefore, the distinct increase in 

both w hole-rock 8D  values and water concentrations in the altered ignim brites relative to 

unaltered ignimbrites (5D  = - 1 1 0  to -173% o; HjO <0.2 wt%) can be explained by water-rock  

interaction and the formation o f  secondary hydrous mineral phases. The observed secondary  

mineral assem blage constrains the maximum  temperature o f  alteration to ~ 1 5 0 ° C  (see Section  

4 .1 ) .  There are no reported experimental data on hydrogen isotope fractionation between  

zeolites and water at low  temperatures (<400°C ), and therefore the influence o f  zeo lite  

formation on the whole-rock 8D values cannot be evaluated. H owever, the equilibrium per 

m il H -isotope fractionation between most clay minerals and water (Aday-water) is approximately  

- 3 0  to -20%o at 100-15 0°C  (Sheppard & Gilg, 1996).  Thus, it is unlikely that the clay- 

dom inated assem blages o f  the altered ignim brites (6Daverap; —87 %o, n = 77) have equilibrated 

with ambient m eteoric water with a 5D o f  ca. -15% o (see Section 4.3 .2). Interaction o f  ambient 

m eteoric w’ater with pristine ignimbrites at low  temperature (~ 1 0 0 - 1 5 0 ° C )  can only account 

for w hole-rock 5D values o f  around —35 to —AS%o for the clay-rich altered ignimbrites. A ll 

ahered ignimbrite matrix sam ples have 6D values substantially lo w er  than -45%o. 

Furthermore, on a plot o f  5D versus 5 '*0  (Fig. 4 .4 ), the altered ignimbrite sam ples do not plot 

along the calculated trend o f  increasing temperature o f  clay formation (sm ectite/kaolinite) in 

equilibrium with m eteoric water with a 5D o f  —15%o. but rather lie below  this trend. These 

observations indicate that the altered ignimbrites may have interacted with m eteoric water with  

a 5D  value significantly low er  than -15%o. A  number o f  possib le scenarios m ay be invoked to 

explain  the presence o f  meteoric water with a 5D value < —15%o, and the range o f  5D values 

and H 2O concentrations in the altered ignimbrites.
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(1) At tem peratures up to ~230°C, there is a positive H-isotope fractionation betw een 

Hquid water and w ater vapour, i.e. w ater vapour is depleted in D relative to the liquid water 

with which it is in equilibrium  (Horita & W esolow ski, 1994). Steam fumarole activity might, 

therefore, be a viable mechanism for producing water vapour with low 5D values in a 

hydrotherm al environment. A modern analogue for this type o f low-tem perature system may 

be seen in e.g. the Taupo Volcanic Zone, N ew  Zealand and the D ieng Plateau, Indonesia. 

Here, low -tem perature steam fumaroles (~80-150°C) are commonplace, and are know n to 

fluctuate in intensity and isotopic com position due to environmental factors (e.g. G off & Janik, 

2000). The form ation o f  hydrous m inerals (m ainly clays) in equilibrium with D -depleted 

steam, therefore, offers plausible process to account for whole-rock 5D values down to -131% o 

in the altered ignim brite samples.

(2) I f  a volcanic edifice sim ilar to El Teide on Tenerife (3718 m a.s.l. at its summit) 

existed on Gran Canaria during the M iocene, the altitude of recharge for meteoric w'ater may 

have been significantly higher than our estim ate o f 400 m a.s.l. (perhaps up to 3000 m  a.s.l.), 

and therefore the average 5D value o f m eteoric water m ay have been even lower (down to ca. 

-A0%o, see Chapter 5, Section 5.6.3.1). However, clay minerals forming in equilibrium with 

meteoric w’ater with a 5D value o f -A0%o at tem peratures o f 100-150°C can still only account 

for whole-rock values as low as -70% o. Thus, processes such as steam form ation and steam- 

rock interaction would still be required in order to produce whole-rock 5D values as low as -  

131%o.

(3) The wide range o f w hole-rock 5D values for the altered ignimbrites m ay partly 

reflect retrograde equilibration o f  clay m inerals with present day meteoric water (8D = ca. — 

13%o; Gonfiantini, 1973) at very low tem perature (<20°C ), given that Asmectite-water is ca. -42% o 

at 20°C, and increases in magnitude at lower tem peratures (Yeh, 1980). However, Sheppard & 

Gilg (1996) suggest that clays are in fact rather robust minerals, in that they tend to  record 

their original isotope com position at the tim e o f form ation, unless they have been subjected to 

m ore extrem e conditions (e.g. a higher-tem perature event). Thus, given the clay-rich nature o f  

the altered ignimbrites, their whole-rock 6D values should at least in part reflect interaction 

with an evolving, low-5D meteoric water source (such as steam fumaroles) during the Tejeda 

hydrothennal event, rather than post-form ational exchange with cooler, present-day waters. 

However, SEM observations highlight the occurrence o f  neo-crystallised smectite aggregates 

on the crystal surfaces o f some secondary hydrotherm al phases in the altered ignim brites (e.g. 

zeolites, quartz; Figs. 3.5b. 3.7d, e), indicative o f  very late-stage clay formation, perhaps as a 

resuh o f  weathering. This late-stage form ation o f  clay minerals may have resulted in local
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overprinting of the true ‘hydrotherm al' 8D signature o f altered ignimbrites, and m ay account 

for some o f the variability in whole-rock 6D values in the sample suite.

(4) Partial equilibration between am bient meteoric water (5D = ca. -15%o) and 

unaltered ignimbrites (8Daverape = -144%o) could also potentially produce aUered rocks w ith 6D 

values between -5 2  and -131%o. However, partial equilibration is unlikely, given that the 

rocks contain only trace amounts o f hydrogen, and would be expected to equilibrate rather 

quickly with any fluid with which they are interacting.

(5) Formation o f  clay minerals in equilibrium  with a mixed m eteoric-m agm atic water 

source may also be invoked to account for some o f  the lower 5D values in the altered 

ignimbrites, given that water vapour expelled from an evolved magma source may be severely 

depleted in D due to Rayleigh-type fractionation o f  D/H during H 20-exsolution (Nebelek et 

a i ,  1983; Taylor et a i ,  1983; see Section 4.3.1). The presence o f a magmatic water com ponent 

in the hydrothermal system is also suggested by the formation o f quartz-kaolinite-fluorite 

veins in Barranco del Risco, and possibly the form ation o f halite in Los Azulejos horizons I, II,
I

and III (see Section 4.1.3).

In the absence o f  single mineral isotope data, it is difficult to distinguish betw een these 

different scenarios. However, overall, it is likely that steam -rock interaction (with 

contributions from meteoric and possibly m agm atic waters to the hydrotherm al fluid), and 

minor retrograde alteration by present day meteoric water (weathering), are the main processes 

contributing to the w hole-rock 6D values o f the altered ignimbrites.

No systematic large-scale (km) variation in whole-rock 5D is observed with 

stratigraphic depth (i.e. from Azulejos IV to I), and the 5D range for altered ignim brite 

samples from the type locality (Fuente de Los A zulejos - Azulejos III) is greater than the range 

o f 5D values observed at all other sample localities collectively (Figs. 3.17, 3.19J). Given that 

the largest sample set was analysed from the type locality, the narrower 5D ranges observed at 

the other sample localities/Los Azulejos horizons almost certainly reflect their sm aller sam ple 

densities, rather than any significant geochem ical, them ial, or mineralogical effects. The lack 

o f any systematic 5D variation with depth suggests that the 5D value o f the m eteoric 

hydrothermal fluid (steam or liquid water) rem ained relatively constant throughout the life o f 

the hydrothermal system. This is intuitive, given that the wall-rocks (M ogan ignim brites) 

contain very little hydrogen in comparison to m eteoric water, and therefore the 6D o f the 

hydrothermal fluid is not altered significantly by  fluid-rock interaction (in contrast to the 

classic positive ‘5 '*0 -sh ift’ typically observed in geothermal waters that have interacted with 

their country rocks; e.g. Taylor, 1974; Criss & Taylor, 1983). In addition, it is unlikely that the
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predicted depth range over which aheration occurred (<200 m below the surface) is large 

enough to record any potential changes in 6D due to e.g. temperature increases in closer 

proximity to the heat source. Alternatively, it is possible that the whole-rock data of 

insufficient resolution to pick up any significant differences in 8D between the four Los 

Azulejos horizons.

4.3.3.2 Oxygen isotopes

The whole-rock 6 '*0 values o f the altered ignimbrite matrix samples (all horizons) 

range from 8.2 to 22.0%o (Table A9; Figs. 3.18, 3.19a-l, 4 .4 ) , and are up to 15.5%o higher than 

the S'*0 values of the unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites samples (5 ’*0 = 6.5-7.l%o), and 

higher than the typical 8 ‘*0 range reported for fresh igneous rocks (~6-8%o; e.g. Taylor, 1968). 

Petrographic observations indicate that phyllosilicate phases (dominantly smectite) and 

zeolites (Ca-mordenite, clinoptilolite, analcime) are the most voluminous secondary mineral 

phases in the ignimbrites (making up to 90% of some samples), suggesting that fluid 

temperatures in the hydrothermal system were unlikely to have exceeded -ISO^C (c f Deer el 

a i, 1966; White & Hedenquist, 1990; Thompson & Thompson, 1996). Furthermore, given the 

large volume o f phyllosilicate phases and zeolites in the altei'ed groundmass samples, it is 

likely that these minerals (rather than primary feldspar) were the dominant influence on the 

whole-rock 8'*0 values. At 150°C, Asmecthe-water is 10%o, and increases in magnitude to 14%o at 

100°C, and 20%o at 50°C (Sheppard & Gilg, 1996). Experimental data on oxygen isotope 

fractionation between Ca-mordenite and water have not been determined, and therefore the 

influence of mordenite formation on the whole-rock 6‘*0 values cannot be evaluated. 

However, the oxygen isotope fi-actionations between the other main zeolite phases and water 

have been calibrated. For example, Aanaidme-water is 13%o at 150°C, and increases to 17%o at 

100°C (Karlsson & Clayton, 1990), while Adinoptiioiite-water is 27%o at 40°C and 32%o at 25°C 

(Nahr et a!., 1998). The clinoptilolite-water oxygen isotope fractionation at higher 

temperatures has not been calibrated. Taking the mineral-water 0-isotope fractionations 

quoted above, three potential scenarios involving three different fluid sources (meteoric water, 

magmatic water, and seawater) can be invoked to explain the range o f S'^O values in the 

altered ignimbrites. In the absence of mineral isotope data, it is not possible to rule out any of 

these scenarios, and a combination of processes and fluid sources is most likely.

(1) It is estimated that the meteoric water at the time of alteration had an initial 5 '*0 

value of ca. —3%o (see Section 4.3.2). The hydrothermal fluid would have evolved towards 

progressively higher 5 '^0  values over time (the classic ‘5 '*0 shift’), as it continuously 

interacted and exchanged with the relatively '*0-enriched wall-rocks. Therefore, the wide 

range of whole-rock 6'*0 values in the altered ignimbrites (8.2-22% o) can be explained by
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low-temperature (~150°C) clay and zeolite formation in equilibrium with meteoric water 

becoming progressively enriched over time. This is consistent with the findings of Schmincke 

(1998), Garcia del Cura ef al. (1999), Perez Torado et al. (2004), and Cabrera Santana et al. 

(2006), who all conclude (based mainly on petrological observations) that the altered 

ignimbrites on Gran Canaria were interacting with a meteoric water source. Cousens et al. 

(1992) also invoke a meteoric water source for some less altered extra-caldera Mogan and 

Fataga ignimbrites based on Sr-Nd-Pb-0 isotope data. Furthermore, the O- and H-isotope 

compositions of the altered cone sheets and syenites of the younger Tejeda Intrusive Complex 

(12-7 Ma; Schimick et al., 1999; see Chapter 5, Section 5.6.3) provide strong evidence that 

these rocks interacted with meteoric water following solidification, indicating that meteoric 

water was an important fluid source throughout the hydrothermal history of the Tejeda caldera. 

It should be noted that some zeolites (e.g. clinoptilolite) are rather susceptible to 0-isotope 

exchange under near-surface conditions, and may not preserve formational information on a 

multi-million year time scale (Feng et al., 1999). Thus, it is possible that zeolites in ignimbrite 

samples plotting at the higher end of the 5 ‘*0 range (e.g. GC295, GC306) have in fact re

equilibrated with present-day meteoric water (8 '*0 ca. -3%o) during low-temperature 

weathering processes.

(2) The range of 6'*0 values in the altered ignimbrites (8-22%o) could potentially 

reflect clay and zeolite formation in equilibrium with a seawater source (S'*0 ~0%o) at 

temperatures of 50-150%o. The presence of seawater in the hydrothermal system is also 

suggested by the C-isotope composition of one calcite vein in the megabreccias from Barranco 

del Risco (see Section 4.3 .4). In addition. Troll (2001) reports an initial *’Sr/*^Sr ratio of 

0.708364 (9) for sample HAT3 (Troll, 2001), whereas initial Sr-isotope ratios of up to 0.704  

have been measured in unaltered Mogan and Fataga ignimbrites (Cousens et al., 1990), 

suggesting that interaction with seawater may have raised the radiogenic Sr-isotope ratios in 

the altered ignimbrites. However, H-isotope data indicate that the secondary minerals in the 

altered ignimbrites were forming in equilibrium with a fluid with 5D < —15%o, which is 

inconsistent with a seawater source (8D ~0%o), given the proposed temperature range for 

alteration (<150°C ). In addition, on a plot o f S‘*0 versus 5D (Fig. 4.4 ), the altered ignimbrites 

show a clear offset towards the ‘kaolinite line’ of Savin & Epstein (1970), indicative of low- 

temperature, near-surface alteration and clay formation in the presence of meteoric water. 

Furthermore, assuming that the ignimbrites of the upper-Mogan group were erupted sub- 

aerially (Schmincke & Sumita, 1998), seawater could have only infiltrated the hydrothermal 

system either as sea-spray from the surrounding ocean, or from a deep-seated source via 

mixing with magmatic water. Thus, it is likely that seawater (if present at all) only formed a
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minor component of the hydrothermal fluid, and that meteoric water (or steam) was the 

dominant fluid source in the hydrothennal system.

(3) There is no systematic variation in the whole-rock 5'*0 values of the altered 

ignimbrites with stratigraphic depth (Figs. 3.18, 3.19a-l), and a discrepancy of up to 8%o may 

be observed in the S'^O values o f samples from any one locality (e.g. Montana del Viso, 

Azulejos II; Fig. 3.19h). However, overall, groundmass samples from Barranco del Risco have 

the lowest 5'*0 values of the entire sample suite (6.1-1 l.l%o). Petrographic observations 

indicate that the reworked volcaniclastic deposits from this locality may have been affected by 

late-stage boiling o f relatively high temperature (>300°C), mixed meteoric-magmatic 

hydrothermal fluids at depth (see Section 4.1). Therefore, the relatively low 5'*0 values in 

ignimbrite samples at this locality may partly reflect the equilibration of secondary minerals 

(mainly clays) with higher temperature hydrothermal fluids, containing a magmatic water 

component.

4.3.4 Vein Minerals (Kaolinite, Calcite, Quartz)

The quartz-kaolinite veins from ahered ignimbrite samples in Barranco del Risco have 

relatively high 6'*0 values (12.2, 16.1, 17.4%o) compared to the altered ignimbrite samples 

from the same locality (6.1-1 l.l%o; Table A9; Fig. 3.18). Petrographic, XRD, and SEM results 

indicate that the veins are dominated by kaolinite (>90%). Thus, assuming an initial meteoric 

water 8 ‘*0 value of -3%o (see Section 4.3.2), it is possible to estimate the temperature of 

precipitation of kaolinite, using the kaolinite-water O-isotope fractionation equation of 

Sheppard & Gilg (1996). Performing this calculation for S'̂ Okaoiinite values o f 12.2, 16.1, and 

17.4%o, temperatures of 81°C, 54°C, and 46°C are obtained, respectively (Boxes A3-A5).  

These values represent minimum temperatures o f kaolinite precipitation, given that the 6'*0 of 

meteoric water may have been considerably higher due to O-isotope exchange with the 

relatively ‘®0-rich country rocks. However, even if  a 5'*0water value of +3%o is used (i.e. a 

positive 5‘®0 shift of 6%o), the temperatures obtained are still <150°C. Thus, the results of the 

above calculations are consistent with relatively low-temperature precipitation of kaolinite 

(probably <100°C), during a late phase o f acid alteration at this locality (see Section 4.1.2.6).

One calcite vein from Barranco del Risco has a 5 ‘*0 of 10.7%o (Fig. 3.18),  

corresponding to a minimum temperature precipitation o f 130°C, calculated using the calcite- 

water O-isotope fractionation equation o f O’Neil et al. (1969) and a 6’*0water value of -3%o 

(Box A5). Again, this is consistent with low-temperature calcite deposition. However, note 

that the same calcite vein has a 5'^C value of 0.82%o, suggesting that it precipitated form a 

marine fluid source (see Section 4.3.3.1).
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One quartz vein from the Azulejos I horizon at Tirma (sample GCl 16) has a relatively 

low 5D value of-102%o, and a low H 2O concentration o f 0.4 wt% (Fig. 3.17; Table A9). In an 

anhydrous mineral such as quartz, hydrogen typically resides in molecular water contained in 

fluid-inclusions. While further analysis by e.g. FTIR would be needed to confirm the location 

o f the water in GC116, it is like ly that fluid-inclusions are the dominant hydrogen reservoir 

contributing to bulk 8D composition o f this sample. I f  this is the case, the relatively low  5D 

composition o f GC 116 may in fact approximate that o f the original hydrothermal fluid, 

assuming H-isotope fractionation between the host quartz and fluid-inclusion water is 

negligible (cf. Kronenberg, 1994). This would be consistent w ith the relatively low whole-rock 

5D values in some o f the altered ignimbrites, which suggest that these rocks were interacting 

with a water source with a significantly lower 5D value than -15%o (see Section 4.3.3.1). 

However, it should be noted that quartz can contain hydrogen in significant quantities as a 

trace element in defect sites, which may also contribute to the relatively low bulk 5D value o f 

the quartz vein (Gleeson et a i, 1999, 2000; Simon, 2001).

4.3.5 Small-Scale Variations in 5D and 6^®0 -  Implications for Fluid-Flow

Regime

The intensity and style/type o f alteration displayed by the intra-caldera ignimbrites 

depends on a number o f factors including: (1) the original emplacement conditions o f the 

ignimbrite deposit (principally temperature, pressure, w'ater content, rate o f cooling, and 

degree o f welding), (2) the nature o f the host rock (e.g. chemical and isotopic composition, 

porosity, permeability), (3) the nature o f the reacting flu id (e.g. chemical and isotopic 

composition, temperature, pressure, and physical state), (4) the duration o f water-rock 

interaction, and (5) the number o f alteration events/pulses. In static systems, temperature, rock 

composition, and permeability are the most important factors (Browne &  Ellis, 1970). 

Examination o f distinctive alteration textures, and small- and large-scale spatial variations in 

alteration intensity, mineralogy, and isotopic composition, can provide some insight into the 

relative roles o f each these factors during fluid-rock interaction in the intra-caldera 

ignimbrites. In combination with field observations and numerical modelling results, it is 

possible to determine the main lithological and structural controls on alteration, and constrain 

the type o f flu id-flow  regime that prevailed in the hydrothermal system on both a large (km) 

and small (m-cm) scale (see also Sections 4.4 and 4.6).

4.3.5.1 Altered intra-caldera ignimbrites (Los Azulejos)

The Los Azulejos horizons are composed o f slightly welded to unwelded pumiceous 

ignimbrite deposits, and are locally interbedded with, and overlain by, relatively thick, 

strongly welded, relatively unaltered ignimbrites, and local intrusions (van den Bogaard &
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Schmincke, 1998; Figs. 2.2a-h  to 2.8a-h). The em placem ent conditions o f  the altered intra- 

caldera ignimbrites have not been determined, and therefore the influence o f  ‘geo-autoclave’ 

processes (i.e. alteration due to cooling and water circulation upon initial em placement) on the 

isotopic com position o f  the rocks cannot b e evaluated. H owever, the effects o f  residual heat 

and/or retention o f  primary m agmatic volatiles/flu ids on alteration o f  the ignimbrite deposits 

were probably minimal (apart from deposition o f  m inor vapour phase quartz, found in extra- 

and intra-caldera ignimbrites; cf. Sumita & Schm incke, 1998). If this were not the case, one 

w ould expect alteration to be m ore spatially pervasive, rather than sim ply affecting distinct 

horizons exclu sively  within the caldera. Furthermore, given that stratigraphically equivalent 

extra-caldera ignimbrites, and ignim brites over and underlying Los Azulejos horizons, do not 

show  the sam e intensity o f  hydrothermal alteration as seen in Los A zulejos horizons, w e infer 

that fluid-rock interaction and secondary alteration took place follow ing  coo ling  and 

solidification o f  the ignimbrite deposits, in response to the infiltration o f  an external fluid  

source (dom inantly m eteoric water) (see also Section 4 .1 .2 .2 ). Thus, know ledge o f  the initial 

em placem ent conditions o f  the altered ignim brites is not considered essential w hen  

interpreting their isotopic com positions.

D espite the lack o f  any large-scale variation in isotopic com position with stratigraphic 

depth, significant differences in w hole-rock 5D and 5 '* 0  do exist on a smaller scale (cm -m m ) 

within the Los Azulejos horizons. Basaltic lithic clasts within altered ignimbrite units are 

generally characterised b y  lower 5D , S'^O and H iO  wt% values than their surrounding 

matrices (e.g. basaltic clast in GC65; Figs. 3 .17 , 3.18; Table A 9), suggesting that they did not 

undergo significant interaction with water. This is consistent with field, hand-sam ple, and 

petrographic observations, which sh ow  that basaltic clasts generally display only minor 

alteration along clast boundaries, whereas their surrounding ignimbrite matrices are 

pervasively altered to clay (Figs. 2 .2e, 2 .8e, 3.3a, b; see also hand sam ple im ages, E A -A ). This 

difference in alteration intensity m ost likely reflects a pronounced perm.eability contrast 

between the highly porous ignim brite matrix and the less porous basaltic clasts. This would  

have resulted in lower fluid-rock ratios and/or shorter fluid interaction tim es in the clasts, 

thereby hindering isotopic exchange and equilibration, and the formation o f  secondary hydrous 

minerals. In addition, the ferrom agnesian minerals in the basaltic clasts were probably less 

susceptible to alteration and isotop ic exchange than the feldspar-dominated mineral 

assem blage o f  the ignim brites. In contrast, felsic lithic clasts are typically more strongly  

altered than the basaltic clasts, and have sim ilar (or higher) 5 ‘*0, 5D , and H2O wt% values to 

their surrounding altered ignim brite matrices (e.g. felsic  clasts in G C lO l and GC53; Figs. 

3 .17 , 3 .18). UnHke the basaltic clasts, the felsic  clasts would have had relatively similar 

primary perm eabilities and m ineralogies to their ignim brite matrices, allow ing for relatively
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high fluid-rock ratios and durations o f fluid-rock interaction, and the developm ent o f  sim ilar 

alteration assemblages, in both constituents. Consequently, both clasts and m atrices would 

have undergone sim ilar degrees o f  alteration and isotope exchange, effectively hom ogenising 

their isotopic compositions.

W here lithic clasts are surrounded by distinctive alteration haloes, the haloes generally 

have 5D, 5 ‘*0 and HjO wt% values slightly higher than the associated clasts (e.g. GC5, GC65, 

GC149/147; Figs. 3.17, 3.18). This may reflect a preferential concentration o f fluid-flow  

around the clast, resulting in locally high fluid-rock ratios and m ore intense alteration. N ote 

also that the m ajority o f  lithic clasts (felsic and basaltic) displaying alteration haloes are 

rounded-to sub-rounded, perhaps reflecting abrasion due to more vigorous fluid-flow  around 

the clasts. Alteration haloes generally have slightly lower 5D, 5 '^ 0  and H iO  wt% values than 

their surrounding bulk ignim brite matrices, but sim ilar alteration m ineralogy (see Tables A4, 

A5). Therefore, the difference in isotopic composition between the haloes and ignim brite 

m atrices may reflect the fact that the hydrotherm al fluid was deflected outwards from the clast, 

and was more exchanged by  the tim e it interacted with the bulk ignimbrite. Similarly, different 

coloured areas from the sam e ignimbrite specimen have variable isotopic ratios and water 

contents, despite the lack o f  any obvious mineralogical differences (e.g. GC141, GC5, GC147; 

Table 3.1). This isotopic variability most likely reflects localised differences in fluid-rock 

interaction times (related to sm all-scale perm eability contrasts), and/or water isotopic 

compositions, rather than sm all-scale differences in alteration assem blage or fluid tem perature.

There is a 14%o discrepancy in 5D values between G C 3 3 2  and G C 3 3 3 ,  two altered 

ignimbrite samples from the same unit, taken 50 m apart along strike. Given that both samples 

consist entirely o f the sam e secondary minerals (phyllosilicates + quartz ± analcim e), and that 

the analytical error on 5 D  is typically only ±2%o, G C 3 3 3  (sampled further from the caldera 

margin), most likely interacted with a more exchanged fluid than that interacting with G C 3 3 2 ,  

and/or experienced longer fluid-rock interaction times, resulting in higher 5D values in 

G C 3 3 3 .  Notable discrepancies also occur in the 5D values o f  replicate samples from the sam e 

ignim brite specimen. For example, the 5D values o f replicate samples from HAT 33  differ by 

28%o, and the 6D values o f  replicate samples from G C 4 8  differ by 29%o (Table A 9 ) .  It is 

unlikely that these discrepancies represent variable degrees o f  blank contam ination, as 

sufficient sample powder (50 mg) was used in each case to ensure enough water was liberated 

and reduced to H 2 for D/H analysis, and the same amount o f pow der was used for replicate 

samples. Petrographic and SEM analyses indicate that sm all-scale ()im-mm) variations occur 

in the relative proportions o f  the main alteration minerals (zeolites, clays), and that certain 

phenocryst phases (e.g. feldspar) are more susceptible to alteration than others (e.g. pyroxene.
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am phibole, Fe-Ti oxides). In addition, bulk rock com ponents such as fiam m e and pum ice 

clasts are m ore resistant to alteration than glass and ash. Thus, the variation in replicate 5D  

values m ost likely  represents sm all-scale variations in the extent o f  water-rock interaction 

within a given altered ignimbrite specim en, depending on the type and relative abundance o f  

phenocrysts and alteration phases, and the relative proportions o f  the bulk rock com ponents.

The h ighly w elded glassy ignimbrite sam ples (H A T lO l, G C67b), in which sm ectite 

alteration only affects feldspar phenocrysts and fractured surfaces (Figs. 3 .1c, 3.7a-c), have 

virtually identical isotopic com positions and water contents to the m ore pervasively altered 

ignimbrites. This indicates that significant O- and H -isotope exchange and hydration can occur 

without any m acroscopic evidence for alteration, and without a substantial quantity o f  n ew  

hydrous minerals form ing. Thus, in som e cases, permeability contrasts are not the controlling  

factor on the degree o f  isotopic exchange and water intake (as is m ost likely the case for the 

hthic clasts and their surrounding m atrices), but rather factors such as temperature and fluid  

com position.

4.3.5.2 Relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites

The Los A zulejos horizons are loca lly  interbedded with, and overlain by, relatively  

unaltered, densely-w elded  (rheomorphic) ignim brites, and local intrusions (van den Bogaard & 

Schm incke, 1998). The majority o f  sam ples from these units are characterised by slightly  

higher than ‘normal' igneous S'^O values (6.9-9.3%o), apart from one sam ple (G C 237), which  

has an anom alously high 6 '*0  value o f  13.6%o (Table A9; Figs. 3 .18, 3.19a-l, 4 .5). In contrast, 

the 5D values (—75 to -159% o) and corresponding H 2 O concentrations (0.2 to 1.4 wt%) o f  the 

relatively unaltered ignim brite horizons show  a significant offset towards higher than ‘normal’ 

igneous values, and overlap considerably with the lower end o f  the 5D  and H 2 O range defined  

by the altered ignim brites (Figs. 3 .17 , 3 .19a-l, 4.2). Field and petrographic observations 

indicate that these strongly w elded units display alteration along their top and bottom  contacts 

with underlying and/or overlying Los A zulejos horizons (Fig. 2.2h). The alteration tends to be  

associated with fractures, which typically d isplay 2-3 cm  wide, green-grey, alteration haloes 

com posed m ainly o f  fine-grained phyllosilicate minerals (sm ectite and illite; Table 3.1). The 

localised nature o f  the alteration in these densely w elded units compared to the altered 

ignim brites indicates that porosity and perm eability related to the degree o f  w eld in g  was one  

o f  the main controls on the intensity o f  alteration (i.e. more densely w elded units w ere less 

susceptible to fluid infiltration). Thus, fluid-rock ratios and/or fluid-rock interaction times 

were probably not su fficiently high in these ignimbrites to result in significant O -isotope  

exchange and equilibration. H ow ever, given that the ignimbrites contain relatively little 

hydrogen com pared to oxygen , and com pared to the water with w hich they are interacting.
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hydrogen isotope exchange and equilibration w ould have occurred relatively easily  even at 

low  fluid-rock ratios, resulting in elevated 5D and H 2 O values. Sam ple G C 237 was taken from  

the very base o f  the thick, h ighly-w elded  ignim brite horizon directly overlying Los A zulejos 

IV horizon at Fuente de Los A zulejos (Fig. 2 .8g). This sam ple m ay have been affected by  

elevated fluid-rock ratios and/or durations o f  fluid-rock interaction, as the hydrothermal fluid  

was channelled along the contact (see Section 4 .6). This m ay explain the anom alously high 

S'*0 and H 2 O values in this sam ple (sim ilar to those seen in Los A zulejos sam ples), compared  

to other samples within this suite.

4 3 .5 .3  E xtra-caldera sh ield  basalts

The 5 '*0  values o f  the o f  the extra-caldera shield basalts (5.5-8.4%o) are generally 

higher than that o f  the unaltered ‘T4" basalt reference sam ple (6 .1 % o ; Table A9; Figs. 3 .18, 

3.19a-l, 4 .6), and higher than previously reported 5 '* 0  values for clinopyroxene (5 .1 -6 .1 % o ) 

and olivine (5 .3% o) separates from Gran Canaria lavas (Thirlwall et al., 1997). In addition, the 

5D values and H 2 O concentrations o f  the majority o f  shield basalt sam ples (—90 to —147% o, 

0.3 -1 .4  wt%, respectively) are higher than those in the ‘T 4 ’ basalt ( -1 4 7 % o , 0.3 wt%, 

respectively; Figs. 3.17, 3.19a-l, 4.3). The isotopic ratios and water concentrations in the shield  

basalts clearly indicate that they have experienced som e degree o f  fluid-rock interaction, 

despite their relatively fresh appearance in the field compared to the intra-caldera Los A zulejos  

horizons (Fig. 2.8a). This is consistent with petrographic observations and X R D  results, which  

highlight the ubiquitous occurrence o f  zeo lite  and carbonate vesic le  fills and partial alteration 

o f  p lagioclase to sm ectite and m uscovite in the extra-caldera basalts (Figs. 3.3e-h; Table 3.1). 

Overall, the alteration m ineralogy, and the offset towards higher 6D , 6 '*0 , and H 2 O values in 

the shield basalts, are indicative o f  low-temperature alteration (<150°C ), in which meteoric 

water was the dominant fluid source. Whether this alteration occurred as part o f  the 

hydrothermal event that affected the Los A zulejos ignim brites, or as a result o f  weathering by  

percolating, present-day m eteoric waters, is difficult to decipher, and requires a larger sam ple 

set. H ow ever, note that at Fuente de Los A zulejos, sam ple G C 107 (taken ~7  m from the 

caldera margin) is m ore pervasively altered than G C 106 (taken ~ 2 0  m from the caldera 

margin; see  Table A 4), suggesting that higher fluid-rock ratios existed in the basalts closer to 

the caldera margin. In addition, G C 151, a basalt sam ple taken from the contact between the 

altered ignimbrites and extra-caldera basalts in Barranco del R isco, has the low est S ’*0  value 

(5 .5% o) o f  the sample suite, suggesting that a thermal gradient may also have existed in the 

shield basalts, with higher fluid-temperatures existing closer to the caldera margin. Thus, 

com bined petrographic and isotopic evidence suggests a genetic relationship between the 

alteration observed in the basalts and flu id-fiow  along the caldera margin, and that alteration o f
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the basalts occurred contemporaneously with alteration of the intra-caldera ignimbrites during 

caldera related hydrothennal activity. However, the erosive caldera margin (or caldera ring 

fault at depth) probably acted as a structural barrier to fluid-flow in the shield basalts, leaving 

them comparatively unaffected by fluid-rock interaction during the hydrothermal event (see 

Section 4.6). The primary porosity of the extra-caldera basalts would also have been lower 

than the poorly-welded intra-caldera ignimbrite horizons, further hindering fluid-flow in the 

basalts. Thus, the basalts would have experienced relatively low fluid-rock ratios and fluid 

interaction times, facilitating significant H-isotope exchange and hydration, but only minor O- 

isotope exchange compared to the more pervasively altered intra-caldera ignimbrites. Robert 

(2001) describes alteration of tertiary basalts of Northern Ireland resulting of thermal gradients 

established during final cooling o f each lava sequence. However, this mechanism is unlikely 

for the Gran Canaria shield basalts, as one would expect a repetition of the sequence of 

alteration mineralogy within distinct basalt lava flows, which has not been identified (although 

a larger sample set is required to verify this). It is also unlikely that the alteration resulted from 

burial and diagenetic alteration of the shield basalts over time (c f Walker, 1951, 1960), as one 

would expect a systematic variation in alteration mineralogy with depth. Therefore, it is 

concluded that the overall offset towards higher isotopic ratios and water concentrations in the 

extra-caldera basalts mainly reflects clay-zeolite-carbonate alteration during Miocene 

hydrothermal activity.

4.4 Structural Controls on Fluid-Flow

Geothermal fluid migration in volcanic terrains is mainly controlled by tension 

fractures, which form (or are influenced by) the internal fluid pressure (Gudmundsson et al., 

1997, 2002). Numerical modelling results suggest that tensile stress during magma chamber 

inflation will be at a maximum (8-10 MPa) at the lateral edges of the sill-shaped reservoir, and 

in a shallow zone extending from the surface to a depth of ~1 km directly above the magma 

reservoir. With increasing depth, the shallow, high-tensile stress zone divides into two of 

intermediate tensile stress (6-8 MPa) connected to the periphery of the magma chamber. 

Therefore, for a recent caldera that has not undergone significant erosion, it is expected that 

fluid migration and associated hydrothermal alteration will be best developed in a near-surface 

region directly above the magma reservoir. However, for a more deeply eroded caldera such as 

Tejeda on Gran Canaria, fluid-flow and wall-rock alteration should be concentrated in the 

periphery o f the projected magma reservoir. The magma chamber on Gran Canaria is thought 

to be somewhat larger in plan view than the typically associated outward-dipping ring fault 

structure seen at the surface (Walter & Troll, 2001; Troll et al., 2002). Thus, it is expected that 

hydrothermal fluid-flow will be best developed in a near-surface zone that extends from the 

main caldera fault system (located within the Tejeda caldera; Troll et a l,  2002 and references
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therein) to the caldera periphery. The numerical modelling result presented here is therefore in 

accordance with field observations from Gran Canaria, and supports the hypothesis that 

shallow magma chamber emplacement and associated inflation caused preferential alteration 

around shallow-level caldera periphery structures. The model results are also consistent with 

numerous other caldera-hosted hydrothermal systems, which display low-temperature 

alteration and epithermal mineralisation concentrated along peripheral structures (e.g. 

Silverton and Lake City calderas, USA; Rodalquilar caldera, Spain; Vames, 1963; Larson & 

Taylor, 1986c; Rytuba e? a/., 1990).

4.5 A Model for the Evolution of the Tejeda Epithermal System

Combining field and petrographic observations with XRD, SEM, XRF, stable isotope, 

and numerical modelling results, a model can be devised for the large- and small-scale fluid- 

flow regime within the Tejeda epithermal system, and its thermal, chemical and isotopic 

evolution in time and space (Figs. 4.7a-c, 4.8a, b).

Collapse of the Tejeda caldera along a steep, outward-dipping ring fault, was 

accompanied by the eruption of the Mogan Group ignimbrites between 14 and 13.3 Ma (van 

den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998; Troll et al„ 2002; Fig. 4.7a). A period of renewed 

magmatism and caldera resurgence, associated with the emplacement and inflation of the high- 

level Fataga magma chamber system between 13-12.5 Ma (van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 

1998; Schimick et a i. 1999; Fig. 4.7b), would have initiated shallow-level convection of 

heated meteoric groundwaters, creating a zone of hydrothermal upwelling between the surface 

and the intrusion site (c f Taylor & Forester, 1970; Larson & Taylor, 1986c; Fig. 4.7c). The 

intra-caldera and extra-caldera faults and fractures generated during caldera collapse are 

thought to have extended from the surface to the Mogan magma chamber (Schmincke, 1998; 

Troll et al., 2002), and would have provided pathways for fluid entry and subsequent 

hydrothermal circulation. At shallow levels (<200 m) in the caldera periphery, near-neutral to 

alkaline pH hydrothermal fluids (dominantly meteoric water and/or vapours) would have risen 

along the caldera ring fault and/or the erosive caldera margin, infiltrating the highly porous 

intra-caldera ignimbrite horizons (Fig. 4.8a). In addition, water vapour may have exited at the 

surface, perhaps in the form o f low-temperature steam fiimaroles. Prolonged interaction o f the 

intra-caldera ignimbrites with these hydrothermal fluids at low-temperature (<150°C) would 

have resulted in pervasive intermediate-argillic alteration (illite, smectite, sericite), 

zeolitization (Ca-mordenite, clinoptilolite, analcime), and silicification (quartz, chalcedony) of 

primary mineral assemblages, and associated element mobilization. Within the ignimbrite 

units, local variations in the degree o f welding, primary permeability, bulk rock constituents, 

and the chemical and isotopic composition o f the fluid, would have led to variations in
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alteration intensity, alteration textures, element mobility, and the isotopic and mineralogical 

compositions of the rocks. Secondary permeability (fractures) developed during cooling of the 

more highly-welded ignimbrites would have resulted in minor infiltration of hydrothermal 

fluids into these units along their contacts with over- and underlying ignimbrite horizons. 

Overall, however, the highly welded ignimbrites would have acted as barriers to fluid-flow, 

effectively channellising the hydrothermal fluids laterally away from the caldera margin 

through the more porous ignimbrite horizons (Fig. 4.8a). Similarly, the caldera margin itself 

would have acted as a barrier to fluid-flow within the extra-caldera basalts, with only minor 

alteration occurring directly along the contact with the altered ignimbrites. The relatively 

impermeable nature of the basalts would also have hindered fluid-rock interaction within these 

units. The lateral flow of hydrothermal fluids through the intra-caldera ignimbrites would have 

eventually died out with distance from the caldera margin, as fluid-rock ratios decreased, and 

these units became progressively sealed due to secondary mineral deposition (Fig. 4.8b). 

Downward ‘shrinking’ or 'dying-out' of hydrothermal convection cells may have been 

accompanied by late-stage boiling of mixed magamtic-meteoric hydrothermal fluids at depth, 

and the generation of a low-pH (C02-rich) fluid phase by condensation of exsolved magmatic 

volatiles into groundwater. Interaction of reworked, altered intra-caldera ignimbrites in 

Barranco del Risco (the stratigraphically deepest Los Azulejos horizon) with this low-pH fluid 

as it cooled to <100°C would have resulted in a late phase of acid alteration (quartz-kaolinite), 

overprinting earlier intermediate-argillic alteration assemblages.

Overall, the altered marginal ignimbrites on Gran Canaria represent the remnants of a 

shallow epithermal system that developed in response to renewed magmatism and the onset of 

resurgence within the Tejeda caldera between 13-12.5 Ma. Modern-day analogues to the 

Tejeda epithermal system may be seen in presently active volcanic areas such Taupo Volcanic 

Zone in New Zealand and the Dieng Plateau in Indonesia, where low-temperature steam 

ftimaroles prevail at the surface (Hochstein & Browne, 2000; Goff & Janik, 2000). The Tejeda 

epithermal system can therefore be viewed as a dissected analogue for the architecture of 

active epithermal systems that are presently inaccessible, or for fossil epithermal systems that 

are poorly exposed.
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Figure 4.2: Plot o f whole-rock 6D versus H2O wt% for the relatively unaltered, highly-welded intra-caldera 
ignim britc units interbedded with, or capping, altered ignimbrite horizons. Also shown for reference are the 
isotopic compositions o f  altered samples from Los Azulejos l-IV , and unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites 'A ' 
'D ', and 'F' (see Figure 4.1 for data labels). Average 5D values are plotted for samples analysed in 
duplicate or triplicate (see Table A9). See Sections 3.2.5.5 and 4.3.5.2 for details.
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for data labels). Average 5D  and H 2 O  values are plotted for samples analysed in duplicate (see Table A 9 ). 
See Sections 3 .2 .5 .6  and 4.3 .5 .3  for details.
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Figure 4,4: Plot o f  whole-rock 6D versus whole-rock for altered ignimbrite samples (bulk matrix, 
including alteration haloes) from Los Azulejos horizons l-IV. The §D and 5'*^0 values o f unaltered extra- 
caldera ignimbrites 'A ' (ER = evolved rhyolite. R = rhyolite, T = trachyte; c f  Troll &  Schminckc. 2002), 
'D', 'E' and T ' are plotted for comparison. Also show'n for reference are: the Global Meteoric Water Line 
(G M W L ) (Craig. 1961). the meteoric water lines for north (GCN) and south (GCS) Gran Canaria 
(Gonfiantini, 1973), the 'kaolinitc line' (K L ) (Savin &  Epstein. 1970). the 'hydrated volcanic glass line' 
(H V G L) (Taylor. 1968). the 'supergene/hypogene line' (S 'H ) (Sheppard el a l.  1969). the fields for present 
day meteoric water on Gran Canaria ( c f  Gonfiantini. 1973; Gasparini et al.. 1990; Muiioz Sanz. 2005), 
Standard Mean Ocean Water (SM O W ) and magmatic waters (Sheppard. 1986a). the average composition o f 
present-day precipitation on Gran Canaria (6D = -13%o, 5'*^0 = -3%o; Gonfiantini, 1973; Gasparini el al.. 
1990), the estimated composition o f meteoric water at the time o f alteration (MWcalc: SD = -l5%o, 5 '^ 0  = - 
3%o), and the theoretical compositions o f kaolinite (K ) and smectite (S) in equilibrium  w ith MWcalc at 
20°C, 100°C and 200°C. Theoretical clay compositions calculated using the A'**0|^aoijnj,e.water» '^ '̂^^Osmectite- 
\vaier, and ADi^aoijnjte.watcr equations o f Sheppard &  G ilg  (1996), and the ADsn,eciite-waier equation o f Yeh 
(1980). Two highly-welded glassy ignimbrite samples from Fuente de Los Azulejos are labelled 'gl'. 
Average 6D and 6 '^ 0  values are plotted for samples analysed in duplicate or triplicate (see Table A9). See 
Sections 3.2.5 and 4.3 for details.
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5D and 6'**0 values are plotted for samples analysed in duplicate or triplicate (see Table A9). See Sections 
3.2.5.5 and 4.3.5.2 for details.
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3.2,5.6 and 4.3.5.3 for details.
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fault, accompanied by eruption o f the Mogan Group ignimbrites. Possible early Mogan hydrothermal 
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5 The Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria

5.1 Introduction

Plutonic and hypabyssal intrusive rocks typically form the subvolcanic cores, or ‘ root 

zones’ , o f overlying volcanic centres. These intrusive rocks may take various geometric forms, 

including sills, central intrusions, ring dykes, swanns o f sub-vertical sub-parallel dykes, sub

vertical radial dykes, or inward-dipping concentric dykes with a common focus (cone sheets), 

and may become exposed after upHft and subsequent erosion o f overlying fomations (e.g. 

McBirney, 1993). During emplacement and cooling, crystals that grow in intrusive bodies may 

interact with magmatic-hydrothermal (deuteric) volatiles (e.g. H 2O, HCl, H2, CO2, CH4, SO2) 

that have exsolved during the final stages o f crystallisation (e.g. Burnham &  Ohmoto, 1980; 

Burnham, 1997; Taylor, 1997). I f  intrusions are emplaced into relatively permeable country 

rocks at shallow levels (~2 - 6  km), they may also be susceptible to the influx o f heated 

meteoric groundwaters and/or seawater during and after solidification (e.g. Taylor, 1968, 

1977; Taylor &  Forester, 1970, 1979; Criss &  Taylor 1983, 1986). Such fluid-rock interactions 

often result in distinctive textural, mineralogical, and isotopic (particularly O and H) changes 

within intrusive bodies and their surrounding country rocks, reflecting characteristic fluid 

sources, compositions, temperatures, and flow paths (e.g. Taylor, 1997).

Petrological and stable isotope studies have been conducted on numerous epizonal 

intrusive complexes affected by fluid-rock interaction. Among the most well-documented 

examples are the Tertiary intrusive complexes o f the Inner Hebrides, NW' Scotland (e.g. 

Taylor, 1968; Taylor &  Forester, 1970; Forester &  Taylor, 1976, 1977; Ferry, 1985a,b; Farver 

&  Giletti, 1989; Greenwood, 1992), and the layered mafic intrusions o f east Greenland (e.g. 

Taylor &  Epstein, 1963; Taylor, 1968; Taylor &  Forester, 1979; Sheppard el a!., 1977; B ird et 

al., 1988; Fehlhaber &  Bird, 1991; Brandriss et a i ,  1995). Most notably, the above studies all 

highlighted the occurrence o f intrusive rocks with abnormally low S’^O values (down to -7%o) 

compared to 'normal' igneous rocks (5 '*0  = 6-8%o; e.g. Taylor, 1968), providing unequivocal 

evidence for oxygen isotope exchange with heated, '*0-depleted meteoric waters. Meteoric 

waters are generally inferred to be present in convective hydrothermal cells that surround, and 

are driven by, a cooling intrusive body (Norton &  Knight, 1977). Hydrothermal alteration is 

largely thought to take place follow ing solidification, when the intrusive rocks are cool enough 

to fracture and allow infiltration o f the surrounding hydrothermal fluids (e.g. Criss &  Taylor, 

1986; Larson &  Taylor, 1986a). However, unusually low S'*0 values have also been 

recognised in unaltered plutonic rocks (e.g. Taylor, 1977; Larson &  Geist, 1995), and 

unaltered phenocrysts in caldera-related ignimbrites (e.g. Friedman et al., 1974; Hildreth et al., 

1984; Taylor &  Sheppard, 1986; Balsley &  Gregory, 1998; Bindeman &  Valley, 2000;
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Boroughs et al., 2005), providing evidence for direct infiltration of meteoric water during 

magma genesis, or re-melting and assimilation of protoliths previously altered by meteoric 

water (c f Brandriss et al., 1995, 1996). Continued interest in shallow-level intrusive 

complexes has been sustained by the recognition that ancient intrusive meteoric-hydrothermal 

systems are often associated with ore deposits (e.g. Taylor, 1974; Sheppard & Taylor, 1974; 

Bethke & Rye, 1979), and also provide valuable insight into the hydrothermal processes at 

work in the interior of present-day geothermal fields (e.g. Henley & Ellis, 1983).

In the Canary Archipelago, hydrothermal and metamorphic processes involving 

meteoric water have been reported for the intrusive rocks of Fuerteventura, Tenerife, La 

Gomera, and La Palma (e.g. Javoy et al., 1986; Schiffman & Staudigel, 1994, 1995; W olff et 

al., 2000; Rodriguez Losada & Miartinez Frias, 2004; Holloway et al., 2008). On Gran 

Canaria, epithermal alteration associated with the marginal volcanic rocks of the Miocene 

Tejeda caldera has been described by e.g. Schmincke (1998), P ctcz Torrado et al. (2004), 

Cabrera Santana et al. (2006), and Donoghue et al. (2008), providing evidence for the 

development of a large-scale, intrusion-related, meteoric-hydrothermal system during caldera 

volcanism. As yet, however, the hydrothennal system and associated alteration of the post- 

caldera Tejeda Intrusive Complex has not been examined in detail. This chapter describes (1) 

the mineralogical and isotopic changes brought about by fluid-rock interaction in the Tejeda 

Intrusive Complex, (2) the main fluid source(s) and flow pathways, (3) the thermal evolution 

of the intrusive hydrothermal system, (4) the influence of multiple intrusion and caldera 

resurgence on the intensity of alteration, and the corresponding isotopic composition of the 

intrusive rocks, and (5) the spatial and temporal relationship between the epithermal and 

intrusive hydrothermal systems within the Tejeda caldera.

5.2 The Tejeda Intrusive Complex

The ~12 km diameter Tejeda Intrusive Complex (12.3-7.3 Ma; Schimick et a l ,  1999) is 

centred in the western part of the Tejeda caldera, and comprises a central core of hypabyssal 

syenite stocks, surrounded by three concentric zones of both high- and low-density cone sheet 

dyke intrusions -  (1) a 2-3 km wide Annular Low Density Zone (ALDZ) containing <20% 

dykes, (2) a 2.5-4 kin diameter Annular High Density Zone (AHDZ) with 50-100% dykes, and 

(3) a 4 km diameter Central Low Density Zone (CLDZ) comprising intra-caldera breccias 

intruded by syenite stocks and <20% dykes (Schmincke, 1967; Heman & Velez, 1980; 

Schmincke, 1998; Schimick, 1996; Schirnick et al., 1999; Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). Whole-rock 

geochemical variations suggest the trachytic-phonolitic cone sheet magmas originated by 

fractional crystallisation from less-evolved trachytic magmas, whereas the central syenites
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represent the crystalline residue of this process (Schirnick, 1996; see also Section 5.5.3 and 

5.6.2).

The exposed cone sheet dykes and syenites intrude older intra-caldera trachy-phonolitic 

ignimbrites and lava flows, which are compositional equivalents of the extra-caldera Fataga 

Group (Schmincke, 1976; van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998). Several hundred metres of 

intra-caldera ignimbrites and lavas of the middle- and lower-Mogan formations are thought to 

form the host rocks for the cone sheet dykes below the present level of exposure (Schirnick et 

a i ,  1999). The 40°-dipping cone sheet dykes form a spectacular angular unconformity with the 

flat-lying lavas and breccias of the Pliocene Roque Nublo group (5-3.5 Ma; Ar-Ar/feldspar; 

van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998) at Mesa de Junquillo (Fig. 5.3), representing a period of 

volcanic quiescence and deep erosion between ~8 and 5 Ma. Intrusive activity was relatively 

intense (repose intervals of -5-10 k.y. between intrusions, compared to >50 k.y. between 

eruptions), and persisted during periods of both volcanic activity and inactivity (Schirnick et 

a i ,  1999). Two generations of cone sheet dykes have been distinguished, representing a total 

of 500 to 1000 intrusive events. An older generation of porphyritic, alkah-feldspar trachyte 

cone sheets (12.3-9.5 Ma) is preserved mainly in the outermost part of the ALDZ, whereas a 

younger generation of aphanitic, alkali-feldspar trachytic to phonolitic cone sheets (9.7-7.3 

Ma) dominates the AHDZ and CLDZ. The syenite stocks intruded the AHDZ at 12.3 and 9.88 

Ma, and the CLDZ at 8.94 Ma (Schirnick, 1996; Schirnick et a i ,  1999). Together, the cone 

sheet dykes and syenite stocks represent a bulk intrusive volume of >250 km^, and resulted in 

a calculated cumulative uplift of at least 2 km within the Tejeda caldera (Schirnick et al., 

1999).

To date, investigations into the hydrothermal alteration associated with the Tejeda 

Intrusive Complex have been limited. Schirnick (1996) noted that Fe-Ti oxides (magnetite and 

ilmenite) in the older generation cone sheet dykes have been altered to hydroxides 

(leucoxene), and that oxides in the central syenites display exsolution textures indicative of 

highly oxidising conditions. Schirnick (1996) and Schirnick et al. (1999) reported that alkah- 

feldspars in older generation cone sheet dykes are pervasively altered, and have undergone 

sub-solidus exsolution to albite and orthoclase, whereas feldspars from the younger generation 

dykes are unaltered. These authors, therefore, suggested that hydrothermal activity associated 

with the intrusive complex ended before 9.54 ± 0.03 Ma, the minimum age o f the older cone 

sheet generation. Schmincke (1998) also noted that some of the trachyte cone sheet dykes of 

the AHDZ display characteristic ochre weathering colours... Schmincke suggested that 

cone sheet alteration might represent a second pulse of hydrothermal activity, which reached 

its peak during late-Fataga time (i.e. separate to the marginal, late-Mogan epithermal system; 

see Garcia del Cura et a l ,  1999; PCTez-Torrado et a l ,  2004; Cabrera-Santana et a i ,  2006;
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Donoghue et al., 2008). However, Schmincke (1998) also noted that the lowermost formations 

of the Fataga group exposed in the direct vicinity of the caldera margin appear relatively 

unaltered compared to underlying upper-Mogan ignimbrites, and suggested that alteration of 

the cone sheets may alternatively reflect inward ‘shrinking’ of a single Miocene hydrothermal 

system between late-Mogan and Fataga times. Thus, the exact nature and timing of the 

intrusive hydrothermal system on Gran Canaria remains unresolved. This chapter provides 

new insight into the mineralogical and geochemical evolution of the hydrothermal system 

associated with the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, and sheds new light on its spatial and temporal 

relationship to the intense alteration of the volcanic rocks along the caldera margin.

5.3 Sampling Areas and Field Observations

The area selected for investigation lies along an ~8 km stretch of the GC-210 road, 

extending from the eastern end of Barranco de La Aldea [427444 3096025] to the central part 

of Barranco de Tejeda [432048 3096577] (Fig. 5.2). The road section traverses both the ALDZ 

and AHDZ, which together account for over 70% o f the exposed cone sheet dykes of the 

intrusive complex (Schmincke, 1998; Schimick et al., 1999). The road section also cuts 

through the central syenite stocks in Barrancno de Tejeda at [430568 3096773], allowing the 

full range of intrusion types to be sampled. Deep erosion and almost continuous exposure of 

cone sheet dykes of variable age and composition in this area (Schimick, 1996; Schimick et 

al., 1999) facilitated a detailed west to east sample traverse from the margin to the central part 

of the cone sheet swarm, thereby allowing any spatial and/or temporal variations in alteration 

intensity, style, and isotopic composition across the intrusive complex to be constrained.

On an outcrop and hand-sample scale (Figs. 5.4a-d), altered cone sheet dykes are 

generally massive, and display ubiquitous Mn-oxide staining, veining/fluidal textures, and 

dark grey-purple alteration colours. A number o f dykes closer to the centre of the cone sheet 

swarm (e.g. GC185) are intensely friable, and display bright green and beige alteration colours 

(Figs. 5.4b, d). The intensity of alteration of the cone sheet dykes is highly variable across the 

complex, with relatively unaltered dykes often juxtaposed next to severely altered dykes (e.g. 

GC249 and GC250), reflecting multiple episodes and/or generations of cone sheet 

emplacement. The central syenites are characterised by red Fe-oxide staining and white-brown 

alteration colours. In total, 33 samples were collected from the intmsive complex, covenng all 

recognizable petrological types and alteration styles. The grid references for cone sheet and 

syenite sample sites are given in Table B l, and corresponding sample localities are shewn in 

Fig. 5.2. Three additional samples of apparently unaltered (in outcrop), extra-caldera phonolite 

dykes were taken from road cuttings near El Risco for comparison (Fig. 5.1; Table B l).
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5.4 Analytical Techniques

5.4.1 Petrography, XRD, SEM, and XRF

Polished thin sections were examined using an Olympus BH-2 petrographic microscope 

attached to a Nikon digital camera in the optics laboratory at Trin ity College Dublin. XRD 

analyses were carried out on a total o f 32 whole-rock samples in the Geochemistry Laboratory 

in the Geology Department o f Trin ity College Dublin, Ireland. Samples were prepared and 

analysed according to the method described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.1.2). Whole-rock major 

and trace element concentrations were determined for 11 cone sheet dykes, two syenites, and 

one extra-caldera phonolite dyke by XRF, according to the method described in Chapter 3 

(Section 3.1.4).

5.4.2 O- and H-lsotope Analysis

Whole-rock samples were analysed for their D/H and ratios, and H 2O

concentrations, using a Delta XP duel inlet gas source mass spectrometer at the University o f 

Cape Town (UCT), South Africa. Samples were prepared for O- and H-isotope analyses 

according to the methods described in Section 3.1.5. Note that for those samples displaying the 

least amount o f secondary alteration in thin section (and therefore expected to be relatively 

HoO-poor), 200 mg o f sample powder and 200 mg o f Zn were used to ensure enough water 

was liberated and reduced to Ht for D/H analysis, and to minimize the possibility o f 

contamination o f sample w'ater by blank water in the silicate line. For all other samples, 50- 
100 mg o f whole-rock powder was used for D/H measurement, and 100-150 mg o f Zn was 

used to reduce the liberated water to H 2 . A ll O- and H-isotope data are reported in the familiar 

‘ 5’ notation where 5 = 1000*((Rsanipie- Rstandard)/Rstandard) ^nd R = '*0 /'^0  or D/H. The analytical 

errors' for 5D and H 2O ' are typically o f the order o f ± 2%o (Ict) and 0.10 wt % ( la ) ,  

respectively, but the error on 8D may be somewhat higher in those samples containing low 

concentrations o f H 2O" (cf. Harris et a i ,  2005). The analytical error for 5'^0 is about ±0.1 %o 

( la )  for all samples.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Petrography

Petrographic descriptions o f individual cone sheet (n = 27), syenite (n = 3) and extra- 

caldera phonolite dyke (n = 3) samples are given in Table B l,  and corresponding 

photoiricrographs can be found in EA-B. A summary o f the main petrographic features o f 

each sample suite is given below, and photomicrographs o f selected alteration textures are

' Errors 'vere determined from reproducibility of laboratory standards.
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shown in Figure 5.5. Further details on the petrology and mineralogy of the Tejeda Intrusive 

Complex can be found in Schimick (1996) and Schimick et al. (1999).

Original magmatic textures of cone sheet samples range from microcrystalline and 

aphanitic (e.g. GC250), to strongly porphyritic (e.g. GC244). Phenocryst assemblages are 

dominated by alkali-feldspar (~10 vol%), with minor Fe-Ti oxide (<5 vol%), 

biotite/phlogopite (<2 vol%), sphene (<1 vol%), and apatite (<1 vol%) (c f Schimick, 1996; 

Schimick et al., 1999). Alkali-feldspar phenocrysts are subhedral to anhedral, ~0.5 to 3 mm in 

size, and typically display anti-perthitic textures, where they have undergone exsolution to 

albite and orthoclase (Tables 5.1, B l; Schimick, 1996). In the majority of samples, feldspar 

phenocrysts display patchy to pervasive turbidity, and minor replacement by fme-grained 

phyllosilicate phases along crystal boundaries, fractures, and twinning planes (e.g. GC243, 

GC257, GC258; Fig. 5.5a). Decomposition o f Fe-Ti-oxide phenocrysts is prevalent (e.g. 

GC246, GC177), with many crystals displaying bright red alteration rims (hematite/leucoxene) 

surrounding relatively unaltered, isotropic cores (Fig. 5.5b).

Groundmass assemblages in the cone sheet samples are dominated by alkali-feldspar, 

with variable amounts of interstitial Fe-Ti oxide, aegirine, analcime, alkali-amphibole, quartz, 

and glass. Groundmass textures range from variolitic (e.g. GC250), to trachytic (e.g. GC258) 

to felsitic/cryptocrystalline (e.g. GC249). Groundmass feldspar laths are typically 

cloudy/turbid (e.g. GC242, GC243, GC261, GC263), and display partial replacement by fine

grained phyllosilicate phases and poorly crystalline Fe-Ti oxides in some samples (e.g. 

GC184, GC181; Fig. 5.5d). Only one cone sheet sample (GC249) retains a relatively unaltered 

appearance in thin section (Fig. 5.5c), and contains primary (unexsolved) anorthociase (Table 

5.1). Where groundmass analcime is present, it forms isotropic to weakly birefringent crystals 

in interstices. Alkali-amphibole (arfedsonite/kaersutite; c f  Schimick, 1996) was identified in 

two relatively unaltered cone sheet dykes (GC249 and GC257), where it forms acicular, blue- 

green crystals intergrown with aegirine and interstitial analcime, or, more rarely, well 

developed, strongly pleochroic prismatic crystals extending into miarolitic cavities (e.g. 

GC249; Fig. 5.5c). Where present, both aegirine and alkali-amphibole typically display partial 

alteration to poorly crystalline Fe-Ti oxides (Fig. 5.5c). Quartz occurs in numerous altered 

cone sheet samples as a groundmass phase (e.g. GC246), infilling fractures and cavities (e.g. 

GC250), and as fme-grained, polycrystalline rims around feldspar phenocrysts (e.g. GC177). 

Precipitation of Mn-oxide dendrites (Fig. 5.5e), and decomposition of interstitial Fe-Ti-oxides 

(Fig. 5.5f), was also observed in numerous cone sheet samples.

The three syenite samples display coarse, holocrystalline textures, and have bulk 

mineral assemblages comprising mainly alkali-feldspar (>60 vol%), clinopyroxene (<20 

vol%), alkali-amphibole (<5 vol%), and Fe-Ti-oxide (<5 vol%). Phlogopite (<10 vol%) with
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inclusions of apatite, poorly crystalline aegirine (<2 vol%), and analcime (<1 vol%) occur as 

late interstitial phases (Fig. 5.5g). All syenite samples display intense alteration of primary 

textures and mineral phases. Alkali-feldspar laths are largely turbid, and in many cases only 

the outline of the original crystal is recognisable (Fig. 5.5h). Where the alkah-feldspar laths are 

only partially altered, turbid domains are preferentially developed along crystal boundaries and 

surrounding fractures, with some samples displaying relatively limpid cores. In GC252, 

interstitial feldspar is altered to fme-grained muscovite (Fig. 5.5h), whereas biotite laths and 

interstitial aegirine are overprinted by conspicuous clusters o f  opaque crystallites (possibly 

poorly crystalline pyrite). Decomposition of Fe-Ti oxides to hematite/leucoxene is observed in 

all three syenite samples (Fig. 5.5h), whereas dendritic Mn-oxide aggregates are relatively 

rare, and only occur in the interstices of GC253 (overprinting feldspar).

The three extra-caldera, phonolite dykes are generally phenocryst poor (<2 vol% 

alkali-feldspar) and display either trachytic (GC284 and GC285) or variolitic (GC286) 

groundmass textures. Groundmass assemblages are dominated by alkah-feldspar, with 

aegirine, analcime, alkali-amphibole, and Fe-Ti oxides as interstitial phases. Small (<0.5 mm 

wide) miarolitic cavities are common in GC284, and are filled by alkali-amphibole, aegirine, 

and/or analcime. Despite their relatively unaltered appearance in the field and in hand sample, 

the extra-caldera dykes have been altered to some degree, as evidenced by turbid groundmass 

feldspar (e.g. GC285), and partial replacement of aegirine and amphibole crystals by fme- 

grained phyllosilicates and Fe-Ti oxides (e.g. GC284).

5.5.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

The mineralogy of each sample suite is shown in Table 5.1, as deduced from whole- 

rock XRD data (see EA-B). The approximate ‘straight-line' distance (in km) of each sampling 

point from the axis of radial symmetry of the cone sheet dyke swarm (centred around Los 

Reyos; Schimick, 1996; Schimick et a i ,  1999; Fig. 5.1), and the associated O- and H-isotope 

ratios and H^O concentrations, are also shown for comparison (see Section 5.5.4).

The bulk mineralogy of the extra-caldera phonolite dykes (n = 3) comprises mainly K- 

feldspar ± albite ± aegirine ± analcime ± alkali-amphibole. The altered intra-caldera cone sheet 

dykes (n = 26) comprise mainly K-feldspar ± albite ± aegirine ± quartz ± analcime ± alkali- 

amphibole ± chlorite-montmorillonite, and altered syenite samples (n = 3) contain K-feldspar 

± albite ± aegirine ± biotite/phlogopite ± muscovite ±  chlorite-montmorillonite. Note that 

albite and K-feldspar are the dominant phases in all samples apart from GC249, which 

contains anorthoclase. Also note that phyllosilicate phases were not detected, or produced very 

low intensity peaks (<50 counts), in the majority of XRD scans, suggesting that clay alteration 

is not volumetrically significant, or that any clay minerals present are poorly crystalline. Only
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two cone sheet samples (GC181 and GC184) produced relatively high intensity peaks (150- 

200 counts) at around 3° (20), reflecting the presence of chlorite-montmorillonite in 

considerable quantities. Similarly, secondary Fe-Ti oxides, which are visible in nearly all 

samples in thin section, were not detected by XRD methods, perhaps reflecting their poorly 

crystalline nature, or their low volume (<5 vol%).

5.5.3 Major and Trace Elements

The major oxide, trace element, and volatile concentrations (H 2O + CO2) of the cone 

sheet dykes and syenites, the unaltered cone sheet dyke (GC249), and the relatively unaltered, 

extra-caldera phonolite dyke (GC286) are given in Table B2, and Harker plots for selected 

elements are shown in Figures 5.7a-h and 5.8a-h. All plotted data are normalized to 100% on a 

volatile-free basis. The unaltered cone sheet sample plots in the phonolite field on a Total 

Alkali versus Silica (TAS) diagram (Le Maitre el a i ,  1989; Fig. 5.6), whereas the altered cone 

sheets plot in the trachyte field, and define an overall trend of decreasing N a 2 0 +K2 0  wt% with 

increasing Si0 2  wt%. On Harker diagrams, all elements are plotted versus Zr along the x-axis 

(c f Schimick, 1996), as Zr is highly incompatible during feldspar crystallisation, and is 

therefore considered a good index for the degree of fractional crytallisation or melting (c f 

Rollinson, 1993). Zr concentrations range from 841 to 1866 ppm in the cone sheet dykes, with 

the unaltered extra-caldera dyke also plotting within this range (1078 ppm). Zr concentrations 

in the syenite samples are relatively low and uniform (464 and 476 ppm). In the cone sheet 

dykes, the majority of major oxides (e.g. Si0 2 , AI2 O3 , Fc2 0 3 , CaO, MgO, MnO) show no 

systematic variation with Zr content, apart from Na and K, which show weak positive and 

negative correlations with Zr, respectively (Figs. 5.7f, g). Incompatible trace elements (Nb, Y, 

Rb, Ce) all show positive correlations with Zr, with the lowest concentrations consistently 

observed in the syenites (Figs. 5.8a-d; similar correlations observed for Th, La, and Zn). In 

contrast, compatible trace elements (Ti, P, Sr, Ba) are highly concentrated in those samples 

with the least amount of Zr (i.e. the syenites), but relatively low and constant in concentration 

in the cone sheet dykes (Figs. 5.8e-h). H2 O concentrations range from 0.79 to 1.70 wt% in the 

altered cone sheets, whereas the syenite samples have H 2O concentrations of 0.72 and 0.86 

wt% (Table 5.2). The unaltered cone sheet dyke and the extra-caldera dyke have relatively 

high H 2O concentrations o f 1.65 wt% and 2.68 wt%, respectively.

5.5.4 Whole-Rock O- and H-lsotope Geochemistry

The O- and H- isotope compositions and water concentrations of all samples are given 

in Table 5.1. The extra-caldera phonolite dykes have 5 '*0 values of 8 .6 , 7.5, and 7.5%o, which 

lie at the higher end o f the 5 ‘*0 range for ‘normal' (i.e. unaltered) trachytes and syenites (5'*0 

= 6-8%o; e.g. Taylor, 1968). In contrast, the 5 '^0  values for the altered intra-caldera cone sheet
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dykes range from 0.1 to 10.0%o (average S'^O = 4.7%o; n = 22), and can be divided into two 

distinct data groups (Fig. 5.9): (1) samples characterised by low S'^O values (0.1-5.5%o) 

relative to unaltered trachytes and syenites, and (2 ) samples w ith ‘norm al’ to  relatively high 

S'*0  values (6 .8-10.0%o). The low 5'*0 values correspond to samples dom inated by turbid 

feldspars and secondary quartz in thin section, but that display little or no clay replacement 

(G C242-GC248, GC174, GC178, GC179, GC250, GC251, GC255, GC256, GC259). In 

contrast, the ‘norm al’ to high values correspond to samples containing turbid feldspars, 

partially altered deuteric m ineral phases (GC257, GC258), and/or detectable (by XRD) 

quantities o f chlorite-m ontm orillonite (GC261, GC262, GC181, GC184, GC185). N ote that, 

overall, the highest 5'*0  values occur in those samples from the central part o f  the intrusive 

complex (Fig. 5.10). The petrographically unahered cone sheet dyke (GC249) has a typical 

‘igneous’ 5'*0  value of 7.1%o. The three central syenite sam ples have consistently low 5'^0  

values o f  2.5, 1.5, and 0.9%o.

The extra-caldera phonolite dykes have SD values o f  —59, —81, and —65%o, which are 

within the typical 5D range for unaltered igneous rocks (5D =  —55 to -85%o; Taylor, 1968, 

1974; Figs. 5.9, 5.11). The 8D values o f the altered intra-caldera cone sheet dykes range from 

- 6 2  t o —149%o (average 5D = -108%o; n = 28), and extend down to much more negative values 

than those o f  the extra-caldera dykes, and the unaltered intra-caldera cone sheet dyke (GC249, 

5D = ^8% o). The HoO concentrations o f the extra-caldera dykes (2.1, 0.9, and 1.6 wt%), and 

the unaltered cone sheet (2.2  wt%), are relatively high com pared to the altered cone sheet 

dykes (0.2 to 0.8 wt% H2O; n = 28; Fig. 5.11). The three central syenite sam ples have 5D  

values o f - 9 1 ,  - 9 9 ,  and -121%o, and corresponding H2O concentrations o f  0.5, 0.5, and 0.6  

wt%. The H2O data obtained from voltage readings the mass spectrom eter during 8D analyses 

(Table 5.1) are consistent with the H2O concentrations determ ined by XRF (Table 5.2). In both 

cases, the highest H2O concentrations occur in relatively unaltered samples containing hydrous 

deuteric minerals (e.g. GC249, GC257, GC258, GC286), and in altered sam ples containing 

significant quantities o f chlorite-m ontm orillonite (e.g. GC181, GC184), whereas lower H2O 

concentrations occur in altered cone sheet dykes (e.g. GC178, GC242) and syenites (GC252,  

GC253) containing strongly turbid feldspars. However, note that the H2O concentrations 

m easured by XRF include both H 20 ’ (water present as dampness in the rock powder, driven 

o ff by  heating below 110°C; c f  Rollinson, 1993) and H2O’ (w ater com bined w ithin the lattice 

o f sihcate minerals, released above 200°C in this case; c f  Rollinson, 1993), w hereas the mass 

spectrom eter only measures H2O', resulting in overall higher H2O concentrations from XRF 

analyses.
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5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Petrography, Mineralogy and Paragenetic Sequence

Virtually all cone sheet dyke and syenite samples from the Tejeda Intrusive Complex 

have been affected by some degree of fluid-rock interaction, resulting in partial to complete 

replacement of the original groundmass and phenocryst phases, and the development of 

distinctive secondary texmres and mineral assemblages. Combined petrographic and 

mineralogical observations allow the main mineral phases in each sample to be classified as 

either ‘primary magmatic’ (i.e. those minerals which grew in the presence of a silicate melt, 

with or without a co-existing fluid phase), "deuteric’ (i.e. those minerals which crystallised 

directly from fluids exsolved from the melt during the final stages of solidification, or those 

precipitated as a result of interacdon between such fluids and pre-existing primary magmatic 

phases), or ‘hydrothermal’ (i.e. those minerals that formed as a result of solid-state reactions 

between primary magmatic or deuteric mineral phases and externally-derived hydrothermal 

fluids) (see Table 5.1).

5.6.1.1 Primary magmatic mineral phases

The petrographically unaltered intra-caldera cone sheet sample (GC249) provides a good 

first-order approximation of the primary magmatic mineralogy o f the altered cone sheet dykes. 

In this sample, high-temperature alkali-feldspar (anorthoclase) is the dominant primary 

mineral phase, together with variable amounts of Fe-Ti oxide, and minor accessory phases 

(titanite, apatite). Note that in all other samples, anorthoclase has exsolved to K-feldspar and 

albite (Table 5.1). While fluid-feldspar interactions may play a role in the exsolution process 

(e.g. Worden et a i,  1990; Witt-Eickschen et a i, 1996), sufficient petrographic data is not 

available for the present sample set to specify whether exsolution took place under dry or wet 

conditions. For the purposes of this study, K-feldspar and albite are also considered primary 

magmatic phases.

5.6.1.2 Deuteric mineral phases

Aegirine occurs as an interstitial phase in numerous cone sheet dykes (including 

GC249; Fig. 5.5c), and in all syenites and extra-caldera phonolite dykes (Table 5.1). Similar 

occurrences of interstitial aegirine have been described by Marks et al. (2003) from the 

peralkaline syenites and alkali granites of the Puklen complex (Gardar Province, south 

Greenland), where its formation is associated with deuteric alteration of Ca-bearing phases by 

late-magmatic, Na-rich aqueous fluids at temperatures <300°C, and under relatively oxidising 

conditions (f02 between the FMQ and HM buffers; c f  Bailey, 1969). Studies of other intrusive 

complexes the Gardar Province (e.g. Klokken, Ilimaussaq) have also shown that late-stage
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fluids expelled from alkaline to peralkaline intrusions are typically highly enriched in alkali 

elements (Parsons et al., 1991; Markl, 2001; Markl & Baumgartner, 2002; Schonenberger et 

a l, 2006). In the samples o f this case study, the dominantly interstitial occurrence of aegirine, 

and its close association with other sodic (arfvedsonite/kaersutite; cf. Schimick, 1996) and 

hydrous (analcime) mineral phases, is consistent with crystallisation from Na-rich deuteric 

fluids, released during the final stages of solidification. However, it should be noted that 

aegirine and alkali-amphibole may also grow directly from silicate melts (i.e. as primary 

magmatic phases), as shown by their occurrence as quenched needles in glass-bearing syenite 

xenoliths from Tenerife (Wolff, 1987; W olff & Toney, 1993). Schimick (1996) notes that the 

Na-chnopyroxenes in the syenites of the Tejeda Intrusive Complex are typically continuously 

zoned from aegirine-augite at the core to aegirine at the rim, and that alkali-amphibole crystals 

show a transition from more calcic compositions (kataphorite) at their cores to more sodic 

compositions (kaersutite/arfvedsonite) at their rims. The author suggests that these 

characteristic zonations reflect chemical evolution of the melt to more Na-rich compositions 

with crystal fractionation, an interpretation that implies crystallisation of aegirine and alkali- 

amphiboles directly from a melt of appropriate composition. Based on petrographic evidence, 

a primary magmatic origin could be invoked for the well-formed aegirine and alkali- 

amphibole crystals in GC249, where groundmass alkali-feldspar has not exsolved to K- 

feldspar and albite, and shows no evidence of turbidity/replacement induced by reaction with 

deuteric or meteoric-hydrothermal fluids (Fig. 5.5c). In samples containing aegirine and/or 

alkali-amphibole, but also showing turbid domains and/or minor clay alteration (GC284-286, 

GC257, GC258, GC263), it is plausible that the amphiboles and clinopyroxenes are primary 

igneous phases that remained stable over a range of conditions encompassing both magmatic 

and hydrothermal temperatures, and were left partially intact by sub-solidus alteration episodes 

(J. Wolff, pers. comm.).

Analcime is a common interstitial phase in both the extra-caldera phonohte dykes, and 

in the petrographically unaltered cone sheet dyke (e.g. GC249; Fig. 5.5c). The origin of 

phenocrystic analcime in alkaline igneous rocks has long been debated in the literature, with 

some authors reporting it as a primary magmatic phase crystallised directly from a hydrous, 

Na-bearing meh (e.g. Wilkinson 1965, 1968; Pearce, 1970, 1993; Luhr & Kyser, 1989; Goble 

et a l. 1993), and others interpreting it as a replacement product of primary phenocryst phases 

such as leucite and nepheline, which have interacted with Na-bearing, late-magmatic (deuteric) 

fluids (e.g. Saha, 1959; Gupta & Fyfe, 1975; Luhr & Giannetti, 1987; Horvath & Gault, 1990). 

Schimick (1996) reports rare hexagonal crystallites in some younger generation cone sheet 

dykes in the Tejeda Intmsive Complex, which he suggests may have been primary analcime 

phenocrysts that are now completely replaced. However, the dominantly interstitial occurrence
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o f analcime in the samples from this study suggests that it is a late-magmatic phase, probably 

formed by low-temperature reaction o f Na-bearing deuteric fluids with Si-rich groundmass 

minerals (e.g. nepheline) or glass (of. Peters et a l ,  1966; Kim & Burley, 1971; Horvath & 

Gault, 1990; Wilkinson & Hensel, 1994). This interpretation is in agreement with the 

experimental work o f Roux & Hamilton (1976), which shows that analcime is a liquidus phase 

only under very restricted P-T conditions (640-600°C; 5-13 kbar), which are clearly 

inappropriate in high-level alkaline dykes and sills.

5.6.1.3 H ydrotherm al mineral phases

Primary Fe-Ti oxide minerals (e.g. ilmenite, magnetite) and titanite occur both as 

phenocrysts and as interstitial phases in all cone sheet dykes, and to a lesser extent in the 

central syenites (see Schimick, 1996). In most samples, primary Fe-Ti oxides have undergone 

partial to complete decomposition to secondary Fe-Ti bearing phases. The poorly crystalHne, 

red alteration rims around many opaque phenocrysts and interstitial crystals (Figs. 5.5b, f) are 

most likely composed o f  a mixture o f  hematite and fme-grained leucoxene (Schimick, 1996), 

reflecting the release o f Fe and/or Ti during low-temperature exsolution o f primary magnetite 

and/or ilmenite. Secondary Fe-oxide phases occur as fme-grained, opaque disseminations or 

vein-fills in som e cone sheet dykes, reflecting the release o f  Fe into solution from Fe-rich 

groundmass phases (e.g. phyllosilicates, aegirine), and subsequent oxidation o f  Fe by H2O in 

fractures. Mn-oxide minerals are also present in many o f the cone sheet dykes (and to a lesser 

extent in the syenites), where they form brown-black, dendritic aggregates coating the surface 

of the rock (e.g. GC250; Fig. 5.5e). The dendritic structure o f  the Mn-oxide deposits is a 

particularly characteristic feature o f  pyrolusite (M n02) and manganite (MnOOH), both o f  

which commonly occur in hydrothermally altered rocks as low-temperature vein deposits, or 

as pseudomorphs after other Mn-oxide minerals (c f  Post, 1999). Fine-grained phyllosilicates 

(dominantly smectitic clays, e.g. chlorite-montmorillonite) occur in the majority o f  cone sheet 

dykes in very minor quantities, and are generally more prevalent in dykes from close to the 

centre o f the cone sheet swarm (GC181, GC184, GC185; Table 5.1). Smectites typically occur 

as replacement minerals above shallow-level epithermal mineraHzation, in the presence o f  

near-neutral to mildly alkaline (pH ~6-8) hydrothermal fluids up to ~230°C (Deer et a l ,  1966). 

Thus, the combination o f  Mn-dendrites, secondary Fe-Ti oxides, and smectitic clays in the 

cone sheet dykes and syenites is consistent with relatively low-temperature, retrograde fluid- 

rock interaction, most likely related to the influx o f  relatively cool meteoric waters (see 

Section 5.6.3). Similarly, the groundmass quartz, quartz veinlets, and quartz overgrowths 

identified in a number o f cone sheet dykes (Table 5.1, B l)  can be attributed to low- 

temperature silicification by quartz-saturated hydrothermal fluids following solidification and 

fracturing o f  the intrusive complex (cf. White & Hedenquist, 1990). The presence of
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muscovite in GC252 suggests that higher fluid temperatures prevailed during retrograde 

alteration of the syenites (>300°C; Deer et al., 1966; Thompson & Thompson, 1996), 

consistent with their relatively deep position at the core of the intrusive complex (cf. Schirnick 

eta!., 1999).

Overall, the occurrence of late-magmatic, hydrous mineral phases, and secondary Fe- 

Ti-Mn oxides, quartz, and phyllosilicates, provides conclusive evidence that the Tejeda 

Intrusive Complex underwent significant fluid-rock interaction during the final stages of 

crystallisation, and following solidification. The textures identified (e.g. turbidity, veining, 

alteration haloes) are consistent with alteration under sub-solidus conditions, by either 

dissolution-reprecipitation of pre-existing primary phases, or by direct precipitation of 

secondary minerals from deuteric and/or hydrothermal fluids in micro-fractures and cavitites. 

Experimental studies of melting relations in alkaline rocks (e.g. Edgar & Parker, 1974; 

Kogarko & Romanchev, 1977; Scaillet & MacDonald, 2001) show that Si under- and over

saturated peralkaline melts have a crystallisation interval ranging from magmatic temperatures 

(~800°C) down to ~500°C, and typically release alkali-enriched magmatic fluids at a late 

stage, at temperatures between 300-500°C (c f Markl & Baumgartner, 2002; Marks et a l, 

2003). Thus, the paragenetic sequence observed in the cone sheet dykes and syenites most 

likely reflects at least three (probably overlapping) episodes of fluid-rock interaction: (1) 

deuteric alteration (ca. 300-500°C) by late-magmatic fluids expelled from a solidifying crystal 

mush (associated with precipitation of analcime, alkali-amphibole, and aegirine), (2) 

hydrothermal alteration (>150-300°C) during the final stages of crystallisation and/or 

immediately following solidification and fracturing of the intrusive complex (associated with 

the development of turbid alkali-feldspar and precipitation of secondary muscovite in the 

syenites), and (3) relatively low temperature (<150°C) retrograde alteration by hydrothennal 

fluids (associated with minor clay alteration, silicification, decomposition of primary Fe-Ti 

oxides, and Mn-oxide precipitation). The origins of the hydrothermal fluids, and the 

temperature ranges for each alteration event quoted above, are discussed in more detail in 

Section 5.6.3, in light of O- and H-isotope data.

5.6.2 Major and Trace Elements

All major oxide and trace element concentrations for the samples analysed in this case 

study plot within the ranges previously reported by Schirnick (1996) for unaltered cone sheet 

dykes and syenites. Thus, element mobilization due to deuteric or hydrothermal alteration is 

not considered to be significant in our samples, and the observed elemental variations are 

thought to mainly reflect primary igneous processes (cf. Schirnick, 1996). The relatively low 

concentrations of incompatible trace elements (Th, Y, Rb, Ce, Nb, La, Zn, and Zr), and the
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relatively high concentrations o f compatible trace elements (Ti, Sr, Ba, P) in the syenites 

compared to the cone sheet dykes (Figs. 5.8a-h), suggests that the syenite magmas were the 

parental magmas of the cone sheet dykes (cf. Schimick, 1996). Partitioning of Ba and Sr into 

alkali-feldspar, Ti into Fe-Ti oxides (ilmenite), and P into apatite during fractional 

crystallisation can account for the relatively low concentrations of these compatible trace 

elements in the cone sheet dykes compared to the syenites (Schimick, 1996).

5.6.3 Whole-Rock O- and H-lsotope Geochemistry

The final isotopic composition of a rock after fluid-rock interaction is controlled by (1) 

the initial isotopic composition of the fluid, (2) the initial isotopic composition o f the rock, (3) 

the temperature of the fluid, (4) the water to rock ratio, and (5) the duration (i.e. the approach 

to isotopic equilibrium) o f fluid-rock interaction (e.g. Taylor, 1997). Whereas the whole-rock 

O- and H-isotope data presented in this study do not allow us to quantify precisely the relative 

influence of each of these mechanisms, they nevertheless provide valuable insight into the 

nature of the hydrothermal fluid source, and its isotopic and thermal evolution during fluid- 

rock interaction. In the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, the dominant hydrothermal fluid source and 

its initial isotopic composition can be estimated from the whole-rock 5D and 5'*0 values of 

the altered cone sheet dykes (see Section 5.6.3.4), and the composition of ambient rainfall for 

Gran Canaria (see Section 5.6.3.1). The starting rock isotopic composition is assumed to be 

that of unaltered phonolite (see Section 5.6.3.2). In this case, we define an ‘unaltered 

phonolite’ as a rock o f phonolitic composition that shows no mineralogical or isotopic 

evidence of having undergone significant secondary interaction with fluid sources external to 

the parent magma, but may include products of ‘closed-system' processes such deuteric 

alteration during dyke emplacement and cooling.

5.6.3.1 Initial water composition

Present-day groundwater on Canaria is recharged at an average altitude of ~1000 m 

a.s.l., and has 5'*0 and 5D values ranging from around -1  to -5%o, and from around -1  t o -  

30%o, respectively (Gonfiantini, 1973; Gasparini et a i, 1990; Muiioz Sanz, 2005; see Chapier 

4, Section 4.3.2). Prior to cone sheet emplacement (during Miocene epithermal activity; 13- 

12.5 Ma), the average recharge altitude o f local meteoric water is thought to have been ca. 4)0  

m a.s.l., corresponding to and 5D values of approximately -3%o and -15%o, respectively 

(see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2). Le Bas (1971) has shown that cone sheet intrusions are capaHe 

of producing considerable uplift of overlying country rocks, of the order of several hundred 

metres. Schimick (1996) and Schimick et al. (1999) suggest that emplacement of the Tejela 

Intrusive Complex resulted in a cumulative uplift of more than 2 km over a period of ~5 V.a. 

Thus, it is estimated that the recharge altitude of meteoric water at the time of cone sheet aid
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syenite intrusion was at least 2500 m a.s.l. It is well known that the 6D and 5**0 values o f  

precipitation decrease with increasing altitude (e.g. Dansgaard, 1964; Yurtsever & Gat, 1981; 

see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.5.2). Therefore, a recharge altitude o f  2500 m a.s.l. on Gran Canaria 

would have resulted in a meteoric water source with substantially lower 5D and 6 '*0  values 

than present day precipitation, and lower values than meteoric water feeding the M iocene 

epithermal system. Using the 5 '*0-altitude correlation and the local meteoric water line for 

southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973; see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2), a 6 '*0  o f-8 % o  is 

obtained for a recharge altitude o f 2500 m, corresponding to a 5D of-36% o (Box B l) . Note 

that the recharge altitude o f local precipitation may have been even higher, perhaps >3000 m 

a.s.l., i f  a central volcanic edifice sim ilar to e.g. the Plio-Pleistocene Las Canadas volcano on 

Tenerife (~3000 m a.s.l.; e.g. Araiia, 1971; M arti et al„ 1994; Ancochea et al., 1999; Cantagrel 

et al.. 1999; Carracedo et al., 2007) existed above the intrusion. I f  a recharge altitude o f  3000 

m is assumed, a 5 ‘̂ 0 o f -9%o is obtained for meteoric water at the time o f alteration, 

corresponding to an even lower 5D o f -4]%o (Box B2). These values are sim ilar to those 

recorded for present-day precipitation sampled 3530 m a.s.l. on the sum m it o f  Teide volcano 

(5 '*0  = -8%o; 5D = -45%o; Gonfiantini, 1973; Fig. 5.9), and are only slightly lower than 

values reported for groundwater sampled 2000 m a.s.l. within the Las Caiiadas caldera (8 '* 0  = 

-6%o; 5D = -30%o; Gonfiantini, 1973; Fig. 5.9). The presence o f a volcanic edifice is not 

unreasonable, given the large volum e o f materia! erupted during the lifetime o f the intrusive 

complex (>500 km'^ o f trachyphonolitic ash-flows, lava-flows, and fall-out tephra; c f  Sumita 

& Schmincke, 1998). Note also that Javoy et al. (1986) invoke the presence o f a large volcanic 

edifice (perhaps as much as 4000 m a.s.l.) on the island o f Fuerteventura during Oligocene- 

M iocene times, in order to explain anom alously low 5D values (down to —113%o) in rocks and 

minerals from the island’s basal complex. As well as the potential effects o f  a volcanic edifice, 

global climate fluctuations, and seasonal changes in the isotopic composition o f precipitation, 

would have undoubtedly influenced the isotopic composition of meteoric water during 

intrusive activity to some extent. However, the effect o f all o f  these variables cannot be 

quantified using the current data set. Thus, as a first order approximation, it is assum ed that 

meteoric water recharging the hydrothermal system o f the Tejeda Intrusive Com plex had 

initial 5 '*0  and 5D values o f  around -8%o and -36%o, respectively, based on an estimated 

m inimum recharge altitude o f -2 5 0 0  m a.s.l.

5.6.3.2 Initial rock composition

The three apparently unaltered extra-caldera phonolite dykes have 5D values o f -5 9 , -  

61, -85%o, which lie within the reported 6D range for most unaltered igneous rocks (-55  to -  

85%o; Taylor, 1968; Fig. 5.9), but have corresponding 5 ’*0 values (7.5, 7.5, and 8.6%o) that are
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at the higher end of the typical 5 '*0 range reported for unaltered phonolitic/syenitic bodies (6- 

8%o; e.g. Taylor, 1968; Taylor, 1974; Taylor & Sheppard. 1986; Lutz et a i ,  1988; Harris, 

1995; Dallai et al., 2003). The magnitudes of most mineral-melt 0-isotope fractionations are 

relatively small at magmatic temperatures (±l%o; e.g. Taylor & Sheppard, 1986). Thus, 

assuming a ‘normal’ upper mantle 5 '^0  value of 5.7%o (Kyser, 1986; Eller, 2001), fractional 

crystallisation of primary magmatic phases (mainly alkali-feldspar) cannot solely account for 

S'*0 values as high as 8.6%o in the extra-caldera dykes. Petrographic observations and XRD 

results highlight the occurrence of hydrous deuteric minerals (e.g. analcime), turbid 

groundmass feldspar, and minor amounts of phyllosilicate minerals (e.g. chlorite, smectite) in 

all extra-caldera dykes, despite their relatively unaltered appearance in hand-sample. For 

analcime, chlorite, and smectite, mineral-water per mil 0-isotope fractionations (A‘*Ominerai- 

water) are positive at temperatures below ~500°C  (Wenner & Taylor, 1971; Karlsson & Clayton, 

1990; Sheppard & Gilg, 1996), and increase in magnitude substantially with decreasing 

temperature. In addition, above ~400°C , water vapour exsolved from a magma is enriched in 

‘*0 relative the water dissolved in the melt. Thus, the slightly elevated 8‘*0 values in the 

extra-caldera phonolite dykes compared to unaltered phonolitic rocks most likely reflect the 

combined effects of fractional crystallisation, precipitation of '*0-enriched hydrous phases 

from '*0-enriched deuteric fluids, and  sub-solidus hydrothermal alteration of primary and 

deuteric mineral phases at relatively low-temperature. Consequently, it was not possible to 

estimate reliably the primary igneous isotopic composition and water concentration of the 

intra-caldera cone sheet dykes from these samples.

One intra-caldera cone sheet sample (G C249; Fig. 5.5c) preserves clear/limpid 

anorthoclase feldspar, and appears relatively unaffected by retrograde alteration in thin section. 

The 5'®0 value of this sample (7.1%o) is within the range typical of unaltered 

phonolitic/syenitic bodies (S'^O = 6-8%o; e.g. Taylor, 1968; Fig. 5.9). It is likely, therefore, 

that the main processes contributing to the S'^O value of this sample are magmatic 

differentiation, and late-stage crystallisation o f hydrous deuteric phases. These processes are 

essentially ‘closed system’ processes, in that they do not involve external fluid/melt sources. 

As such, sample G C 249 provides the most reliable approximation of the starting 5 '*0 value of 

the cone sheet dykes (and probably also the syenites) prior to hydrothermal alteration (6 '*0 ca. 

7%o). The 6D value of G C 249 (5D ca. -48% o) is also close to the typical range reported for 

unaltered phonolitic/syenitic rocks (5D = -55  to -85%o; e.g. Taylor, 1968; Taylor, 1974; Fig. 

5.9). However, the 5D value of this sample cannot be considered representative of all cone 

sheet dykes prior to hydrothermal alteration, as some dykes may have solidified with 

considerably lower 5D values from a more degassed (i.e. H20-poor, D-depleted) magma
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source (see Section 5.6.3.4). Given that the oxygen content o f a typical magma is significantly 

higher than the hydrogen content, magmatic degassing would have had a negligible effect on 

the 0-isotope composition o f the bulk system and, therefore, the whole-rock S'^O values (c f  

Taylor, 1986b; Taylor & Sheppard, 1986).

5 .6.3.3 Initial H^O concentration o f  the parental magma

The HiO concentrations o f  the unaltered cone sheet (2.2 wt%), and the relatively 

unaltered extra-caldera phonolite dykes (0.9, 1.6, 2.1 wt%) are high compared to the majority 

o f altered cone sheet dykes (<1 w1%; Fig. 5. II).  In addition, the unaltered cone sheet and the 

extra caldera dykes are characterised by the presence hydrous deuteric minerals (e.g. analcime, 

alkali-amphibole; Table 5.1). These two lines o f evidence indicate that H2 O activity in the 

parental melt increased during soHdification, and that H2 O had reached its saturation limit in 

the melt during the final stages o f  cooling. The saturation limit o f  the magma cannot be 

determined conclusively with the available data. However, it is well known that H20-solubility 

in magmas is dominantly pressure dependant, particularly in shallow-level environments, and 

decreases with decreasing pressure (Burnham, 1997). Melt composition (in particular the 

proportions o f Na and K) also influences H20-solubiIity (Holtz et a l ,  1994). For example, 

Dingwell et al. (1984) show that the solubility o f  water in granites at 660 -810°C and I kbar is 

~3.0 to 3.2 wt%, and increases with increasing pressure to ~8.0 wt% at 5 kbars. In the same 

temperature range and at Ikbar, H20-solubility in a phonolitic melt is ~5 wt% and increases to 

7 \M% H2 O at 3.5 kbar. Similarly, Carroll & Blank (1997) have shown that, at any given 

pressure and at near-liquidus temperatures, H20-solubility in Na-phonolitic melts is 

considerably higher than in corresponding rhyolitic and basaltic melts. Their results indicate 

that phonolitic melts can contain 4.5 to 4.8 wt% H 2 O at Ikbar and 850°C. This is consistent 

with the experimental results o f Moore et al. (1998), who report H 2 O solubilities (at 900°C) o f  

8.9 wt% and 7.5 wt% for phonolitic melts at 3 kbars and 2 kbars, respectively, compared to 8.4 

wt% and 6.3 wt% in rhyolitic melts at the same temperature. Thus, it is conceivable that the 

phonolitic magmas feeding the cone sheet dykes (and probably the extra-caldera dykes), which 

were emplaced at <2 kin depth (Schimick et al., 1999), may have initially contained up to ~5 

wt% H 2 O. Some o f this water would have been expelled during cooling, and some trapped in 

hydrous deuteric phases, resulting in unaltered cone sheets and extra-caldera dykes with 

slightly lower H2 O concentrations o f  ~2 wt%.

5 .6.3.4 0 -iso tope compositions o f  altered cone sheets and syenites

The altered cone sheets have values ranging from 0.1 to 10.0% o (Table 5.1; Fig. 

5.9). Fifteen out o f  a total o f  twenty-two samples have relatively low  6**0 values, compared to 

typical values for unaltered phonolitic/syenitic bodies (6 -8% o; e.g. Taylor, 1 9 6 8 ; Taylor &
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Shqjpard, 1986; Lutz et a i, 1988; Harris, 1995; Dallai et al., 2003), and the relatively 

unaltered cone sheet dyke (GC249; 6'*0 = 7.1%o). Similarly, the three syenite samples have 

consistently low 5'^0 values (2.5, 1.5, and 0.9%o), among the lowest in the entire sample set. 

Low S'*0 values (down to —7%o) in shallow-level intrusive igneous rocks have been attributed 

interaction with meteoric water (e.g. Craig, 1961; Sheppard, 1986a; Taylor, 1997). The '*0 

depletion may be caused by (1) direct infiltration of meteoric water into the magma (e.g. 

Friedman et a i, 1974; Lipman & Friedman, 1975; Hildreth et al., 1984), (2) partial or 

wholesale assimilation or melting of hydrothermally altered wall rocks by the magma (e.g. 

Taylor, 1986b; Larson & Taylor, 1986b; Grunder, 1987; Bacon et a i,  1989; Larson & Geist, 

1995; Balsley & Gregory, 1998; Bindeman & Valley, 2000; Brandriss et a i, 2005, 2006), or 

(3) sub-solidus hydrothermal alteration of the rock at high-temperature (e.g. Criss & Taylor, 

1983; Criss et a l, 1984). In the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, the presence of deuteric phases in 

the cone sheets, syenites and extra-caldera phonolite dykes (analcime, aegirine, and alkali- 

amphibole), indicates that interaction with exsolved magmatic aqueous fluids was an 

important process, and would have influenced the whole-rock 5'*0 values to some extent. 

However, the positive correlation (r = 0.77) between 5'*0 and 8D in the altered cone sheet 

dykes (Fig. 5.9), which broadly parallels the global meteoric water line (Craig, 1961), and the 

local meteoric water lines for north and south Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973), suggests 

meteoric water (rather than magmatic water or seawater) was the dominant fluid source in the 

hydrothermal system, and/or that any isotopic evidence of late-magmatic fluid-rock interaction 

has been largely overprinted by later, meteoric-hydrothermal event(s).

In the absence of single mineral isotopic analyses, is difficult to conclusively 

determine the point in the cooling history of the cone sheets and syenites when meteoric water 

interacted with, and imparted a low-5'^O signature on, the rocks. However, several lines of 

evidence suggest that the low-5'*0 values reflect the infiltration of low-5'*0 meteoric water 

into the intrusive complex following solidification of the cone sheet and syenite magmas 

(and/or during the very final stages of crystallisation), rather than the presence of initially low- 

5'*0 magmas in the source region. Firstly, Crisp & Spera (1987) report a typical magmatic 

5'*0 value of 5.7%o for a unaltered anorthoclase phenocryst from a Fataga-age ignimbrite 

sample on Gran Canaria. Given that the Fataga ignimbrites are derived from the same source 

as the cone sheet and syenite magmas (i.e. the Fataga magma chamber; c f  Schimick et al, 

1999), it is unlikely that this source was already depleted in '^O prior to crystallisation (by e.g. 

assimilation of ahered, low-6’*0 country rocks, or direct interaction with low-’*0 meteoric 

water). If a low-5‘*0 source existed, low-6’*0 values would be expected not only in the 

intrusive rocks, but also in unaltered feldspar phenocrysts from the Fataga ignimbrites 

(similar, for example, to the '*0-depletions that have been reported for unaltered feldspar.
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quartz, and zircon phenocrysts in post-collapse rhyolitic lavas from the Y ellow stone planteau; 

cf. Friedman et al., 1974; Hildreth et al., 1984; Bindem an & Valley, 2000; Boroughs et al., 

2005). Secondly, the unaltered cone sheet dyke sample (GC249) has a ‘norm al’ igneous 

whole-rock 5 '* 0  value o f 7.1%o. Given that alkali-feldspar is the most volum inous prim ary 

mineral phase in this sample, and assuming S'^Ogikaii.ftidsparis a reliable proxy o f 5 ‘*Owhoie-rock, a 

low whole-rock 5 '*0  value would be expected for this sample if  it crystallised from a low -5 '*0 

source magma. Thirdly, petrographic observations show  that alkali-feldspar crystals in the 

majority o f cone sheet and syenites (both low -5 '*0 and normal- to h igh-5‘*0 samples) are 

characterised by the development o f  patchy to pervasive turbidity (Table B l). Turbidity is a 

ubiquitous feature o f alkali-feldspars in epizonal intrusions, and is believed to reflect the 

presence o f num erous tubular m icropores on the crystal surface. These m icropores are a 

diagnostic feature o f suh-solidus re-crystallisation o f alkali-feldspars in the presence o f  a fluid 

phase (Folk, 1955; Parsons, 1978; W orden et al., 1990; Guthrie & Veblen, 1991; W alker, 

1995; Putnis, 2002; Putnis et al.. 2005; Putnis et al., 2007; Putnis & Putnis, 2007; Plumper & 

Putnis, 2009). In addition, several studies have shown that re-crystallisation o f  alkali-feldspars, 

and the generation o f microporosity/turbidity, are accom panied by 0 -iso tope  exchange and re

equilibration (e.g. Ferry, 1985b; Elsenheimer & Valley, 1993; Cole et al., 2004; N iederm eier 

et al., 2009). Thus, the presence of turbid alkali-feldspars in the altered cone sheets and 

syenites provides further evidence that meteoric w ater infiltration and associated 0 -iso to p e  

exchange were post-ciystallisation  processes, and do not reflect direct or indirect 

contamination by low -6 '*0 meteoric water during magma genesis.

Petrographic observations indicate that alkali-feldspar is the most voluminous prim ary 

mineral phase in the cone sheets and syenites. It is widely known that hydrotherm al solutions 

exchange and equilibrate very rapidly with alkali-feldspars at high tem peratures (O ’Neil & 

Taylor, 1967). The alkali-feldspar-water 0 -iso tope  per mil fractionation (A'̂ Oaikaii-feWspar-water) 

decreases with increasing tem perature, such that the 6 '*0  o f  alkali-feldspar will always be 

lower than ‘norm al’ igneous values (6-8%o) following interaction with a low -5 '*0 fluid at 

appreciable tem peratures (e.g. in excess o f  ca. 150°C for a 6'*0fluid of-6% o). At tem peratures 

lower than 150°C, A‘*Oaikaii-feidspar-water IS large and positive (>12%o), such that the 5 '*0  value o f 

alkali-feldspar will increase relative to m agm atic values, for S'^Ofiuid values down to around 

-8 % o . Taking S'^Oaikaii-feUsparas a proxy for 5'*Owhok-rock, and a local meteoric water 8 '*0  value 

o f -8 % o  (see Section 5.6.3.1). the relatively low 6 '^ 0  values in cone sheet and syenite samples 

(0.1 to 5.5%o) can be explained by sub-solidus alteration o f alkali-feldspar at temperatures 

between ~140°C and 230°C (Box B3). However, note that these values are minimum  

temperature estimates, given that the 5 '*0  o f  meteoric water m ay have been considerably
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higher due to O-isotope exchange with the relatively ‘*0-rich country rocks over time. Higher 

alteration temperatures would be more consistent with previous studies of hydrothermal 

alteration and the development o f turbidity in alkali-feldspars. For example, Parsons & Brown 

(1984) suggested a maximum temperature of 400-450°C for the development of turbidity in 

alkali-feldspars in the Klokken intrusion (south Greenland), whereas Ferry (1985b) predicted 

maximum temperatures of 350-450°C for hydrothermal alteration o f alkali-feldspars in 

Tertiary granites from the Isle of Skye. Furthermore, hydrous alteration minerals (e.g. 

phyllosilicates) only occur in very minor quantities (or are completely absent) in the majority 

of low-5'*0 cone sheet and syenite samples, indicating that the temperature of fluid-rock 

interaction must have been sufficiently high (>400°C) to prevent the stabilisation o f these 

phases. Overall, the syenite samples plot closer to the global meteoric water line than the 

majority o f cone sheet samples (which plot closer to the kaolinite weathering line of Savin & 

Epstein, 1970; Fig. 5.9), indicating that the syenites experienced the highest alteration 

temperatures in the intrusive complex. Note that O-isotope exchange between mantle-derived 

igneous rocks and seawater (S’̂ O = ~0%o) at high temperatures (300-600°C) can also produce 

relatively low whole-rock 6'*0  values (around 6%o down to around 0%o) in igneous rocks 

(Muehlenbachs, 1986). However, for our sample set, seawater-rock O-isotope exchange would 

have had to take place at temperatures up to around 640°C (i.e. when the intrusions were still 

molten or partially molten) in order to produce whole-rock 8 '*0  values as low as 0.1 %o (Box 

B4). Such high temperature fluid-rock interaction is inconsistent with the textures observed in 

the cone sheets and syenites (e.g. turbid feldspars), which clearly attest to alteration under 

cooler (<500°), sub-solidus conditions. Therefore, while seawater cannot be ruled out 

completely, it is unlikely that it was an important hydrothermal fluid source in the Tejeda 

Intrusive Complex.

Five ahered cone sheet dykes (GC181, GC261, GC262, GC184, and GC185) have 

relatively high whole-rock 6 '*0 values (6.8-10.0%o) (Fig. 5.9; Table 5.1), which can be 

attributed to sub-solidus alteration of alkali-feldspar by ambient meteoric water (5 '*0 = —8%o) 

at (minimum) temperatures between ~1 2 7 °C  and 96°C (Box B5). This estimated temperature 

range is in accordance with petrographic observations, which show that these samples contain 

turbid alkali-feldspars, as well as minerals indicative of low-temperature, retrograde alteration, 

such as clays (mainly chlorite-montmorillonite), and secondary Fe-Ti oxides (Table 5.1). Note 

that the highest 6'*0 values occur in cone sheet dykes from close to the central part of the 

swarm, consistent with enhanced retrograde alteration in this area (Fig. 5.10). Two cone sheet 

dykes (GC257 and GC258) contain deuteric mineral phases (analcime, aegirine, and alkali- 

amphibole), mrbid alkali-feldspars, and subordinate phyllosilicate phases (chlorite-
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montmorillonite), and are characterised by ‘normal' or only slightly elevated 6 ’*0  values 

(7.2%o and 8.6%o, respectively). As in the extra-caldera phonolite dykes, the 8 ‘*0  values of 

these rocks most likely reflect the combined effects o f  fractional crystallisation, precipitation 

o f ‘*0-enriched deuteric phases at high temperature (~300-500°C), and relatively minor low- 

temperature retrograde alteration.

5.6.3.5 H-isotope compositions and water concentrations o f  altered cone sheets and syenites 

The altered cone sheet dykes have whole-rock 5D values ranging from -6 2  to -149% o, 

and the altered syenite samples have whole-rock 6D values o f -9 1 ,  -9 9 , and -121% o (Table 

5.1; Figs. 5.9, 5.11). In both sample suites, the 5D values extend down to much lower values 

than those reported for most igneous hornblendes and biotites (-55  to -85% o; Taylor. 1968). 

and for the freshest cone sheet dyke sample (GC 249; 5D = -4S%o). The measured blank 

associated with the H2 0 -extraction method is extremely small, but highly negative (there is 

insufficient gas to measure the 5D accurately). It is therefore possible that the very negative 

5D values in the altered cone sheets and syenites (which contain <1 wt% HiO) represent a 

proportionally higher component from the blank. However, duplicate analysis o f  sample 

GC178 (see Table 5.1) indicates that the low 5D values are reproducible. Low-5D values o f a 

similar or greater magnitude have been reported in hydrous minerals (amphiboles) from a 

number o f other alkaline to peralkaline intusive complexes, including Ilimaussaq, Greenland 

(-232% o; Marks et a i ,  2004), Red Wine Complex, Labrador (-160% o; Sheppard, 1986b), and 

Norra Karr, Sweden (-130  and -150%o; Sheppard. 1986b). Proposed explanations for such 

low-5D values in magmatic amphibole in these intrusive complexes include exchange with 

I0W-6D meteoric-hydrothermal fluids (e.g. Taylor, 1974; Brandriss et al., 1995; Nelve et a i ,  

1994; Agemar et a i ,  1999), open-system magmatic degassing o f  water from the parental melt 

(e.g. Nabelek et a i ,  1983; Taylor et a i ,  1983; Taylor, 1986a), assimilation o f organic- 

sediments (e.g. Sheppard, 1986b), and interaction and re-equilibration o f amphiboles with D- 

depleted fluids derived from late-magmatic oxidation o f internally generated CH4 and/or H2 

(Marks et a i ,  2004). The altered cone sheet dykes o f the Tejeda Intrusive Complex preserve 

an overall trend o f decreasing 6D composition with decreasing H 2O concentration (Fig. 5.11), 

suggesting Rayleigh-type magmatic H2 0 -exsolution was a major process contributing to the 

low whole-rock 5D values in these samples (and probably also the syenites, although 

insufficient data was obtained to observe a trend). During this process, H2O-vapour exsolution 

from the crystallising parental magina would have caused the residual melt, and any late-stage, 

hydrous phases crystallising from this melt (e.g. analcime, alkali-amphibole) to become 

progressively depleted in D and H2O (see Nabelek et al., 1983; Taylor et a i ,  1983; Taylor, 

1986a). However, the correlation between 5D and H2O is relatively weak (r = 0.55),
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suggesting that any systematic relationship betw een 5D and H 2 O caused by magmatic 

degassing m ay have been partially overprinted by  retrograde hydrotherm al alteration. Given 

that ADsraectite-waier tanges from around ^ 0  to  -20%o between 20 and 150°C (Yeh, 1980), low- 

tem perature formation o f  smectitic clay minerals in equilibrium  with local meteoric water (5D 

= ca. -36%o; see Section 5 .6 .3 .1) following solidification may have resulted in slight increase 

in w hole-rock 5D value and H 2 O concentration in some samples, from initially very low 

‘degassed’ values. This is supported by the fact that the tw o most clay-rich samples (GC181, 

GC184) have among the highest 5D values (-83%o and -102%o, respectively) and H 2 O 

concentrations (0.8 wt% and 0.8 wt% , respectively) in the altered cone sheet sample suite 

(Table 5.1). However, given the overall w ater-poor nature o f the altered rocks, it is likely that 

the effect o f  smectite formation on the w hole-rock 5D and H 2 O values was relatively minor 

compared to the effect of m agm atic degassing. It is also worth noting that cone sheet dykes 

were intruded almost continuously (repose intervals o f 5-10 k.y.) over a relatively long period 

o f time (>5 Ma; Schirnick et al„ 1999). Such sustained intrusive activity m ay have resulted re

heating/m etam orphism  o f already solidified cone sheet dykes, prom oting the breakdown o f 

any hydrous deuteric or hydrothermal m inerals, and further H 2 O loss.

In contrast to the altered cone sheets and syenites, the unaltered cone sheet dyke 

(G C 249) and the extra-caldera dykes (G C 284, G C 285, and G C 286) preserve relatively high 

whole-rock 5D values ( ^ 8  to -81%o) and H 2 O concentrations (0 .9-2 .2  wt%), suggesting that 

these samples crystallised from relatively undegassed magmas (Fig. 5.11). It is possible that 

these samples were rapidly quenched upon emplacement at relatively high temperature 

(>500°C ), and that any water released from the magma was trapped in hydrous deuteric phases 

(e.g. analcime, alkali-am phibole) before being significantly depleted in deuterium. This is 

consistent with the finely crystalline, aphyric nature o f  these samples, and the presence o f 

high-tem perature alkali-feldspar (anorthoclase) in G C 249. One altered sam ple (G C 258) has a 

low H 2 O concentration (0.5 wt%), sim ilar to the rest o f  the altered cone sheets (0 .2-0.8 wt% 

H 2 O), but has an anomalously high 6D value o f  -62% o  (Fig. 5.11). Although volumetrically 

minor, petrographic and XRD results indicate that hydrous minerals (e.g. analcime, chlorite- 

m ontm orillonite) are present in this sample. Thus, the anom olously high 5D value o f  GC258  

may reflect retrograde equilibration o f these hydrous phases w ith present-day meteoric water 

(6D = -13%o), without significant addition o f  HiO.

5.6.4 Pattern of Meteoric Water Circulation

The exposed cone sheets and syenite stocks o f  the Tejeda Intrusive Com plex intrude 

>1000 m o f ignimbrites and lava flows o f the Fataga Group. At greater depth (1-3 km), 

ignimbrites o f the M ogan Group, and underlying shield basalt lavas, form the country rocks
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for unexposed cone sheets, and the associated shallow-level (2-3 km) Fataga magma system. 

The relatively porous and permeable extrusive rocks of the intra-caldera fill, and the 

underlying, fractured basalt lavas, would have been highly susceptible to infiltration of down- 

going meteoric waters. The high heat flow generated by successive cone sheet intrusions 

would have promoted radial inflow of heated groundwaters towards the intrusive complex (c f 

Larson & Taylor, 1986c). This type of flow regime has been invoked for numerous shallow- 

level, relatively simple (i.e. single-stage and/or short-lived), intrusive complexes affected by 

meteoric-hydrothermal alteration (e.g. the intrusive complexes of Mull and Skye, NW 

Scotland), and is typically reflected in a characteristic ‘bull’s eye’ pattern of decreasing 5’*0 

in the country rocks towards the intrusion, indicative of increasing fluid temperatures and/'or 

effective water-rock ratios towards the heat source (cf Forester & Taylor, 1976, 1977; Taylor 

& Forester, 1970; Criss & Taylor, 1986). This 'bu ll’s eye’ pattern is often accompanied by an 

outward decrease in 5'*0 from the centre to the margin o f the intrusion, reflecting enhanced 

infiltration and circulation of low-5'*0 meteoric-hydrothermal fluids along the contact 

between the intrusion and its surrounding country rocks (e.g. Taylor & Forester, 1970; 

Forester & Taylor, 1977; Farver & Giletti, 1989). The Tejeda Intrusive Complex, in contrast, 

shows no such systematic spatial variation in 5**0 (Fig. 5.10). Schimick et al. (1999) have 

shown that, apart from the dykes in the ALDZ, which are all part of the older generation cone 

sheet swarm (12.3-9.5 Ma), juxtaposed dykes of the younger generation have strikingly 

different ages, particularly within the AHDZ. The unusually scattered distribution of dyke ages 

within the AHDZ (and supporting structural evidence) led these authors to propose a model of 

cone sheet emplacement involving lateral expansion and contraction of a shallow, laccoHth- 

like Fataga magma chamber system. While the absence of a systematic 6'*0-distance 

correlation may partly be a result of random, fracture-orientated fluid access to the cooling 

intrusive complex (Vennemann pers. comm.), it is also possible that it is a direct reflection of 

the highly variable spatial distribution of cone sheet ages. Multiple intrusion of dykes with 

variable diameters over a period of ~5 Ma (combined with the isotopic effects induced by 

uplift and evolving fluid isotopic composition) would have almost certainly precluded the 

generation of a systematic spatial 6 '*0 pattern in the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, and would 

have overprinted any evidence of enhanced alteration/'*0-depletion that may have existed in 

the oldest dykes at the margins of the cone sheet swarm. Such overprinting of isotopic 

compositions would not be expected for relatively short-lived plutonic complexes such as 

those of e.g. the British Tertiary Igneous Province, which were emplaced in less than 1 Ma 

(see Hamilton et al., 1998; Chambers et a l ,  2005; Troll et a l ,  2008).

Whereas no systematic trend in 5'*0 was observed across the Tejeda Intrusive 

Complex, the highest 5'*0 values occur in dykes from the central part of the cone sheet swarm
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(Fig. 5.10), two of which contain significant quantities of chlorite-monmorillonite (GC181, 

GC184; Table 5.1). Schimick et al. (1999) reported that syenite stocks were intruded into the 

central low-dyke density zone at a relatively late stage (~9 Ma) in the evolution of the intrusive 

complex. This late syenite intrusion may have been accompanied by resurgent doming/uplift 

of the surrounding cone sheet dykes and overlying formations (cf. Schmincke, 1969; Le Bas, 

1971; Schimick et al., 1999), thereby promoting enhanced infiltration of cool meteoric water 

and associated retrograde clay alteration at low-temperature in the central part of the intrusive 

complex.

5.6.5 Timing of Hydrothermal Alteration

Pervasive epithermal alteration of marginal volcanic tuffs of approximately mid- to late- 

Mogan age (~13.5-13 Ma) in the Tejeda caldera has been attributed to the establishment of a 

large-scale, meteoric-hydrothermal system coinciding with the emplacement of the Fataga 

magma system between 13 and 12.5 Ma (Schmincke 1998; P ctcz Torrado et al., 2004; Cabrera 

Santana et al., 2006; Donoghue et al., 2008). The presence o f unaltered Fataga-age ignimbrites 

with an eruption age of 12.5 Ma (van den Bogaard & Schmincke, 1998), unconformably 

overlying the altered late-Mogan tuffs, suggests epithermal alteration preceded the main period 

of Fataga volcanism, and emplacement of the Tejeda Intrusive Complex (which intrudes 

dominantly Fataga volcanic rocks). The meteoric-hydrothermal alteration associated with the 

Tejeda Intrusive Complex may represent a second pulse of hydrothermal activity, generated 

and sustained entirely by cone sheet and syenite by intrusion, and temporally and spatially 

distinct from that affecting the marginal rocks of the Mogan-age Tejeda caldera. However, 

given the close temporal association between epithermal alteration and Fataga magma 

chamber emplacement, it is more likely that the hydrothermal alteration affecting the Tejeda 

Intrusive Complex represents inward-cooling or ’shrinking’ o f a single large-scale, long-lived 

hydrothermal system, that once extended to the caldera margin during initial Fataga magma 

chamber emplacement (c f Schmincke, 1998). The apparently unaltered Fataga ignimbrites at 

the margin of the Tejeda caldera may have simply ‘escaped' hydrothermal fluid-circulation as 

the hydrothermal system infiltrated the cooHng intrusive complex during and after Fataga 

volcanism. Schimick et al. (1999) place an upper hmit of 9.5 Ma on hydrothermal activity 

associated with the intrusive complex, based on the presence of altered feldspars only in the 

older generation cone sheet dykes at the margin of the complex, but not in younger generation 

dykes. However, the mineralogical and isotopic data presented in this study clearly indicates 

that both deuteric and meteoric-hydrothermal activity was spatially pervasive, affecting both 

marginal and central intrusions, and is likely to have prevailed at least until the emplacement 

of the youngest dated cone sheet dyke at 7.3 Ma (Schimick et al., 1999).
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5.6.6 A Model for the Hydrothermal Evolution of the Tejeda Intrusive Complex

The cone sheets and syenite stocks o f the Miocene Tejeda Intrusive Complex (12.3-7.3 

Ma) were emplaced at a shallow level (<2 km below sea level) into the intra-caldera volcanic 

deposits o f the Tejeda caldera, in response to recurrent replenishment o f the underlying Fataga 

magma chamber (Schimick et a i ,  1999) (Fig. 5.12). Cooling o f cone sheet magmas was 

accompanied by the expulsion o f late-magmatic, alkali-rich aqueous fluids, resulting in 

significant D- and H2O depletion in the parent magmas, the crystallisation o f Na-bearing 

deuteric minerals (analcime, alkali-amphibole, and aegirine) at relatively high temperature 

(300-500°C). Almost continuous emplacement and degassing o f the cone sheet dykes over a 

~5 Ma period resulted in the simultaneous formation o f a zone o f elevated temperatures in the 

surrounding volcanic deposits. This ‘heated zone’ promoted radial inflow o f low-5'^0 

meteoric groundwaters, forming an area o f hydrothermal circulation in the outer aureole o f the 

cooling intrusive complex (c f Taylor &  Forester, 1970; Larson &  Taylor, 1986c). Uplift 

(resurgent doming) accompanying cone sheet and syenite emplacement resulted in increased 

tensile stress and associated fracturing at a shallow level directly above the intrusive complex 

(c f Komuro, 1987). This near-surface fracture system, together with the main ring fault and 

peripheral fracture systems o f the Tejeda caldera (e.g. Troll et a i ,  2002), provided pathways 

for meteoric flu id entry and subsequent hydrothermal circulation (c f Donoghue et a i ,  2008). 

Upon solidification, the cone sheets and syenites were sufficiently cool to develop significant 

fracture permeability, allowing the surrounding meteoric-hydrothermal fluids to permeate the 

intrusive complex. Initial infiltration o f these low-5'^0 meteoric fluids was accompanied by 

the development o f patchy to pervasive turbidity in alkali-feldspar at relatively high 

temperature (>150-300°C), and significant '*0-depletion in the rocks. Progressive infiltration 

o f meteoric fluids into the cooling intrusive complex resulted in relatively minor low- 

temperature alteration (<150°C) o f magmatic and deuteric mineral phases to clay (chlorite- 

montmorillonite), decomposition o f primary Fe-Ti oxides, and the precipitation o f vein 

minerals (Mn-oxides, quartz), causing an overall increase in S '*0 values relative to ‘ normal’ 

igneous compositions in some samples. Repeated intrusion o f cone sheets w ith variable 

diameters over a period o f -5  Ma caused significant overprinting o f isotopic values, and 

inhibited the formation o f a systematic pattern o f decreasing 6 '*0  from the centre to the 

margins o f the intrusive complex. Resurgent doming associated with syenite emplacement 

promoted infiltration o f cooler meteoric water at the centre o f the intrusive complex, and 

enhanced retrograde aheration o f more central cone sheet dykes.

In all, the Tejeda Intrusive Complex provides valuable insight into the sub-volcanic part 

o f a large-scale caldera-hosted hydrothermal system, which persisted during the late-Miocene 

(13-7 Ma) on Gran Canaria. In contrast to relatively short-lived or single-stage intrusions.
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which often record relatively simple and systematic changes in mineralogical and isotopic 

composition, the hypabyssal rocks on Gran Canaria highlight the complex alteration textures 

and isotopic patterns produced in a relatively long-lived (~5 Ma), multiply intrusive system, 

reflecting progressively evolving hydrothermal conditions on a million-year timescale.
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Figure 5.1: Zoom in o f Figure 2.1. showing the cone sheets and syenites o f the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, 
the location o f the main sample traverse (red-rimmed box), and the sample area for three extra-caldera 
phonolite dykes (white-rimmed box). The cone sheet swarm is sub-divided into three concentric zones: 
CL.DZ = Central Low Density Zone, AHD Z = .Annular High Density Zone, and A LD Z  = Annular Low 
Density Zone. Star marks central axis o f radial symmetry (Sehmincke, 1998; Schimick el uL, 1999).
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Figure 5.2: Detailed map o f  the main study area (red-rimmed box in Fig. 5.1) showing the sample localities. Lithologicai units shaded as in Figure 2.1. X 
and Y co-ordinates reported using the WGS84 datum (UTM  projection).
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Figure 5.3: View o f the north face o f Mesa de Junquillo [431()00, 3095800] showing the unconformity 
between the eastward-dipping cone sheet dykes o f the Miocene Tejeda Intrusive Complex (lower left), and 
the fla t-ly ing lavas and breccias o f the Pliocene Roque Nublo group (top right).

Figure 5.4(a-d): (a) Flydrothermally altered cone sheet dykes from close to the centre o f  the cone sheet 
swarm [431753. 3096640], Note that alteration appears to be more intense in thinner dykes, and along the 
contacts betw'cen juxtaposed intrusions (beige/brown colours), while the central zones o f thicker dykes are 
more massive and appear to have escaped major alteration (purple colour), (b) Intensely altered (relatively 
clay-rich), friable cone sheet dykes from close to the centre o f  the cone sheet sw'arm, displaying green/beige 
alteration colours, (c) Sample GC179 displaying Fe-Ti oxide and M n-oxide veining, (d) Sample G CI80 
displaying a bleached orange/white colour and fluidal texture.
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Figure 5.5(a-h); (a) Alkati-feldspar phcnocryst in GC243 displaying a turbid texture and partial alteration 
to fine-grained phyllosilicates (chlorite-m ontm orillonite, b iotite) and secondary Fe-Ti oxides along 
fracture surfaces and crystal boundaries, (b) Fe-Ti oxide phenocryst in GC246 partially decomposed to 
secondary hematite/leucoxene. (c) GC249 displaying a relatively fresh fe ls itic  texture, comprising 
interlocking alkali-feldspar laths, with interstitial aegirine, alkali-aniphibole. and analcimc. (d) GCI84 
displaying pervasive replacement o f groundmass feldspar by clay minerals (chlorite-montmorillonite). (e) 
Mn-oxide veins in GC250 displaying a distinctive dendritic texture, (f) Interstitial Fe-Ti oxide in GC26I 
partially decomposed to secondary hematite/leucoxene. (g) GC252 containing strongly turbid alkali- 
feldspar laths, partially decomposed Fe-Ti oxides, and poorly crystalline aegirine overprinted by Fe-Ti 
oxides in interstices, (h) A lka li-fe ldspar laths in holocrystalline syenite (GC252) displaying well- 
developed turbid textures and partial replacement by biotite. Note also alteration o f interstitial phases to 
secondary Fe-Ti oxides and muscovite. A ll photomicrographs in PPL. apart from (h) which is in XPL.
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Figure 5.6: Total .Alkali versus Silica (TAS) diagram (Le Maitre et al.. 1989) showing the classification o f 
the altered cone sheet dykes and syenites, one fresh cone sheet dyke, and one relatively unaltered extra- 
caldcra dyke. .Abbreviations'. PB = picro-basaU. B = basalt, BA = basaltic-andesite, A  = andesite, D = 
dacite. R = rhyolite. BTA = basaltic trachy-andesite. TA  = trachy-andesitc, TD = trachy-dacite, T = 
trachyte, TE = tephrite. BS = basanite. PT = phono-tephrite, TP = tephri-phonolite, P = phonolite.
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Figure 5.7(a-h): Plots o f selected major element oxides (S i02, A I2O3. Fc203, MgO, MnO. Na20 . K2O. 
CaO) versus Z r for the altered cone sheets and syenites, the fresh conc sheet dyke, and one relatively 
unaltered extra-caldera phonolite dyke. Key as in Figure 5.6. For the cone sheet dykes, the majority o f 
major element oxides show no systematic variation w ith Zr content, apart from Na20 and K2O, which show 
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Figure 5.8(a-h): Plots o f selected incompatible (Nb, Y , Rb, and Ce) and compatible (T i, P, Sr, and Ba) trace 
elements versus Zr content for the altered cone sheets and syenites, the fresh cone sheet dyke, and one 
relatively unaltered extra-caldera phonolite dyke. Key as in Figure 5.6. Incompatible trace elements all show 
good positive correlations w ith Z r (a-d). w ith the lowest contents observed in the syenites. Compatible trace 
elements are highly concentrated in the syenites, but relatively low and constant in the cone sheet dykes (e- 
h). Best-fit trend lines and values in a-d include all data points. Bcst-fit trend lines and R^ values in e-h 
exclude syenites. Note log-scale used in (f), (g) and (h).
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Table 5.1: Primary, deiiteric, and m eleoric-hydrolherm al m ineral as.semhlages. and corre.yjonding 61). f f  ̂ O. 6 U  values, o f  in lra -ca ldera  cone sheet dykes, .syenite 

m lru s io n y jw d ^ x lra -c a ld e ra ^ h o n o lile jiv ^ ^

Sample Information Primary Magmatic 3. 4 Late-M agm atic/Deuleric’ ^ Meteoric-Hydrothermal^" Isotopes

Sample Zo ne’ DFC^

km
anorth K-spar alb aeg

amph
chl-

P tz
mont

muse
6D

%o

H2O

wt%

6 ’ ® 0

%0

Cone Sheets

G C 242 ALDZ 6.0 X X X X -106 0.4 5.5

G C 243 ALDZ 5.4 X X -126 0.4 4.9

G C 244 ALDZ 4.8 X X -115 0.4 1.7

G C 245 ALDZ 4.8 X X X -123 0.8 2.4

G C 246 ALDZ 4.8 X X X -127 0.5 0.9

G C 247 A H D Z 4.2 X X X -125 0.5 1.8

G C 248 A H D Z 4.2 X X X -129 0.6 2.1

GC171 A H D Z 4.2 X X

G C 174 A H D Z 4.2 X X X X -98 0.8 2.4

G C 249 (unaltered) A H D Z 3.7 X X X X X -48, -48 2.4, 2.0 7.1

G C 250 A H D Z 3.7 X X X -107 0.5 4.0

G C 176 A H D Z 3.5 X X X X

G C 177 A HD Z 3.5 -109 0.7

G C 178 A HD Z 3.0 -130, -142 0.5, 0.4 2.1

G C 179 A HD Z 3.0 -149 0.3 0.1

GC251 A HD Z 2.9 X X X -104 0.5 3.1

G C 255 A H D Z 2.9 X X X X -97 0.6 4.9

G C 180 A H D Z 2.4 X X -108 0.4

GC181 A H D Z 2.4 X X X -83 0.8 10.0

G C 256 A H D Z 2.3 X X X X -95 0.7 4.9

G C 257 A H D Z 2.3 X X X X X X -90 0.8 7.2



Table 5 .1 continued.

Sample Information Primary Magmatic 3. 4 Late-Magmatic/Deuteric^ * Meteoric-Hydrothermal^ * Isotopes

Sample Zone' DFC^

km
anorth K-spar alb aeg

, all<- 
anal .ampti

phlog chl-
mont qtz muse

6D

%0

HjO

wt%

6 " 0

%o

GC258 AHDZ 2.3 X X X X X -62 0.5 8.6

GC259 AHDZ 2.3 X X X -117 0.4 3.2

GC260 AHDZ 1.8 X X X -123 0.5

GC261 AHDZ 1.8 X X X -100 0.7 8.6

GC262 AHDZ 1.8 X X X -81 0.7 6.8

GC263 AHDZ 1.8 X X X X -89 0.7
GC184 AHDZ 1.7 X X X -102 0.8 8.4

GC185 AHDZ 1.7 -108 0.7 8.2
GC264 AHDZ 1.5 X X X X -110 0.7

Syenites

GC252 AHDZ 2.9 X X X X X -91 0.5 2.5

GC253 AHDZ 2.9 X X X -99 0.5 1.5

GC254 AHDZ 2.9 X X X X -121 0.6 0.9

Extra-caldera phonolite dykes
GC284 n/a 10 X X X X X X -59, -53 2.1, 2.1 8.6

GC285 n/a 10 X X X X X -81,-74 0.9, 2.1 7.5

GC286 n/a 10 X X X X X -65, -62 1.6, 2.1 7.5

^ALDZ = A nnula r Low Density Zone; AH DZ = Annu la r H igh Density Zone (see Schm incke, 1998; Schirnick e f a / . . 1999)

^DFC = 'D is tance from  Centre* = m easured 'stra ight line' d istance of each sam ple locality from  the axis o f radial sym m etry o f the cone sheet swarm  (see Schirnick, 1996; Sch irn ick e t al. , 1999)

\ a r g e  bold 'X' ind ica tes m ineral represented by m ajor peak on XRD scan, small 'x' In indicates m ineral represented b y m inor peak on XRD scan

^Abbreviations: anorlh  = anorthoclase, K -spar = K-feldspar, alb = albite. aeg = aegirine. anal = ana lc im e. a lk-am ph = a lka li-am phibole, phlog = phlogopite. ch l-m ont = ch lorite -m ontm orillon ite , qtz = quartz, m use = muscc



6 Hydrothermal Alteration, Las Canadas Caldera, Tenerife

6.1 Introduction and Aims

Hydrothermal systems develop in strato- and shield-volcanoes due to the interaction of 

heated magmatic fluids with groundwater (e.g. White et ai, 1971; Henley & McNabb, 1978; 

Henley & Ellis, 1983; White & Hedenquist, 1990; Goff & Janik, 2000). Hydrothermal fluid- 

flow and associated mineralisation are often focussed along ring faults and related structures 

formed during vertical caldera collapse, in response to the evacuation of an underlying magma 

chamber (e.g. Vames, 1963; Bethke & Rye, 1979; Elston, 1994; Goff & Gardner, 1994; 

Rytuba et a i ,  1990; Rytuba, 1994). In the Canary Islands, this phenomenon has been described 

in detail for the multi-cyclic Tejeda caldera on Gran Canaria, where pervasive, low- 

temperature alteration of caldera margin ignimbrites is unequivocally related to hydrothermal 

up-welling along peripheral structures formed during vertical caldera collapse (cf. Schmincke, 

1998; Perez Torrado et ai, 2004; Cabrera Santana et ai,  2006; Donoghue et ai, 2008; 

Chapters 2-4). In addition, pervasive wall-rock alteration and dissolution resulting from fluid- 

rock interactions can lead to weakening of a volcano’s core, and slow, gravity-driven flank 

spreading (e.g. van Wyk de Vries & Francis, 1997; Voight & Elsworth, 1997; van Wyk de 

Vries et ai, 2000; Cecchi et ai, 2005). Alteration of primary minerals (often to soft clays), 

increased pore fluid pressures due to heating (Day, 1996; Reid, 2004), and external physical 

triggers such as earthquakes, can all enhance gravitational instability of the volcanic edifice, 

and ultimately lead to catastrophic sector collapse (e.g. Walker, 1992; Lopez & Williams, 

1993; Voight & Elsworth, 1997; Siebert, 1984; Siebert et al,  1987; Reid et ai,  2001). Recent 

analogue modelling studies have also shown that caldera-like structures, including ‘horseshoe" 

shaped scarps, may result from the lateral spreading of strongly altered rocks in the core of the 

volcano, followed by vertical roof collapse along ring faults (e.g. Merle & Lenat, 2003; Cecchi 

et ai, 2005; Merle et al.. 2006; Barde-Cabusson & Merle, 2007). Thus, a detailed 

understanding of the conditions and timing of hydrothennal aUeration in caldera systems is of 

critical importance in evaluating the potential role o f fluid-rock interaction in caldera 

formation and morphology.

The origin of the spectacular Las Canadas caldera on Tenerife (Canary Islands) is 

highly controversial, and has been widely debated in the literature for decades. The 

controversy largely centres on the open-to-the north or ‘horseshoe" shape of the caldera wall. 

Numerous authors have drawn a morphological analogy between the Las Canadas caldera wall 

and the indisputable lateral collapse scars of Giiimar and La Orotava, and, in combination with 

detailed stratigraphic and geochronological studies, have proposed an origin for the caldera by 

repeated lateral flank collapse (Bravo, 1962; Navarro & Coello, 1989; Carracedo, 1994; Watts
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& Mason, 1995; Teide Group, 1997; Cantagrel et a i,  1999; Ablay & Hiirlimann, 2000). Other 

authors have highlighted the association between Canadas collapse events and the explosive 

eruption of large volumes of phonolitic magma. On the basis of stratigraphical, structural, 

volcanological, geochronological, and geophysical data, these authors support an origin by 

vertical collapse for the Las Caiiadas caldera (e.g. Arana, 1971; Ridley, 1971; Ortiz et a i, 

1986; Vieira et a!., 1986; Marti et a l, 1994, 1996, 1997; Bryan et a i, 1998, 2000; Ablay & 

Kearey, 2000; Brown & Branney, 2004; Bryan, 2006; Edgar et a i, 2007). With regard to the 

latter model, it has been fiirther proposed by Marti & Gudmundsson (2000) that the complex 

scalloped form of the caldera wall, and the stratigraphy and chronology of the caldera wall 

deposits, may have resulted from the migration of magma chambers, due to changes in the 

local stress field following several distinct, overlapping, vertical caldera collapse episodes. 

While the dominant mechanism o f formation for the caldera is still a matter o f debate, it has 

long been recognised by both schools o f thought that the Las Canadas caldera combines 

characteristics o f both lateral and vertical collapse (Bravo, 1962; MacFarlane & Ridley, 1968; 

Ridley, 1971; Navarro & Coello, 1989; Carracedo, 1994; Marti et a i, 1994, 1996; Edgar et ai, 

2007). It has been proposed by Marti et al. (1997) that vertical collapses may, in fact, have 

played a major role in triggering lateral collapses, based on the coincidence between the 

formation o f the Orotava and Icod valleys, and the inferred Guajara and Diego Hernandez 

vertical caldera collapse events. However, this has been disputed by Ancochea et a l  (1998), 

who argue that the existence of three mafic-felsic cycles, and the ages of the lateral and 

inferred vertical collapse episodes proposed by Marti et al. (1997), are questionable, and that a 

cause-effect connection between vertical and lateral collapse episodes cannot be clearly 

demonstrated by the available data.

To date, hydrothermal alteration associated with the Las Canadas caldera, and on 

Tenerife in general, has received limited attention. Rodriguez Losada & Martinas Frias (1998) 

report Fe-oxide and sulphide mineralization and associated chloritic alteration in the nepheline 

syenites and alkali gabbros of the Tenerife alkaline intrusive complex, which the authors 

attribute to interaction with sulphide bearing, magmatic-hydrothermal fluids. Wolff et al. 

(2000) report low whole-rock 6'*0 values (down to 0.0%o) for nepheline syenite xenoliths in 

phonolitic ignimbrites of the Diego Hernandez Formation (see Section 6.2), and suggest the 

existence of a buried, hydrothermally altered intrusive complex, in which the fluid was 

meteoric in origin. Rodriguez Losada et al. (2000) describe jasper + celadonite ± hematite ± 

magnetite ± siderite ± calcite ± kaersutite ± ilmenite mineralization in ankaramite basalts 

deposited under sub-marine conditions from the base of the Anaga peninsula. Pous et al. 

(2002) carried out a magnetotelluric study in order to image the interior of the Las Canadas 

caldera, and report a narrow and marked high conductive anomaly running parallel and in
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close proximity to the present caldera wall. These authors suggest the anomaly may be caused 

by the presence of highly fractured rocks and fossil hydrothermal alteration along the 

structural border of the caldera. Present-day hydrothermal activity has been highlighted by 

Araiia et al. (2000), who consider it to be the cause of a short wave-length magnetic low over 

the Teide volcano. The presence of hydrothermal fluids has also been proposed to explain 

other geophysical anomalies in the Las Canadas caldera (Ortiz et al., 1986; Jimenez & Garcia 

Fernandez, 1996; Gottsmann et a i, 2006). Together, the above studies highlight the 

importance of hydrothermal activity during the early evolution of Tenerife, and also during 

more recent volcanic activity. However, no attempt has yet been made to characterize and date 

the alteration of the silicic rocks associated with the Las Caiiadas caldera, or to evaluate the 

potential influence of hydrothermal alteration on vertical and lateral collapse episodes, and 

ultimately caldera formation.

The first half of this chapter focuses on the mineral paragenesis of a suite of 

hydrothermally altered extrusive rocks collected from two key localities within the Las 

Canadas caldera, Los Azulejos and Los Roques de Garcia. In combination with O- and H- 

isotope data, the temperature range for alteration is estimated, and the main fluid source in the 

hydrothennal system is determined. In the second half of the chapter, K-Ar ages for 

hydrothermal illite are reported from both sample localities, and the timing of alteration is 

placed in the context of the overall evolution of the Las Caiiadas caldera. Finally, the potential 

links between hydrothermal alteration and caldera formation are discussed, and the relative 

roles of lateral and vertical collapse processes are evaluated in light of the new mineralogical, 

stable isotope, and K-Ar age data.

6.2 Geological Setting and Stratigraphy o f the Canadas Edifice

Tenerife (Fig. 6.1) is the largest island of,the Canary Archipelago (2058 km^), and the 

third highest intra-plate volcanic island on Earth, after Mauna Loa and Muana Kea in Hawaii 

(c f Marti & Wolff, 2000; Carracedo & Day, 2002; Pous et al., 2002). The basal, subaerial part 

of Tenerife was constructed by fissure eruptions of ankaramites, basanites, and alkali-basalts 

between ~12-3.3 Ma (Ancochea et al., 1990), which together make up the ‘Old Basahic 

Series’ (Fiister et a i, 1968). The formations of the ‘Old Basaltic Series’ formed several shield 

volcanoes, the remains of which are now exposed at the three corners of the island -  the Anaga 

Peninsula in the NE, the Teno M assif in the NW, and Roque del Conde M assif in the S (Fig. 

6.1). The Old Basaltic Series has minor interbedded phonolitic pyroclastic rocks with an 

approximate age of 9 Ma, indicating that differentiated magmas were also being produced 

during the early shield building stage (cf. W olff et al., 2000). Towards the end of this period 

(at ~3.5 Ma), volcanic activity was concentrated in the central part of Tenerife, where the
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development of shallow, phonolitic magma chambers gave rise to the Canadas Central 

Volcanic Complex (Arana, 1971; Ancochea et al„ 1990; Marti et a l, 1994).

The southern slopes of Tenerife form part of the Cafiadas edifice (Arana, 1971), a large 

composite stratovolcano, the summit of which culminates in a large depression known as the 

Las Caiiadas caldera at -2000 m a.s.l (see Section 6.3). The Canadas edifice is assumed to 

overly an erosional unconformity at the top of the Old Basaltic Series (Ancochea et a l,  1990). 

Morphological reconstructions suggest the edifice had a summit elevation of <3000 m, and 

was elongated in a NNW-SSW direction (Araiia, 1971). The Canadas edifice was delineated 

by sets of volcanic vents occurring parallel to the main regional tectonic trends (NE-SW and 

NW-SE), and in close proximity to the presently exposed caldera wall (Marti et a l ,  1994). 

Only the upper -1000 m of the Canadas edifice is exposed in the deposits of caldera wall, the 

stratigraphy of which is yet to be fully resolved. Fuster et al. (1968) and Arana (1971) 

distinguish two main depositional 'series’. Lower Caiiadas and Upper Canadas. Ancochea et 

al. (1990) distinguish two edifices, Cafiadas I and Canadas II, each culminating with a large- 

scale ignimbrite eruption (the Adeje Ignimbrite and the Arico Ignimbrite, respectively). Marti 

et al. (1994) divide the caldera wall deposits into a dominantly mafic to intermediate Lower 

Group (>3.5 to <2 Ma), and an Upper Group (1.6-0.17 Ma), comprising the phonolitic 

pyroclastic and basaltic products of three volcanic cycles, each of which lasted >200 ka. and 

culminated in vertical caldera collapse (Marti et al., 1994; Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000; Fig. 

6.2). The Upper Group of Marti et al. (1994) is divided into three formations - the Ucanca 

Formation (1.59-1.18 Ma), the Guajara Formation (850-650 ka), and the Diego Hernandez 

Formation (370-170 ka) - comprising the products of each of the three volcanic cycles, 

respectively. These authors suggest the formation age of the present Las Caiiadas caldera is 

constrained by the age of the upper-most welded ignimbrites of Ucanca Formation (1.18 Ma) 

and the upper most unit of the Diego Hernandez Formation (179 ka). During the deposition of 

the Upper Group, the focus of felsic volcanic activity migrated from west to east (cf. Marti et 

a l. 1994; Bryan et al., 1998). An alternative stratigraphy has been proposed by Ancochea et 

al. (1995, 1999), based on volcano-stratigraphic and geochronological data (Fig. 6.2). These 

authors suggest that the Canadas edifice grew in three main constructive phases, Canadas I 

(3.5-2.6 Ma), Caiiadas II (2.3-2.0 Ma), and Cafiadas III (1.1-0.15 Ma), with activity centred in 

diverse locations within the Las Cafiadas caldera during each phase. These constructive phases 

were punctuated by several destructive and eruptive phases, represented by large-scale debris 

avalanche deposits and pyroclastic units, respectively (c f  Cantagrel et a l, 1999; Huertas et al., 

2002). Cantagrel et al. (1999) propose that the present Las Cafiadas caldera formed by 

catastrophic lateral collapse at the end o f the Cafiadas III constructive phase (<0.15 Ma), 

followed by renewed volcanic activity and construction of the Pico Viejo and Teide volcanoes
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(Canadas IV phase). A revised version of the stratigraphy of Ancochea ei al. (1999) has been 

proposed by Huertas et al. (2002), based on detailed Ar-Ar dating of felsic pyroclastic units 

(Fig. 6.3). These authors emphasise the importance of explosive volcanic activity prior to 1 

Ma, and define four main pyroclastic phases in the Canadas edifice during the last 2 Ma: (1) 

the San de Rambla phase (~2Ma) which is represented by a Hmited number of outcrops 

exposed on the north flank of the island, and corresponds to the lower eruptive units of the 

Canadas 11 phase of Ancochea el al. (1999), (2) the Adeje phase (1.5-1.8 Ma), corresponding 

to the upper eruptive units of the Caiiadas II phase of Ancochea et al. (1999), (3) the A m ^icas 

phase (1.1-0.9 Ma), and (4) the Bandas del Sur phase (0.7-0.15 Ma), corresponding to the 

lower and upper eruptive units of the Canadas III phase o f Ancochea et al. (1999), 

respectively. Based on these age data, the authors suggest that a vertical collapse caldera, 

resuhing from multiple, large volume ignimbrite eruptions, may have existed as early as 1.5- 

1.8 Ma. Further details on the structure, lithology, and geochronology of the Canadas edifice 

can be found in e.g. Fiister, 1968, Arana & Brandle (1969), Arafia (1971), Ridley (1970, 

1971), and Bryan et al. (1998, 2000). The morphology and structural features of the Las 

Canadas caldera, and current theories on its origin, are discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.

Contemporaneous with growth of the Cafiadas edifice, basaltic eruptions took place 

from a series of vents along the SW-NE trending ‘Dorsal Ridge', forming the mafic lavas and 

scoria of the ‘Dorsal Series’ (Piaster et al., 1968; Ancochea et al., 1990). A large number of 

monogenetic basaltic volcanoes formed elsewhere on the island, particularly along the 

Santiago del Teide Ridge extending NW from the caldera (’NW rift'. Fig. 6.1), and at the 

interior of the caldera, which together constitute the ‘Recent Basaltic Series’ (Fiister et a l, 

1968). The most recent phase of central volcanism on Tenerife is represented by the active 

Teide-Pico Viejo volcanic complex, which has developed within the northern sector of the Las 

Cafiadas caldera over the last 175 ka (e.g. Araiia et al., 2000; Carracedo et al., 2007). Teide 

and Pico Viejo are two large overlapping stratovolcanoes whose summits are ~2.5 km apart, 

with the maximum altitude corresponding to the youngest summit of Teide, at 3718 m. The 

western part of the Las Cafiadas caldera is partially infillled by the mafic to intermediate lava 

flows from Pico Viejo volcano, whereas the central part o f the caldera is infilled by the 

basaltic and phonolitic products of Teide volcano. Lavas from Teide volcano also flowed out 

of the caldera to bury the northern slopes of the island (e.g. Arafia et al., 2000, Carracedo et 

al., 2007).

6.3 Physical Characteristics of the Las Cafiadas Caldera

The Las Cafiadas caldera is a semi-elliptical depression measuring 1 6 x 9  km, and is 

one of the most spectacularly exposed caldera depressions in the world (e.g. Marti et al., 1994,
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1999; Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000; Ancochea et al., 1999; Fig. 6.4). The morphological 

boundary o f the caldera comprises several scalloped walls, and is exposed for -2 7  km along 

the SW, SE, E and NE sectors (e.g. Marti et al., 1994). The caldera wall is open to the north, 

apart from an isolated segment. La Fortaleza, which is part of the Tigaiga massif (Ibarrola et 

al.. 1993). The Las Caiiadas caldera is divided into two unequal-sized sectors by the ~2 km- 

long Los Roques de Garcia spur (see Section 6.4.2), with the western depression -150  m 

deeper than the eastern one (c f Marti et al., 1994, 1997; Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000). The 

maximum depth of the caldera is 600 m below the top of the caldera wall at Guajara (2717 m

а.s.l.). Two boreholes drilled in the central-eastern part of the caldera penetrated more than 

500 m of mafic and intermediate lavas of the post-caldera Teide-Pico Viejo complex, but did 

not intersect the pre-caldera rocks beneath, indicating a minimum amount of subsidence of the 

original caldera of ~ 1100 m (c f Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000). Structural features associated 

with the Las Caiiadas caldera include phonolitic radial dykes, cone sheets, vertical concentric 

dykes, concentric normal faults, and minor reverse radial faults (Marti et al., 1994, 1997). 

Based on the aerial distribution o f intrusions, Marti & Gudmundsson (2000) suggested that at 

least two spatially and temporally distinct phonolitic magma chambers may have existed. 

Radial dykes and cone-sheets are thought to reflect inflation of an underlying magma chamber, 

and are typically intersected by vertical concentric dykes, which have been linked to magma 

chamber decompression and caldera collapse (Roberts, 1970; Marti et al., 1994; 

Gudmundsson, 1998; Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000). The existence of caldera ring fractures is 

suggested by vertically to steeply inward-dipping concentric dykes parallel to the margin of 

the caldera (Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000).

б.4 Sampling Areas -  Background and Field Observations

6.4.1 Los Azulejos

Pervasively altered, in situ phonolitic lavas and ignimbrites are exposed sporadically 

for ~3000 m along strike in the S and SW sectors of the Las Caiiadas caldera wall, between 

~2000 and ~2700 m a.s.l. (Figs. 6.4, 6.5). As on Gran Canaria, the altered rocks display 

distinctive bright green-beige alteration colours, and are locally known as ‘Los Azulejos’. The 

eruption age of the altered phonolites has not been determined. However, Marti et al. (1994) 

suggest they are among the oldest deposits of the Canadas edifice exposed in the caldera wall 

(around 3.0-3.3 Ma), and form the oldest part of the ‘Lower Group’ (~3.3-2.0 Ma). Huertas et 

al. (2002) suggest the Azulejos deposits may be slightly younger, belonging to the Lower 

Ucanca unit of Marti et al. (1994), and are equivalent to the oldest units o f  the Adeje 

ignimbrite (1.6-1.9 Ma). Nine well-exposed and easily accessible Los Azulejos outcrops were 

selected for sampling, and a total o f 34 samples were collected covering all recognizable
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alteration styles (Table C l). The northern limit o f the sample traverse [340268 3122530] 

coincides with the ‘Azulejos Fault Zone' described by Galindo et al. (2005). Based on a 

structural study of the western caldera wall, these authors identified what is thought to be a 

steep, SE-dipping normal fault (the ‘Azulejos fault') at this locality, separating the intensely 

fractured and altered breccias of the lower part of the Roque de Garcia spur to the north (see 

Section 6.4.2) from the Azulejos deposits of the caldera wall to the south (Fig. 6.7b). Galindo 

et al. (2005) also suggest that the Azulejos deposits may, in fact, form part of a more extensive 

NE-SW trending graben structure (the ‘Azulejos Graben'), bounded to the north by the 

Azulejos normal fault, and to the south by the Ucanca normal fault (see Fig. 2 of Galindo et 

al., 2005). The SW limit of the sample traverse [338063 3121344] coincides approximately 

with the SW limit o f this possible graben structure. The gird references for all samples are 

given in Table C l, and corresponding sample localities are shown in Figure 6.5. A selection of 

alteration features from this locality are shown and described in Figures 6.7a-e.

6.4.2 Los Roques de Garcia

The Roques de Garcia spur separates the Ucanca and Guajara depressions in the S and 

SW part of the Las Canadas caldera (Figs. 6.4, 6.6), and extends for ~2 km in a NW direction 

from the caldera wall below Guajara peak [340268 3122530]. The lower part of the spur 

comprises a sequence of chaotic, pyroclastic or polygenic breccias (cf. Cantagrel et al., 1999), 

containing angular to sub-rounded blocks (up to 1.5 m) o f welded ignimbrite, set in an 

intensively crushed, lithic ignimbrite matrix. The breccias display sporadic alteration along the 

length of the spur (Figs. 6.7f-h). In general, the breccia matrix is far more pervasively altered 

than the blocks it encloses, and displays alteration features similar to those seen in the in situ 

Azulejos deposits in the caldera wall (e.g. veining/fluidal textures; green/beige alteration 

colours; Figs. 6.7a-d). The breccia blocks are relatively massive and unaltered, apart from rare 

alteration rims and veinlets. The upper part of the Roques de Garcia spur comprises 

undeformed, and relatively unaltered, bedded volcaniclastic sediments (cf. Cantagrel et al., 

1999). Numerous concentric (inclined cone sheets and vertical concentric dykes) and radial 

phonolitic dykes cut the Roques de Garcia spur (Marti et al., 1994). These dykes are 

petrographically fresh, and are thought to be feeder dykes for explosive volcanic eruptions 

(Marti era/., 1997).

The origin and age of the Roques de Garcia spur has received limited attention in the 

literature to date. Cantagrel et al. (1999) interpret the breccias at the base o f the spur as the 

proximal facies of a debris-avalanche deposit resulting from a catastrophic lateral collapse of 

the Caiiadas edifice (the ‘Roques de Garcia avalanche’), and suggest that the legacy of this 

avalanche is the western segment of the present Las Canadas caldera wall. These authors
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report (K-Ar?) ages of 1.7 Ma and 1.4 Ma for a ‘phonolitic fragm ent' and an ‘intrusion (or 

megablock) ' within the breccia, respectively, and an age of 1.3 Ma for an inward dipping dyke 

(presumably cross-cutting the breccia). Therefore, they conclude that the materials involved in 

the debris avalanche are similar in age to the youngest intact rocks of the Cafiadas 11 phase 

(2.3-1.4 Ma) of Ancochea et al. (1999). Cantagrel et al. (1999) also report an age of 0.43 Ma 

for a dyke crosscutting the upper volcaniclastic deposits of the spur, and an age of 0.6 Ma for a 

radial dyke cross-cutting the Lower Ucanca unit o f Marti et al. (1994). Based on all available 

age data, these authors suggest an age o f ca. 1.4-1.0 Ma for the Roques de Garcia avalanche 

event, but note that it may have occurred <0.9 Ma or <0.6 Ma, depending on whether or not 

the headwall of the fault of the avalanche caldera is interpreted to cut the uppermost part of the 

section at Guajara (cf. Ancochea et al., 1995; Marti et a l,  1997). While the chaotic nature of 

the basal deposits of the Roques de Garcia spur are certainly indicative of a debris flow origin, 

Marti et al. (1994) and Marti & Gudmundsson (2000) suggest that the ridge marks the 

structural boundary or intersection point between the overlapping Ucanca (1.02 Ma) and 

Guajara (0.57 Ma) collapse calderas (see Fig. 2 in Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000), and is 

simply a caldera-wall remnant. The relative merits of both of these hypotheses are discussed 

below in light of new mineralogical, stable isotope, and K-Ar data on the hydrothermally 

altered deposits.

For the purposes of this study, samples of variably altered ignimbrite matrix from the 

breccia deposit were taken at various localities along the spur, covering the range of observed 

alteration styles. A small number o f relatively unaltered breccia clasts were also taken for 

reference. Eight dykes cross-cutting the altered rocks were sampled for an Ar-Ar feldspar 

dating study, in order to obtain an upper constraint on the depositional age of the breccia, and 

the associated alteration event(s). All sample localities from the Roques de Garcia spur are 

shown in Figure 6.6, and corresponding grid references are given in Table C l. Selected 

alteration features from the breccia deposits are shown in Figures 6.7f-h, with accompanying 

field descriptions.

6.5 Analytical Methods

6.5.1 Petrography and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

Polished, 30 |^m-thick sections o f representative samples were viewed in plane 

polarised and crossed polarised light using an Olympus BH-2 petrographic microscope, 

attached to a Nikon digital camera at the optics laboratory of Trinity College Dublin (see 

Section 3.1.1). XRD analyses were carried out on 26 whole-rock samples from Los Azulejos, 

and 21 whole-rock samples from Los Roques de Garcia. All samples were prepared and 

analysed for XRD according to the method described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.1.2).
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6.5.2 Whole-Rock O- and H-lsotopes

Whole-rock samples were analysed for their D/H and ratios and H 2O

concentrations using a Delta XP duel inlet gas source mass spectrometer at the University o f 

Cape Town, South Africa. A ll O- and H-isotope data are reported in the familiar ‘ 5’ notation 

where 5 = 1000*((Rsampic-RstandardVRstandard) and R = '* 0 / ‘^0 Or D/H. Powdered samples were 

prepared for D/H and '*0 / '*0  determination using the methods described in Chapter 3 (Section 

3.1.5). For H-isotope analysis, sample sizes o f 50-100 mg were used, and reacted with 100-150 

mg o f ‘ Indiana’ Zn to reduce the liberated water to H 2 . The analytical errors' for 5D and H 2O ' 

are typically o f the order o f ±  2%o ( la )  and 0.10 wt% ( la ) ,  respectively, but the error on 6D 

may be somewhat higher in those samples with low concentrations o f H 2O" (cf. Harris et a!., 

2005). The analytical error for 6 '*0  is about ±0.1 %o ( la )  for all samples.

6.5.3 K-Ar Dating (Hydrothermal Illite)

A total o f six K -A r age determinations (including one replicate) were made on the 

<2.0 )am sub-fractions o f five illite  samples (TF14, TF19, TF23 from Los Azulejos, and TF56 

and SI from Los Roques de Garcia) by Dr. Horst Zwingmann, CSIRO Petroleum Resources, 

Kensington, Australia. The K -A r dating method was employed instead o f the A r-A r dating 

method, as A r-A r dating o f fme-grained clay minerals is typically associated with large losses 

o f neutron induced '^^Ar during, or subsequent to, sample irradiation (^^Ar-recoil). K -A r 

determinations were also made on <0.4 |am and <0.1 |im illite  sub-fractions from samples 

TF14 and TF19 (Los Azulejos). Attempts to separate sub-fractions finer than 0.2 |Am from all 

other samples proved unsuccessful (H. Zwingmann, pers. comm.). The description below o f 

the methodology used for K -A r illite  dating has been provided by Dr. Zwingmann.

Before clay separation, the hand samples were reduced into 1 cm^ chips and gently 

disaggregated by using a repetitive, freeze-thaw technique to avoid (as much as possible) 

artificial reduction o f the detrital rock components (Liewig et al., 1987). Grain size fractions 

(<2.0, <0.4, <0.1 nm) were separated in distilled water using high-speed ultra-centrifugation. 

The size separations were controlled by a laser particle sizer. A  JEOL 2010 TEM (200 kv) was 

used for detailed grain-by-grain characterization o f the <0.1 and <0.4 jim  clay mineral 

fractions as suggested by Hamilton et al. (1989). Clay particle morphologies were investigated 

as well as the grain-size distribution w ithin the fractions. An introduction into TEM 

investigations o f clay minerals can be found in Sudo et al. (1981). One drop o f clay solution 

was loaded on a micro-carbon grid film  and dried under air. Mineralogy o f individual particles 

was investigated by an attached EDS system.

' Errors were determined from reproducibility of laboratory standards.
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The K-Ar dating technique follows standard methods described in detail elsewhere 

(Dalrymple & Lanphere, 1969; Faure, 1986). The potassium content o f each sample was 

determined in duplicate by atomic absorption (Varian Spectra AA 50), using cesium at 1000 

ppm concentration for ionization suppression. Two ~50 mg sample ahquots were dissolved 

with HF and HNO3 (see e.g. Heinrichs & Herrman, 1990). The samples, once in solution, were 

diluted to within a range o f  0.3 to 1.5 ppm K for the atomic absorption analysis. The pooled 

relative error o f duplicate K determination o f all samples and standards is better than 2%. The 

K blank was measured at 0.40 ppm = 0.000040% K. Ar isotopic determinations were 

performed using a procedure similar to that described by Bonhomme et al. (1975).

Samples were pre-heated under vacuum at 80°C for several hours to reduce the 

amount o f  atmospheric Ar adsorbed onto the mineral surfaces during sample handling. Argon 

was extracted from the separated mineral fractions by fusing the samples within a vacuum line 

serviced by an on-line ^*Ar spike pipette. The isotopic composition o f the spiked Ar was 

measured with a high sensitivity on-line VG3600 mass spectrometer. The ^*Ar spike was 

calibrated against standard biotite GA1550 (McDougall & Roksandic, 1974). After fusion of 

the samples in a low-blank Heine resistance furnace, the released gases were subjected to a 

two-stage purification procedure, with a CuO getter for the first step, and two Ti getters and a 

SORB-AC getter for the second step. Blanks for the extraction line and mass spectrometer 

were systematically determined, and the mass discrimination factor was determined 

periodically by air shots. About 25 mg o f sample material was required for argon analysis.

During the study several international standards and airshots were analyzed. The 

results are summarized in Table C3. The error for argon analyses is below 1.00% and the 

average ‘*°Ar/^*Ar value o f  the airshots yielded 295.45 ± 0.21. The K-Ar ages were calculated 

using ‘*°K abundance and decay constants recommended by Steiger & Jager (1977). The age 

uncertainties take into account the errors during sample weighing, ^*Ar/^^Ar and ''°Ar/^*Ar 

measurements, and K analysis. K-Ar age errors are reported with 2a  uncertainty.

6.5.4 Ar-Ar Dating (Magmatic Feldspar) - Work in Progress

Ar-Ar dating o f  magmatic feldspars from fresh phonohte dykes cross-cutting the altered 

debris avalanche deposits o f  the Roques de Garcia spur is currently being carried out in 

collaboration with Dr. Anders Schersten (Lund University, Sweden). To date, electron 

microprobe (EMP) analysis has been carried out on feldspars from eight dyke samples by F. 

Deegan (Uppsala University, Sweden), and those displaying the most suitable feldspars for Ar- 

Ar dating have been selected. It is anticipated that the Ar-Ar dyke ages viall provide an upper 

limit on the depositional age o f  the debris avalanche deposits, and the age o f  associated 

hydrothermal alteration as deduced from K-Ar illite dating.
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6.6 Results

6.6.1 Petrography

Petrographic descriptions of individual samples from Los Azulejos (n = 7) and Los 

Roques del Garcia (n = 13) are given in Table C2, and a summary of the main petrographic 

features of each sample suite is given below. Hand sample photos and photomicrographs 

showing a variety of alteration textures are shown in Figures 6.8a-d and 6.9a-d, respectively. 

All colours quoted below refer to the appearance of a particular mineral in plane-polarized 

light (PPL), unless otherwise stated.

6.6.1.1 Los Azulejos

Phenocryst assemblages in altered ignimbrites from Los Azulejos are dominated by 

alkali-feldspar (~10-15 vol%), and minor Fe-Ti oxides. Feldspar phenocrysts are typically 

disarticulated, subhedral to anhedral, and range from 1-2.5 mm in size. In the majority of 

samples, feldspar phenocrysts display a mottled brown-grey colour, and have been partially 

altered to fine-grained phyllosilicate minerals (chlorite, sericite, smectite) along crystal 

boundaries and fractured surfaces (e.g. TF13, TF28). More rarely, feldspar phenocrysts have 

been completely pseudomorphed by secondary clay minerals (e.g. TF28). In a number o f 

samples, trails of tiny <0.1 mm opaque inclusions were identified in feldspar phenocrysts, 

creating a distinctive turbid texture (e.g. TF14). Feldspar phenocrysts may be concentrically 

(TF14) or radially (TF16) zoned, and often display selective alteration of particular zones or 

along zone boundaries. Very rarely, feldspar phenocrysts are euhedral, and preserve a 

relatively fresh appearance in thin section (e.g. TF63). Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts are generally 

<0.5 mm in size, and partially decomposed to secondary hematite/leucoxene (e.g. TF14, 

TF21).

Groundmass assemblages are dominated by alkali-feldspar, which forms randomly 

orientated, often disarticulated crystallites (<0.2 mm). In virtually all samples, groundmass 

feldspar has been pervasively altered to fine-grained phyllosilicate minerals (e.g. smectite, 

chlorite, sericite). Chlorite is particularly prevalent in TF28, where it selectively replaces 

fiamme, and forms distinctive <2 mm wide, green veins cross-cutting the groundmass. 

Analcime occurs in the groundmass of numerous samples (e.g. TF21, TF 28), where it 

typically forms clusters of sub-equidimensional, isotropic crystallites (typically <0.1 mm) in 

the interstices of feldspar laths. More rarely, analcime forms isolated crystals up to 0.3 mm 

(micro-phenocrysts?) cross-cutting groundmass feldspar. In the majority of samples, analcime 

appears to have escaped clay alteration. Numerous samples display conspicuous veining in the 

groundmass, creating a pronounced fiuidal texture (e.g. TF13, TF28). Individual veins are 

typically <0.5 mm wide, and comprise a mixture of fine-grained phyllosilicate minerals and
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secondary Fe-Ti oxides. Interlocking veinlets may surround angular areas of less pervasive 

alteration in the groundmass (e.g. TF16, TF21, TF23), creating a distinctive ‘brecciated’ 

texture. In some samples, Fe-Ti oxide crystallites are finely disseminated throughout the 

groundmass (e.g. TF13), and display partial decomposition to secondary Fe-Ti oxides 

(hematite/leucoxene). In other samples (e.g. TF63), 2-3 mm localised ‘domains’ of intense Fe- 

Ti oxide aheration vi êre identified (e.g. TF63). Dendritic Mn-oxide veinlets occur in the 

groundmasses of TF21 and TF63, but are otherwise relatively rare. In some samples, the 

groundmass is strongly silicified (e.g. TF13), and composed mainly of microcrystalline quartz 

and minor feldspar. Plagioclase-rich, basaltic lithic clasts occur in numerous samples (e.g. 

TF14, TF21). The lithic clasts are generally sub-angular to rounded, and typically range from 

0.5-3 mm in diameter, but may be up to 4 mm across (TF21). Plagioclase crystallites within 

the lithic clasts often display a pronounced directed texture (trachytoidal), and are partially 

altered to fine-grained phyllosilicate minerals (mainly smectite and chlorite, more rarely 

muscovite or biotite), Fe-oxides, and minor quartz (Figs. 6.9a, b). Relatively plagioclase-poor 

lithic clasts also occur in some samples, and are dominated by Fe-Ti oxides displaying strong 

alteration to secondary hematite and/or leucoxene (Fig. 6.9d). Both plagioclase-rich and 

plagioclase-poor basaltic lithics display 0.5-1 mm wide alteration rims comprising a fine

grained mixture of clay minerals and secondary Fe-oxides (Fig. 6.9c).

6.6.1.2 Los Roques de Garcia

The main primary phenocryst phase in altered samples form Los Roques de Garcia is 

alkali-feldspar, along with minor Fe-Ti oxide. Feldspar phenocrysts are relatively rare in all 

samples (<5 vol%), and are typically disarticulated and partially replaced by fine-grained 

phyllosilicate minerals along crystal boundaries and fractured surfaces where they do occur 

(e.g. TF56). In TF69 and TF74, glomerocrysts of relatively fresh feldspar up to 3 mm in 

diameter were identified, with individual phenocrysts showing only minor replacement by 

smectite, mica, and/or secondary Fe-oxides along crystal intersections. In TF74, a number o f 

feldspar phenocrysts display a characteristic turbid texture, picked out by trails o f <0.1 mm 

opaque inclusions. Rare, relatively fi'esh microcline phenocrysts, showing distinctive cross- 

hatched twinning, occur in TF74 and TF78.

Primary groundmass minerals (mainly alkali-feldspar, and minor Fe-Ti oxides) display 

pervasive alteradon to fine-grained phyllosihcates (smectite, chlorite, mica), finely crystalline 

quartz, and secondary Fe-Ti oxides (hematite/leucoxene) (e.g. TF55, TF56). Dark brown 

veinlets (<0.5 mm wide) composed o f secondary Fe-Ti oxides and clays were identified in 

numerous samples (e.g. TF58, TF66), where they form an interlocking, ‘net-like’ structure, 

surrounding lighter coloured areas of less intense alteration, where relatively fresh feldspar
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crystallites are preserved (e.g. TF66). More irregular, isotropic patches up to 4 mm in diameter 

o f Fe-Ti oxide alteration occur in e.g. TF58, TF69, and are typically surrounded by <1 mm 

haloes o f  secondary hematite, and associated w ith strong chlorite alteration in the groundmass. 

A primary trachytic groundmass texture can be identified in som e areas o f  TF69, and 

comprises relatively fresh, ahgned alkali-feldspar crystalhtes (<0.5 mm) and interstitial 

prim ary Fe-Ti oxides. In TF67, <0.5 mm crystallites o f  pyrite are finely disseminated 

throughout the groundmass. Rounded cavities infilled by random ly orientated interlocking 

crystals of calcite were also identified in this sample. Veins up to 0.5 mm wide com posed o f 

calcite and minor quartz also cross-cut the groundm ass o f  TF69, with some calcite crystals 

displaying minor overprinting by  Fe-oxide. A nalcim e is ubiquitous in the groundmass of 

TF56, 58 and 59 where it forms distinctive clusters o f  subhedral isotropic crystallites, or, more 

rarely individual crystals in interstices.

Plagioclase-rich, basaltic lithic clasts are com m on in altered samples from Los Roques 

de Garcia. The clasts typically range from 0.5 to 3 m m  in diameter (TF59, TF67), but m ay be 

up to 6 mm in diameter (TF58). The clasts typically have irregular boundaries, and are often 

surrounded by poorly crystalhne, opaque haloes o f  secondary Fe-Ti-oxides. Within individual 

xenoliths, feldspar crystallites display partial replacem ent by m uscovite along crystal 

boundaries and intersections (e.g. TF66). W here xenoliths are particularly common and 

dominate over the ignimbrite groundmass (e.g. TF67), the sample displays a ‘jigsaw -like’ or 

brecciated texture. Sample TF80, a clast-supported breccia, contains subangular, random ly 

orientated clasts up to 2 cm in diameter. The clasts are typically plagioclase-rich and basaltic 

in composition, and often preserve a prim ary m icrocrystalline/trachytic texture and relatively 

fresh feldspar cyrstallites. However, some clasts in this sample have been strongly silicified, 

while in others, feldspar phenocrysts display quite strong alteration to fine-grained clay 

minerals and chlorite. Along clast boundaries alteration is more intense, and a dark brown, 

fiuidal texture can often be identified.

6.6.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

The primary and secondary mineral assem blages o f individual altered samples from 

Los Azulejos (n = 26) and Los Roques de Garcia (n = 21) are show n in the Table 6.1, as 

determined form whole-rock XRD spectra (see EA-C). Altered samples from both localities 

have bulk mineral assemblages com prising sanidine ± albite ± anorthoclase ± illite ±  sm ectite 

(montmorillonite/chlorite-montmorillonite) ±  m uscovite (sericite) ± quartz ± analcime ± 

adularia. Chlorite, pyrite, and ilmenite were also detected in a small num ber o f samples. 

Notable features o f the XRD data include: (1) phyllosilicate minerals (illite ± smectite ± 

m uscovite/sericite) are the most common secondary phases, and were detected in all samples
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apart from TF26, TF55, and TF79. However, note that peak intensities for phyllosilicate 

phases are generally quite low relative to other mineral phases, suggesting they occur in 

relatively minor volumes, and/or that they are poorly crystalline; (2) Analcime occurs in the 

majority o f altered samples from Los Azulejos and Los Roques de Garcia, and it was the only 

mineral phase detected in sample TF51 (apart from a very minor illite  peak). However, note 

that analcime is absent in those samples where basaltic lithic clasts dominate over altered 

ignimbrite material (e.g. TF67 from Los Roques de Garcia), and in relatively unaltered breccia 

clasts (TF75, TF76); (3) Quartz is ubiquitous in altered samples form both Los Azulejos and 

Los Roques de Garcia; (4) A ll Los Azulejos sample locahties along the caldera wall contain a 

roughly similar bulk secondary mineralogy, apart from TF63, TF64, and TF65 (from the 

‘Azulejos fault zone"; cf. Galindo el a i, 2005), which contain abundant secondary quartz, and 

only minor amounts o f smectite; (5) Secondary Fe-Ti oxides were only detected in TF2 despite 

their ubiquitous occurrence in thin section, perhaps reflecting their relatively low volume 

compared to other primary and secondary phases, and/or their poorly crystalline nature.

6.6.3 Whole-Rock O- and H-lsotope Geochemistry

The whole-rock 6D and 5 '*0  compositions and H 2O concentrations o f all samples are 

given in Table 6 .1 .  Altered ignimbrites from Los Azulejos have S ' * 0  values ranging from 3 .6  

to 12 .4% o  (average 7 .0% o , n = 1 8 ) .  whereas altered samples from Los Roques de Garcia 

(ignimbrite matrix and clasts) have S '*0 values between 5 .5  and 10 .5% o (average 8.4% o, n = 

16; Figs. 6 . 1 0 ,  6 . 1 3 ) .  Note that, at Los Roques de Garcia, the lowest S '^ O  value (5 .5 % o )  was 

obtained for T F 8 0 ,  the clast-supported breccia sample from the northern tip o f the spur (Table 

6.1). Similar low S'*0 values occur in altered ignimbrite samples containing abundant basaltic 

lithic clasts (e.g. T F 6 7  =  5 .8% o; T F 7 9  =  6 .9 % o ) .  A ll other altered samples from Los Roques de 

Garcia have a relatively narrow range o f 8 '*0  values between 8 . 7  and lG .5% o . Altered 

ignimbrites from Los Azulejos have 8D values ranging from —7 4  to - 1 2 3 % o  (average —93% o, n 

=  2 0 ;  Figs. 6 .1 1 ;  6 . 1 3 )  and H 2O concentrations between 0 . 5  and 2 . 6  wt% (average 1.5  wt%, n 

=  2 0 ;  Fig. 6 . 1 2 ) .  Altered samples from Los Roques de Garcia have 5D between - 7 3  and -  

10 5% o (average - 8 8 % o ,  n = 19; Figs. 6 . 1 1, 6 . 1 3 ) ,  and H 2 O concentrations ranging from 0 . 8  to

3.3 wt% (average 2.0 wt%, n = 17; Fig. 6.12), apart from one sample (TF51), which has an 

anomalously high H 2O concentration o f 5.8 wt% (average o f 2 analyses; see Table 6.1). Note 

that, at both localities, altered ignimbrite samples showing different alteration colours may 

have roughly similar (e.g. TF52 versus TF59) or quite different (e.g. TF3 versus TF13) 

isotopic compositions and H 2O concentrations.
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6.6.4 K-Ar Dating (Hydrothermal lllite)

TEM investigations confirmed the presence o f randomly orientated, lath-shaped ilhte 

particles in the altered deposits from Los Azulejos and Los Roques de Garcia (Fig. 6.14). 

Results o f K -A r dating on <2.0 |im illite  sub-fi'actions (from TF14, TF19, TF23, TF56, SI), 

and <0.4 and <0.1 |a,m illite  sub-fractions (from TF14 and TF19), are reported in Table C3 and 

plotted in Fig. 6.15. For <2.0 |am illite  sub-fractions, the K -A r ages obtained range from 0.93 ± 

0.18 Ma (SI) to 2.22 ± 0.33 Ma (TF23), and K 2O concentrations range from 4.4% (TF14) to 

5.5% (TF19). Duplicate analysis o f TF56 yielded ages o f 0.93 ± 0.14 Ma and 1.13 ± 0.24 Ma, 

which overlap within error, and identical K^O concentrations o f 5.5%. Note that the K -A r ages 

obtained for <2.0 (am illite  sub-fractions form Los Azulejos are distinctly older than the K -A r 

ages obtained for the same sized sub-fractions form Los Roque de Garcia. When analytical 

errors are taken into account, there is an age discrepancy o f 0.3 Ma between the youngest <2.0 

)im illite  from Los Azulejos (TF19: 1.61 Ma) and the oldest <2.0 |im illite  from Los Roques de 

Garcia (TF56: 1.37 Ma). For sample TF14, K -A r ages o f 2.22 ±0.16 Ma and 1.61 ± 0.31 Ma, 

and corresponding K iO  concentrations o f 4.7% and 4.8%, were obtained for <0.4 (o.m and <0.1 

(am illite  sub-fractions, respectively. For TF19, <0.4 |am and <0.1 )am illite  sub-fractions 

produced K -A r ages o f 1.70 ± 0.24 Ma and 1.45 ± 0.33 Ma, respectively, and corresponding 

K 2O concentrations o f 4.0% and 4.2%. Note that, in both samples TF14 and TF19, the <0.1 

(im illite  sub-fractions are distinctly wwwge/' than the <2.0 (am and <0.4 (j.m sub-fractions. The 

illite  samples have low radiogenic '̂ '’Ar concentrations, ranging from 5.4% to 16.9%. 

Contamination o f illite  sub-fractions by detrital K-bearing phases was not detected by TEM.

6.7 Discussion  

6.7.1 Paragenetic Sequence and Classification of Alteration Assemblages

6 .7 .].} Primary^ mineral phases

A ll samples collected as part o f this study display some degree o f secondary alteration, 

and thus the fu ll range o f primary minerals in the precursor (unaltered) ignimbrites could not 

be determined conclusively from our samples suite. However, the occurrence o f diverse 

phenocryst assemblages in the Cafiadas Upper Group phonolitic ignimbrites and lavas (1.6- 

0.17 Ma, Marti el al., 1994) has been documented by various authors (e.g. W olff, 1987; Palacz 

&  W olff; 1989; W o lff &  Palacz, 1989; Bryan et al., 2002; Bryan, 2006; Pittari et al., 2006; 

Edgar et al., 2007). The dominant phenocryst phase in these phonolitic units is alkali-feldspar, 

which may occur with or without biotite, sodian clinopyroxene, titanomagnatite, ilmenite, 

titanite, nepheline, sodalite group minerals (sodalite, nosean, haiiyne), and accessory apatite. 

While the petrology o f the Upper Group phonolites is not directly comparable to that o f the
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Lower Group (to which the altered phonolites of Los Roques de Garcia and Los Azulejos most 

hkely belong; cf. Marti et a l, 1994; see Section 6.4), they nevertheless provide a good first 

order approximation of the range of primary minerals that may be found in phonolitic rocks on 

Tenerife in general. The altered ignimbrite samples from both Los Azulejos and Los Roques 

de Garcia contain relics of this primary mineralogy (mainly exsolved alkali-feldspar, and Fe-Ti 

oxides), together with a wide range of secondary mineral phases (Table 6.1 and C2). Textural 

observations and mineral associations allow the paragenetic sequence and dominant modes of 

aheration to be determined, and provide insight into the hydrothermal conditions (e.g. fluid T, 

pH, composition) under which alteration took place.

6.7.1.2 Secondary mineral phases

Analcime is present in nearly all altered ignimbrite samples, comprising >50% of the 

rock in some cases (e.g. TF51). The origin of analcime in alkaline volcanic rocks is still a 

matter of debate, with some authors reporting it as a primary magmatic phase (e.g. Wilkinson, 

1965, 1968; Pearce, 1970, 1993; Luhr & Kyser, 1989; Goble et al., 1993), and others 

interpreting it as a replacement product of primary phenocryst phases (e.g. Saha, 1959; Gupta 

& Fyfe, 1975; Luhr & Giannetti, 1987; Horvath & Gault, 1990; see Chapter 5, Section 

5.6.1.3). In fossil hydrothermal systems, analcime is a common phase in the alteration 

envelopes surrounding ore deposits (e.g. the Kuroko-type deposits of northern Honshu, .lapan; 

Utada. 1988), where it is the index mineral of the 'analcime zone’. The ‘analcime zone" 

typically grades outwards into the lower-temperature 'mordenite zone', and inwards into the 

higher temperature ‘laumonite zone". In such environments, analcime replaces glassy volcanic 

particles and/or earlier formed mordenite, as a result of interaction with low-temperature 

(~120-150°C) alkaline (pH >8) hydrothermal fluids, under moderately high water/rock ratios 

(cf. Chipera & Apps, 2001). Similarly, in active hydrothermal systems such as at Yellowstone 

National Park (USA), secondary analcime is precipitated in the presence of mildly alkaline 

fluids (pH = 8) over the temperature interval 80-200°C (Bargar & Keith, 1995). Despite the 

diverse phenocryst mineralogy o f fresh phonolitic ignimbrites from Tenerife (see Section 

6.7.1.1), analcime has not been reported as a primary mineral phase in these rocks. 

Furthermore, experimental work by Roux & Hamilton (1976) has shown that analcime can 

only coexist with melt over a very limited T-P range (640-600°C; 5-13 kbar). Ablay (1997) 

and Ablay et al. (1998) calculated pre-emptive conditions of various phonolites from Teide 

volcano using a series of mineral reactions. They found a range of pre-eruptive temperatures 

between 750 and 900°C and pressures of 100-500 MPa (1-5 kbar). Wolff & Storey (1983) 

report pre-eruptive temperatures between 915-940°C, and pre-eruptive pressures of 130-240 

MPa (1.3-2.4 kbar) for the Abrigo phonolite (Upper Group). Similarly, Andujar et al. (2008)
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calculate that the phonolite at the roof of the Abrigo inagma reservoir was at 130±50 MPa, 

825±25°C, with 3±1 wt.% dissolved water. W olff & Toney (1993) suggest that phenocrysts in 

Quaternary phonolites on Tenerife formed over the temperature range 885-770°C, with growth 

of interstitial phases occurring between 750-680°C, and exsolution o f alkali-feldspar taking 

place down to at <500°C. As a first order approximation, we assume that the source magmas 

for the altered ignimbrites were characterised by similar pre-eruptive storage conditions, and 

had similar bulk chemistry, to the source magmas of the Upper Group and Teide phonolites. 

Thus, given the narrow temperature range and high fluid pressures under which analcime can 

precipitate directly from a melt (Roux & Hamilton, 1976), it is highly unlikely that the 

analcime present in the altered ignimbrites from Los Azulejos and Los Roques de Garcia is 

primary. Instead, the ubiquitous clusters of analcime crystallites in the groundmass of the 

altered ignimbrites, and the relatively rare, isolated analcime ‘micro-phenocrysts', are most 

likely pseudomorphic replacements of primary sodalite group minerals (e.g. nosean, haiiyne) 

or nepheline, all of which have been reported as primary phenocryst phases in Tenerife 

phonolites (e.g. Wolff, 1987; Bryan et a i,  2002; Bryan, 2006). Interstitial analcime crystallites 

may be replacement products interstitial glass or Si-rich nepheline (of Henderson & Gibb, 

1983; Wilkinson & Hensel, 1994). The exact timing of secondary analcime precipitation is 

difficult to decipher. However, the fact that the analcime always appears relatively fresh in 

thin section compared to its surrounding clay-altered matrix suggests either (a) that 

pseudomorphic replacement of primary phases by analcime took place after phylloslilcate 

replacement, during the very final, low-temperature stages of hydrothermal alteration, and/or 

(b) that analcime was precipitated during an earlier phase of higher-temperature, late- 

magmatic (deuteric) alteration, and was less susceptible to replacement by clay minerals 

during later retrograde-hydrothennal alteration. In either case, the presence of secondary 

analcime is consistent with the interaction of the ignimbrites with Na-bearing, alkaline fluids 

(deuteric or hydrothermal). The nature and origin of such fluids is discussed in more detail in 

Section 6.7.2, in the light o f O- and H-isotope data.

Fine-grained phyllosilicate minerals (illite, smectite, sericite, and chlorite) occur in all 

altered samples to variable degrees, where they partially or completely replace primary 

phenocrysts and groundmass minerals (mainly feldspar), and are associated with secondary 

Fe-Ti oxides (hematite/leucoxene), groundmass quartz, and minor pyrite. The occurrence of 

chlorite and sericite in the phyllosilicate assemblage constrains maximum temperature of 

phyllosilicate deposition to around 300-350°C, and suggests that the hydrothermal fluids from 

which the clays precipitated were mildly acidic (pH 4-6; c f  Deer et ai ,  1966; Lowell & 

Guilbert, 1970; Thompson & Thompson, 1996; Reed, 1997). This is consistent with the 

groundmass silicification observed in a number of samples (e.g. TF13, TF14, TF16), which is
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indicative o f  severe acid-leaching o f  all rock com ponents apart from those that are m ore 

resistant such as SiO: (e.g. W hite & Hedenquist, 1990). Similarly, hematite and leucoxene  

(rutile/anatase) typically form under acid hydrothermal conditions by low-temperature 

alteration o f  primary Fe- and/or Ti bearing minerals (e.g. magnetite, titanite, chlorite; c f  

Thom pson & Thompson, 1996). The presence o f  pyrite, and the occurrence o f  calcite in open  

spaces in a number o f  sam ples, suggests that the acidity may have been provided by d issolved  

(magm atic) SO 2 and CO 2 in the hydrothermal fluids. The importance o f  m agmatic volatiles in 

hydrothermal processes on Tenerife has been em phasised previously b y  Rodriquez Losada & 

Martinez Frias (1998), who attribute iron oxide and sulphide mineralisation in the Tenerife 

alkaline intrusive com plex (one o f  the oldest units on the island; Garcia Talavera, 1976) to the 

migration o f  sulphide-bearing m agmatic fluids.

Overall, the assem blage quartz ±  chlorite ±  sericite ± hematite ±  leucoxene ±  pyrite ±  

calcite is characteristic o f  the peripheral, propylitic-phyllic alteration typically associated with 

porphyry and epithermal deposits (e.g. Low ell & Guilbert, 1970; Sillitoe, 1973; W hite & 

Hedenquist, 1990; Thom pson & Thom pson, 1996). The occurrence o f  illite and sm ectite, 

which are stable under low er temperature (< I50 -200°C ) and slightly higher pH (near-neutral) 

conditions ( c f  Steiner, 1968), most likely  reflects retrograde, interm ediate-argillic alteration o f  

primary phases (or recrystallisation o f  secondary illite/sericite) as initially acidic hydrothennal 

fluids cooled  and becam e progressively neutralised by continuous wall-rock interaction. 

C ooling and neutralisation o f  hydrothermal fluids is also indicated by the occurrence o f  

adularia, a low-temperature variety o f  orthoclase typically fonned in the presence o f  alkaline 

hydrothermal fluids at shallow  to intermediate depths ( c f  Heald et al., 1987). The ubiquitous 

occurrence o f  analcim e may be a result o f  late-m agmatic alteration o f  primary sodalite group 

minerals or nepheline by Na-bearing deuteric fluids, or sub-solidus retrograde alteration o f  

these phases by low-temperature, alkaline hydrothermal fluids. The minor occurrence o f  Mn- 

oxide dendrites in a number o f  sam ples most likely reflects leaching M n-bearing minerals 

during the very final stages o f  hydrothermal activity, or during more recent low-temperature 

surface weathering ( c f  Post, 1999). The field observations (e.g. colour changes, unaltered 

clasts em bedded in altered matrices, veining; Figs. 6.7a-h), the distinctive secondary mineral 

assem blages (epithermal), and the alteration textures observed in thin section (e.g. veining, 

alteration haloes around crystals, alteration along crystal fractures, pseudom orphic 

replacement; Table C 2), all suggest that fluid-rock interaction was dominantly a perm eability  

controlled, post-solidification and post-depositional process, occurring when the ignim brites 

were coo l enough to fracture and a llow  infiltration o f  external, relatively low-temperature, 

hydrothermal fluids. Textural observations also indicate that the dominant m odes o f  alteration 

were dissolution-reprecipitation o f  pre-existing mineral phases (initiated along mineral
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boundaries and fractured surfaces), and direct precipitation of secondary minerals from 

deuteric and/or hydrothermal fluids in interstices, cavities, and fractures.

6.7.2 Whole-Rock O- and H-lsotope Geochemistry

6.7.2.1 O-isotopes

Altered ignimbrites from Los Azulejos have whole-rock 6 ’*0 values ranging from 

3.6%o to 12.4%o (n = 18). Ten altered samples have 6'^0 values that are below the typical 5'*0  

range reported for unaltered phonolitic rocks (6-8%o; Taylor, 1968, 1974; Taylor & Sheppard, 

1986; Lutz et a i, 1988; Harris, 1995; Dallai et a i, 2003), whereas the remaining eight altered 

samples have S'*0 values above this range (Fig. 6.10). Two samples plot with ‘normal’ 

igneous S’*0 values of 6.2 and 7.5%o (TF26 and TF28, respectively). However, both of these 

samples are pervasively altered in hand sample and thin section (Table C2), and have elevated 

water contents (1.7 and 2.2 wt%, respectively; Table 6.1), indicating that their isotopic 

compositions are not representative of unaltered phonolite. Altered rocks from Los Roques de 

Garcia display a wide range of whole-rock 8‘®0 values (5.5-10.5%o), with the majority of 

samples plotting above the typical range for unaltered phonolitic rocks (average S'*0 = 8.4%o; 

Fig. 6.10).

No oxygen isotope data have been published for unaltered Lower Group phonolites on 

Tenerife, and therefore the isotopic composition of the Los Azulejos and Los Roques de 

Garcia deposits prior to alteration cannot be estimated directly from their unaltered 

equivalents. However, W olff et al. (2000) report 5'*0 values ranging from 5.9 to 7.3%o for 

pristine, high-temperature alkali-feldspars from phonolitic ignimbrites and fall-out tuffs of the 

Quaternary Diego Hernandez Formation (DHF) on Tenerife (0.37-0.17 Ma; Marti et al., 1994). 

These authors attribute the wider range of S'*0 values in the fresh feldspars compared to 

parental basanite magmas (5 .2 -6 .l%o) to fractional crystallisation, combined with melting and 

assimilation of variable-5'*0, hydrothermally altered island crust into the magmatic system 

during phonolite differentiation. Relatively low 6 '*0 values (4.7-5.4%o) have also been 

obtained for fresh feldspars from younger Teide-Pico Viejo phonolitic lavas (S. Wiesmaier, 

pers. comm.) suggesting that low-5'^0 magmas may be more common on Tenerife than 

previously thought. Therefore, the wide range of S'*0 values observed for the altered 

ignimbrites at Los Azulejos and Los Roques de Garcia may partly reflect magmatic 5 ’*0 

variation caused by contamination of the parental magmas by altered crustal rocks. Also note 

that samples from Los Roques de Garcia are highly variable in terms of their bulk constituents. 

Some samples comprise almost 90% altered ash and minor pumice clasts, whereas others 

contain mixtures of altered ash and variably altered lithic clasts. Several samples are breccias
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containing relatively unaltered clasts in a fine-grained, altered ignimbrite matrix, and a small 

number are unaltered clasts separated form the breccia (Table Cl).  This heterogeneity in 

sample constituents must also contribute to the whole-rock isotopic data from this locality, 

together with any initial isotopic variation in the source magma. This is highhghted by the fact 

that those samples rich in relatively unahered basahic lithic clasts have the lowest 6'*0 values 

in the sample suite (TF67, TF79, TF80; see Table 6.1). Quantification of the relative 

influences of inidal source variation and sample heterogeneity on the 5 '^0 values of the ahered 

rocks is not possible using whole-rock isotope data alone. However, the field observ^ations (see 

Section 6.4), and the secondary mineral associations and alteration textures observed in thin 

section (see Section 6.6.1), indicate that fluid-rock interaction at both localities was 

dominantly a post-solidification process, related to infiltration of relatively low-temperature, 

hydrothennal fluids. Thus, in order to explain the full range of whole-rock S'^O values in the 

altered ignimbrites from Los Azulejos, the influence of sub-solidus alteration by external 

hydrothermal fluid sources must be considered.

The two potential sources o f hydrothermal fluids on oceanic islands are seawater and 

meteoric water (Thomas et a i. 1996; Nielson & Stiger, 1996). Below, an attempt is made to 

distinguish between these two hydrothermal fluid sources, and estimate the temperature range 

of fluid-rock interaction, using the minimum (3.6%o) and maximum (12.4%o) measured whole- 

rock 6'*0 values of the altered ignimbrites (both localities), and (1) the estimated value of 

meteoric water on Tenerife at the time of alteration, and (2) the 5 '*0 composition of seawater, 

as the starting fluid compositions (Boxes C1-C3). S'^Oaikaii-feidspar is taken as a reliable proxy for 

S'̂ Owhoie-rock, givcn that alkali-feldspar is the most voluminous primary maginatic mineral 

phase in all altered samples (Tables 6.1 and C2), and that hydrothermal solutions exchange 

and equilibrate more easily with feldspars than any other mineral phase at elevated 

temperatures (O’Neil & Taylor, 1967). In the absence of a fresh equivalent to the altered 

ignimbrites in the sample set, a starting rock (i.e. unaltered phonolite) S'*0 value of 6.1%o is 

assumed, which is the average value obtained by W olff et al. (2000) for 12 analyses of fresh 

feldspars from the Diego Hernandez Formation. Gonfiantini (1973) reports 8‘*0 values 

ranging from around -5%o to -8%o for present-day Tenerife groundwater", and 6 '*0 values o f -  

6%o and —8%o for present-day Tenerife precipitation\ Based on the available data, Gonfiantini 

(1973) calculated the following 5'*0-recharge altitude correlation:

5'*0 = -(0 .0 0 2 2 1 )h -(2 .5 )

Reported 6 '*0  range based on analyses o f  44 samples collected from 26 galleries and 2 wells located between 
around 40 m and 2100 m a.s.l. Samples collected discontinuously between March 1972 and June 1973.
 ̂ Reported 8'®0 values correspond to two rainwater samples taken approximately 2000 m a.s.l. in the Las Canadas 

caldera, in February and M ay 1972, respectively.
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w here h is the altitude in metres above sea level (a.s.l.)- This correlation corresponds to a 6 '*0  

gradient o f around -0.2%o/100 m. Note that the reliability o f this 5 '*0-recharge altitude 

correlation is questionable, given that it has not been calculated from weighted m onthly mean 

values from long-term sampling o f  groundwater, but rather is based on a limited data set from 

samples collected sporadically between M arch 1972 and June 1973. However, in the absence 

o f a more comprehensive isotopic database for Tenerife m eteoric waters, the 5 '*0-recharge 

altitude correlation reported by Gonfiantini (1973) is considered sufficient for the purposes of 

this study. It has been suggested that the Plio-Pleistocene Las Caiiadas volcano may have 

reached up to -3000  m a.s.l. (Arana, 1971; M arti el al., 1994; Ancochea et al., 1999; Cantagrel 

et al., 1999). Substituting a recharge altitude o f  3000 m a.s.l. into the 6 '^0-recharge altitude 

correlation quoted above, a 6 '*0  value o f -9%o is obtained for the meteoric water source at the 

time o f alteration (Box C l). Inserting a meteoric water value o f —9%o into the alkali-feldspar- 

water 0-iso tope fractionation equation o f O 'N eil & Taylor (1967), the range o f 5 '* 0  values in 

the altered ignimbrites (3.6-12.4%o) can be accounted for by sub-solidus alteration o f alkali- 

feldspar between around 70 and 150°C, assum ing equilibrium was obtained (Box C2). This 

tem perature range is consistent with the observed epithermal (i.e. low-tem perature) secondary 

mineral assemblage (illite ± smectite ± sericite ±  chlorite ± analcime ± quartz ± adularia ± 

hem atite ± leucoxene ± pyrite ± calcite). However, if  a seawater fluid source with a 5 '^0  of 

~0%o is assumed, the range of 6 ‘*0 values in altered ignimbrites can be explained by fluid- 

rock interaction between around 155 and 370°C (Box C3), which is not unreasonable for the 

observed alteration assemblage. Thus, the w hole-rock data presented here do not allow a 

distinction between seawater and meteoric water sources to be made (and a mixed source is 

possible). Furthermore, these are only m inimum estimates for the tem perature range, as the 

fluid would have becom e enriched in '*0  over time due to progressive fluid-rock interaction 

(the classic ‘5 '*0-sh ift’ described by e.g. Craig & Boato, 1956; Taylor, 1974; Criss & Taylor, 

1983), resulting in higher calculated tem peratures. However, given the sim ilar style o f 

alteration affecting the ignimbrites in the Las C anadas caldera to that affecting the marginal 

ignimbrites in the Tejeda caldera on Gran Canaria (where meteoric fluids are undoubtedly 

involved; see Chapters 2-4), it is likely that m eteoric water was also the dominant fluid source 

in the Las Caiiadas caldera hydrothermal system. This is also consistent with m any other 

isotopic studies o f minerals and waters from fossil (e.g. Lake City, Creede, Summitville, 

Com stock Lode, Santa Rita, Butte, USA) and active (e.g. Steamboat Springs, Yellowstone, 

USA; Broadlands, N ew  Zealand) hydrotherm al systems, which have been shown to be 

recharged predom inantly by meteoric waters (c f .  Craig, 1963; Sheppard et al., 1969, 1971; 

Gigganbach, 1971; Bethke & Rye, 1979; O ’Neil & Silberman, 1974; White, 1974; Larson & 

Taylor, 1986c; Taylor, 1997).
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6.7.2.2 H-isotopes

The altered ignimbrites from Los A zulejos have w hole-rock 6D values ranging from — 

74 to -123% o, and ahered sam ples (all types) from Los Roques de Garcia have 5D between -  

73 and -105%o (Fig. 6 . II) . The average 5D values from both localities (-93%o and -88%o, 

respectively) are below  the typical 5D range for hydrous minerals from fresh igneous rocks ( -  

55%o to-85% o; e.g. Taylor, 1974; Taylor & Sheppard. 1986). Water concentrations range from  

0.5 to 3.3 wt%, apart from TF51 (Los Roques de Garcia) which has an elevated H 2 O 

concentration o f  5.7 wt% (Fig. 6 .12). N o published hydrogen isotope data exist for fresh 

phonolitic ignimbrites on Tenerife, and therefore there are no reference values with which to 

compare the 5D results from this study. H ow ever, on the neighbouring island o f  Gran Canaria, 

fiamm e separates from fresh, peralkaline, trachytic to rhyolitic ignimbrites have relatively low  

w hole-rock 5D values ( -1 1 0  to -173% o), and contain <0.2  \vt% H 2 O ( c f  D onoghue et a i ,  

2008; Chapters 3 & 4; Fig 3 .17), reflecting open-system  m agm atic degassing ( c f  N abelek et 

al.. 1983; Taylor et a i ,  1983; Taylor, 1986a). N o  correlation was observed between 5D and 

H 2 O in altered samples from Los A zulejos or Los Roques de Garcia (Fig. 6 .12), suggesting  

that m agmatic degassing was not a major process influencing the isotopic com positions o f  the 

rocks, or that any isotopic record o f  such a process has been overprinted b y  later hydrothermal 

alteration. The majority o f  altered sam ples analysed as part o f  this study have 5D  values and 

H 2 O concentrations above the ranges reported for the unaltered ignim brites on Gran Canaria, 

consistent wath crystallisation o f  significant quantities o f  secondary hydrous minerals. The 5D  

com position o f  m eteoric water at the time o f  alteration is calculated to have been around -  

54%o (Box C l) ,  using a 6 '* 0  value o f -9%o  (see  Section 6 .7 .2 .1 ) and the 8 '* 0 -S D  correlation  

for present-day meteoric water on Tenerife (G onfiantini, 1973):

5D = (7 .9 4 )5 ‘*0  +  (16.7)

Petrographic and X R D  analyses indicate that phyllosilicate minerals (illite/sm ectite, 

m uscovite/sericite, chlorite) and analcim e are the m ost com m on secondary H 2 O bearing phases 

in the altered sam ples. Sm ectite-water H -isotope fractionation (ADsmecme-water) ranges from 

around - 3 0  to -20%o at temperatures betw een ~ 100-150°C  (Sheppard & Gilg, 1996), and 

chlorite-water H -isotope fractionation (ADchionte-water) ranges from ^ 5  to-13% o at temperatures 

between ~100-250°C  (M arumo et al., 1980). There are no reported experim ental data on 

hydrogen isotope fractionation betw een m uscovite and water at low  temperatures (<400°C ). 

H owever, extrapolation o f  the high temperature calibration o f  Suzuoki & Epstein (1976) yields  

AD values o f  ^ 8  to -80%o between 200-300°C . In all cases the m agnitude o f  H -isotope  

fractionation increases significantly with decreasing temperature. Therefore, low-tem perature 

(<300°C ) formation o f  phyllosilicate phases in equilibrium with local m eteoric water with a
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5D  value o f  -54%o can partly account for the range o f  w hole-rock 5D  values in the altered 

sam ples. Sample TF51, which contains >50 vol% analcim e (Tables 6.1 and C2), has the 

highest recorded H 2 O concentration (~6 wt%) o f  the entire sam ple set, and also has a relatively  

high 5 ‘®0 value o f  10.5%o. Thus, analcime formation probably had a significant influence on 

the whole-rock 5D values. However, analcim e-water hydrogen isotope fractionation has not 

been investigated, and therefore the effect o f  analcim e crystallisation on the 5D  com position o f  

the altered rocks cannot be evaluated. Furthermore, it should  be noted that sm ectite and 

chlorite typically contain 6-12  wt% water. Thus, the water concentrations o f  the majority o f  

sam ples (0.5 to 3.3 wt%) are too low  to be so lely  attributable to phyllosilicate formation. This 

is consistent with XRD results, which suggest that phyllosihcate phases, though present in 

nearly all sam ples, are volum etrically insignificant. It is m ore likely that the lower than 

expected H 2 O concentrations in the altered sam ples sim ply reflect the averaged-out signature 

o f  a variety o f  different processes, including m agm atic degassing (driving 5D  and H 2 O values 

down), hydrothermal alteration, and potentially som e low-temperature weathering (driving 5D  

and H 2 O values back up). Examination o f  raw data from the m ass spectrometer indicates that 

for all sam ple analyses, pressure and voltage readings are positively  correlated (r =  0.8), 

voltage and 5D readings are positively  correlated (r =  0 .9), and 5D  values obtained for internal 

standards (CGBi and Evian water) are constant within error. These observations confirm  that a 

sufficient amount o f  water was extracted from each sam ple to provide a reliable 5D analysis, 

and that analytical errors are not the cause o f  the com paratively low  H2 O concentrations in 

these strongly altered rocks.

6.7.2.3 O- versus H-isotopes

N o correlation between 5D  and 5 '*0  w as observed for sam ples from Los A zulejos or 

Los Roques del Garcia, and 5**0 values from both sam ple suites show significant variation 

compared to 6D values (Fig. 6 .13). This m ay indicate (1) that the secondary mineral phases 

w ere equilibrating with a m eteoric water becom ing progressively enriched in '*0 due to fluid- 

rock interaction, (2) that temperature was the controlling factor on the isotopic com position o f  

the altered rocks, with those sam ples with the low est 5 ‘*0  values experiencing the highest 

fluid temperatures (~300-350°C ), and/or (3) that hydrogen in the rocks reached equilibrium  

with the hydrothermal fluid, whereas oxygen  did not. The 5D -5'^0  fields defined b y  the two  

sam ples suites overlap considerably, indicating that hydrothermal conditions (fluid  

com position, temperature range) were similar at both sam ple localities. However, note that the 

altered samples from Tenerife plot at the lower end o f  the 5 '* 0  range defined by the altered 

ignim brites on Gran Canaria. It is unlikely that the lower (on average) 8 ’*0 values for the 

altered rocks on Tenerife are related to significant differences in input water com position
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between both islands. If this were the case, one would expect both the 6 '*0 and 8D values of 

the altered rocks from each island to be significantly different, given that meteoric water 

recharging the Tejeda epithermal system is estimated to have had a 5D o f —15%o, whereas that 

recharging Las Canadas system is estimated to have been substantially lighter, with 5D of 

around -54%o. Instead, the 5D ranges of the altered samples from both islands overlap 

considerably (Fig. 6.10). Thus, it is more likely that the lower 6 '*0 values o f the Tenerife 

samples reflect higher alteration temperatures in the Las Caiiadas caldera compared to those 

that prevailed in the Tejeda caldera. This is also reflected in the contrasting secondary mineral 

assemblages o f the ahered rocks from both calderas, with lower-temperature zeolites (e.g. 

mordenite, clinoptilolite) and clay minerals (illite/smectite) dominating in the altered 

ignimbrites of the Tejeda caldera (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.2.1.2, 3.2.2.1, and 3.2.3) and 

higher-temperature zeolites (e.g. analcime) and phyllosilicates (e.g. muscovite/sericite, 

chlorite) dominating in the altered ignimbrites of the Las Canadas caldera (see Sections 6.6.1, 

6 .6.2 ).

6.7.3 Spatial Distribution of Hydrothermal Alteration and Implications for

Caldera Formation

The secondary mineral phases observed in the altered ignimbrite deposits from Los 

Azulejos and Los Roques de Garcia are indicative of intermediate argillic to propylitic 

alteration, silicification, and zeolitization of intra-caldera phonolitic ignimbrites, in a relatively 

low-temperature (<350°C), shallow-level (i.e. epithermal) environment. This type of low- 

temperature alteration is typically found around the margins of calderas (often in association 

with epithermal mineralization), where peripheral fault and fracture systems fonned during 

vertical caldera collapse act as the focal points for later upwelling of heated meteoric and/or 

mixed meteoric-magmatic fluids (e.g. Rytuba, 1994). This phenomenon has been described in 

detail for the Tejeda caldera on the neighbouring island of Gran Canaria (see Chapters 2-4), 

where pervasive intermediate-argillic alteration and zeolitization of intra-caldera ignimbrites is 

undoubtedly related to the upwelling of heated meteoric fluids along caldera periphery 

structures (cf Schmincke, 1998; Perez Torrado et al., 2004; Cabrera Santana et al., 2006; 

Donoghue et al., 2008). By analogy, the low-temperature alteration of caldera wall deposits at 

Los Azulejos on Tenerife most likely resulted from shallow-level hydrothermal activity 

focussed along the caldera margin, due to the presence peripheral structures formed during 

vertical caldera collapse (such as the ring, normal, and reverse radial faults described by Marti 

et al. 1994, 1997; Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000). The alteration observed at the base of the 

Roques de Garcia spur is more difficult to interpret, as the altered deposits are not in situ, and 

their origin and transport history is largely unknown. However, the presence of relatively
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unaltered blocks in a pervasively altered matrix suggests that alteration took place after 

deposition of the breccia (consistent with K-Ar age data; see Section 6.7.4), with larger, more 

densely welded blocks simply being less susceptible to fluid infiltration. Furthermore, Marti & 

Gudmundsson (2000) suggest that this ridge formed the ‘structural boundary' or ‘intersection 

point' between the overlapping over-lapping Ucanca (1.02 Ma) and Guajara (0.57 Ma) 

collapse calderas (see Fig. 2 in Marti & Gudmundsson, 2000). If this is indeed the case, the 

Roques de Garcia spur would have occupied a marginal location with respect to the centres of 

the two calderas, and would therefore have been a focal point for shallow-level epithermal 

alteration during caldera related hydrothermal activity. The proposed timing of alteration along 

the Roques de Garcia spur (1.13-0.43 Ma; see Section 6.7.4) also coincides with inferred 

formation ages of the Ucanca and Guajara calderas. Thus, the epithermal alteration of marginal 

deposits in the Canadas caldera wall (Los Azulejos), and along the Roques de Garcia spur, is 

consistent with a vertical collapse origin for the Las Canadas caldera. However, it should be 

noted that the development of a caldera-hosted epithermal system related to vertical collapse 

does not negate potential modification of the caldera wall by later lateral collapse (see Section 

6.7.5).

6.7.4 Timing of Hydrothermal Alteration and Implications for Caldera

Formation

K-Ar ages obtained for hydrothermal illite sub-fractions from Los Azulejos range 

from 1.45 ± 0.33 Ma (sample TF 19, <0.1 |im) to 2.22 ± 0.33 Ma (sample TF23, <2 (im). K-Ar 

ages for illite sub-fractions from Los Roques de Garcia are distinctly younger, ranging from 

0.93 ±0 .18  (sample SI, <2 ^m) to 1.13 ± 0.24 Ma (sample TF56, <2 |im). Note that for neo

crystallised illite, the finest separated particle size is derived from the ends of filamentous 

grains, and should represent the most recently grown illite. Conversely, coarser size fractions 

formed earlier during the illite fomiation process should yield older ages (Lee et a i, 1985). 

This is clearly demonstrated in sample TF19, where the smallest size sub-fraction (<0.1 |am) 

has the youngest age (Table C3; Fig. 6.15). In addition, progressive grain size reduction down 

to <0.1 (^m or finer increases the proportion o f authogenic clay phases in the clay component, 

and minimizes contamination by detrital K-bearing minerals (cf Liewig et al., 1987). Thus, 

the most reliable isotopic ages for authogenic clay minerals are obtained for the finest size 

fractions. Cantagrel et al. (1999) report an age of 0.6 Ma for an unaltered dyke cross-cutting 

the upper volcaniclastic deposits of the Roques de Garcia spur. Therefore, a minimum age of 

0.43 Ma and a maximum age of 2.22 ± 0.33 Ma is assumed for hydrothennal activity
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associated with the Las Caiiadas caldera'*. The apparent age discrepancy of 0.3 Ma between the 

youngest <2 )im illite from Los Azulejos and the oldest <2 ^nl illite from Los Roques de 

Garcia, suggests that the Las Canadas caldera may have been affected by two distinct 

hydrothennal pulses, the first occurring between ~2.2 and 1.2 Ma, and coinciding with the San 

Juan de la Rambla and Adeje eruptive phases, and the second occurring between ~1.0 and 0.4 

Ma, coinciding with the Las AmCTicas and Bandas del Sur eruptive phases (Fig. 6.15).

Marti et al. (1994) suggest that the formation o f the present Canadas caldera resulted 

from multiple vertical collapse episodes between 1.18 Ma and 179 ka. Ancochea et al. (1999) 

constrain the age of the Caiiadas caldera to <0.15 Ma, and advocate a lateral collapse origin. 

Huertas et al. (2002) suggest that a caldera structure or structures may have been present as 

early as 1.8 Ma, and support an origin for the present Caiiadas caldera by a combination of 

vertical and lateral collapse processes. It has already been established that the spatial 

distribution of epithermal alteration in the Caiiadas caldera is consistent with circulation of 

low-temperature, meteoric waters along peripheral structures related to vertical caldera 

collapse (see Section 6.7.3). The K-Ar data for authigenic illite presented in this study indicate 

that caldera-related hydrothermal activity was already in progress at ~2.0 Ma, implying that 

vertical collapse must have already occurred and/or been in progress at this time (providing the 

structures for fluid-flow). Consequently, it is likely that the present Canadas caldera is 

considerably older than 1.8 Ma, as proposed by Huertas et al. (2002).

The new K-Ar data presented here also help to constrain the minimum age of eruption 

of the deposits in the caldera wall, and the minimum depositional age of the re-worked 

deposits making up the base of Roques de Garcia spur. Assuming the Los Azulejos deposits 

were altered in-situ, they must have been deposited prior to 1.45 ± 0.33 Ma (the youngest illite 

age obtained from this locality; TF19 <0.1 jam). This is consistent with the estimated eruption 

age o f Marti et al. (1994) of 3.0-3.3 Ma (Lower Group) for these deposits, and the estimate of 

Huertas et al. (1.6-1.9 Ma). Cantagrel et al. (1999) constrain the age o f the material 

comprising the Roques de Garcia Spur to >1.4 Ma, and suggest an age of 1.4-1.0 Ma for the 

Roques de Garcia debris avalanche event. Alteration along the Roques de Garcia spur has been 

constrained to 1.13 to 0.43 Ma (see above), consistent with in situ alteration of the Roques de 

Garcia deposits following deposition (see also field observations; section 6.4.2). Huertas et al. 

(2002) suggest that the altered breccias in the Roques de Garcia spur are derived from the 

altered caldera wall ignimbrites (Los Azulejos) via a debris avalanche. However, this is

^ A r-A r d a tin g  o f  m agm atic  fe ld sp ars fi'om fou r add itiona l unaltered p h o n o lite  d yk es crosscu ttin g  th e  a ltered  breccia  
d ep o s its  in th e low er  part o f  th e spur is currently  in p rogress, and it is  hop ed  this data set w ill further constrain  the  
upper a g e  lim it o f  alteration .
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unlikely, as an older age would be expected for the hydrothermal illite, especially as we have 

dated the coarsest size fractions from this locality.

6.7.5 Hydrothermal Alteration and Lateral Flank Collapses on Tenerife

Several recent papers have suggested that the present Las Caiiadas caldera is a 

complex landslide scar, resulting from the multiple lateral collapse events (Ancochea el al., 

1998, 1999; Cantagrel et a l, 1999; Carracedo, 1994; Watts & Masson, 1995, 1998, 2001; 

Masson et a l, 2002; Carracedo et a l, 2007). These studies all suggest that the gradual build up 

of eruptive material led to the generation of a gravitationally unstable volcanic edifice (perhaps 

encouraged by local influences such as rainfall, hydrothermal activity etc.), which was 

subsequently destroyed by catasfrophic lateral collapses. This contrasts with the view of Marti 

et al. (1997), who suggest that lateral collapse events occurred, but only after the volcano was 

weakened by vertical collapses. Repeated catastrophic lateral collapse events (debris 

avalanches) have undoubtedly occurred on Tenerife over the last ~1 Ma, as evidenced by 

morphologically distinct landslide scars and wide valleys on the island flanks, debris deposits 

on the lower slopes o f the island, and volcaniclastic turbidites on the floor of the adjacent 

ocean basins (e.g. Teide Group, 1997; Watts & Masson 1995, 1998, 2001; Cantagrel et al., 

1999; Masson et al., 2002; Carracedo et al., 2007). The north-directed Icod debris avalanche is 

the youngest recognised lateral collapse event, with an estimated age of 170 ka (Cantagrel et 

al., 1999; Watts & Mason, 1995; Carracedo et al.. 2007), and is represented onshore by the 

Icod valley. Another north-directed landslide event, the Orotava debris avalanche, occurred 

between -560-700 ka (Cantagrel et a i, 1999; Masson et a i,  2002), resulting in formation of 

the sub-aerial Orotava valley to the east of the Icod valley (Fig. 6.1). The Giiimar debris 

avalanche (-780-830 ka; Ancochea et al., 1990; Cantagrel et a i. 1999) affected the SE flank 

of Tenerife, and is represented by the sub-aerial Giiimar valley. A third south-directed 

landslide, the Roques de Garcia debris avalanche, is thought to have affected the north slope of 

the island (Cantagrel et al., 1999; Masson et a i, 2002). The age of the inferred Roques de 

Garcia landslide is not well constrained, but is thought to have occurred >600 ka or possibly 

>I Ma, and is represented onshore by the Roques de Garcia debris flow deposit (Cantagrel et 

al., 1999). The K-Ar data presented in this study indicate that hydrothermal activity related to 

vertical caldera collapse was occurring at -2  Ma, i.e. prior to all major lateral collapse events 

(Fig. 6.15). Recent studies have shown that pervasive wall-rock alteration and dissolution 

resulting from fluid-rock interactions can lead to weakening of a volcano's core, and slow, 

gravity-driven flank spreading (e.g. van Wyk de Vries & Francis, 1997; Voight & Elsworth, 

1997; van Wyk de Vries et al., 2000; Cecchi et a i,  2005). Alteration of primary minerals 

(often to soft clays), increased pore fluid pressures due to heating (Day, 1996; Reid, 2004), and 

external physical triggers such as earthquakes, can all enhance gravitational instability o f the
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volcanic edifice and ultimately lead to catastrophic sector collapse (e.g. Walker, 1992; Lopez 

& Williams, 1993; Voight & Elsworth, 1997; Siebert, 1984; Siebert el a l, 1987; Reid et ai, 

2001). The resulting debris avalanche deposits typically contain large blocks of low-strength, 

clay-rich material, and are capable of travelling great distances, especially if partially fluidized 

(Schaefer & Williams, 1991; Carrasco-Nunez et a i, 1993; Iverson et a i, 1997). Furthermore, 

partial collapse of a volcano can result in sudden decompression of the hydrothermal and 

magmatic systems, thereby triggering explosive lateral blasts (e.g. Lopez & Williams, 1993). 

Recent analogue modelling studies have shown that caldera-like structures, including 

‘horseshoe’ shaped scarps, may result from the lateral spreading of strongly altered rocks in 

the core of the volcano (e.g. Merle & Lenat, 2003; Cecchi et a i, 2005; Merle et a l, 2006; 

Barde-Cabusson & Merle, 2007). Therefore, it is possible that hydrothermal activity along 

marginal caldera structures related to vertical collapse promoted lateral flank collapse, due to 

the presence of hydrothermally weakened zones along the Las Canadas caldera margin. 

However, hydrothermally altered material similar to that seen in the caldera wall has not been 

reported from any of the onshore or offshore landslide deposits related to lateral collapse. 

Furthermore, altered deposits are not observed in the landslide scars of the Orotava or Icod 

valleys. Thus, it is unlikely that hydrothermally weakened layers played a major role in flank 

failure and catastrophic lateral collapse episodes on Tenerife, and other triggering mechanisms 

such as dyke intrusion, seismicity, volcano loading, gravitational instability (e.g. Elsworth & 

Voight, 1995; Carracedo, 1996; Day, 1996) and structural destabilisation due to rqieated 

vertical caldera collapse (Marti et a i, 1994; Troll et al., 2002) are more likely.

6.7.6 Summary and Conclusions

The phonolitic ignimbrites of the Las Canadas caldera wall (Los Azulejos), and the 

polygenic breccias at the base of the Roques de Garcia spur, show evidence of severe 

hydrothermal alteration. The alteration assemblage comprises illite ± smectite ± adularia ± 

analcime ± Mn-Fe-Ti oxides ± quartz ± chlorite ± sericite ± hematite ± leucoxene ± pyrite ± 

calcite, indicative of propylitic/phyllic to intermediate-argillic alteration and silicification by 

low-temperature hydrothermal fluids in a shallow-level, epithermal system. Field and 

petrographic observations indicate that fluid-rock interaction took place following deposition 

of the altered deposits, and that the intensity of alteration was largely controlled by the primary 

permeability of the bulk constituents. Mineralogical and stable isotope data suggest that the 

dominant fluid source in the hydrothermal system was local meteoric water, and that fluid 

temperatures most likely did not exceed ~350°C. The exclusive occurrence of altered deposits 

in marginal locations relative to the Caiiadas edifice (i.e. in the Las Cafiadas caldera wall, and 

in the Roques de Garcia spur, potentially a caldera wail remnant; c f  Marti & Gudmundsson, 

2000) is consistent with the rise of hydrothermal fluids along caldera periphery structures (ring
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faults, fractures) generated during vertical caldera collapse, similar to what has been invoked 

for the Tejeda hydrothermal system on Gran Canaria, and numerous other fossil and caldera- 

hosted epithermal systems (e.g. Rodalquilar caldera, Spain; Silverton, Creede, Long Valley, 

Valles, and Yellowstone calderas, USA; Rotorua caldera. New Zealand; Vames, 1963; 

McKee, 1979; Rytuba et ai, 1990; Elston, 1994; Goff & Gardner, 1994; Rytuba, 1994; 

Arribas, 1995). K-Ar dating of hydrothermal illite (this study), together with a (K-Ar?) age for 

an unaltered dyke cross-cutting the upper units of the Roques de Garcia spur (Cantagrel et a i, 

1999), constrains the duration of caldera-hosted hydrothermal activity to between 2.22 ± 0.33 

Ma and 0.43 Ma. The proposed age range for hydrothermal activity suggests that the structural 

pathways for fluid flow (and hence a vertical collapse caldera) may have existed as early as 2 

Ma, prior to all major lateral collapse events, and considerably earlier than any previous 

estimates for the age of the Las Canadas caldera (cf. Huertas et ai, 2002). In addition, there is 

an age discrepancy of 0.3 Ma between the youngest <2 |im illite from Los Azulejos and the 

oldest <2 (im illite from Los Roques de Garcia, suggesting that the Las Canadas caldera may 

have been affected by two distinct hydrothermal pulses (Fig. 6.15). While lateral collapse 

events most likely modified the shape of the Las Caiiadas caldera wall following vertical 

collapse, the absence of altered deposits in any landslide deposits, or associated landslide 

scars, suggests the presence of weak hydrothermally ahered rocks was not the trigger for large- 

scale flank collapse episodes on Tenerife.
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Figure 6.9(a-d): Photomicrographs o f  altered tuffs from Los Azulejos. (a) and (b) Relatively unaltered 
basaltic lith ic  clasts in TF4. set in pervasively altered tu ff  matrix, (c) Basaltic lith ic clast in TF7. surrounded 
by narrow alteration rim  comprising Fe-Ti oxides and phyllosilicates. (d) Basaltic lith ic  clast(?) in TF7 
partially pseudomorphed by secondary hematite.
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Figure 6.10: Bar chart showing the range o f 5 '^ 0  values for altered samples from Los Azulejos and Los 
Roques dc Garcia outcrops (see Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 for locations). Data points are larger than the associated 
error (±().l%o, lo ). 'n' indicates the number o f individual analy.ses. The typical 5'*^0 ranges for seawater, 
meteoric waters, magmatic waters (Sheppard, 1986a), most igneous hornblendes and biotites, granitic, 
basaltic, and phonolitic rocks (Taylor, 1968; Taylor. 1974; Taylor &  Sheppard, 1986) are shown for 
reference, as well as the 5'*^0 range for altered tuffs fi'om Gran Canaria (see Chapters 2-4), and the 5'**0 
value o f the upper mantle (Kyser, 1986; Filer, 2001). Star marks the estimated 6'*^0 value for meteoric water 
at the time o f alteration (ca. -9%o). See Section 6.7.2 for details.
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See Section 6.7.2 for details.
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Figure 6.13: Plot o f whole-rock 8D versus whole-rock 5 '^ 0  for altered samples from Los Azulejos and Los 
Roques de Garcia. Also shown for reference are: the Global Meteoric Water Line (G M W L) (Craig. 1961), 
the local meteoric water line for Tenerife (Gonfiantini, 1973), the 'kaolinite line' (K L ) (Savin &  Epstein, 
1970), the 'supergcnc/hypogenc line' (SHL) (Sheppard el a l.  1969). the fields for present-day groundwater 
on Tenerife (Gonfiantin i. 1973; Javoy et a l,  1986), Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW ) (Sheppard, 
1986a), magmatic waters (Sheppard, 1986a), and altered tuffs from Gran Canaria (sec Fig. 4 .4 ). The 
theoretical compositions o f kaolinite (K ) and smectite (S) in equilibrium  w ith the calculated isotopic 
composition o f metcoric water (M W calc) at the time o f alteration (5D ~ -54%o, 5'*^0 ~ -9%o) at 20°C, 50°C 
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A ‘*^Osnieclite-water. and ADkao|jnj,e.waier equations o f  Sheppard &  G ilg  (1996), and the ADsmeclite-watcr 
equation o f Yeh (1980). Average 5D value plotted for T F51 (see Table 6.1). See Section 6.7.2 for details.
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Figure 6 .l4 (a , b): Transm ission E lectron M icroscope (TEM ) im ages o f  hydrotherm al illite in (a) <2 ^m  and 
(b) <0.1 |im  sub-fi-actions o f  T F I4 . The illite particles are dom inantly  lath-shaped and fibrous in form . Scale 
bar at bottom  left o f  each im age (im ages provided by H. Zw ingm ann, C SIR O  Petroleum  R esources, 
A ustralia).
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Tabl£^J^_Pnmaiy^ndjecoiidaijjmneral^assen^^
Sample Information Primary Minerals' Secondary Minerals^ Isotopes

<u c
Sample Description Sample Site = E w ™ o- ' ° ^ I : e 5'®0%,

Los Azulejos

TF1 White ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X -88 1.6 9.5

TF2 White ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X X
TF3 Green ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X -84 2.6 10.2

TF4 Green-grey ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X
TF5 Green ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X
TF6 White ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X
TF7 Green-grey ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X
TF8 Grey ignimbrite (micaceous?) LAZ-2 X X
TF9 Grey ignimbrite (micaceous?) LAZ-2 X X X -80 0.9 10.2

TF13 White ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X -97 1.8 3.6

TF14 Green ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X -86 1.7 5.6

TF16 Purple ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X X -81 1.7 5.0
TF17 Green ignimbrite (lithic rich) LAZ-2 X X X X X X? X X -111 1.8

TF19 Purple ignimbrite/green lithics LAZ-2 X X X X X X -92 1.7 4.6

TF21 Dark green ignimbrite LAZ-3A X X X X X X X -93 1.7 4.9

TF23 Purple ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X X -82 1.6 5.8

TF26 Grey ignimbrite (micaceous?) LAZ-4 X -93 1.7 7.5

TF28 Green ignimbrite LAZ-2 X X X X X X -95 2.2 6.2

TF31 White-beige ignimbrite LAZ-5 X X X X X X -84 2.2 5.1

TF32 White-purple ignimbrite LAZ-5 X X X X X X -93 0.8 4.8

TF35 Pale green ignimbrite LAZ-3B X X X X X X X -74 0.5 12.4
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Table 6 .1 continued.
Sample Information

Sample Description Sample Site

Primary iVlinerals'

TF37 Green ignimbrite LAZ-6 X X

TF42 Green ignimbrite LAZ-7 X X
TF63 Green ignimbrite LAZ-F X X X
TF64 Beige ignimbrite LAZ-F X X

TF65 Beige ignimbrite UVZ-F X X

Los Roques de Garcia

TF50 Green ignimbrite (lithic-rich) LRG-3 X X X

TF51 Green ignimbrite (lithic-poor) LRG-3

TF52 Beige ignimbrite LRG-3 X X

TF53 Beige-purple ignimbrite LRG-3 X X

TF54 Green-purple ignimbrite LRG-3 X

TF55 Dark green ignimbrite LRG-3 X

TF56 Green ignimbrite (fluidal) LRG-3 X

TF58 Green-white ignimbrite LRG-3 X
TF59 Green ignimbrite (lithic-rich) LRG-3 X X

TF60 Beige-purple ignimbrite LRG-3 X X X

TF66 Red ignimbrite LRG-4 X X
TF67 Purple ignimbrite (lithic-rich) LRG-5 X X

TF68 Purple clast in TF67 LRG-5 X X

TF69 Green lithic clast LRG-6 X X

TF71 Green breccia LRG-7 X X

an
or

th

Secondary iVlinerals^ Isotopes

o  8 ! —  _  1 - c
5D%o H20wt.%  6’®0%.

E

X X X X X -118 0.6 10.7

X X X X -108 1.1 10.9

X X X X -93 0.7 4.2

X? -123 1.8

X? X -90 0.6 3.9

X X X X -73 1.7 9.8

X X -91,-81 6.1, 5.4 10.5

X X X X X -86 1.4 9.1

X X X X X -91 1.5 9.2

X X X X X -75 2.2 8.7

X X -85 2.0 9.1

X X X X -78 2.4 8.9

X X -81 2.3 9.1
X X X X X X -84 3.3 9.1

X X X X X -105 2.3 9.7

X X X X X -86 2.0 9.0
X X X -103 1.7 5.8

X -84 1.1

X X
X X X X -102 1.1 7.3



Table 6 .1 continued.

Sample Information Primary Minerals’ Secondary Minerals^ Isotopes

Sample Description Sample Site

K
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=
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an
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qt
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ad
ul
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Q . ilm
en 5D%o H2O wt,% 5’ *C

TF74 Orange dyke (?) LRG-7 X X X X

TF75 Purple-green breccia clast LRG-8 X X X X X X X -90 1.0
TF76 Purple breccia clast LRG-8 X X X X X X
TF78 Grey ignimbrite, silicified LRG-10 X X X X X X -96 0.8 7.1

TF79 Green-grey ignimbrite LRG-11 X X X -83 2.0 6.9

TF80 Mixed colour, breccia LRG-12 X X X X X X -100 1.8 5.5

’ Abbreviations: K -spar = K-feldspar. a lb  =  alb ite, anorth  =  anorthoclase

^Abbreviations: ill = illite, s m ec  = sm ectite , m usc/ser =  m uscovite /seric ite , anal = analc im e, qtz = quartz, adul = adularia, chlor = chlorite, py =  pyrite. ilm en =  ilm enite
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7 Summary and Outlook

7.1 Major Findings of the PhD Project

7.1.1 Los Azulejos Deposits, Tejeda Caldera, Gran Canaria

❖  Intra-caldera tuffs (Los A zulejos horizons I-IV) from the m id-upper M ogan Group (14- 

13.3 Ma) on Gran Canaria have been affected by interm ediate-argillic, zeolitic, silicic, 

and Fe-Ti-M n oxide alteration, reflecting the developm ent o f  a low-tem perature 

(<300°C ), shallow -level (<200 m b elow  the surface), epithermal system  in the 

periphery o f  the Tejeda caldera.

❖  Epithermal alteration took place in the presence o f  dominantly near-neutral to alkaline 

pH fluids and/or vapours, by dissolution-reprecipitation o f  pre-existing phases, and by  

direct precipitation o f  secondary minerals form hydrothermal fluids in fractures.

❖ A ll major and trace elem ents were m obilised to som e degree during fluid-rock  

interaction, even those traditionally regarded as ‘fluid-im m obile’ (Ti, Zr, Nb, Y).

❖ Altered tuffs have significantly higher 6 ‘*0 and 5D  values and H 2 O concentrations than 

unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites, consistent with the formation o f  hydrous secondary  

mineral phases in a low-temperature environm ent, in which local meteoric water (or 

steam ) was the dominant fluid source.

❖ Unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites have low  6D values and H 2 O concentrations, most 

likely resulting from m agmatic H^O-exsolution.

♦I* Apparently unaltered ignim brites between altered horizons, and shield basalts directly 

outside the caldera margin, have elevated 5D and H 2 O values relative to equivalent 

unaltered rocks, but show  a com paratively small increase in 8 '*0  value, indicative o f  

relatively m inor alteration (i.e. short fluid-rock interaction times and/or low  fluid-rock  

ratios).

❖ There is no system atic, large-scale spatial variation in m ineralogy/alteration-type, or the 

isotopic com position o f  the altered tuffs, from SW to N W  along the caldera margin (i.e. 

from A zulejos IV to I), suggesting that the temperature and com position o f  the 

hydrothermal fluids did not vary significantly within the proposed depth range for 

epithennal aheration (<200 m below  the surface).

❖ Reworked volcaniclastic deposits in Barranco del R isco display evidence for a late 

phase o f  acid alteration (quartz-kaolinite-fluorite veins), and have the low est (on 

average) values, perhaps related to localised, late-stage boihng o f  relatively high
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temperature, low pH, mixed meteoric-magmatic hydrothermal fluids at depth, and 

dissolution of exsolved magmatic volatiles into groundwater.

Welding and primary permeability were the main lithological controls on the intensity 

of aheration, with the poorly-welded, highly-porous, intra-caldera tuff horizons being 

more susceptible to fluid-flow than over and underlying highly-welded ignimbrite units. 

The highly welded ignimbrites acted as barriers to fluid-flow, channelising the 

hydrothermal fluids laterally away from the caldera margin through the more porous 

tuff horizons.

Small-scale (mm-cm) to medium-scale (cm-m) variations in isotopic composition and 

the relative proportions of the main alteration minerals occur within individual altered 

tuff units, reflecting local variations in fluid pH, water-rock ratio, duration of water- 

rock interaction, host-rock constituents, and permeability/welding.

The caldera margin acted as a structural barrier to fluid flow within the extra-caldera 

basalts, with only minor alteration occurring directly along the contact with the altered 

tuffs.

Numerical modelling results confirm that shallow magma chamber emplacement and 

associated inflation caused enhanced fluid-flow and alteration around near-surface 

caldera periphery structures.

Field and petrological observations support the hypothesis of Schmincke (1998) that 

alteration of the intra-caldera tuffs took place during a single epithemial event between 

~13 and 12.5 Ma, related to the shallow-level emplacement of the Fataga magma 

chamber beneath Gran Canaria.

The four distinct Los Azulejos horizons reflect the channelisation (lateral flow) of 

hydrothermal fluids along more porous tuff horizons during this single epithermal 

event, and do not represent four temporally distinct pulses of epithermal activity 

throughout the mid-upper Mogan period (as suggested by Perez Torrado et a i ,  2004; 

Cabrera Santana et al„ 2006).

The superbly exposed intra-caldera tuffs on Gran Canaria provide valuable insight into 

the processes and products o f fluid-rock interaction in ocean island caldera systems in 

general (a relatively understudied topic to date), and also act as a dissected for the 

architecture o f  active epithermal systems that are presently inaccessible, or poorly 

exposed.



The Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria

The cone sheets and syenites o f the Tejeda Intrusive Complex on Gran Canaria 

sustained an active hydrothermal system during emplacement, cooling, and following 

solidification, as evidenced by the presence o f late-magmatic, hydrous mineral phases 

(analcime, aegirine, alkali-amphibole), turbid alkali-feldspars, and secondary Fe-Ti-Mn 

oxides, quartz, and phyllosilicates.

A ll major and trace element concentrations plot w ithin the ranges previously reported 

by Schimick (1996) for fresh cone sheet dykes and syenites, indicating that element 

mobilization due to deuteric or hydrothermal alteration was not significant (c f 

Schirnick, 1996).

A ll syenite samples, and the majority o f cone sheet samples, are depleted in '*0  relative 

to the typical 5'*0-range for unaltered trachytes and syenites reflecting, interaction with 

low-S’^O meteoric fluids at relatively high temperature (at least 150-300°C).

Infiltration o f low -5 '*0 meteoric water did not occur during magma-genesis, but rather 

took place under sub-solidus conditions, during the very final stages o f crystallisation 

and/or following solidification o f the intrusive complex. This is supported by (a) the 

absence o f low -6 '*0 values in fresh feldspar phenocrysts from Fataga ignimbrites 

(Crisp &  Spera, 1989), (b) the ‘normal’ igneous 6 '*0  value in GC249, the 

petrographically fresh cone sheet dyke, and (c) the presence o f turbid alkali-feldspars in 

the majority o f low -5 '*0  altered samples.

A small number o f cone sheet dykes have normal to relatively high 6 '*0  values, 

reflecting precipitation o f 5'*0-enriched hydrous deuteric minerals, and/or low- 

temperature (<150°C), retrograde hydrothermal alteration to clay minerals.

The 5D values o f the altered cone sheet dykes and syenites extend down to much lower 

values than those typically reported for fresh igneous hornblendes and biotites, and 

show an overall trend o f decreasing 5D with decreasing H2O, suggesting that magmatic 

H20-exsolution was a major process influencing the H-isotope composition o f these 

samples.

Further D- and H20-depletion may have been caused by re-heating/thermal 

metamorphism o f solidified cone sheet dykes by neighbouring dyke intrusions.

The freshest cone sheet dyke and the relatively unaltered extra-caldera dykes are fine

grained, aphyric samples, which preserve relatively high 5D compositions and water
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contents, suggesting they may have crystallised rapidly upon emplacement from a 

relatively undegassed magma source.

❖ No systematic variation in S'^O or 5D was detected across the cone sheet swarm, 

reflecting overprinting o f  isotopic com positions during successive intrusive events. 

However, the highest 5 '* 0  values occur in clay-bearing cone sheets from the central 

part o f  the intrusive complex, suggesting enhanced infiltration o f cool meteoric water 

and associated retrograde alteration m ay have occurred in this area in response to 

syenite emplacement and resurgent doming.

❖ M eteoric hydrothermal activity was spatially pervasive, affecting both marginal and 

central intrusions, and is likely to have prevailed at least until the emplacement of the 

youngest dated cone sheet dyke at 7.3 Ma

❖ The hydrotherm al alteration affecting the Tejeda Intrusive Complex most likely 

represents inward-cooling or 'shrinking’ o f  a single large-scale, long-lived hydrothermal 

system, which once extended to the caldera margin during initial Fataga magma 

cham ber emplacement (c f  Schmincke, 1998).

7.1.3 Hydrothermal Alteration, Las Canadas Caldera, Tenerife

❖ The ahered ignimbrites o f  the Las Canadas caldera wall (Los Azulejos), and the altered 

polygenic breccias at the base of the Roques de Garcia spur on Tenerife, contain illite ± 

sm ectite ±  adularia ± analcime ± M n-Fe-Ti oxides ± quartz ± chlorite ± sericite ± 

hem atite ± leucoxene ± pyrite ± calcite, indicative o f propylitic/phyllic to intennediate 

argillic alteration and silicification by low-tem perature hydrotherm al fluids in a 

shallow-level, epithermal system, sim ilar to that associated with the Tejeda caldera on 

Gran Canaria.

❖ M ineralogical and stable isotope data suggest that the dominant fluid source in the 

hydrotherm al system  was local meteoric w ater, and that fluid tem peratures most likely 

did not exceed ~350°C.

❖ The altered samples from Tenerife plot at the lower end o f the 5 '*0  range defined by 

the altered tuffs on Gran Canaria, consistent with the presence o f higher temperature 

fluids in the Las Canadas caldera com pared to the Tejeda caldera.

❖ The exclusive occurrence o f altered deposits in marginal locations relative to the 

Caiiadas edifice is consistent with the rise o f hydrothermal fluids along caldera 

periphery structures (ring faults, fractures) generated during vertical caldera collapse.
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❖ K-Ar dating of hydrothermal illite (this study), together with a (K-Ar?) age for an 

unaltered dyke crosscutting the upper units of the Roques del Garcia spur (Cantagrel et 

a i,  1999), constrains the duration of caldera-hosted hydrothermal activity to between 

2.22 ± 0.33 Ma and 0.43 Ma.

❖ The proposed age range for hydrothermal activity suggests that the structural pathways 

for fluid-flow (and hence a vertical collapse caldera) may have existed as early as 2 Ma, 

prior to all major lateral collapse events, and considerably earlier than any previous 

estimates for the age o f the Las Canadas caldera (c f Huertas et a i, 2002).

❖ The apparent age discrepancy of 0.3 Ma between the youngest <2 )xm ilhte from Los 

Azulejos and the oldest <2 jim illite from Los Roques de Garcia, suggests that the Las 

Canadas caldera may have been affected by two distinct hydrothermal pulses.

❖ The absence of altered deposits in any landslide deposits, or associated landslide scars, 

suggests the presence of weak hydrothermally altered rocks was not the trigger for 

large-scale flank collapse episodes on Tenerife.

7.2 Some Suggestions for Further Work

❖ Single mineral 0-isotope analysis on feldspars and vein minerals (quartz, calcite, 

kaolinite, fluorite) from the Los Azulejos deposits on Gran Canaria, to (1) better 

constrain the temperature of fluid-rock interaction, and the final 0-isotope composition 

of the hydrothermal fluid, and (2) identify potential changes in alteration temperature 

with depth (from Azulejos IV-I) that may not be revealed by the whole-rock data.

❖ Single mineral H-isotope analysis on clay minerals (e.g. ilUite, smectite, kaolinite) from 

the Los Azulejos deposits on Gran Canaria, to (1) determine the final H-isotope 

composition of the hydrothermal fluid, and (2) potentially distinguish hypogene clays 

form supergene clays (and therefore hydrothermal from surface weathering 

environments).

❖ Fluid inclusion studies on calcite and quartz veins from the Los Azulejos deposits on 

Gran Canaria, to (1) determine the salinity of the hydrothermal fluid, and (2) if boiling 

occurred in the hydrothermal system.

❖ Single mineral 0-isotope analysis on feldspars from the cone sheets and syenites o f the 

Tejeda Intrusive Complex, to (1) provide a better constraint on the temperature of fluid- 

rock interaction, (2) help distinguish more clearly between deuteric, high-temperature 

meteoric and low-temperature meteoric alteration phases, and (3) evaluate the 

possibihty of a low-5'*0 magma source.
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❖ EDX and quantitative XRD analysis (using e.g. the Rietveld refinement method) on 

altered samples, to (1) determ ine the volume o f prim ary and secondary minerals 

present, and (2) distinguish between different species o f  clay minerals and zeolites.

*1*  D ensity m easurem ents on altered tuffs using to quantify the degree o f element 

enrichm ent/depletion accom panying fluid-rock interaction.

❖ SEM and TEM  investigations o f  the crystal habit o f clay minerals in the altered tuffs 

from Gran Canaria, to identify potential changes in morphology in response to changes 

in alteration tem perature.
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Table A I :  Sample information fo r  Los Azulejos horizons I-IV. Gran Canaria.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Date

Sample Section: Barranco del Risco A (RSO-A)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 429086 Y = 3101724 

Altitude: 200-250 m a.s.l.

GC1 1 Green White veining VRT sample

GC2 1 Purple White veining VRT sample

GC3 1 Green White nodules VRT sample

GC4 1 Grey/Green Contact - grey/green facies VRT sample

GC5 1 - Rimmed clast from breccia deposit 11/01/2006

GC6 1 - Breccia clast w/ green veining 11/01/2006

GC126 1 White Calcite vein in breccia deposit 20/01/2006

GC127 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast 20/01/2006

GC128a 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast - core 20/01/2006

GC128b 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast - mid rim 20/01/2006

GC128C 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast - outer rim 20/01/2006

GC129a 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast - core 20/01/2006

GC129b 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast - mid rim 20/01/2006

GC129C 1 Purple/Dark Brown Zoned clast - outer rim 20/01/2006

GC130 1 White/Pink Quartz(?) Vein 20/01/2006

GC131 1 - Zoned clast 20/01/2006

GC132 1 - Zoned clast (difficult to see zones) 20/01/2006

GC133 1 - Zoned clast (difficult to see zones) 20/01/2006

GC134 1 Purple Fault breccia 20/01/2006

GC135 1 White Vein material in pyrple facies 20/01/2006

GC136 1 Purple Base of channel 1 20/01/2006

GC137 1 Green Green vein material 20/01/2006

GC138 1 Red/grey Vein material channel 1 20/01/2006

GC139 1 Green Clast w/ green halo - channel 1 20/01/2006

GC140 1 Red Red vein material 20/01/2006

GC141 1 White White vein material 20/01/2006

GC142 1 Beige/green Top of channel 1 20/01/2006

GC143 1 Grey/Green 20/01/2006

GC144 1 Purple/Dark Brown Ignimbrite top channel 1 20/01/2006

GC145a 1 White White vein material 20/01/2006

GC145b 1 Green Base of channel 2 20/01/2006

GC146a 1 Beige/Green Clast rim 20/01/2006

GC146b 1 Green Clast matrix 20/01/2006

GC147 1 Green Rim (cool one) 20/01/2006

GC148a 1 Green/White Rimmed clast 20/01/2006

GC148b 1 Green/White Rimmed clast 20/01/2006

GC148C 1 GreenAWhite Rimmed clast 20/01/2006

GC149 1 Orange Orange megablock (0M B ) w/green rim 20/01/2006

GC150 1 - Glassy vein material - contact w/ 0M B 20/01/2006

GC153a 1 Green Lithic-rich 23/01/2006

GC153b 1 Purple Lithic-poor 23/01/2006

GC154 1 Purple Possible sill - fine matrix, fresh feldsp. 23/01/2006

GC155 1 Purple 23/01/2006

GC156 1 Green/Grey 23/01/2006

GC157 1 Purple Ignimbrite? Top of channel 2 23/01/2006
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Table A I  continued.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Date

GC158 I 

GC159 I 

GC160 I

Purple/Red

Grey

Purple

Clast-rich, green veining

Clast-poor, green fracture fill

Thick (~8m) ignimbrite top of channel 3

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

Sample Section: Barranco del Risco B (RSO-B)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 429062 Y = 3101538 

Altitude: 270-315 m a.s.I.

GC161

GC162

GC163

GC164

GC165

GC166

Green Clast-rich

Dark green Light green veins

Purple/White Purple clast w/ white rim in green unit

Purple Base of ignimbrite overlying green unit

Purple Top of ignimbrite - green vein! (contact)

Green/Beige Along contact »/ith ignimbrite below

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

23/01/2006

Sample Section: Barranco Giiigui Grande (GUI)
UTM Co-ordinates: X = 427522 Y = 3100909 

Altitude: 370-380 m a.s.I.

GC287

GC288

GC289

GC29C

GC291

GC292

Green/purple

Purple

Green

Green

Green

Pink

Clast-rich

Clast-rich; massive band within main green unit

Massive

Capping ignimbrite; note white veins at base

06/02/2007

06/02/2007

06/02/2007

06/02/2007

06/02/2007

06/02/2007

Sample Section: Los Azulejos (LAZ)
UTM Co-ordinates: X = 425073 Y = 3097260 

Altitude: 400-430 m a.s.l.

GC205

GC206

GC207

GC208

GC209

GC210

GC211

GC212

GC213

GC214

Green

Green

Pink

Dk Green

Green

Pink

Green

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Green altered basalt

Unaltered ignimbrite - top of sequence 

From Bco. Just to N of Los Azulejos 

Top of GC207 - next altered level (Az 2?) 

Unaltered' ignimbrite above GC209 

Top of main green unit of Los Azulejos 

Yellow band above main green unit

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

29/01/2007

Sample Section: Morro de Los Pinos (MLP)
UTM Co-ordinates: X = 425035 Y = 3097220 

Altitude: 400-440 m a.s.l.

GC122

GC123

GC124

Green

Green

Yellow

Contact yellow/green facies 

Contact yellow/green facies

19/01/2006

19/01/2006

19/01/2006
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Table A I continued.
Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Date

Sample Section: Fuente Blanca 1 (FB1)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 425171 Y = 3098797 

Altitude: 230-290 m a.s.I.

GC313 1 Green 09/02/2007

GC314 1 Green 09/02/2007

GC315 1 Green 09/02/2007

GC316 1 Dark Green Rich in altered mafic clasts 09/02/2007

GC317 1 Purple ~50cm thick massive, relatively unaltered horizon 09/02/2007

GC318 1 Green Weathered yellow on surface; rich in mafic clasts 09/02/2007

GC319 1 Green 09/02/2007

GC320 1 Purple 09/02/2007

GC321 1 Orange 09/02/2007

GC322 1 Purple 09/02/2007

GC323 1 Purple Patchy white veins; relatively fresh feldspars 09/02/2007

GC324 1 Purple Massive green unit; glassy; veins of laminated Si? 09/02/2007

GC325 1 Green Glassy; white veins 09/02/2007

GC326 1 Beige/Green Green veins 09/02/2007

GC327 1 Orange 09/02/2007

GC328 1 Purple Relatively unaltered, but has blotchy White veins 09/02/2007

GC329 1 Purple Capping ignimbrite - relatively unaltered 09/02/2007

Sample Section: La Castaneta (CAS)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 425069 Y = 3096607

Altitude: 380-415 m a.s.l.

GC215 1 Green Massive horizon within crumbly unit 29/01/2007

GC216 1 Green Crumbly 29/01/2007

GC217 11 Green Topmost Azulejos unit, massive 29/01/2007

GC218 II Green Topmost Azulejos unit, massive 29/01/2007

GC219 II Purple Topmost Azulejos unit 29/01/2007

GC220 II Green Topmost Azulejos unit 29/01/2007

GC221 l-ll Pink/Purple Unaltered ignimbrite between GC216/GC217 29/01/2007

GC222 l-ll Pink/Purple 1m below GC221 (same ignimbrite) 29/01/2007

Sample Section: Finca de Tirm a/Cuevas Nuevas (TIR)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 426264 Y = 3099925

Altitude: 710-790 m a.s.l.

GC109 1 Green Green clast in red matrix - v. weathered! 19/01/2006

GC110 1 Green Green clast 19/01/2006

GC111 1 Red Red matrix 19/01/2006

GC112 1 Red Red unit directly beside road - more massive 19/01/2006

GC113 II Green Unwelded fall deposit 19/01/2006

GC114 II Green Welded surge deposit 19/01/2006

GC115 II Purple Within green surge deposit 19/01/2006

GC116 II Green Top of welded surge deposit 19/01/2006

GC117 II Orange Graded deposit - mscong/finesand/cscong 19/01/2006

GC118 II Brown/Purple Ignimbrite capping azulejos 19/01/2006
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Table A I  continued.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Date

GC119 II Purple/Green cm-scale variation in col - gr/p/gr 19/01/2006

GC223 II Purple/Red Base of altered section 31/01/2007

GC224 II Green 31/01/2007

GC225 II Purple/Green 31/01/2007

GC226 II Orange Top of altered section 31/01/2007

GC227 II Green Same green unit as GC224, futher along path 31/01/2007

GC228 II Purple Below green unit on path towards FB2 31/01/2007

Sample Section: Fuente Blanca 2 (FB2)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 425411 Y = 3098540

Altitude: 725-745 m a.s.l.

GC229 II Green Splintery; massive 31/01/2007

GC230 II PurpleA'ellow From beneath GC229 31/01/2007

GC231 II Red/Green From above GC229 31/01/2007

GC232 II Green 31/01/2007

GC233 II Purple 31/01/2007
GC234 II Purple Unaltered ignimbrite between FB I/2  (?) 31/01/2007

Sample Section: Montana del V iso (VIS)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 424990 Y = 3094343

Altitude: 790-830 m a.s.l.

GC332 II Green Strongly altered rel. to 333 21/02/2007

GC333 II Green Less altered, strong flow texture, limit Azulejos 21/02/2007

GC334 II Green Massive, breaks easily into blocks 21/02/2007

GC335 II Green 21/02/2007
GC336 II Green Glassy, lop of 335 21/02/2007

GC337 II White mix w/ bombs & clasts of red ig 21/02/2007

GC338 II White bomb (co-mag), as alt as mtx 21/02/2007

GC339 II Red Unalt ig at base of section 21/02/2007

GC340 II Pink Same ig as 339, slightly more alt 21/02/2007

GC341 II Beige Same ig as 339 at contact with Az 21/02/2007

GC342 II White w/ green lithics 21/02/2007

GC343 II White 21/02/2007

GC344 II Darl< Green Glassy bomb? 21/02/2007

GC345 II Green Green fiamme? 21/02/2007

GC346 11 Green 21/02/2007

GC347 II Beige/Red Top of section 21/02/2007

Sample Section: B arranco de Tasarte (TAS)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 426025 Y = 3090619

Altitude: 830-860 m a.s.l.

GC293 III Green 06/02/2007

GC924 III Dark green 06/02/2007

GC295 III Beige Green clasts 06/02/2007

GC296 III Green Massive with oragne spots 06/02/2007

GC297 III Green/grey ~50cm thick massive green unit; weathered 06/02/2007
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Table A 1 continued.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Ds

GC298A III Grey Fine grained; clast-poor 06/02/2007

GC298B III Green/grey Clast-rich 06/02/2007

GC299 III Green Clast-rich 06/02/2007

GC300 III Grey Fine grained; clast-poor 06/02/2007

GC301 III Grey 06/02/2007

GC302 III Red Veins 06/02/2007

GC303 III Purple 06/02/2007

GC304 III Beige 06/02/2007

GC305 III Red/green 06/02/2007

GC306 III Red/green 06/02/2007

GC307 III Green 06/02/2007

GC308 III Red 06/02/2007

GC309 III Brown/black Basalt clast with dark red halo 06/02/2007

GC310 III Brown/black Basalt clast with dark red halo 06/02/2007

GC311 III Pink Capping ignimbrite - relatively unaltered ? 06/02/2007

Sample Section: Los Quemados A (LQA)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 427676 Y = 3088759

Altitude: 610-640 m a.s.l.

GC265 III Green 05/02/2007

GC266 III Yellow -30cm  wide band within green unit 05/02/2007

GC267 III Green 05/02/2007

GC268 III Pink/Purple Base of unaltered capping ig - fluidal texture 05/02/2007

Sample Section: Los Quemados B (LQB)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 427462 Y = 3088944

Altitude: 610-640 m a.s.l.

GC269 Ill Orange beneath green unit ~2m from capping ignimbrite 05/02/2007

Sample Section: Los Quemados C (LQC)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 427505 Y = 3088953

Altitude: 610-640 m a.s.l.

GC270 Ill Green 05/02/2007

GC271 III Green 05/02/2007

GC272 III Green Massive green unit within crumbly green unit 05/02/2007

GC273 III Green 05/02/2007

Sample Section; Los Quemados D (LQD)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 427435 Y = 3089015

Altitude: 610-640 m a.s.l.

GC274 Ill Green 05/02/2007

GC275 III Green 05/02/2007

GC276 III Green 05/02/2007
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Table A I  continued.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Date

Sample Section: Los Quemados E (LQE)

UTM Co-ordinates; X = 427348 Y = 3089129 

Altitude: 610-640 m a.s.I.

GC277 III Green Clast rich 05/02/2007

GC278 III Green Clast rich 05/02/2007

GC279 III Green 40cm massive horizon ~10m upslope from GC278 05/02/2007

GC280 III Green Possible clast 05/02/2007

GC281 III Green 05/02/2007

Sample Section: Fuente de Los Azule jos A (FLA-A)

UTM Co-ordinates; X = 428353 Y = 3088999 

Altitude: 540-690 m a.s.l.

GC29 III Purple/Green Purple unit closest to CM, green veining 17/01/2006

GC30 III Purple/Green Purple facies w/green rim & green veining 17/01/2006

GC31 III Purple/Green Purple/green mixing 17/01/2006

GC32 III Purple/Green Purple/green mixing 17/01/2006

GC33 III Purple/Green Purple/green mixing 17/01/2006

GC34 III Pink/Green Pink matrix/green xstals 17/01/2006

GC35 III Purple/Grey 17/01/2006

GC36 III Green 17/01/2006

GC37 III Green 17/01/2006

GC38 III Green 17/01/2006

GC39 III Purple Purple Clast 17/01/2006

GC40 III Beige/Green 17/01/2006
GC41 III - Zoned clast 17/01/2006

GC42 III Beige 17/01/2006

GC43 III Green/Purple 17/01/2006

GC44 III Red/Beige 17/01/2006

GC45 III Zoned clast 17/01/2006

GC46 III Beige/Green 17/01/2006

GC47 III Green w/ purple clast 17/01/2006

GC48 III Grey/Green 17/01/2006

GC49 III Beige 17/01/2006

GC50 III Dark Green 17/01/2006

GC51 III Green/Red 17/01/2006

GC52 III Purple/Green 17/01/2006

GC53 III Beige 17/01/2006

GC89 III Beige 18/01/2006

GC90 III Beige 18/01/2006

GC91 III Green 18/01/2006

GC92 III Beige 18/01/2006

GC93 III Beige Top of beige unit - more massive 18/01/2006

GC94 III Beige/Green Top of beige unit - contact w/ 1st thick ig. 18/01/2006

GC95 III Purple Base if 1st thick ig. - purple - xstals quite fresh 18/01/2006

GC235 IV Green 01/02/2007

GC236 IV Green More massive horizon within green unit 01/02/2007

GC237 IV Purple Above green unit, minor alteration at top & base. 01/02/2007
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Table A I  continued.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Ds

GC238 IV Light Green Above main green unit 01/02/2007

GC239 IV Purple Ignimbrite capping Azulejos - weathered? 01/02/2007

GC240 IV Green Main green unit 01/02/2007

GC241 IV Purple/Green Purple breccious unit at base of main green unit 01/02/2007

Sample Section: Fuente de Los Azu le jos E (FLA-B)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 428734 Y = 3088789 

Altitude: 550-650 m a.s.l.

GC7 III Dark Green Welded ig. w/ glassy texture between Azul. units 12/01/2006

GC54 III Pinl< 17/01/2006

GC55 III Dark Green Glassy Texture 17/01/2006

GC56 III Purple/Green 17/01/2006

GC57 III Purple/Green 17/01/2006

GC58 III Beige Red clast w/green halo 17/01/2006

GC59 III Beige 17/01/2006

GC60 III Purple/Beige 17/01/2006

GC61 III Red 17/01/2006

GC62 III Red/Beige 17/01/2006

GC63 III Red/Beige 17/01/2006

GC64 III Red/Beige 17/01/2006

GC65 III Beige Red clast w/green halo 17/01/2006

GC66a III Beige Red clast w/green halo 17/01/2006

GC66b III Beige Red clast w/green halo 17/01/2006

GC66c III Beige Red clast w/green halo 17/01/2006

GC67a III Red/Beige 17/01/2006

GC67b III Dark Green Glassy Texture 17/01/2006

GC68 III Red Matrix 17/01/2006

GC69 III Red Red clast? 17/01/2006

GC70 III Purple/Beige 17/01/2006

GC71 III Green 17/01/2006

GC72 III Green/Red 17/01/2006

GC73 III Red/Green 17/01/2006

GC74 III Green 17/01/2006

GC75 III Red 17/01/2006

GC76 III Green 17/01/2006

GC77 III Green Green veins in fractures 17/01/2006

GC78 III Green/Red 17/01/2006

GC79 III Green 17/01/2006

GC80 III Green/Red 17/01/2006

GC81 III Green 17/01/2006

GC82 III Green More massive unit ~50cm thick - dyke? 17/01/2006

GC83

GC84a

III

III Red

17/01/2006

17/01/2006

GC84b III Green 17/01/2006

GC85 III Green 17/01/2006

GC86 III Beige/Red Red clast w/ green halo 17/01/2006

GC87 III Beige/Red 17/01/2006

GC88 III Beige/Red 17/01/2006
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Table A I  continued.

Sample Horizon Tuff Colour Comments Sampling Date

GC96 III Beige 18/01/2006

GC97 III Red/Green ~10cm thick unit within much thicker beige unit 18/01/2006

GC98 III Beige 18/01/2006

GC99 III Green/Red Clast w/ halo 18/01/2006

GC100 III Beige Clast purple, matrix beige 18/01/2006

GC101 III Purple/Green Purple clast in green matrix 18/01/2006

GC102 III Blacl</Green Black clast in green matrix 18/01/2006

GC103 III Yellow Purple clast surrounded by fluidal texture 18/01/2006

GC104 III Purple Thick ig above highest beige unit 18/01/2006

GC105 III Green Green clast (zoned) in beige/red matrix 18/01/2006

Sample Section: Tem isas (TEM)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 450117 Y = 3086224

Altitude: 600-800 m a.s.l.

GC8 IV Grey/Green Crystal rich-intrusive(?), Fataga, strongly altered 13/01/2006

GC9 IV Green In-situ Azulejos (~40cm thick) 13/01/2006

GC10 IV Green Very close to Fataga flows, more massive 13/01/2006

GC11 IV Green Red/Green at top of unit 13/01/2006

GC12 IV Green/Red Red/Green alteration on top of green level B 13/01/2006

GC13 IV Purple Purple ignimbrite between green level A&B 13/01/2006

GC14 IV Purple Top green level B (faulted up?) 13/01/2006

GC15 IV Grey Fresh ignimbrite between green B&C 13/01/2006

GC16 IV Purple Fresh ignimbrite between green B&C 13/01/2006

GC17 IV Green Green altered Fataga ignimbrite above green C 14/01/2006

GC18 IV Green Green altered Fataga ignimbrite above green C 14/01/2006

GC19 IV Green Green altered Fataga ignimbrite above green C 14/01/2006

GC20 IV Green Upsection, further from CM, less altered 14/01/2006

GC21 IV Beige/Purple AUered fataga - beige rim & purple interior 14/01/2006

Sannple Section: Las Tabladas (TAB) - Slide Deposit

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 422849 Y = 3096680

Altitude: 50-150 m a.s.l.

GC197 Various Green 29/01/2007

GC198 Various Purple/Grey 29/01/2007

GC199 Various Red Veins 29/01/2007

GC200 Various Green/Grey 29/01/2007

GC201 Various Green 29/01/2007

GC202 Various Red 29/01/2007

GC203 Various Grey 29/01/2007

GC204 Various Green 29/01/2007

GC312 Various Green Main part of Azulejos slide deposit 07/02/2007
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Table A2: Sample informalion fo r  variably altered, exIra-caIJcra shield basalts, Gran Canaria.____________________________________
Sample Locality UTM Co-ordinates Comments Sampling Date

GC167 Agaete X = 430578 Y = 3107463 V. altered basalt - near Agaete 20/01/2006

GC151 Barranco del Risco X = 428301 Y = 3104098 Basalt from CM - contact 20/01/2006
GC152 Barranco del Risco X = 428301 Y = 3104098 Very altered - far from CM 20/01/2006

GC125 Morro del Los Pinos X = 425009 Y = 3097240 19/01/2006

GC120 Tirma X = 425638 Y = 3101283 Basalt 19/01/2006

GC121 TIrma X = 425638 Y = 3101283 Basalt 19/01/2006

CG106 Fuente de Los Azulejos X = 428350 Y = 3089037 Basalt ~20m from caldera margin 18/01/2006

GC107 Fuente de Los Azulejos X = 428350 Y = 3089037 Basalt ~7m from caldera margin 18/01/2006

GC108 Fuente de Los Azulejos X = 428350 Y = 3089037 Basalt ~1km from caldera margin 18/01/2006

GC22 Era del Cardon X = 451180 Y = 3083729 Mio. basalt w/ partially infilled vesicles - hydrothermal alteration? 14/01/2006

MING1 El Risco X = 428090 Y = 3104441 Amygdale-rich (qtz, carbonate) 24/01/2006

MING2 El Risco X = 428090 Y = 3104441 Amygdale-rich (qtz, carbonate) 24/01/2006

MING3 El Risco X = 428090 Y = 3104441 Amygdale-rich (qtz, carbonate) 24/01/2006

GC330 Fuente Blanca 1 X = 425142 Y = 3098834 Amygdale-rich, from just below Azulejos 09/02/2007

GC331 Fuente Blanca 1 X = 425142 Y = 3098834 Relatively fresh massive basalt, vesicle poor 09/02/2007

GC282 Los Quemados X = 424957 Y = 3098856 V.altered, directly beneath azulejos 05/02/2007

GC283 Los Quemados X = 427197 Y = 3089056 -100m up from road 05/02/2007



Table A3: Sample information fo r  a ll other samples collected (but not analysed) as part o f  case study.

Sample Colour Comments Sampling Date

Sample Section: Barranco de La Aldea (LAL)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 426294 Y = 3096401

GC23 Purple/Green Altered epiclastic unit - 3.6km up Boo - gr xstals/p matrix 15/01/2006

GC24 Pink/Green Altered epiclastic unit- pink/green mixing 15/01/2006

GC25 Purple Fine-grained altered rock in epiclastic unit - possible dyke? 15/01/2006

Sample Section: Barranco de Tejeda (TEJ)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 427511 Y = 3096163

GC26 Green Close to cone sheets 15/01/2006

GC27 Beige Close to cone sheets 15/01/2006

GC28 Purple/Green Close to cone sheets 15/01/2006

Sample Section: Ign lm brlte  A - Barranco A rgu lnegu in  A (ARG-A)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 434099 Y = 3075067

GC186 Pink/Grey Below flow unit boundary 25/01/2006

GC187 Pink/Grey Middle of 2nd flow unit - mafic fiamme 25/01/2006

GC188 Pink/Grey Very top of 2nd flow unit (below ash layer) 25/01/2006

GC189 Beige Top ash layer? 25/01/2006

Sample Section: Ign lm brlte  A - Barranco A rgu lnegu in  8  (ARG-B)

UTM Co-ordinates: X = 433451 Y = 3084050

GC190 Pink/Grey Base of ignimbrite 25/01/2006

GC191 Pink/Grey 25/01/2006

GC192 Pink/Grey 25/01/2006

GC193 Pink/Purple 25/01/2006

GC194 Pink/Grey 25/01/2006

GC195 Pink/Purple Top of ignimbrite 25/01/2006

GC196 Beige Beige unit on top of ignimbrite A - altered ash layer? 25/01/2006
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Table A4: Pelrographic descriplions ' o f altered ignimhriles from  Los Aziilejos horizons l-IV. relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimhrites, fresh exira-caldera igninihrite 
'A a lte re d  extra-caldera shield hasalts, fresh 'T4' hasall, and one altered Fataga igninihrite.

Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Altered intra-caldera ignimbhtes (Los Azulejos)

GC2 RSO I Pervasively altered dark brown GM; prominent fractures witti fine-grained qtz fill along fracture walls; some fractures completely filled by qtz, finer along margins;

GC4

GC6

RSO I

RSO

Grey GM - pervasively altered, fluidal texture, silicified; altered fsp phenocrysts. some completely replaced; prominent veining; green clast rim - much finer- 
grained. strongly altered; contact with grey GM v. gradual and only slight variation in texture; veining not as prominent as grey GM; phenocryst-poor; dendritic 
isotropic veining;

Strongly altered isotropic GM; sharp contact with pale yellow vein of finely crystalline qtz and patchy/dendritic isotropic material; 2nd vein within main vein with 
halo of dark brown alteration; halo of pale yellow alteration spreading out from central fracture into GM;

GC145 RSO I Stronly altered GM; qtz-lined fractures with platy mineral in interior; patchy dark brown alteration surrounding plates; qtz-filled areas along contact between fibres
and GM;

GC138 RSO Pervasively altered dark brown-isotropic GM; fsp phenocrysts show patchy alteration of interior and dark brown alteration rims;

GC142 RSO I Severely altered GM. alternating light brown/dark brown bands (Fe-oxide) - strong ftuidal texture; qtz veins following orientation of bands; fsp phenocrysts partially
replaced by rim of radiating microcrystalline qtz; GM contains fine-grained, radiating, light brown acicular crystals - occur in cm-wide band, associated with 
patches of microcrytalline qtz;

GC134 RSO I Silicified GM of microcrystalline qtz; some isotropic patches with dendritic pattern at margins; patches of radiating qtz/fsp(?) intergrown with isotropic material;

GC288 GUI I Pervasively altered GM; x-cut by >2mm wide veins of dark brown micaceous material; veins alternate with parches of strongly altered isotropic areas; some relict 
fsps still visible - fragmented and strongly altered along boundaries, and appear to be replaced in interior by v.fine polycrystalline qtz;
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Table A 4 coniinued
Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

GC315 FB1 Opaque-rich GM, mottled brown/green; fluidal/fibrous texture alternating with 'leopard-print' texture; prominent opaque veining, dendritic pattern in places; red 
hem staining; fragmented plag phenocrysts, partially replaced; fibrous areas of GM - mica? hbl?; fsp replaced by polycrystalline qtz in places;

GC316 FB1 Plag-rich mafic xenoliths with fibrous alteration along boundaries; patchy brown-green micaceous alteration within some xenoliths with dendritic pattern; v. 
prominent fluidal texture in GIVI - fibrous and opaque rich; some large (>1mm) opaque crystals with red tint (hem?);

GC318

GC321

FB1

FB1

Dark brown GIVI, pervasively altered with prominent veining; fsps fragmented and partially replaced; plag-rich mafic xenoliths rare, partially replaced; lighter brown 
areas - more brecciated texture; some fsps replaced by qtz; red hem(?) in GM; some mafic xenoliths pervasively altered to opaques; pick-up clasts with 
boundary alteration;

Strongly altered dark brown/orange GM; prominenet fluidal texture - x-cutting veins of opaque material associated with bright orange yellow crystals; fsps and 
plag-rich mafic xenoliths strongly altered, mainly along boundaries; GM almost entirely isotropic in XP; some fsp entirely replaced by polycrystalline qtz;

GC117 TIR Partially replaced and fragmented plag phenocrysts <1.2mm long surrounded by GM of smaller (<0.3mm) plag needles; all plag phenocrysts/needles have strong 
directed texture; rounded brown crystals (amph?) abundant in GM with isotropic alteration rim surrounded by green crystals (aeg?);

GC118 TIR Strongly altered GM; some fsp phenocrysts fragmented and partially replaced along crystal boundaries/fractures; small rounded phenocrysts with isotropic rim 
grading out into green radiating crystallites with yellow/orange 1C in XP (aeg? chlor?); dispersed green crystals in GM also; fibrous mineral in fsp fractures - 
zeolite?

GC119 TIR Dominantly mafic minerals (enclave?); radiating plag laths <0.5mm long, partially altered along fractured surfaces; GM of enclave strongly altered, fine-grained, 
red-brown; host tuff also pervasively altered, red-dark brown, contains partially replaced fsp phenocrysts;

GC225 TIR l-ll Pervasively altered green-brown (mica) GM with x-cutting veins of dark brown/isotropic material; anhedral fsp phenocrysts partially-completely replaced; radiating
fsp crystallites still visible - originally plag-rich mafic xenoliths; phenocryst/xenolith(?) >3mm in diameter present, altered to mica; polycrystalline qtz replacement 
of fsp; anhedral biot partially replaced Fe-oxides;
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Table  / ( ■ /  continued.

Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

GC229

GC231

GC332

FB2

FB2

VIS

Pervasively altered qtz-rich inclusion in GM with v. distinctive fluidal texture - alternating black/orange 'stripes' or veins (laminated Si?); patchy opaques; 
black/orange material deflected around fsp phenocrysts; phenocrysts fractured and some replaced by qtz; silicified clasts/xenoliths with speckles of high 1C 
(orange) material - mica?

Brecciated texture; strongly altered isotropic patches grading outward into red-brown haloes; nodular texture in some dark brown/black patches; pervasively 
altered GM; stripey/laminated texture similar to GC229 visible in places; partially replaced and fragmented fsp phenocrysts; silicified angular lithic fragments; 
fragment pyx(?) phenocrysts;

Pervasively altered mottled grey-green GM with fluidal texture; veining more intense in certain areas; fsp phenocrysts rare/no longer identifiable; GM generally 
isotropic in XP, apart from speckles of high 1C material (mica?); patchy opaque alteration;

GC346 VIS Strongly altered brown-green GM with fluidal texture; patchy dendritic opaques in places; fragmented and partially replaced plag phenocrysts; alteration of 
phenocrysts most intense around edges (dark brown rim grading outwards into lighter brown alteration);

GC347

GC299

GC303

GC29

VIS

TAS

TAS

FLA

Strongly altered GM, mottled brown-orange; most pervasive alteration associated with areas of intense veining; fragmented and partially replaced plag 
phenocrysts; GM completely isotropic in XP apart from some fine grained, green-brown material (chlor? hbl?); silicified lithic clasts/xenollths(?) overprinted by fine 
clay alteration;

V. fine-grained, strongly altered, brown/green GM, darker brown where more strongly altered; <0.5mm Fe-oxide spots replacing GM; most of GM isotropic in XP 
apart from unaltered fsp/qtz; overall phenocrysts absent, replaced by micaceous material; patchy isotropic alteration visible in parts of GM overprinting 
green/brown alteration;

V, fine-grained, orange GM with prominent fluidal texture; veins of darker brown material x-cut by orange GM; Isotropic/opaque patches visible throughout 
section; relict texture of tuff visible in some areas - silicified(?) and x-cut by dark brown veins; phenocrysts almost entirely absent except where replacement 
hasn't gone to completion; GM isotropic in XP;

Strongly altered fsp phenocrysts, mainly along crystal boundaries and fractured surfaces - mica/clay replacement; prominent veining throughout section - 
concentrated around phenocrysts; phenocrysts disaggregated, sometimes only outline visible; altered pyx(?) phenocrysts - x-cut by veins and completely 
replaced;

GC35 FLA Pevasively altered brown GM, less veining than GC29 but similar overall texture; mafic xenoliths absent;



Table A 4 continued.

Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

GC40 FLA Pervasively altered dark bro»/n GM with fluidal texture (or relic of original flow texture?); veins inflllied with dark brown material; some fsp crystallites still visible, 
partially replaced; fsp phenocrysts disarticulated and replaced along crystal boundaries; altered plag-rich mafic xenoliths;

GC48 FLA Pervasively altered GM with isotropic patches; fsp anhedral, generally <0.5mm; GM qtz still visible in XP;

GC53 FLA Dark brown, strongly altered GM, fluidal texture in places - veins of fine grained micaceous material; fsp phenocrysts disarticulated and altered along crystal 
boundaries and fractured surfaces; plag-rich mafic xenoliths;

GC54 FLA Pervasively altered GM, qtz and fsp crystallites still visible in XP; all phenocrysts partially or completely replaced; possible plag-rich mafic xenoliths (or lithic 
clast?), partially replaced, red/brown staining (Fe-oxide);

GC91 FLA Prominent fluidal texture/veining in GM; fsp phenocrysts completely replaced or altered along crystal boundaries;

GC92 FLA III Strongly altered dark brown GM with fluidal texture, fractures infilled by isotropic material with halo of dark brown material; plag phenocrysts partially replaced;
silicified patches;

GC95 FLA Strongly altered brown GM with fluidal texture; partially or completely replaced fsp phenocrysts with fractured appearance; dark brown alteration haloes around 
some phenocrysts; <0.2mm wide fractures infilled with isotropic material;

GC99 FLA Basaltic clast, rimmed; pyx and ol phenocrysts strongly altered along crystal boundaries/fractures, set in fine-grained plag-rich GM; fsp phenocrysts absent;

GC57 FLA Prominent dark brown veins in GM; alternating strongly/weakly altered areas; fsp phenocrysts altered along crystal boundaries; partially replaced plag-rich mafic 
xenoliths; GM qtz and fsp crystallites still visible in XP; GM alteration following original flow texture?
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Table A4 continued.

Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

GC64 FLA Dark brown, crystal-poor, fine grained GM with veining/fluidal texture; fsp phenocrysts altered along grain boundaries; altered plag-rich mafic xenolith with 
strange rounded inclusions and stronly altered plag rims;

GC65 FLA Probably plag-rich mafic inclusion; phenocrysts (fsp? pyx?) within mafic xenolith strongly altered and contain fractures infilled with isotropic material; fsp 
phenocrysts highly fractured and severely altered along crystal boundaries; white rim around outside of some phenocrysts - fine-grained qtz?;

GC66A FLA Strongly altered GM with fluidal texture; GM x-cut by fractures infilled with isotropic material; fsp phenos disaggregated and altered along crystal boundaries; 
pervasively altered mafic inclusion with partially replaced pyx/amph phenocrysts set in silicified(?) GM; alteration rim around inclusion;

GC66B FLA Fine-grained dark brown GM with fluidal texture; disaggregated fsp phenocrysts altered along crystal boundaries; mafic inclusion - pervasively altered, fine
grained qtz rim; phenocrysts within mafic inclusion pervasively altered;

GC74 FLA Fine-grained altered glassy GM, brown/green; fsp phenocrysts disarticulated and altered along boundaries; in XP, phenocrysts surrounded by halo of fine
grained black/glassy material;

GC77 FLA >2.5mm fsp phenocrysts altered along crystal boundaries and fractured surfaces;

GC84A FLA Fine-grained dark brown GM; partially replaced fsp phenocrysts; <30% phenos; mafic xenoliths;

GC84B FLA Pervasively altered GM; relatively phenocryst poor; fsp phenocrysts altered along fractures/crystal boundaries, rim of v. fine grained dark brown material around 
individual phenocrysts; in some cases only outline of fsp phenocrysts visible;

GC101 FLA III Altered and fractured fsp phenocrysts; fine-grained altered GM (poor thin section)
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Table A 4 cunliniied

Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

HAT 3 (1) FLA III Fine grained pervasively altered GM witti fluidal texture; fibrous texture in places; fragmented and partially replaced plag phenocrysts;

HAT 5 (1) FLA III 40% opaques; strongly silicified GM; minor qtz veining;

HAT 6 (1) FLA III Fragmented and partially replaced K-spar and plag phenocrysts; plag-rich mafic xenoliths with qtz rims; pervasively altered, fine grained GM with fluidal texture;

HAT 7 (1) FLA III Fragmented plag phenocrysts with crystal-boundary alteration; pervasively altered GM with fluidal texture;

HAT 8 (1) FLA III Brecciated texture; contains rip-up clasts of green altered tuff; primary relics in clasts and host tuff; K-spar and plag phenocrysts partially replaced; pervasively
altered mafic xenoliths;

HAT 9 (1) FLA III Green GM dominates, red GM patchy; gradation between green/red GM; fine-grained, strongly altered GM; fragmented plag phenocrysts partially replaced along
crystal boundaries and fractures; altered mafic xenoliths;

HAT 10(1) FLA III Partially replaced mafic xenoliths, K-spar and plag phenocrysts; pervasively altered GM with fluidal texture;

HAT 11(1) FLA III Prominent veining in GM; partially replaced fragmented plag phenocrysts; mafic xenoliths rare/absent;

HAT 33 (1) FLA III Partially replaced plag phenocrysts; fine grained, pervasively altered GM with fluidal texture;
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Table A 4 continued.
Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

HAT 34 (1) FLA III Plag phenocrysts and plag-rich mafic xenoliths with crystal boundary alteration; brecciated, fluidal texture in GM; fibrous texture in places;

HAT 101 (1) FLA III Partially replaced mafic xenoliths; plag and K-spar phenocrysts with alteration along crystal boundaries; glassy GM with perlitic cracks and fractures; fractures 
infilled with altered material;

HAT 102(1) FLA Opaque-rich GM with prominent veining; plag phenocrysts with crystal boundary alteration; partially replaced plag-rich mafic xenoliths;

HAT 5,5(1) FLA Partially replaced mafic xenoliths, K-spar and plag phenocrysts; fine grained, pervasively altered GM with fluidal texture;

GC238 FLA IV V, fine grained, dark brown GM, fluidal texture; rich in fsp phenocrysts - disarticulated and altered along crystal boundaries; phenocrysts have alteration haloes of 
V. fine grained dark brown material; GM almost completely isotropic in XP apart from speckles of high 1C (pink/green) material - clay/mica;

GC239 FLA IV Pervasively altered orange/brown GM with prominent fluidal texture; GM composed of fine grained clay/mica; darker brown areas overprinting orange areas; fsp 
phenocrysts disarticulated, strongly altered along crystal boundaries and patchy alteration of interior; polycrystalline qtz veins x-cut GM;

GC240 FLA IV V. fine grained greenish GM with fluidal texture, composed of chlor/mica/clay material; plag-rich mafic xenocrysts and fsp phenocrysts strongly altered; some 
xenocrysts have swirly, nodular texture and contain inclusions of partially replaced fsp;

GC8 TEM IV Pervasive replacement of plag laths and other primary phenocrysts by mica, mainly along grain boundaries and fractured surfaces;

GC9 TEM IV V. strongly altered, mottled green/dark brown GM with fluidal texture; green patches surrounded by brown material - v. fine grained mica/clays(?); fsp
phenocrysts rare, disarticulated, pervasively altered along crystal boundaries by green/brown material; brown material replacing green patches (2 generations of 
alteration?);
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Table A 4 conliinted.

Sample_______ Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

GC12 TEM IV Zones of pervasively altered GM - v. fine brown/red material, fluidal texture; patches of less altered GM, plag laths clearly visible; some fsp phenocrysts
disarticulated and altered along crystal boundaries/fractures;

GC13 TEM IV Fsp phenocrysts sparse, disarticulated and partially replaced; GM silicified(?), overprinted by fine dark brown material (clays/zeolites?); fluidal GM texture;

Relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignlmbrites

GC160 RSO I Conspicuous qtz veins <0.5mm thick x-cutting pervasively altered GM; isotropic enclave x-cut by qtz filled fractures; green crystals visible along boundaries of
some qtz filled fratures - chlor? hbl?;

GC149 RSO Isotropic material with patchy/dendritic pattern visible (more abundant in some areas) - Mn or Fe-Ti oxides; fractures with halo of isotropic material grading out 
into fine-grained light brown altered GM; qtz crystallites In GM still visible; overall fluidal texture to GM (original flow/rheomorphic texture?);

GC292

GC323

GUI

FB1

Pervasively altered GM with strong fluidal texture; x-cutting dark brown-isotropic veins; areas where veining less intense, original rock texture and fsp crystallites 
still visible; GM strongly silicified in places; relict fsp partially replaced, fragmented, and x-cut by isotropic veins; large angular 'fragment' x-cut by veins and 
silicified; relict plag-rich mafic xenoliths; Fe-oxide staining;

Opaque-rich, strongly altered GM; alternating opaque-rich areas and fine-grained light brown areas; plag phenocrysts pervasively altered and x-cut by veins; 
looks V. altered in thin section but relatively fresh in hand-sample!

GC104 FLA Fine-grained altered GM composed mainly of fsp, qtz, and pyx; no flow texture visible (possible sill?); fsp phenocrysts partially replaced;

Fresh extra-caldera ignimbrite 'A' 

Abase-UBArg n/a

A-VI-L.Arg n/a

Feldspar phenocrysts 0.5-2 mm in size, subhedral-anhedral, relatively fresh, show a well-developed alignment parallel to the flow direction (trachytic texture); 
also contains phenocrysts of amph, Fe-Ti oxide, and pyx; Phenocrysts set in a fine-grained, ash-rich matrix; fiamm^ range from 1-3 mm in length, and define a 
eutaxitic texture.

Similar to Abase-UBArg; fresh euhedral fsp phenocrysts, plus minor amph, pyx, Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts; set in ash-rich matrix with flamme 1-3 mm in length; 
eutaxitic texture;
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Table A4 conliniied.
Sample Location^ Horizon Petrographic Observations^

Extra-caldera basalts
GC106 FLA n/a Porphyritic basalt (EC); fine-grained GIVI - mesh of plag and pyx crystallites; fsp, pyx, and ol phenocrysts, all anhedral, and show signs of alteration; zoning visible 

in some plag phenocrysts; clusters of intergrown, unaltered fsp phenocrysts with some replacement by mica(?) along crystal boundaries;

GC107 FLA n/a Porphyritic basalt (EC); similar texture to GC106 - plag, cpx, and ol in finely crystalline, plag-rich GM; GM more altered than GC106; phenocrysts strongly altered, 
all anhedral, apart from rare clusters of relatively unaltered intergrown plag phenocrysts;

T4 (Fresh) PR n/a Euhedral, unaltered micro-phenocrysts of cpx, plag, mag; relatively fresh, finely-crystalline, groundmass of plag and minor cpx;

Altered Fataga ignimbrite
GC20 TEM n/a Interlocking plag laths x-cut by <0.2mm, rounded brown crystals (isotropic in XP) with alteration along rims - replaced by green/brown material (mica?); fsp 

phenocrysts disarticulated and replaced along crystal boundaries/fractured surfaces by micaceous material; altered Fatagal!

Note; (1) Donoghue eta l. (2008)

^Corresponding photomicrographs in Electronic Appendix A (EA-A)

^Abbreviations; TEM  = Temlsas, FLA = Fuente de Los Azulejos, TAS = Tasarte, FB2 = Fuente Blanca II, VIS = Montana del Viso, T IR  = Tirma, FB1 = Fuente Blanca I, GUI = Barranco Guigiii Grande, RSO = Barranco del 
Risco, EDC = Era del Cardon.

^Abbreviations: GM = groundmass, PPL = plane-polarised light. XP = crossed-polars, 1C = interference colour. EC = extra-caldera, fsp = feldspar, plag = plagioclase, K-spar = K-feldspar. qtz = quartz, pyx = pyroxene, cpx = 
clinopyroxene. ol = olivine, amph = amphibole, chlor = chlorite, hbl = hornblende, hem = hematite, aeg = aegirine, biot = biotlte, magnetite; All colours refer to mineral appearance in plane-polarised light (PPL) unless 
otherwise stated.
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Table . IS: Descriptions of secoiukxiy electron SEM images ' of altered intra-caldera igninihrites from h'lienie de Los Azukjos (Azulejos III)  and Barranco del Risco (Aziilejos 
I), relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimhrites, and altered extra-caldera shield basalts.
Sample Sample Description Location^ Horizon Image Description^

Altered tntra-Catdera tgnimbrites (Los Azulejos)

HAT5-1 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae

HAT8-1 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae - Corroded fsp phenocrvst

HAT8-2 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae - Fsp phenocrvst with clav aqqreaates arowina in fractures and on crystal surface

HAT8-3 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae - Pore space filled bv alobular clav aaareaates

HAT8-4 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae - Radiatina elongate crystals (zeolite?)

HAT8-5 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae - Fibrous zeolite crystal?

HAT 10-1 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Test imaae - General GM texture - not clav aaareaates and radiatina crystals (zeolite?)

HAT5-2 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fibrous zeolite (erion?) filling pore space

HAT5-3 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Corroded, strongly anhedral, fsp phenocryst

HAT5-4 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular smec aggregate surrounded by fibrous zeolite crystals (erion?)

HAT5-5 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Pore space infilled by fibrous zeolite crystals (erion?) and globular smec aggregates

HAT5-6 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fibrous zeolite (erion?) extending into cavity. Partially dissolved primary mineral with clay aggregates on surface

HAT5-7 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of fibrous zeolite crystals

HAT5-8 (1) Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fibrous zeolite crystals (erion? mord?) extending into pore space

HAT5-9 Purple ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Aggregate of stubby/fibrous zeolite needles in pore space

HAT8-6 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular smec aggregate in pore space; Primary mineral bottom left replaced by globular/platey clay minerals

HAT8-7 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Elongate structure (primary mineral?) now completely replaced by smec; Tabular zeolite crystals (clinop) top right

HAT8-8 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Tabular clinop crystals infilling pore space; GM pervasivley replaced by clay aggregates

HAT8-9 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of tabular clinop crystals

HAT8-10 Orange ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Tabular clinop crystals intergrown with prismatic qtz crystals

HAT33-1 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Radiating fibrous zeolite needles (erion? mord?)

HAT33-2 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Intertwining acicular zeolite crystals (erion? mord?)

HAT33-3 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Intertwining acicular zeolite crystals (erion? mord?) with clay aggregated on surface, infilling pore space
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Table AS continued.

Sample________ Sample Description_____________Location^ Horizon Image Description^

HAT33-4 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Radiating zeolite crystals intergrown with platey (kaol) and globular (smec) clay aggregates in pore space

HAT10-2 Grey/green ignimbrite GIVI FLA 11 Isolated zeolite fibres (erion?) on surface of clay rich GM

HAT10-3 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Clay mineral (smec?) replacing fsp phenocryst

HAT10-4 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular smec aggregates intergrown with polyhedral crystals (zeolite?) in pore space

HAT10-5 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - aggregates of platey clay mineral (kaol)

HAT10-6 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Platey kaol crystals intergrown with fibrous zeolite crystals (erion) in pore space

HAT10-7 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Corroded fsp phenocryst in clay-rich groundmass; Clay aggregates on surface of fsp crystal and in fractures

HAT10-8 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular smec aggregates replacing blocky/polyhedral crystals in pore space

HAT10-9 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of top right of previous photo - smec growing on surface of polyhedral crystal

HAT6-1 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Fibrous zeolite crystals (erion? mord?) intergrown with clay aggregates in pore space

HAT6-2 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 As above

HAT6-3 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Radiating acicular zeolite needles (erion?) replacing primary phenocryst (fsp): core of fsp partially replaced by clay

HAT6-4 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Close up of top left of fsp phenocryst showing detail of zeolite replacement

HAT6-5 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 As 39579

HAT6-6 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Whispy clay aggregates (ill) and zeolite fibres in pore space

HAT6-7 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 As above

HAT6-8 (1) Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 As above

HAT6-9 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Elongate aggregate of platey clay mineral (smec), pseudomorphing primary phase?; Minor zeolite fibres to top left

HAT6-10 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Clay aggregates (smec) growing on top of amorphous Si? Clays intergrown with radiating zeolite needles at bottom

HAT6-11 Green ignimbrite GM/red clast FLA 11 Detail of image above - smec aggregate growing on surface of amorphous mineral and intergrown with fibrous zeolite

GC29-1 Purple/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Corroded fsp phenocryst replaced by clays zeolite fibres along fractured surfaces

GC29-2 Purple/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of image above

GC29-3 Purple/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular clay aggregate (smec) in pore space

GC29-4 Purple/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Elongate zeolite (?) crytals infilling pore space: GM strongly replaced br clay aggragates

GC29-5 Purple/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Corroded fsp phenocryst replace by globular clay aggregates along fractured surfaces
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Table ,15 continued.

Sample Sample Description Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC29-6 Purple/green ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Elongate zeolite fibres (erion?) growing in pore spce with globular clay aggregates on surface; GM replaced by smec

GC29-7 Purple/green Ignimbrlte GWI FLA 11 Close up of elongate zeolite fibres with neo-formed clay aggregates on some crystal surfaces

GC29-8 Purple/green Ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Globular smec aggregates intergrown with aclcular zeolite crystals In pore space

GC53-1 Green clast FLA 11 General texture of GM - aggregates of platey/cornflake shaped clay minerals (smec)

GC53-2 Green clast FLA 11 Globular clay aggregates growing on surface of fsp(?) phenocryst

GC53-3 Green clast FLA 11 Detail of image above - note 'cornflake' texture of clay aggregates - typical of smec

GC53-4 Green clast FLA 11 Clay aggregates intergrown/replacing stubby, hexagonal crystals

GC53-5 Green clast FLA 11 Detail of image above

GC53-6 Green clast FLA 11 Clay aggregates (smec) in fracture; and minor zeolite fibres (erion?) to top and bottom left

GC53-7 Green clast FLA 11 Detail of relationship between zeolite fibres and clay - zeolites typically rest on surface of clay aggregates

GC53-8 Green clast FLA 11 Globular clay aggregates (smec) replacing primary phenocryst; Clay-rich GM

HAT34-1 Dark red Ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Clusters of zeolite fibres (erion? mord?) replacing GM and infilling fractue

HAT34-2 Dark red Ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Clusters of zeolite fibres (erion? mord?) infilling fracture and repacIng more tabular mineral in centre

HAT34-3 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Detail of image above

HAT34-4 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Clusters of radiating zeolite fibres (erion? mord?) infilling pore space and intergrown with smec in GM

HAT34-5 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Detail of top left of previous image - zeolites replacing clay aggregates?

HAT34-6 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Clusters of radiating zeolite fibres (erion? mord?) infilling pore space

HAT34-7 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Zeolite needles replacing primary crystal (fsp?) - zeolites also replacing clay aggregates to right of Image

HAT34-8 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Fractured pyx phenocryst In strongly zeolitlsed GM; neo-formed clay aggregates on pyx surface and In fractures

HAT34-9 Dark red ignlmbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of zeolite/phenocryst contact In Image above. Minor clay (smec?) crystals on surface of pyx

HAT34-10 Dark red ignimbrlte GM FLA 11 Clusters of fibrous zeolite crystals (erion/mord) and minor clays replacing GM and infilling pore-space

GC40-1 Grey/green ignlmbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - pervasive replacement by clay (ill)

GC40-2 Grey/green ignlmbrite GM FLA 11 Fsp phenocryst partially replaced by clay along fractured surfaces and crystal boundary; GM pervasively altered to clay

GC40-3 Grey/green ignlmbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of clay replacement along phenocryst boundary

GC40-4 Grey/green ignlmbrite GM FLA 11 Clay replacement on surface of primary mineral (fsp?).
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Table A 5 conlimteJ.

Sample________Sample Description_____________Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC40-5 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Anhedral fsp phenocryst partialy altered to clay along crystal edges; GM pervasively altered to clay (ill/smec)

GC40-6 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of phenocryst/GM contact - clay forms globular aggregates on surface of fsp: fsp shows partial dissolution texture

GC40-7 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Pore-space lined by various generations of fibrous, tabular, and polyhedral zeolites; also platey kaol and globular smec

GC40-8 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of image above - fibrous (erion/mord), tabular (clinop), blocky (heui?) zeolites + platey kaol + globular smec

GC40-9 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Strongly anhedral GM mineral (fsp?) - no original crystal faces remain

GC40-10 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Platey kaol + 'cornflake'-texture smec aggregates intergrovm with tabular zeolite (clinop?) + qtz (?)

GC40-11 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Pore-space infilled by several generations tabular (clinop) and blocky (heuI?) zeolites; minor smec + qtz

GC40-12 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Zoom out of above - note pervasive replacement of GM by clay

GC64-1 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - smec forming elongate/globular aggregates; minor platey kaol

GC64-2 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Clay replacing GM; minor prismatic qtz bottom right

GC64-3 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular (smec) + platey (kaol) clay aggregates replacing GM; partially replaced hexagonal crystals (zeolite?)

GC64-4 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of above image - hexagonal/blocky crystals Intergrown with platey clay (kaol); surfacial smec replacement

GC64-5 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Zoom out of image above - note pervasive replacement of GM by smec

GC64-6 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - smec forming elongate/globular aggregates; elongate form reflecting original crystal boundary?

GC64-7 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Blocky (zeolite?) + platey kaol aggregates infilling pore; overprinted by globular smec aggregates

GC64-8 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Pooly formed prismatic qtz grow/ing on surface of clay aggregate

GC64-9 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Prismatic qtz and smec/kaol aggregates infilling pore-space

GC64-10 Orange/red ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Clay aggregates replacing blocky crystals and qtz in fracture

HAT102-1 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 'Cornflake' texture clay aggregate (smec); platey kaol + neo-formed zeolite fibres (right of image)

HAT 102-2 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - pervasively altered to clays/zeolites; elongate structures reflect original crystal boundaries?

HAT 102-3 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular clay aggregates + minor zeolite fibres replacing primary mineral (elongate structure)

HAT 102-4 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of image above - platey + globular clay aggregates intergrown with poorly formed zeolite fibres

HAT 102-5 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Primary mineral (fsp?) on right replaced by 'cornflake' texture clay aggregates on surface; elongate structure - zeolite?

HAT102-6(1) Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fractured primary pyx phenocryst replaced by globular clay aggregates along fractured surfaces and crystal edges

HAT 102-7 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of clay replacement along fracture



Table /IS continued.

Sample________Sample Description_____________Location^ Horizon Image Description^

HAT102-8 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Relic of primary mineral, now almost totally replaced by clays etc. Original crystal edges still partially visible

HAT 102-9 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Primary mineral showing partial dissolution texure, and replacment by clays on surface

HAT102-10 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Zoom out of image above - note pervasive replacement of GM by smec

HAT102-11 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Platey clay aggregates overprinted by globular clay aggregates (smec); Partial dissolution texture in some crystals?

HAT102-12 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Triangular cavity in fsp phenocryst; note globular clay aggregates on surface of phenocryst

HAT102-13 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Clays and fibrous zeolite (mord?) infilling porespace

HAT102-14 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up on zeolite fibres

HAT102-15 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Radiating zeolite(?) crystals in fracture

HAT102-16 Grey/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Elongate vwndy structure - Hair?! Pervasively altered GM

GC91-1 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Clusters of platey clay minerals replacing primary mineral (fsp?)

GC91-2 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - clay aggregates and radiating acicular zeolite crystals

GC91-3 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Anhedral fsp phenocryst in clay-rich GM; fsp stronly altered along crystal edges; clay aggregates in fractures/hollow/s

GC91-4 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of clay alteration along fsp boundary; clay aggregates on surface and filling fractures

GC91-5 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Anhedral fsp phenocryst (GC91-3) in clay-rich GM; fsp stronly altered along crystal edges and at centre

GC91-6 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of smec clay aggregates in hollow in fsp pheno

GC91-7 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Clay aggregates growing on surface of phenocryst

GC91-8 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fsp phenocryst strongly replaced by globular clay aggregates along crystal edges; clay-rich GM

GC91-9 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of GM/fsp contact; not minor zeolite fibres intergrown with clay aggregates

GC91-10 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Zeolite fibres replaced by smec?

GC91-11 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular aggregates of clay (smec)

GC91-12 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 As above

GC91-13 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Whispy/globular clay aggregates replacing primary mineral (note 'cornflake' texture of clays - smec?)

GC91-14 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Close up of image above (bottom right)

GC91-15 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Cluster of radiating zeolite needles infilling pore-space; needles partially replaced by clays

GC91-16 Green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 As above
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Table A 5 continued

Sample________Sample Description_____________Location^ Horizon Image Description^

HAT101-1 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Dissolved-out fsp; now partially replaced by smec

HAT101-2 (1) Highly welded glassy Ignimbrite FLA 11 Clay alteration along fractures and perlitic cracl^s; partially replaced fsp crystallites; rest of GM relatively unatlered

HAT101-3 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Smec replacing fsp phenocryst; original crystal shape discernable, but now strongly anhedral

HAT101-4 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Clay alteration along fracture - grades outwards to relatively unaltered finely crystalline GM

HAT101-5 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Close up of smec clay aggregates along fractured surface

HAT101-6 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Clay alteration along fracture - grades outwards to relatively unaltered finely crystalline GM

HAT101-7 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Close up of above

HAT101-8 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Smec clay aggregates along fractured surface

HAT101-9 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 Clay alteration concentrated along fractures, grading out into relatively unaltered GM

HAT101-10 Highly welded glassy ignimbrite FLA 11 As above; note some larger clay aggregates on surface of GM

GC54-1 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular clay aggregates replacing primary fsp(?)

GC54-2 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 As above - note tabular and rhobohedral crystals

GC54-3 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - clay aggregates replacing feldspar; minor zeolite fibres

GC54-4 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Globular clay aggregates replacing GM and cubic/rhombic mineral(?)

GC54-5 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of clay replacement - note cornflake texture of clays (smec) and minor qtz crystallites (far left)

GC54-6 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Smec aggregates replacing GM

GC54-7 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 General texture of GM - pervasive clay alteration; note partially replaced rhombic crystals;

GC54-8 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fractured fsp(?) pheno w/ith clay replacement along boundary/fractures - minor fractures radiating out from central fracuture

GC54-9 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fracture in fsp pheno - note corrosion/clay replacement along fracture, minor zeolite fibres

GC54-10 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Fsp phenocryst with prominent clay alteration along fractured surface and crystal boundary; pervasively altered GM

GC54-11 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Detail of clay (smec?) replacement along bottom surface of fsp phenocryst; minor zeolite fibres at bottom of image

GC54-12 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Radiating zeolite fibres being replaced by globular clay aggregates

GC54-13 Red/green ignimbrite GM FLA 11 Pervasive smec formation along surface of fsp phenocryst

GC66B-1 Grey/green ignimbrite/red clast FLA 11 Contact between clast (right) showing minor alteration, and clast rim (left) show/ing pervasive alteration

GC66B-2 Grey/green ignimbrite/red clast FLA 11 Detail of rim/clast contact - fibrous/blocky zeolite concentrated along contact, clays (smec?) further from contact
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Table A 5 conlimied
S a m p le  S a m p le  D esc rip tio n  L ocation^ H orizon im a g e  D esc rip tio n ’

G C 66B -3 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II R elatively  u n a lte re d  c la s t - m inor c lay  a g g re g a te s  on  s u rfa c e

G C 66B -4 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II Partially  fo rm ed  (or re p la c e d ? )  zeo lite  fib res  a lo n g  rim /c las t c o n ta c t

G C 66B -5 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II C last/r im  c o n ta c t - c lays  a p p e a r  to  b e  rep lac in g  zeo lite  fib res

G C 66B -6 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II C last/r im  c o n ta c t - c lays  a p p e a r  to b e  rep lac in g  zeo lite  fib res

G C 66B -7 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II G e n era l tex tu re  of GM - p e rv a siv e  s m e c  a lte ra tio n ; n o te  very  in h o m o g e n e o u s  n a tu re  of GM

G C 66B -8 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II R e p la c e m e n t o f prim ary  m inera l (?) by s m e c ; c o n ta c t  betw /een  c lay  rim a n d  p rim ary  m in e ra l s h a rp

G C 66B -9 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II C lo se  up of c o n ta c t b e tw ee n  clay  rim an d  relatively  u n a lte re d  p rim ary  m inera l

G C 66B -10 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II F s p ?  p h e n o  with c lay  a lte ra tion  a long  c ry s ta l b o u n d ary ; n o te  very  in h o m o g e n e o u s  n a tu re  of GM

G C 6 6 B -1 1 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II D etail of b o u d a ry  a lte ra tion  - rad ia ting  c lay  (k ao l?  s m e c ? )  p la te le ts  form ing interllocl^ing a g g re g a te s

G C 66B -12 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II C lo se  up  of rad ia ting  c lay  p la te le ts

G C 66B -13 G re y /g re e n  ign im brite /red  c la s t FLA II P o re  s p a c e  in GM - undu la ting  p la te s  with p e rv asiv e ly  a lte re d  to  clay; very  in h o m o g e n e o u s  GM, s trong ly  a lte red

G C1-1 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /wtiite vein R S O  1 C lays  grownng on  su rfa c e  of p rim ary  p h e n o c ry s t (fsp?); e lo n g a te  fibre - z eo lite ?

G C 1-2 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /wtiite vein R S O  1 E lo n g a te  c ry s ta ls  (z eo lite?  fsp  la th s? )  intergrovwi with a n d  re p la c e d  by c lays

G C 1-3 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /w hite vein R S O  1 A s a b o v e  - e lo n g a te  c ry s ta ls  a p p e a r  partially  co rro d ed

G C 1-4 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /wtiite vein R S O  1 S h o rt a n d  m o re  stocl^y zeo lite  c ry s ta ls  an d  c la y s  infilling p o re s p a c e

G C 1-5 G re e n  ignim brite  GM/v(/tiite vein R S O  1 G lobular clay  a g g re g a te s  on  s u rfa c e  of partially  d is so lv e d  fsp  p h e n o c ry s t

G C 1-6 G re e n  ignim brite  GIVI/white vein R S O  1 Botrioidal m inera l a g g re g a te s  - h e m ?

G C 1-7 G re e n  ignim brite  GIVI/white vein R S O  1 E lo n g a te  c ry s ta ls , partially  co rrid ed  a n d  re p la c e d  by c lay s; tw inned  c ry s ta l to p  right (cal?); zeo lite  fib res  e x ten d in g  into cavity

G C 1-8 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /w hite vein R S O  1 C avity with partially  d isso lv ed  blocky c ry s ta ls  re p la c e d  by c lays

G C 1-9 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /w hite vein R S O  1 C lo se  up  of a lte re d  b locky c ry s ta ls  from  im a g e  a b o v e  - s m e c  grovTing o n  s u rfa c e

G C 1-10 G re e n  ignim brite  G M /w hite vein R S O  1 F s p  p h e n o cry st re p la c ed  by c lays  a long  c ry sta l b o u n d a ry , fra c tu re s  a n d  in p itted  hollow; p e rv a siv e ly  a lte re d  GM

G C 1-11 G re e n  ignim brite  GM/vi/hite vein R S O  1 C lo se  up  of phencryst/G M  c o n ta c t

G C 1-12 G re e n  ignim brite  GM/w/hite vein R S O  1 P artially  d isso lv ed  fsp (? ) in cavity

G C 1 -1 3 G re e n  ignim brite  GM/w/hite vein R S O  1 C lo se  up  of im ag e  a b o v e  - n o te  c o rro d ed  te x tu re  o f p rim ary  p h a s e  a n d  c lay  a g g re g a te s  on  s u rfa c e

G C 1-14 G re e n  ignim brite  GM/w/hite vein R S O  1 C lay  a lte ra tion  a lo n g  frac tu re
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Table A5 conliimed

Sample________Sample Description_____________Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC1-15 Green ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Partially altered acicular zeolite crystals resting on pervasively altered GM

GC1-16 Green ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Close up of zeolite cluster

GC1-17 Green ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Botrioidal mineral aggregates - hem?

GC1-18 Green ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 General texture of GM - very inhomogeneous; botrioidal xstals, zeolite fibres, clays etc.

GC2-1 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 General texture of white vein - filled by radiating kaol plates

GC2-2 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Close up of platey kaol crystals

GC2-3 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Close up of platey kaol crystals

GC2-4 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Close up of platey kaol crystals

GC2-5 Purple ignimbrite GM/vrfiite vein RSO 1 General texture of GM

GC2-6 Purple ignimbrite GM/vi/hite vein RSO 1 Close up of platey kaol - partially dissolved in places?

GC2-7 Purple ignimbrite GM/vi^iite vein RSO 1 Close up of platey kaol - partially dissolved in places?

GC2-8 Purple ignimbrite GM/w/hite vein RSO 1 As above - showing possible corrosion texture

GC2-9 Purple ignimbrite GM/vrfiite vein RSO 1 Isolated zeolite fibre on surface of GM; partially replaced by clays

GC2-10 Purple ignimbrite GM/vrfiite vein RSO 1 Close up of platey kaol

GC2-11 Purple ignimbrite GM/wiiite vein RSO 1 Contact between platey kaol vein (right) and relatively unaltered GM (left)

GC2-12 Purple ignimbrite GM/w/hite vein RSO 1 Close up of contact

GC2-13 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Clay aggregates on surface of vein mineral (qtz?)

GC2-14 Purple ignimbrite GM/w/hite vein RSO 1 As above

GC2-15 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Euhedral qtz prism overprinted by platey kaol

GC2-16 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Euhedral qtz prisms in vein, overprinted by kaol: kaol concentrated in interstices between qtz prisms

GC2-17 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Close up of interlocking qtz crystals - alteration concentrated along crystal contacts

GC2-18 Purple ignimbnte GM/white vein RSO 1 Kaol replacing vein mineral (qtz?)

GC2-19 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Clay aggregates in cavity

GC2-20 Purple ignimbrite GM/white vein RSO 1 Close up of image above - smec?

GC2-21 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Qtz crystals being replaced by radiating kaol platelets: qtz lines fracture, kaol extends into centre of fracture
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Table A 5 conliiuied

Sample________ Sample Description_____________Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC2-22 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Kaol platelets replacing vein cryslals (qtz?)

GC2-23 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Randomly orientated qtz prisms partially dissolved and replaced by kaol/smec

GC2-24 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Platey kaol crystals growing along contact betw/een two qtz crystals: kaol partially replaced by smec?

GC2-25 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Globular clay aggregates replacing vein mineral (qtz/fluor?) - note dissolution/'swiss ctieese texture - cavities filled by clays

GC2-26 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Close up of image above

GC2-27 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Zeolite fibre? Hair?!!

GC2-28 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 As above - note protruding structures

GC2-29 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Cavity infilled by blocky crystals (fluor?) and prismatic qtz (partially dissolved?)

GC2-30 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Blade-like/prismatic qtz crystals

GC2-31 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Clays replacing blocky vein mineral (fluor?)

GC2-32 Purple ignimbrite GM/wtiite vein RSO 1 Close up of clay replacement - globular aggregates filling cavities in blocky mineral (fluor?); note swiss ctieese texture

GC4-1 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially altered and disaggregated primary mineral witti clay aggregates on surface

GC4-2 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Clay alteration - note cornflake/pitted texture - smec

GC4-3 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Pose space infilled by globular clay aggregates and minor zeolite fibres (erion? mord?) - spider web texture

GC4-4 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Close up of above - note fibrous texture of zeolite, minor clay on surface?

GC4-5 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Close up of above - globular clay aggregate grow/ing on surface of partially corroded mineral; branctiing zeolite fibre

GC4-6 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Zeolite fibre + globular clay aggregate replacing 1y mineral

GC4-7 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Zoom out of above

GC4-8 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Amorphous/cornflake texure clays and minor zeolite fibres replacing GM minerals

GC4-9 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 As above - note corroded texture of GM mineral, clays growing on top surface

GC4-10 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially dissolved primary mineral replaced by smec clay aggregates

GC4-11 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially formed clay/zeolite aggregates replacing primary GM mineral; note partially dissolved qtz prisms to left

GC4-12 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially dissolved qtz crystallites replaced by smec clay; platey kaol clusters; neo formed zeolite on qtz prism

GC4-13 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Close up of radiating kaol platelets - partially corroded?

GC4-14 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Primary mineral (fsp?) partially replaced by smec/kaol/zeolite along crystal boundaries and cleavage plains
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Table A 5 continued.

Sample Sample Description Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC4-15 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Close up of clay replacement (along cleavage plains?)

GC4-16 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially dissolved primary phenocryst (fsp) in cavity, replaced by clays/fibrous zeolite: pervasively altered GM

GC4-17 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially dissolved primary mineral (fsp?), clay aggregates grow/ing on surface

GC4-18 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially dissolved primary mineral (fsp?), clay aggregates grow/ing on surface: zeolite fibres extending into cavity

GC4-19 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Kaol/smec aggregates and zeolites (erion? mord?) in pore space: GM pervasively replaced by platey/globular clays

GC4-20 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Close up of above

GC4-21 Grey/green ignimbrite GM RSO 1 Partially dissolved fsp(?) phenocryst viflth zeolite/clay growth along fractured surface

GC150-1 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Glassy vein material - tightly interlocking, radomly orientated qtz crystals

GC150-2 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 As above - not minor alteration of qtz crystals by clays at contact with GM

GC 150-3 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Close up of vein/GM contact - GM pervasively altered to clay: minor clay aggregates on surface of vein qtz

GC 150-4 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Corroded qtz crytallites, partially altered to smec clays: GM pervasively altered to clay

GC 150-5 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Vein/GM contact - globular clay aggregates filling hollow betvreen interlocking vein crystals

GC 150-6 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Close up of alteration in hollow - globular clay aggregates formed of series of sheets

GC 150-7 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Vein/GM contact - minor clay alteration of vein crystals at contact

GC 150-8 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Cross cutting vein crystals (2 generation of qtz growth?) - partially corroded crystal surfaces

GC 150-9 Green ignimbrite GM/glassy vein RSO 1 Vein/GM contact: clay globules forming on surface of qtz and filling hollows

GC148A-1 Green clast/grey rim RSO 1 Densely packed. Intertwining fibres of mord(?) in pore space

GC148A-2 Green clast/grey rim RSO 1 General texture of GM - inhomogeneous and disaggregated: mainly clay and zeolite fibres

GC148A-3 Green clast/grey rim RSO 1 Close up of GM - randomly orientated, dispersed zeolite fibres on surface of clay-rich GM

Relatively Unaltered Intra-Caldera Ignimbrites

GC104-1 Apparently unaltered IG FLA III Pore space infilled by prismatic qtz xstals partially altered to clays

GC 104-2 Apparently unaltered IG FLA III Close up of qtz crystals - note corroded texture and clay aggregates on surface

GC 104-3 Apparently unaltered IG FLA III Clay aggregates replacing qtz

GC104-4 Apparently unaltered IG FLA III Qtz crystals with dissolution texture and clay aggregates on surface
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Table A 5 continued.

Sample Sample Description Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC104-5 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Qtz, clays, + zeolite fibre infilling pore space

GC104-6 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Close up of zeolite fibre - note minor clay replacement on surface

GC104-7 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Partially corroded qtz prisms witti clay aggregates on surface

GC104-8 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Rounded aggregates of platey mineral - roset texture (hematite); larger plates to top left (chlorite?)

GC104-9 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Zoom out of image above - clay aggregates infilling fractures; elongate structures - primary crystal boundary?

GC104-10 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Pore space infilled by qtz + clays; pervasively altered GM

GC104-11 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Clay aggregates + neoformed (or dissolved?) zeolite fibres

GC104-12 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 As GC104-10; note original crystal boundary of primary mineral preserved top right

GC104-13 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Partially dissolved qtz crystallites infilling pore space

GC104-14 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Close up of image above - note corroded texture and minor clay aggregates on surface

GC104-15 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Cluster of partially dissolved qtz crystallites lining pore space; clay aggregates mainly in interstices

GC104-16 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Close up of above - note dissolution texture

GC104-17 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 Edge of fsp phenocryst - note prisms on surface (dissolved qtz?)

GC104-18 Apparently unaltered IG FLA 11 As above

Altered Extra-Caldera Basalts

GC 106-1 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Rounded smec aggregates - note 'cornflake' texture

GC 106-2 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Clays growing on surface of primary mineral

GC106-3 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Blocky mineral (zeolite rhombs? - chab?) partially replaced by smec clay aggregates

GC 106-4 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Honeycomb texture of clay aggregates - ill?

GC 106-5 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Close up of texture above

GC 106-6 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Clay aggregates in GM with honeycomb/cornflake texture, intergrown w/ith aggregates of bocky mineral (zeolite?)

GC 106-7 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Honeycomb clay aggregates intergrown w/ith/replacing blocky mineral to top left

GC 106-8 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Close up of image above

GC 106-9 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA 11 Altered primary mineral with well developed cleavage (fsp?) - note dissolution texture and clays/zeolite needles on surface
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Table AS continued

Sample Sample Description Location^ Horizon Image Description^

GC106-10 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Close up of above

GC106-11 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Smec replacing primary GM minerals - note 'cornflake' texture

GC106-12 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Smec replacing blocky mineral aggregates (zeolite?) in pore space

GC106-13 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Honeycomb/cornflake texture of clay aggregates - smec

GC106-14 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Smec replacing blocky/rhombic mineral aggregates (zeolite?) in pore space

GC106-15 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Close up of above - smec diminantly in interstices

GC106-16 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Honeycomb texture of clay aggregates: cornflake texture dominates along ’walls' o f honeycomb

GC106-17 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Close up of clay aggregate - partially dissolved?

GC106-18 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA Ill General texture of GM - clays and minor radiating zeolite needles

GC106-19 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III GM pervasively altered to clays/zeolites; cavity wflth partially dissolved crystal showing 'spagetti' texture (carb?)

GC106-20 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA Ill Close up of 'spagetti' texture - carb?

GC106-21 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA Ill As above - note clay aggregates on top surface

GC 106-22 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Smec forming on top of primary mineral

GC106-23 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Partially dissolved fsp(?) crystal, strongly anhedral, replaced by smec aggregates at centre; GM partially altered to clay

GC 106-24 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Close up of above - note 'cornflake' texture of clay mineral

GC106-25 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Randomly orientated acicular zeolite crystals - mord? erion?

GC 106-26 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA Ill As above

GC106-27 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III Zoom out of above shovwng zeolite grovirth along fracture

GC106-28 Altered EC basalt/cavity fills FLA III As above - close up of zeolite cluster

Note: (1) Donoghue ef a/. (2008)

^Corresponding SE-SEM  images in Electronic Appendix A (EA-A)

^Abbreviations: FLA = Fuente de Los Azulejos, RSO = Barranco del Risco

^Abbreviations: GM = Groundmass, erion = erionite. mord = mordenite, dinop = clinoptilolite, chab = chabazite, smec = smectite, ill = illite, qtz = quartz, fsp = feldspar, pyx = pyroxene, heui = heulandite. kaol = kaolinite, carb = 
carbonate, cal = calcite, hem = hematite, fluor = fluorite
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Table A6: lVhole-r< a-calilera basalts.

Sample (Horizon) HAT3 (Ml) HAT-5 (III) HAT-6 (111) HAT-7 (110 HAT-8 (III) HAT-9 (III) HAT-10 (III) HAT-11 (III) HAT5.5 (III) HAT33 (III)

Sample Locality' FLA FLA FLA FLA FLA FLA FLA FLA FLA FLA
Sample Type Altered Ignimbrtte 

(bulk matrix)
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

wt%
SiOj 65.82 77.59 58.74 68.21 66.93 66.93 69.56 63,06 65,84 76,81

TiOj 0.67 0.37 1.04 0.68 0.83 0.71 0.73 0.78 0.8 0.56
AljOa 12.44 7.94 15.51 11.86 12.62 14.19 11.28 13.83 14.86 8.77
FejO j 4.91 4.43 6.39 4.63 5.18 4.27 4.9 5.65 4.34 3.88

MnO 0.17 0,12 0.28 0.18 0,27 0.11 0.31 0,19 0,47 0.05
MgO 0.71 0.41 0,93 0.59 1 0.86 0.95 0.84 0.69 0,54

CaO 0.98 0.57 0.98 0.84 0.8 0.32 0.77 0.86 0.44 0.66

Na^O 2.12 2,1 5.61 3.42 2.84 3,85 2.3 3.74 3.69 1.05
K3O 5.28 4.43 4,14 4.06 4.77 4 2 5.14 4,72 4,25 3.39

0.07 0.06 0.14 0.08 0.09 0,09 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.05
ppm

Co 5 5 <4 6 10 <4 11 <4 10 5
Cr <18< <18 <18< <18< <18< <18< <18< <18< <18 <18
Nt <2< <2< 8 <2< <2< <2< 2 <2< 20 15
V <12 34 90 15 29 16 24 23 43 33
2n >346 96 390 257 351 222 287 341 249 202

Ce 477> 205 437> 334> 326> 319> 291 > 386> 314 318
La 164 49 177 93 143 99 121 154 84 44

Nb 248 270 327 286 282 249 246 303 270 277

Ga 38 20 45 31 36 37 33 42 36 24

Pb <4 21 24 18 11 14 23 19 19 12
Pr 24> 20 43> 39> 43> 42> 42> 46 > 32 39
Rb 154 72 172 125 163 147 162 174 110 124

Ba 102 27 90 39 49 150 56 201 259 20
Sr 101 5 46 19 31 15 18 35 33 9
Th 35 16 32 24 25 20 28 24 18 32
Y 115 89 152> 107 127 99 125 138 93 123
Zr 2096 1675> 1979> 1779> 1784> 1646> 1888> 1776> 1492 1835
SUM 93.54 98.3 94.18 94.87 95.69 95.85 96.37 94.16 95.48 95.76

0 0 0.16 0.54 0.45 0,07 0.63 0.09 0.54 0.06 0.06 0.39
H2O 6.04 1.7 5,5 5.29 3.63 4.09 3.37 6.02 3.93 2,58
LOI (CO2+H2O) 6.2 2.24 5.95 5.36 4.26 4,18 3.91 6,08 3,99 2.97

Abbreviations: FLA = Fuente de Los Azulejos, RSO *  Barranco del Risco. MLP *  Morro del Los Pinos, TIR *  Tirma. TEM = Temisas, EDC = Era del Cardon, PR = Barranco Puerto Rico



Table A(y continued.

Sample (Horizon) 

Sample Locality 
Sample Type

HAT34 (III)

FLA
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

HAT101 (III)

FLA
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

HAT102 (III)

FLA
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

GC53-RC (III) 

FLA

Altered Basaltic 
Lithic Clast

GC53-BM (III) 

FLA
Altered Ignimbrite 
(beige matrix)

GC78(III)

FLA
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

GC1-GNM (1) 

RSO
Altered Ignimbrite 
(green matrix)

GC137-GVM (1) 

RSO
Altered Ignimbrite 
(green vein)

GC147-GM (1) 

RSO
Altered Ignimbrite 
(green clast halo)

GC149-0MB (1)

RSO
Altered Ignimbrite 
(megablock)

wt%

SiOj 71.15 64.9 61.89 47.91 70.81 68.43 71,35 67.4 70.22 57.02
TtOj 0.61 0.71 0.81 4.7 0.62 0.68 0.66 0.81 0.87 1.01
AI2O3 10.22 12.34 14.63 18.74 11.04 13.67 12.76 15,59 12.72 21.3
F6203 4.17 5.46 5.47 12.81 4.43 3.74 2.64 2,55 6.21 4.53
MnO 0.23 0.2B 0.53 1.19 0.18 0.19 0.2 0,44 0.15 0.75
MgO 0.42 0.53 0.85 0.86 0.66 0.77 1.28 1.01 0.93 0.45
CaO 1.04 0.49 0.74 4.88 0.61 0.17 1,29 0,15 0.37 0.14
NajO 2.83 5.29 3.89 3.3 2.69 3.92 0.91 2.31 0.38 3,77
KjO 3.06 3.05 4.74 4.48 3.85 3.78 4.69 6.27 4,64 8,03
PzOs 0.06 0.07 0.1 0.61 0.06 0.07 0,06 0.08 0,07 0,07
ppm

Co 7 <4 7 37 6 <4 7 5 6 7
Cr <18 <18 <18 192 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18
Ni 10 5 9 43 2 <2 <2 <2 2 <2
V <12 37 43 347 <12 <12 19 23 19 19
Zn 238 296 328 128 269 218 308 471 400 496
Ce 305 391 444 94 334 302 384 483 535 436

La 52 93 180 30 143 159 151 221 216 267

Nb 285 323 348 818 255 256 282 355 420 336

Ga 24 40 40 26 28 32 36 37 41 24

Pb 26 15 29 111 11 12 <4 12 15 5

Pr 24 36 47 5 39 45 54 90 62 78

Rb 95 151 128 90 142 141 236 240 274 225

Be 72 134 518 677 42 121 169 299 36 113

Sr 31 16 27 710 30 11 29 9 11 40

Th 24 31 40 9 29 25 35 47 48 35

Y 86 124 143 49 128 97 114 148 165 90

Zr 1311 2004 2088 959 1779 1644 1418 1518 1939 867

SUM 93.79 93.12 93.65 99.92 95.27 95.72 96.17 97 96,97 97,37

0 p 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.08 1.02 0.36 0.35 0,23

HjO 5.34 5.82 5.46 1.17 4,74 4.87 2.45 2.63 2.63 2.79

LOI (CO2+H2O) 5.44 5.9 5.54 1.31 4.84 4.95 3.47 2.99 2.98 3.02
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Table A 6 conlimwJ.
Sample (Horizon) 

Sample Locality 
Sample Type

GC162-GM (1) 

RSO
Altered Ignimbrite 
(green matrix)

GC124(I)

MLR
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

G C IIO (I)

TIR
Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

GC113(II)

TIR

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

GC118(II)

TIR

Unaltered Intra- 
Caldera Ignimbnte

GCIO(IV)

TEM

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

GC11 (IV)

TEM

Altered Ignimbrite 
(bulk matrix)

GC13(IV)

TEM
Unaltered Intra- 
Caldera Ignimbrite

GC104(III)

FLA
Unaltered Intra- 
Caldera Ignimbrite

GC160(1)

RSO

Unaltered Intra- 
Caldera Ignimbrite

wt%
SiOj 72.27 66,63 61.2 62.05 61,21 73.6 68.31 67.64 72.52 63.42
Ti02 0.98 0.94 0.85 1.11 1.13 0,69 0.92 0.74 0.64 0.89
AljOs 10.9 10.23 16.77 15.69 16.71 8,94 10.18 15.62 11.65 14.81
FejOa 6.41 6.78 4.44 5.67 5,43 6.4 6.92 3,91 4,87 5.59
MnO 0.4 0.25 0.17 0.5 0.11 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.13 0.11
MgO 0.75 0.82 0.78 0.98 0,8 0.62 0.74 0.19 0.14 0,5
CaO 0.26 0.95 0.45 0.43 0,68 0,87 1.04 0.1 0,09 1,38
Na^O 0.81 2.28 6.51 3.93 7,42 0.47 1.44 6,37 4,44 4,66
K3O 3.67 4.07 4.76 6.81 4,97 2.89 3.58 4,86 4,47 6.11
P2O5 0,16 0.07 0.18 0.22 0,08 0.07 0.1 0.06 0.05 0.13
ppm

Co 11 10 <4 6 <4 5 7 <4 <4 <4
Cr <18 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18 <18
Ni 11 <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 4 <2 <2 <2
V 90 <12 18 96 98 12 36 14 22 93
Zn 355 344 146 241 195 460 406 140 190 169
Ce 339 360 327 396 406 380 372 294 403 531
La 104 243 196 379 533 123 166 165 166 437
Nb 232 259 220 282 288 408 247 226 280 383
Ga 34 31 23 36 37 29 34 34 34 36

Pb 19 13 22 28 16 12 11 10 12 22
Pr 33 59 49 109 113 29 35 55 50 113
Rb 255 142 74 130 119 252 298 77 140 173
Ba 143 87 374 107 280 15 289 470 55 136
Sr 21 328 51 36 17 78 156 12 8 113
Th 24 23 11 23 26 38 22 17 39 31
Y 108 115 63 98 83 175 107 93 127 138
Zr 1226 1144 773 1018 1252 1956 921 1032 2177 1981
SUM 96,9 93.32 96.34 97.68 98,88 95.01 93.61 99.85 99,35 98,04

0 p 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.20 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.60
HjO 2.61 6.91 4.15 2.70 1.85 5.03 6.57 0.70 0.85 0.82

LOI (CO2+H2O) 2.73 7.03 4.28 2.81 1.95 5.23 6.73 0.77 0.91 1.42



Table A6 continued

Sample (Horizon) 

Sample Locality 

Sample Type

GC107

FLA
Altered Extra- 
Caldera Basalt

GC152

RSO

Altered Extra- 
Caldera Basalt

GC22

EDC
Altered Extra- 
Caldera Basalt

T4

PR
Unaltered T4' Basalt

wt%
SiOz 48,58 46.06 47,84 43,61

TiO; 3.26 3.06 4.73 4.68>

A ljO j 10.41 10 14.45 14.54

F6203 13 13.54 14.67 14.28

MnO 0.12 0.11 0.15 0,18

MgO 6.97 11.23 4,35 5.8

CaO 10.15 9.99 8,95 12.01

NajO 2.36 1.78 3.09 2.86

K2O 0.89 0.65 1.3 1.22

P2O5 0.45 0,35 0.6 0.68

ppm

Co 42 51 35 41

Cr 842 802 78 46

Ni 274 407 82 59

V 309 326 393 446

Zn 71 92 121 115

Ce 85 60 139 141

La 25 26 24 17

Nb 56 30 63 57

Ga 14 18 23 20

Pb <4 5 <4 <4<

Pr 5 <4 15 <4<

Rb 24 11 23 26

Ba 183 119 253 329

Sr 483 365 753 814

Th <4 <4 <4 12

Y 29 30 42 31

Zr 338 219 511 416

SUM 96.48 97,06 100.42 100,14

0 0 3.45 1,18 0,09 0.03

H2O 1.20 2.73 1.30 0.8

LOI (CO2+H2O) 4.65 3.91 1.39 0.83
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Table .47: Enrichment factors (E f) fo r  se lected  m ajor and  trace elements in a ltered  intra-caldera ignimhrite samples, calculated relative to unaltered extra-caldera ig/nmhrite 'A ' ^  ^

Element Na
E,(A)

Mg
E,(A)

A!
E,(A)

Si
E,(A)

P
E,(A)

K
E,(A)

Ca
E,(A)

Ti
EKA)

Mn
Er(A)

Fe
UN

Zn
E,(A)

Rb
E,(A)

Sr
E,(A)

Y
E,(A)

Zr
Er(A)

Nb
Ef(A)

Ba
E,(A)

Pb
EKA)

LOI
Er(A)

HAFT 3 0.31 2.84 0.87 0.95 0.97 1.22 2.21 1.05 1.10 1.43 2.63 1.64 6.51 2.03 2.28 2.17 0.14 0.45 9.29
HAT 5 0.31 1.64 0.56 1.13 0.83 1.02 1.28 0.58 0.78 1.29 0.73 0.77 0.32 1.57 1.82 2.36 0.04 2.37 3.35
HAT 6 0.82 3.72 1.09 0.85 1.94 0.96 2.21 1.63 1.81 1.87 2.96 1.83 2.97 2.68 2.15 2.86 0.12 2.71 8.91
HAT 7 0.50 2.36 0.83 0.99 1.11 0.94 1.89 1.06 1.16 1.35 1.95 1.33 1.22 1.88 1.94 2.50 0.05 2.03 8.03
HATS 0.42 4.00 0.89 0.97 1.24 1.10 1.80 1.30 1.75 1.51 2.67 1.73 2.00 2.24 1.94 2.47 0.07 1.24 6.38
HAT 9 0.56 3.44 1.00 0.97 1.24 0.97 0.72 1.11 0.71 1.25 1.69 1.56 0.97 1.74 1.79 2.18 0.21 1.58 6.26
HAT 10 0.34 3.80 0.79 1.01 1.11 1.19 1.73 1.14 2.00 1.43 2.18 1.72 1.16 2.20 2.06 2.15 0.08 2.60 5.86
HAT 11 0.55 3.36 0.97 0.91 1.38 1.09 1.94 1.22 1.23 1.65 2.59 1.85 2.26 2.43 1.93 2.65 0.28 2.15 9.11
HAFTS 0.54 2.76 1.04 0,96 1.38 0.98 0.99 1.25 3.04 1.27 1.89 1.17 2.13 1.64 1.62 2.36 0.36 2.15 5.98
HAT33 0.15 2.16 0.62 1.11 0.69 0.78 1.49 0.88 0.32 1.13 1.53 1.32 0.58 2.17 2.00 2.42 0.03 1.36 4.45
HAT34 0.41 1.68 0.72 1.03 0.83 0.71 2.34 0.95 1.49 1.22 1.81 1.01 2.00 1.51 1.43 2.49 0.10 2.94 8.15
HAT101 0.77 2.12 0.87 0.94 0.97 0.71 1.10 1.11 1.81 1.59 2.25 1.61 1.03 2.18 2.18 2.83 0.18 1.70 8.84
HAT102 0.57 3.40 1.03 0.90 1.38 1.10 1.67 1.27 3.43 1.60 2.49 1.36 1.74 2.52 2.27 3.04 0.71 3.28 8.30
GC53-BM 0.39 2.64 0.78 1.03 0.83 0.89 1.37 0.97 1.16 1.29 2.04 1.51 1.93 ?.25 1.94 2.23 0.06 1.24 7.25
GC78 0.57 3.08 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.87 0.38 1.06 1.23 1.09 1.66 1.50 0.71 1.71 1.79 2.24 0.17 1.36 7.41
GC1-GNM 0.13 5.12 0.90 1.03 0.83 1.08 2.91 1.03 1.29 0.77 2.34 2.51 1.87 2.01 1.54 2.47 0.23 0.45 5.20
GC137-GVM 0.34 4.04 1.09 0.98 1.11 1.45 0.34 1.27 2.85 0.74 3.58 2.55 0.58 2.61 1.65 3.11 0.41 1.36 4.48
GC147-GM 0.06 3.72 0.89 1.02 0.97 1.07 0.83 1.36 0.97 1.81 3.04 2.91 0.71 2.91 2.11 3.67 0.05 1.70 4.46
GC149-OMB 0.55 1.80 1.50 0.83 0.97 1.86 0.32 1.58 4.85 1.32 3.77 2.39 2.58 1.59 0.94 2.94 0.16 0.57 4.52
GC162-GM 0.12 3.00 0.77 1.05 2.21 0.85 0.59 1.53 2.59 1.87 2.70 2.71 1.35 1.90 1.33 2.03 0.20 2.15 4.09
GC10 0.07 2.48 0.63 1.07 0.97 0.67 1.96 1.08 0.32 1.87 3.49 2.68 5.03 3.08 2.13 3.57 0.02 1.36 7.83
GC11 0.21 2.96 0.71 0.99 1.38 0.83 2.34 1.44 0.45 2.02 3.08 3.17 10.06 1.88 1.00 2.16 0.40 1.24 10.08
GC110 0.95 3.12 1.18 0.89 2.49 1.10 1.01 1.33 1.10 1.30 1.11 0.79 3.29 1.11 0.84 1.92 0.51 2.49 6.41
GC113 0.58 3.92 1.10 0.90 3.04 1.57 0.97 1.73 3.23 1.66 1.83 1.38 2.32 1.73 1.11 2.47 0.15 3.17 4.21
GC124 0.33 3.28 0.72 0.97 0.97 0.94 2.14 1.47 1.62 1.98 2.61 1.51 21.14 2.03 1.25 2.27 0.12 1.47 10.53
Average E,(A) 0.42 3.06 0,90 0.98 1.27 1.04 1.46 1.22 1.69 1.45 2.34 1.78 3.06 2.06 1,72 2.54 0.19 1.80 6.77

’ign im brile 'A' d a ta  u s e d  for n o rm alisa tion  from  Troll & S ch m in ck e  (2002)

= C ,/Cp„ w h e re  C , is th e  co n c en tra tio n  of a  p a rtic u la r e le m e n t in a  g iven  tuff sam p le , a n d  Cp, is th e  a v e ra g e  co n c en tra tio n  of th e  sa m e  e le m e n t in u n a lte re d  ign im bnte ’A’. 

^Bold font u s e d  w h e re  e le m e n t is en ric h ed , a n d  no'^mal font u s e d  w h e re  e le m e n t is d ep le te d , re la tiv e  to u n a lte red  ign im bnte 'A'
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Table AS: Ennchmen! fac to rs  (E  /)  f o r  selected m ajor and trace elements in a lte red in tra-ca ldera ignim hrite samples, calcula ted re la tive to unaltered extra-ca ldera ign im hrite  ' ! ) ' ' '  "  ^

Element Na
E.(D)

Mg
E,(D)

Al
E,(D)

Si
Ef(D)

P
E,(D)

K
E^D)

Ca
E,(D)

Ti
E^D)

Mn
E,(D)

Fe
E,(D)

Zn
E,(D)

Rb
E,(D)

Sr
E,(D)

Y
EKD)

Zr
E,(D)

Nb
E,(D)

Ba
E,(D)

Pb
E,(D)

LOI
E,(D)

HAFT 3 0.32 1.10 0.96 1.00 0.88 1.09 3,12 0.61 0.58 0.77 1.26 1.97 3.85 1.38 1.88 1.38 0.20 0.33 8.20
HATS 0.32 0.63 0.61 1.18 0.75 0.92 1.82 0.34 0.41 0.70 0.35 0.92 0.19 1.07 1.50 1.51 0.05 1.71 2.96
HAT 6 0.86 1.44 1.19 0.89 1.75 0.86 3.12 0.95 0.95 1.01 1.42 2.21 1.75 1.83 1.78 1.83 0.18 1.96 7.87
HAT 7 0.S2 0.91 0.91 1.04 1.00 0.84 2.68 0.62 0.61 0.73 0.94 1.60 0.72 1.29 1.60 1.60 0.08 1.47 7.09
HATS 0.43 1.55 0.97 1.02 1.13 0.99 2.55 0.76 0.92 0.82 1.28 2.09 1.18 1.53 1.60 1.57 0.10 0.90 5.63
HAT 9 0.59 1.33 1.09 1.02 1.13 0.87 1.02 0.65 0.37 0.67 0.81 1.88 0.57 1.19 1.48 1.39 0.29 1.14 5.53
HAT 10 0.35 1.47 0.87 1.06 1.00 1.06 2.45 0.67 1.05 0.77 1.05 2.08 0.69 1.50 1.69 1.37 0.11 1.88 5.17
HAT 11 0.57 1.30 1.06 0.96 1.25 0.98 2.74 0.71 0.64 0.89 1.25 2.23 1.33 1.66 1.59 1.69 0.39 1.55 8.04
HAFTS 0.56 1.07 1.14 1.00 1.25 0.88 1.40 0.73 1.59 0.68 0.91 1.41 1.26 1.12 1.34 1.51 0.51 1.55 5.28
HAT33 0.16 0.84 0.67 1.17 0.63 0.70 2.10 0.51 0.17 0.61 0.74 1.59 0.34 1.48 1.65 1.55 0.04 0.98 3.93
HAT34 0.43 0.65 0.78 1.08 0.75 0.63 3.31 0.56 0.78 0.66 0.87 1.22 1.18 1.03 1.18 1.59 0.14 2.12 7.19
HAT101 0.81 0.82 0.95 0.99 0.88 0.63 1.56 0.65 0.95 0.86 1.08 1.94 0.61 1.49 1.80 1.80 0.26 1.22 7.80
HAT102 0.59 1.32 1.12 0.94 1.25 0.98 2.36 0.74 1.80 0.86 1.20 1.64 1.03 1.72 1.87 1.94 1.01 2.37 7.33
GCS3-BM 0.41 1.02 0.85 1.08 0.75 0.80 1.94 0.57 0.61 0.70 0.98 1.82 1.14 1.54 1.60 1.42 0.08 0.90 6.40
GC78 0.60 1.19 1.05 1.04 0.88 0.78 0.54 0.62 0.64 0.59 0.80 1.81 0.42 1.17 1.48 1.43 0.24 0.98 6.55
GC1-GNM 0.14 1.98 0.98 1.08 0.75 0.97 4.11 0.60 0.68 0.42 1.13 3.03 1.10 1.37 1.27 1.57 0.33 0.33 4.59
GC137-GVM 0.35 1.56 1.20 1.02 1.00 1.30 0.48 0.74 1.49 0.40 1.72 3.08 0.34 1.78 1.36 1.98 0.58 0.98 3.95
GC147-GM 0.06 1.44 0.98 1,07 0.88 0.96 1.18 0.80 0.51 0.98 1.46 3.51 0.42 1.98 1,74 2.34 0.07 1.22 3.94
GC149-OMB 0.58 0.70 1.64 0.87 0.88 1.66 0.45 0.93 2.54 0.71 1.81 2.88 1.52 1.08 0.78 1.88 0.22 0.41 3.99
GC162-GM 0.12 1.16 0.84 1.10 2.00 0.76 0.83 0.90 1.36 1.01 1.30 3.27 0.80 1.30 1.10 1.30 0.28 1.55 3.61
GC10 0.07 0.96 0.69 1.12 0.88 0.60 2.77 0.63 0.17 1.01 1.68 3.23 2.97 2.10 1.76 2.28 0.03 0.98 6.92
GC11 0.22 1.15 0.78 1.04 1.25 0.74 3.31 0.84 0.24 1.09 1.48 3.82 5.94 1.29 0.83 1.38 0.56 0.90 8.90
GC110 0.99 1.21 1.29 0.93 2.25 0.98 1.43 0.78 0.58 0.70 0.53 0.95 1.94 0.76 0.69 1.23 0.73 1.80 5.66
GC113 0.60 1.52 1.20 0.94 2.75 1.41 1.37 1.02 1.69 0.89 0.88 1.67 1.37 1.18 0.91 1.57 0.21 2.29 3.72
GC124 0.35 1.27 0.79 1.01 0.88 0.84 3.03 0.86 0.85 1.07 1.26 1.82 12.50 1.38 1.03 1.45 0.17 1.06 9.30
Average Ef(D) 0.44 1.18 0.98 1.03 1.15 0.93 2.07 0.71 0.89 0.79 1.13 2.15 1.81 1.41 1.42 1.62 0.27 1.30 5.98

’ ignim brite 'D' data used for norm alisation from  K obberger & Schm incke (1999 )

^E, = C,/Cp,. w tiere C , is the concentration of a particular e lem ent in a given tuff sam ple, and Cp, Is the average concentration of the sam e elem ent in unaltered ignim brite 'D'. 

^Bold font used w here elem ent is enriched, and nom ia l font used w here elem ent is depleted, relative to unaltered ignim bnte ’D'



Table A9: oD. H  ̂ O. and O values fo r  altered intra-caldera ignimbrites, veins, and lith ic  clasts from  

Los Azulejos horizons /-IV. relatively unaltered intra-caldera ignimbrites. unaltered extra-caldera 
ignimbrites 'A', 'D'. and 'F'. altered extra-caldera shield basalts, and fresh extra-caldera 'T4' basalt. 

Sam ple Sam ple Type Horizon’ 6D  %o H 2O wt.% 6 '°0 % o

Altered Intra-Caldera Ignimbrites, Veins. & Lithic Clasts

Barranco del Risco (Azulejos I)

GC1 W hite vein (kaol+qtz) 1 17.4

W hole rock (green matrix) 1 -83 1.7

G C 5 W hole rock {purple m atrix) 1 -102 0.6 6.1

W hole rock (purple clast?) 1 -167 , -201(om ) 1.0, I.O (om ) 6.7

W hole rock (green inner halo) 1 -83 1.6 8 .4

W hole rock (white outer halo) 1 -91 0.7 9.8

G C 126 G lassy vein (calcite)^ 10.7

G C 128 a W hole rock (clast inner rim) 1 -97 0.7 7.4

G C128C W hole rock (clast outer rim) 1 -77 2.2 7.6

G C 136 W hole rock 1 -94 1.3 11.1

G C 137 W hole rock (green m atrix) 1 -112 1.6

G C 138 W hole rock (red vein) 1 -141 0.2 10.6

GC141 W hite vein (kaol+qtz) 1 16.1

W hole rock (green m atrix) 1 -101 0.8 9 .5

W hole rock (grey m athx) 1 -99 0.7 10.2

G C 145a W hite vein (kaol+qtz) 1 12.2

G C 147 W hole rock (green halo) 1 -97 2.1 8.8

W hole rock (grey matrix) 1 -91 1.2 9.1

G C 149 W hole rock (m egablock) 1 -98 1.8 7.2

G C 159 W hole rock 1 -89 1.1 10.9

G C 162 W hole rock (grey matrix) 1 -93 1.7 9.5

G C 166 W hole rock 1 -203(om ), -143 1.3(om ). 2.0 10.7

Fuen ie Blanca 1 (Azulejos 1)

G C 315 W hole rock 1 -67 1.6 17.4

GC321 W hole rock 1 -85 2 .0 18.1

G C 326 W hole rock 1 -82 1.9 12.7

Barranco G iiigui G rande (Azulejos 1)

G C 288 W hole rock 1 -91 2.3 11.3

G C 289 W hole rock 1 -100 2.3 10.9

Morro de Los Pinos (Azulejos 1)

G C 122 W hole rock 1 -98 1.7 16.1

G C 124 W hole rock 1 -83 2 .3 17.8

Tirm a/C uevas Nuevas (Azulejos l-ll)

G C 110 W hole rock 1 -57 2 .2

W hole rock (green m athx) 1 -57 3.7 13.9

W hole rock (red clast) 1 -95 0.6 9.7

G C 1 1 3 W hole rock II -91 1.3 10.1

G C 115 W hole rock II -73 1.7 10.2

G C 116 W hole rock II -79 1.7

G lassy vein (quartz) II -102 0 .4

La Castaheta (Azulejos l-ll)

G C 217 W hole rock II -94 3.2 18.4

G C 220 W hole rock II -103 2.8 19.4
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Table A 9 continued.
Sample Sample Type Horizon’ 6D %o HjO wt.% e '“o  %o

Fuente Blanca 2 (Azulejos II)

GC229 Whole rock II -71,-78 1.7, 0.4 10.4

GC230 Whole rook II -77 1.6 18.2

GC231 Whole rock II -80, -82 1.7, 0.4 10.2

t^ontaha del Visa (Azulejos II)

GC332 Whole rock II -102 1.6 10.5

GC333 Whole rock II -88 1.7 10.9
GC343 Whole rock II -92 1.1 18.1

GC347 Whole rock II -88 1.5 18.3

Barranco de Tasarte (Azulejos III)

GC293 Whole rock III -72 2.5 19.5

GC295 Whole rock III -82 3.0 21.3

GC298A Whole rock III -99 1.4 13.6

GC303 Whole rock III -85 1.4 13.7

GC306 Whole rock III -92 2.1 22.0

Fuente de Los Azulejos (Azulejos lll-IV)

GC29(1) Whole rock III -70 1.7 12.0

GC48 (1) Whole rock III -121,-92 0.6, 0.8 11.8,

GC53 Whole rock (green clast) III -63 2.2

Whole rock (red clast) III -126 0.4

Whole rock (beige matrix) III -77 1.8

GC91 (1) Whole rock III -98 2.1 16.3
GC54 Whole rock (red matrix) III -90 1.3

Whole rock (beige matrix) III -100 0.7

GC57 Whole rock III -65 2.0

GC65 Whole rock (green clast halo) III 11.8
Whole rock (beige matrix) III -98 1.3 12.0
Whole rock (red clast) III 8.6

GC67b Whole rock (glassy) III -81 2.8 16.4

GC77 Whole rock (green vein) III -71 1.9

Whole rock III 12.7

GC78 (1) Whole rock III -82 2.2 12.4

GC84a Whole rock III -109 0.9

GC97(1) Whole rock III -98 1.6 12.3

GC101 Whole rock (green matrix) III -88 3.4 8.2

Whole rock (grey clast) III -99 1.3 13.4
HAFTS (1) Whole rock III -78 2.8 16.2

HAT5(1) Whole rock III -76 1.0 14.9

HAT6(1) Whole rock III -52 3.9 14.6

HAT7(1) Whole rock III -67 2.1 18.4

HAT8(1) Whole rock III -57 2.9 13.5
HAT9(1) Whole rock III -56 3.2 13.9

H A TIO (I) Whole rock III -78 2.2 13.3
HATH (1) Whole rock III -61 2.1 17.3

HAFT 5(1) Whole rock III -75 2.4 12.6

HAT 33(1) Whole rock III -131,-103 1.4, 1.5 14.0,

HAT 34(1) Whole rock III -75 2.0 16.5
HAT 101 (1) Whole rock (glassy) III -97, -105 2.5, 2.2 16.8,

HAT 102(1) Whole rock III -80 2.0 14.8

GC235 Whole rock IV -104 2.1 17.7
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Table A 9 continued.
Sample Sample Type Horizon’ 6D%o HjO vi(t.% 6’ ®0%o

GC238 Wtioie rock IV -90 1.8 14.8
GC240 Whole rock IV -89 1.2 16.7

GC241 Whole rock IV -88 1.4 17.5

Temisas (Azulejos IV)

GC9 Whole rock IV -82 2.0 15.8

GC10 Whole rock IV -79 1.6 15.8

GC11 Whole rock IV -70 2.0 16.4

Relatively Unaltered Intra-Caldera Ignlmbrites

GC329 Whole rock 1 -79 0.5 6.9
GC157 Whole rock 1 -128, -94 0.5, 0.5 9.1

GC160 Whole rock 1 -159, -146 0.3, 0.3 7.4

GC164 Whole rock 1 -106 0.7 8.8

GC292 Whole rock 1 -106 1.3

GC118 Whole rock II -75 0.6 9.1

GC339 Whole rock II -103 0.4 9.3
GC95 Whole rock III -106 0.4 8.8
GC104 Whole rock III -87 0.4 8.9
GC237 Whole rock IV -95 1.4 13.6
GC13 Whole rock IV -142, -134, -138 0.2, 0.2, 0.2 8.3
GC15 Whole rock IV -136 0.3 8.1

GC17 Whole rock IV -117 0.7 8.0

Unaltered Extra-Caldera Ignlmbrites

A-lll-F8-Bto(1) Fiamme (trachyte) - base BTO -162, -173 0.1, 0.1 6.7

A-lll-F12-Bto{1) Fiamme (rhyolite) - centre BTO -146, -169 0.1, 0.1 6.5
A-F1-BTTS (1) Fiamme (evolved rhyolite) - top BTO -142, -149 0.1, 0.1 7.0
D-III-F1-BMA{1) Fiamme - Ignimbrite D BMA -137 0.1 7.2
E -F I-B to (l) Fiamme - Ignimbrite E BTO -149 0.1 6.7

FI-F2-Bto(1) Fiamme - Ignimbrite F BTO -110 0.2 7.1

Variably A ltered Extra-Caldera Basalts

GC151 Whole rock RSO -93 1.4 5.5
GC152 Whole rock RSO -100 1.1 7.4

GC125 Whole rock MLP -97 0.9 7.8

GC330 Whole rock FBI -90 0.7 7.3

GC121 Whole rock TIR -133, -147 0.4, 0.4 7.0
GC107 Whole rock FLA -106 0.3 8.4

GC108 Whole rock FLA -117, -110 0.5, 0.5 7.0

Unaltered Extra-Caldera Basalt

T4 Fresh T4 basalt (whole rock) PR -147 0.3 6.1

Note: (1)from Donoghue etal. (2008)

’Abbreviations: BTO = Barranco de Taurito, BMA = Barranco Medio Almuth. RSO = Barranco del Risco, MLP = Morro del Los Pinos, 
TIR = Tirma/Cuevas Nuevas, FLA - Fuente de Los Azulejos. FBI = Fuente Blanca 1, PR = Barranco Puerto Rico, om = value omitted 
(probable blank contamination)

“5 ” Cpc)B = 0.82%o
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B 0 X A 1

Calculation of the initial 5''®0 and 8D compositions of local meteoric water 
recharging the Tejeda Epithermal System, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands (1).

Calculation o f oxygen isotope composition o f the water:

•  8"'S0-altitude correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

5 I 8 0  = -(0.00239)h - 2.06 (in per mil, %o) 

where 'h' is the altitude of recharge of groundwater in metres.

•  Estimated altitude o f recharge (h) = 400 m a.s.I. (see Section 4.3.2)

•  Substituting 400 m for 'h' in equation above:

5 I 8 0  = -(0.00239)(400) - (2.06)

5180 = -(0 .9 5 6 )-(2 .0 6 )

5 1 8 0  = -3 .0 1 6%o 

Calculation o f hydrogen isotope composition o f the water:

•  8 ''80-8D correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

8D = (4.17)8180 - (2.6) (in per mil, %o)

•  Estimated 8‘'8 o  of meteoric water (from above) = -3.016%o

•  Substituting -3.016 for '8'’ 80 ' in equation above:

8D = (4 .17 )(-3 .016 )-(2 .6 )

6D = (-12.577) - (2.6)

8D = -15.18%o
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_________________________ B0XA2________________________

C alcu la tion  o f the in itia l and 5D va lues o f loca l m e teo ric  w a te r
recharging the Tejeda Epitherm al System , Gran C anaria, C anary Islands (2).

Calculation of oxygen isotope composition of the water:

•  8 ''8Q -altitude corre la tion fo r northern G ran Canaria (G onfiantin i, 1973)

5180  = -(0 .00125)h - 2.54 (in per m il, %o) 

w here 'h' is the a ltitude o f recharge o f g roundw a te r in metres.

•  Estim ated a ltitude o f recharge (h) = 400 m a,s.I. (see Section 4.3.2)

•  Substituting 400 m fo r 'h' in equation above:

5 I 8O = -(0 ,00125)(400) - (2,54)

5^80 = -(0 ,500) - (2,54)

5 I 8 0  = -3.04%o 

Calculation of hydrogen isotope composition o f the water:

•  5’'8 0 -5 D  corre la tion fo r northern Gran C anaria  (G onfiantin i, 1973)

5D = (7 .35)5^80 + (13.5) (in per mil, %o)

•  Estim ated 5'’ 8 o  o f m eteoric w a te r (from  above) = -3,04%o

•  Substituting -3.04 fo r in equation above:

5D = (7.35)(-3 .04) + (13,5)

5D = (-22,34) + (13.5)

5D = -8.84%o
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BOX A3

Calculation of the minimum temperature of kaolinite precipitation (sample 
GC145a) in equilibrium with local meteoric water.

•  Data:

5 ”'® O k a o lin ite  ~  1 2 .2 % o

5 ^ ® O m e te o r ic  w a t e r "  "3 % o  (see B0XA1)

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of between kaolinite 
and water is given by Sheppard & Gilg (1996) as:

10OOInakaolinite - water ~ (-6.75) + 2.76(1 O^/T^)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 273.16-623.16°K or 0-350°C).

•  S in c e  lOOOInakaolinite - water ~ Al80|<aolinite - water “  S’'®OkaQ|jn|te ■

12.2 - (-3) = (-6.75) + 2.76(106/J2)

21.95 = 2.76(106/J2)

2760000/21.95 = T2 

354.60 = Tmin (°K)

81.44 = Tmin (°C)
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B0XA4

Calculation of the minimum temperature of kaolinite precipitation (sample 
GC141) in equilibrium with local meteoric water.

•  Data;

S^^Okaolinite ~ 16.1%o

8^®Ometeoric water ~ "3%o (see BOX A1)

•  The temperature dependence o f the fractionation of between kaolinite 
and water is given by Sheppard & Gilg (1996) as;

lOOOInakaolinite-water = (-6.75) + 2.76(1 06/T2)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium  in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 273.16-623.16°K or 0-350°C).

•  Since 10OOInakaolinite - water ~ <^^®Okaolinite - water “  5^®Okaolinite ‘  ^^^^water

16.1 - (-3) = (-6.75) + 2.76(106/J2)

25.85 = 2.76(106/T2)

2760000/25.85 = T2 

326.76 = T^in (°K)

53.6 = Tmin(°C)
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B0XA5

Calculation of the minimum temperature o f kaolinite precipitation (sample 
GC1) in equilibrium with local meteoric water.

•  Data:

5 ”'^ O k a o lin ite  “  17 .4% o

8 ^® O m e te o ric  w a te r ~ "3% o (see BOX A1)

•  The tem perature dependence of the fractionation o f ''^O  between kaolinite 
and water is given by Sheppard & Gilg (1996) as:

10O O Inakaolin ite - water ~ (-6.75) + 2.76(1 0®/T2)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 273.16-623.16°K or 0-350°C).

•  Since lO O O Inakao lin ite  - water ~ A ”' ®Okaolinite - water ~ S ^^O k a o lin ite '  S”'®0^^ater

17.4 - (-3) -  (-6.75) + 2.76(106/72)

27.15 = 2.76(106/72)

2760000/27.15 = 72  

318.84 = 7rr,in(°K)

45.68 = 7min (“C)
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_________________________ BOXA6________________________

Calculation of the minimum temperature of calcite precipitation (sample 
GC126) in equilibrium with local meteoric water.

•  Data;

5l80calcite = 10.7%o

5^®Ometeoric water ~ -3%o (see B O X  A 1 )

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of between calcite 
and water is given by O'Neil et al. (1969) as:

lOOOInacalcite-water = (-3 .39) + 2 .78 (10 6 /j2 )

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 273.16-973.16“K or 0-700°C).

•  Since 10OOInacalcite - water ~ Al80calcite - water ~ S^^OQgicite '  ^^^^water

10.7 - (-3) = (-3.39) + 2.78(106/J2)

17.09 = 2.78(106/T2)

2780000/17.09 = T2 

403.32 = T^in (°K)

130.16 = Tmin (°C)
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Appendix B 

Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria
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Table B l :  P e lrograph ic obsen’a lions o f  secondaiy m inerals and a llc ra lio n  texlures in  I he in lra -ca lde ra  cone sheel dykes, syenite intrusions, and extra-ca ldera  phono! ite dykes.

Sample Grid Reference’ Zone Pelrographic Features

Cone Sheets
GC242 X = 427444 Y = 3096025 ALDZ Trachytic GM cut by patchy network of dark brown Fe-Ti oxide veins; polycrystalline qtz and minor aeg filling fractures and cavities; Fe-Ti oxide 

phenocrysts decomposed to hem/leuc; rare fsp phenocrysts displaying turbid texture; minor dendritic Mn-oxide veins;

GC243 X = 428141 Y = 3095578 ALDZ Variolitic GM, relatively fresh; minor patchy dark brown Fe-oxide alteration; <5mm long albitised fsp phenocrysts, mottled brown/grey turbid 
appearance, Fe-oxide alteration along boundaries;

GC244 X = 428733 Y = 3095439 ALDZ Trachytic GM, quite fresh; some minor turbidity and patchy replacment by fine-grained opaques; fsp phonocrysts 0.5-3mm, some with anti-perthitic 
texture; fsp phenocrysts turbid, partially replaced by polycrystalline qtz; Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts decomposed to hem/leuc;

GC245 X = 428733 Y = 3095439 ALDZ Variolitic GM, finely crystalline; relatively fresh patches surrounded by 'rim' of more altered/turbid fsp; patchy opaque alteration pervasive throughout
section, assocciated with red/brown decomposed Fe-Ti oxides;

GC248 X = 428733 Y = 3095439 ALDZ Felsitic/trachytic GM; turbid fsp and patchy replacement by dendritic Mn-oxides; fsp phenocrysts rare/absent; Fe-Ti oxide crystallites decomposed to 
hem/leuc; polycrystalline qtz in intersitices and filling cavities;

GC247 X = 429341 Y = 3096195 AHDZ Variolitic GM, relatively fresh, some patchy turbidity; dendritic Mn-oxide veins cross-cutting GM in places; phenocrysts absent;

GC248 X = 429341 Y = 3096195 AHDZ Trachytic GM; turbid GM fsp; patchy isotropic alteration grading outwards into dark brown/red alteration (hem/leuc?); fsp phenocrysts up to 3mm,
partially turbid, display mottled browr/grey colour; veins of Fe-oxide alteration cross-cutting GM;
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Table B I continued.

Sample Grid Reference' Zone^ Petrographic Features’  “

GC249 X = 429853 Y = 3096423 AHDZ Felsitic GM, very fresh; phenocrysts rare; interstitial aeg forming elongate, fibrous crystals, replaced by Fe-Ti oxides; pleochroic blue-green alk-amph
crystals intergrown with aeg; rounded miarolitic cavities up to 3mm wide, infilled with aeg/alk-amph; minor alteration of GM feldspar - turbid in places; 
interstitial anal;

GC250 X = 429853 Y = 3096423 AHDZ Variolitic GM; dendritic Mn-oxide veins; GM fsp laths turbid, display mottled brown/green colour; polycrystalline qtz infilling rounded cavities and
fractures cross-cutting GM;

GC177 X = 430064 Y = 3096527 AHDZ Variolitic GM; GM fsp partially turbid; veins common - isotropic core, light brown rim of interlocking veinlets; 1mm wide vein consisting of fsp
crystallites, finely crystalline qtz, and decomposed Fe-Ti oxides (hem?); interstitial anal; rare fsp phenocrysts replaced by finely crystalline qtz; Fe-Ti 
oxide phenocrysts up to 0.7mm completely decomposed to hem;

GC178 X = 430469 Y = 3096601 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid GM fsp; patchy replacement of GM by Fe-Ti oxides forming netvrork of veinlets; Fe-Ti oxides partially decomposed to hem/leuc
and intergrovm with v. finely crystalline qtz crystallites; 6mm wide vein - alteration most intense; minor epidote; fsp phenocrysts rare/absent;

GC179 X = 430469 Y = 3096601 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid GM fsp; conspicuous Fe-Ti oxide veins grading out Into patchy hem/leuc alteration; veins straight/branching/dendritic;

GC251 X = 430568 Y = 3096773 AHDZ Variolitic GM; very fresh GM fsp. minor turbidity; patchy, poorly crystalline Fe-Ti oxides overprinting fine-grained green/brovm phyllosilicates
(mica/chlor) in GM; dendritic Mn-oxide veinlets, phenocrysts absent or no longer recognisable;

GC255 X = 430568 Y = 3096773 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid GM fsp; red Fe-oxide veins creating distinct fluidal texture; fsp phenocrysts turbid, partially altered to fine grained phyllosilicates;
interstitial aeg; decomposition of Fe-Ti oxides to hem/leuc/phyllosilicates;
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Table B I continued

Sample Grid Reference’ Zone^ Petrographic Features’ ''

GC180 X = 431159 Y = 3096413 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid GM fsp; isotropic Fe-Ti oxide veins grading out to patchy hem/phyllocilicate alteration; fsp phenocrysts turbid, mottled brown-grey
appearance; dendritic Mn-oxide veins; conspicuous fluidal texture; strongly decomposed Fe-Ti crystallites;

GC181 X = 431159 Y = 3096413 AHDZ Variolitic-trachytic GM; pervasive Fe-oxide (hem) alteration of GM fsp, fluidal texture in places; Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts decomposed to hem/leuc; fsp
phenocrysts quite clear, altered along boundaries to green/grey fine-grained phyllosilicates (chior/biot?);

GC256 X = 431175 Y = 3096271 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid GM fsp; patchy replacement of GM by hem/leuc; decomposed Fe-Ti oxide phenocryts with hem/leuc haloes; interstitial qtz; dark 
brown Fe-oxide veinlets with haloes of light brovm alteration; rare twinned plag phenocrysts, partially altered along boundaries to fine-grained 
phyllosilicates;

GC257 X = 431175 Y = 3096271 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid domains; numerous branching isotropic veins grading out into patchy grey/green alteration (chlor?); fsp phenocrysts altered along 
boundaries by fine-grained phyllosilicates, acicular aeg/alk-amph over-printed by secondary Fe-Ox; rounded miarolitic cavities infilled by rieb/alk- 
amph; rounded-polyhdedral cryatallltes of isotropic anal in interstices;

GC258 X = 431175 Y = 3096271 AHDZ Trachytic GM; GM fsp turbid (orange-grey hue) ; Fe-Ti oxide alteration - crystals form patchy aggregates, decomposed to hem/leuc in places; fsp 
phenocrysts anhedral, display patchy turbidity and minor alteration to phyllosilicates; acicular aeg crystals in intersitices over-printed by poorly 
crystalline Fe-Ox; interstitial isotropic anal crystallites;

GC259 X = 431175 Y = 3096271 AHDZ Variolitic GM; GM fsp turbid; dedritic Mn-oxide veins; Fe-Ti oxide veins with haloes of hem/leuc; patchy replacement of GM fsp by biot/chlor; fsp 
phenocrysts rare/absent;

GC260 X = 431774 Y = 3096015 AHDZ Variolitic GM, relatively fresh; patchy isotropic replacement of GM fsp in places; fsp phencryst up to -3m m  long, turbid, minor replacement by
phyllosilicates along edges and along fractures perpendicular to twinning plane; dendritic Mn-oxide veins;
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Table B I  conliniied.

Sample Grid Reference' Zone^ Petrographic Features^''

GC261 X = 431774 Y = 3096015 AHDZ Felsitic GM. relatively fresh; patchy replacement of GM fsp and interstitial glass/Fe-Ti Ox by light brovm-red hem/leuc; turbid GM fsp; fsp phenocrysts
partially altered to fine-grained phyllosilicates along edges; minor intersitial aeg;

GC262 X = 431774 Y = 3096015 AHDZ Variolitic GM; turbid GM fsp; GM cross-cut by dendritic Mn-oxide veins; light brown haloes of fine-grained phyllosilicates/Fe-Ox around more strongly
altered fsp phenocrysts; patchy red hem staining;

GC263 X = 431774 Y = 3096015 AHDZ Trachylic GM, relatively fresh; minor alteration of fsp laths to biot/chlor and Fe-Ti oxides; GM fsp turbid in places; minor replacement of interstitial
glass by micaceous material; fsp phenocrysts rare, turbid, mottled brown-grey colour; interstitial aeg;

GC185 X = 431753 Y = 3096640 AHDZ Trachytic GM, relatively fresh compared to GC184; GM fsp laths replaced mainly along crystal boundaries by biot/chlor and patchy isotropic material;
minor epid; rare fsp phenocrysts, turbid, minor phyllosilicate alteration along crystal boundaries and fractured surfaces; aeg forms clusters of radiating 
fibres in interstices, partially overprinted by Fe-Ox;

GC264 X = 432048 Y = 3096577 AHDZ Felsitic GM; patchy replacement of GM by hem/leuc; minor aeg; phenocrysts rare - one 3mm wide diamond-shaped crystal strongly altered internally
and along boundaries to fine micacous material and contains ubiquitous <0.2mm isotropic inclusions; finely crystalline GM surrounding phenocryst 
also strongly altered;

GC184 X = 431753 Y = 3096640 AHDZ Original variolitic GM texture bearly visible; radiating GM fsp laths pseudomorphed by 'clusters' of fine-grained clay/chlor (green colour); GM feldspar
partially turbid where not altered to day;

Syenites

GC252 X = 430568 Y = 3096773 AHDZ Holocrystalline texture; fsp dominates; idividual fsp laths >3mm, display strong turbid texture; some fsp crystals have exsolved cores and turbid rims;
interstitial biot laths <2mm; minor, poorly crystalline aeg in interstices; patchy isotropic material pervasive throughout section - replaces interstitial 
biotite/aeg; angular isotropic crystals (~0.5mm) in interstices - pyr? anal?; GM fsp replaced by muse;
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Table B I conlimied.

Sample Grid Reference’ Zone^ Petrographic Features^ ‘

GC253 X = 430568 Y = 3096773 AHDZ Holocrystalline texture; similar to GC252 but biotite absent; fsp laths turbid; some fsps partially exsolved - atni-perthitic texture; Fe-Ti oxides, finely 
crystalline fsp and minor aeg fill interstices; Fe-T i oxides partially decomposed to tiem/leuc; minor dedritic Mn-oxide veins in interstices overprinting 
fsp; cubic isotropic crytallites (<0.2mm) occur throughout section - pyr?;

GC254 X = 430568 Y = 3096773 AHDZ Holocrystalline texture; 3-4mm long fsp laths, with well-developed turbid texture; fsp and minor, poorly crystalline aeg in interstices; patches of 
isotropic material (Fe-Ti oxide?) replacing Interstitial fsp/aeg and cross-cutting fractures in fsp; biotite absent; angular isotropic crystallites (~0.5mm) - 
py?;

Extra-caldera phonolite dykes 
GC284 X = 430159 Y =  3105484 n/a Finely crystalline, trachytic GM comprising fsp. acicular aeg/alk-amph in intertices; fsp phenocrysts rare, one ~3mm long lath with turbid texture and 

minor clay alteration along tioundaries; interstitial isotropic crystallites (<0.1mm) pervasive throughout section (anal); alk-amph infills miarolitic 
cavities up to 0.5 wide; partial replacement of aeg/alk-amph by phyllosilicates/Fe-Ti oxides;

GC285 X = 429717 Y =  3105767 n/a Finely crystalline, trachytic GM. relatively fresh; comprises mainly fsp, with acicular aeg/alk-amph in intertices; Fe-Ti oxides partially decomposed to 
hem/leuc; GM fsp turbid; interstitial isotropic crystallites (anal) ubiquitous; turbid, mottled brown-grey fsp phenocrysts; minor cpx crystallites (<0.2mm);

GC286 X=429495Y = 3105251 n/a Finely crystalline, variolitic GM, relatively fresh (similar to GC249); turbid texture weakly developed in GM fsp; acicular aeg intergrown with alk-amph 
in interstices and Infilling miarolitic cavities; anal forms clusters of <0.1mm isotropic crystallites in interstices/overprinting aeg; one anhedral, 0.5mm 
crystal completely replaced by isotropic material (anal pseudomorphing neph/leuc?);

’All grid references reported according to the W G S 98  datum and UTM  projection.

^ALDZ -  Annular Low Density Zone; A H D Z  = Annular High Density Zone (see Schmincke, 1998; Schimick ef a / . 1999)

^Abbreviations: G M  = groundmass; fsp = feldspar; hem = hematite; leuc = leucoxene; aeg = aegirine; rieb = riebeckite; anal = analcime; cpx = clinoproxene; amph -  amphibole; chlor = chlorite, biot = biotile: epid = epidote, plag = 

plagioclase, neph = nepheline, leuc = leucite; n/a = not applicable:

^Corresponding photomicrographs in Electronic Appendix B (EA-B)



Table B2: Whole-rock major oxide and Irace element coiiceiUralions (from XRF) fo r  cone sheet dykes, sy enites and an exlra-calciera phonoHte dyke.
Sample Name 

Sample Type^

GC178

CS

GC181

CS

GC184

CS

GC185

CS

GC242

CS

GC246

CS

GC249

CS{fr)

GC252

SY

GC253

SY

GC257

CS

GC258

CS

GC259

CS

GC261

CS

GC286

PHD

wt%

Si02 63.31 66.77 62.78 64 62.65 61.19 57.47 58.21 63.26 61.75 60.62 62.85 64.06 61.43

Ti02 0.78 0.78 0.92 0.83 1.05 0.76 0.93 1.15 0.7 0.54 0.87 0.72 0.8 0.78

AL203 17.04 16.64 17.78 17.04 15.81 17.07 16.38 17.53 18.08 16.92 15.43 17.86 16.69 16.37

Fe203 5.27 2.04 3.41 3.96 5.87 5.83 5.19 4.47 2.69 3.88 6.34 3.32 4.46 4.52

MnO 0.45 0,01<UG 0.16 0.19 0,79>OG 0.37 0.5 0.22 0.18 0.53 0.58 0.1 0.08 0.42

MgO 0.09 0.26 0.34 0.25 0.32 0.13 0.54 1.19 0,14 0.31 0.46 0.11 0.17 0.44

CaO 0.18 0.12 0.23 0.31 0.12 0.29 0.56 2.09 0.48 0.43 0.38 0.39 0.1 0.37

N a20 5.93 4.8 5.89 6.66 5.96 5.96 9.34 6.98 7.62 7.81 7.14 5.82 6.68 8.28

K20 6.3 5.98 5.86 5.46 5.38 6.53 5 4.52 4.57 5.27 5.14 7.46 5.66 5.27
P 205 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.1 0.03 0.08 0.33 0.16 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0,02<UG
SUM 99.68 97.78 97.68 99.13 98.38 98.59 96.36 97.1 98.13 97.86 97.32 98.9 98.97 98.17

O O 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.06 1.40 0.11 0.24 0.77 0.11 0.11 0.07

H2O 0.79 1.57 1.70 1.60 0.65 0.91 2.68 0.72 0.86 1.29 1.47 0.84 0.84 1.65
LOI 0.93 1.68 1.81 1.68 0.74 1.01 2.74 2.12 0.97 1.53 2.24 0.95 0.95 1.72

ppm

Co <4 4 LLD<UG <4 11 3,<UG 1.<UG 13 LLD<UG 8 LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG 2,<UG
Cr <18 LLD<UG LLD<UG <18 LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG

Ni <2 LLD<UG LLD<UG <2 LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG LLD<UG

V 49 20 23 20 82 100 66 40 27 25 28 33 13 21
Zn 221 157 185 158 279 470 323 117 136 264 269 140 133 181
Ce 401 533 419 502 362 497 545 172 159 495 422 336 341 416
La 201 250 210 250 164 262 262 73 56 218 208 139 144 174

Nb 336 380 280 418 324 458 387 129 131 440 350 274 290 303
Ga 32 36 34 33 44 58 46 28 32 42 41 36 33 34

Pb 18 29 25 21 32 31 29 8 17 31 25 26 32 19
Pr 61 45 39 78 30 44 43 18 12 39 35 27 29 31

Rb 105 197 141 189 143 185 159 76 80 224 173 146 145 139

Ba 52 24 4 <UG 11 39 28 31 2173 1092 21 4 ,<UG 34 LLD<UG 0,<UG
Sr 9 13 8 <4 46 10 LLD<UG 771 176 3 LLD<UG 4 LLD<UG 7
Th 25 48 39 27 51 70 52 33 33 64 56 41 42 56
Y 99 66 57 95 73 97 78 27 24 64 77 52 56 53

Zr 1330 1306 831 1677 1390 1857 1479 476 464 1866 1369 841 963 1078

’Abbreviations CS = Cone Sheet. SY = Syenite. PHD = Phonolile Dyke (extra-caldera)



BOX B1

Calculation of the initial 5”'S0 and 5D compositions o f local meteoric water 
recharging the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands (1).

Calculation o f oxygen isotope composition o f the water:

•  8‘'®0-altitude correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

518q  = -(0.00239)h - 2.06 (in per mil, %o) 

where 'h' is the altitude of recharge of groundwater in metres.

•  Estimated altitude o f recharge (h) = 2500 m a.s.I. (see Section 5.6.3.1)

•  Substituting 2500 m for 'h' in equation above:

5 I 8 0  = -(0.00239)(2500) - (2.06)

5 1 8 0  = -(5.975) - (2.06)

518q = - 8 . 035%o 

Calculation of hydrogen isotope composition o f the water:

•  8’'80-6D  correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

8D = (4.17)5^80 - (2.6) (in per mil, %o)

•  Estimated 5''8q  of m eteoric water (from above) = -8,035%o

•  Substituting -8.035 for in equation above:

5D = (4.17)(-8.035) - (2.6)

5D = (-33.50595) - (2.6)

5D = -35.12%o
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_________________________ BOX B2________________________

Calculation of the initial 5‘'^ 0  and 5D compositions of local meteoric water 
recharging the Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands (2).

Calculation o f oxygen isotope composition o f the water:

•  S'l^O-altitude correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

5^80 = -(0.00239)h - 2.06 (in per mil, % o )  

where 'h' is the altitude of recharge of groundwater in metres.

•  Estimated altitude o f recharge (h) = 3000 m a.s.I. (see Section 5.6.3.1)

•  Substituting 2500 m for 'h' in equation above:

5 I 8 0  = -(0.00239)(3000) - (2.06)

5 I 8 0  = -(7.17) - (2.06)

5 1 8 0  = -9.23%o 

Calculation o f hydrogen isotope composition o f the water:

•  5''SO-5D correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

5D =  (4.17)5180 - (2.6) (in per mil, % o )

•  Estimated 5 ''80  of meteoric water (from above) = -9.23%o

•  Substituting -9.23 for '5 ''80 ' in equation above;

5D = (4 .17 )(-9 .23 )-(2 .6 )

5D = (-38.4891) - (2.6)

5D = -40.557oo
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_________________________ BOX B3________________________

Calculation of the temperature range of fluid-rock interaction (assuming 
equilibrium) in the 'low-5''80' altered cone sheet dykes of the Tejeda intrusive 
Complex (using a local meteoric water source).

•  Data:

Minimum 8''®0whole-rock ~ Minimum 8''S0aik-fsp -  0.1%o 

Maximum 5'’ 80whole-rock ~ Maximum 8''80aik-fsp = 5.5%o 

5^®Ometeoric water ~ -8%o (see BOX B1)

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of between alkali- 
feldspar and water is given by O'Neil & Taylor (1967) as;

10OOInc/-aik-fsp - water ~ (" 3.41) + 2.91 (1 O^/T^)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 623.16-1073.16°K or 350-800“C).

•  S ince  10OOInaaik-fsp - water ~ ‘̂ ”'®Oalk-fsp - water ~ ^ ’'^Ogik-fsp '  8^®0y^,gter

0.1 - (-8) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

11.51 = 2.91(1Q6/T2)

2910000/11.51 =T2

502.82 = Tmax (°K)

229.66 = Tmax (°C) 

and

5.5 - (-8) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

16.91 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/16.91 =T2

414.83 = Tmin (°K)

141.67 =Tmin (°C)
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BOX B4

Calculation of the temperature range of fluid-rock interaction (assuming 
equilibrium) in the 'low-5'’ ^O' altered cone sheet dykes of the Tejeda Intrusive 
Complex (using a seawater source).

•  Data:

Minimum 8 ' ' S O w h o l e - r o c k  ~  Minimum 5 ' ' ® 0 a i k - f s p  =  0.1%o 

Maximum 5''8Qwhole-rock ~ Maximum 5''80aik-fsp = 5.5%o 

S'l^Oseawater ~ 0%o (Epstein & Mayeda, 1953)

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of '’ ^O between alkali- 
feldspar and water is given by O'Neil & Taylor (1967) as;

lO O O Inaaik-fsp-w ater = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 623.16-1073.16°K or 350-800°C).

•  S in c e  10001 naaik-fsp - water ~  ^^®Oalk-fsp - water ~ S^^Ogik-fsp " 8^®0w ater

0.1 - (0) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

3.51 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/3.51 =T2 

486.00 = Tmax (°K)

637.37 = Tmax(°C) 

and

5 .5 -(0 ) = (-3.41) +2.91 (106/T2)

8.91 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/8.91 = T2 

571.49 ^Trriin (°K)

298.33 = Tmin (°C)
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BOX B5

Calculation of the temperature range of fluid-rock interaction (assuming 
equilibrium) in the 'high-5’'®0' altered cone sheet dykes of the Tejeda 
Intrusive Complex (using a local meteoric water source).

•  Data:

Minimum 5 ''S O w h o le -ro ck  ~  Minimum 6 ''8 0 a ik - fs p  =  6 .8% o 

Maximum 8 ''® O w h o le -ro ck  ~  Maximum 6 ''8 0 a ik - fs p  =  10 .0% o  

5^® 0 |-ne teo ric  w a te r ~ •8% o (see BOX B1)

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of ''®0 between alkali- 
feldspar and water is given by O'Neil & Taylor (1967) as:

10OOIno-aik-fsp - water ~ (-3.41) + 2.91(1 O^/T^)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 623.16-1073.16“K or 350-800°C).

•  Since lOOOInaaik-fsp-water ~ ^^®Oalk-fsp - water ~ S^^^alk-fsp " ^^^*^water

6.8 - (-8) = (-3.41) + 2.91(1Q6/T2)

18.21 = 2.91(1Q6/T2)

2910000/18.21 =T2 

399.75 = Tmax (°K)

126.59 = Tmax(°C) 

and

10.0 - (-8) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

21.41 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/21.41 =T2 

368.67 = Tmin (°K)

95.51 =Tmin(°C)
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Appendix C

Hydrothermal Alteration, Las Canadas Caldera, Tenerife
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Table C l :  Sample in fo rm a lion  f o r  a lte red rocks fro m  the Las Canadas caldera. Tenerife.

Sample Name Sample Site' UTM Co-ordinates Sample Colour Date of Sarr

Los Azulejos 

TF10 LAZ-1 X = 341965 Y = 3122620 White 12/02/2007

TF11 iAZ -^ X = 341965 Y = 3122620 Red 12/02/2007

TF12 LAZ-1 X = 341965 Y = 3122620 Red/Beige 12/02/2007
TF13 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 White 12/02/2007
TF14 LA2-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Green 12/02/2007

TF15 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Dark Green 12/02/2007

TF16 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Purple 12/02/2007

TF17 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Pale Green 12/02/2007

TF18 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Beige 12/02/2007

TF19 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Purple 12/02/2007

TF20 LAZ-3A X = 340259 Y = 3122416 Pale Green 12/02/2007

TF21 LAZ-3A X = 340259 Y = 3122416 Dark Green 12/02/2007

TF22 LAZ-3A X = 340259 Y = 3122416 Purple 12/02/2007

TF23 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Purple 12/02/2007

TF24 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Green 12/02/2007

TF25 LAZ-4 X = 340325 Y = 3122080 Grey 12/02/2007

TF26 LAZ-4 X = 340325 Y = 3122080 Green/Grey 12/02/2007

TF27 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 Green 12/02/2007

TF28 LAZ-2 X = 340307 Y = 3122448 White 12/02/2007

TF29 LAZ-5 X = 340512 Y = 3122302 White 12/02/2007

TF30 LAZ-5 X = 340512 Y = 3122302 White/Yellovi/ 13/02/2007

TF31 LAZ-5 X = 340512 Y = 3122302 White/Purple 13/02/2007

TF32 LAZ-5 X = 340512 Y = 3122302 Purple 13/02/2007

TF33 LAZ-3B X = 340147 Y = 3121824 White 13/02/2007

TF34 LAZ-3B X = 340147 Y = 3121824 Pale Green 13/02/2007

TF35 LAZ-3B X = 340147 Y = 3121824 Grey 13/02/2007

Comments

Red rim

Lithic-rich

w/ green clasts 

Opposite side of road

Relatively unaltered purple clast in beige matrix 

Rich in green clasts

Mica(?) rich

Relatively massive; fine 

w/ dark green blobs

Massive, rel. fresh ~70cm thick unit - possible dyke

Massive
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Table C l continued.
Sample Name Sample Site' UTM Co-ordinates Sample Colour Date of Sampling

TF36 LAZ-6 X = 338982 Y = 3121594 Green 13/02/2007

TF38 LAZ-6 X = 338982 Y = 3121594 White 13/02/2007

TF39 LAZ-7 X = 338063 Y = 3121344 Green 13/02/2007

TF40 LAZ-7 X = 338063 Y = 3121344 White 13/02/2007

TF41 LAZ-7 X = 338063 Y = 3121344 Green 13/02/2007
TF42 LAZ-7 X = 338063 Y = 3121344 Green 13/02/2007
TF62 LAZ-F X = 340268 Y = 3122530 White 14/02/2007

TF63 LAZ-F X = 340268 Y = 3122530 Green 14/02/2007

TF64 LAZ-F X = 340268 Y = 3122530 Beige 14/02/2007

TF65 LAZ-F X = 340268 Y = 3122530 Beige 14/02/2007

Llano de Ucanca ^

TF43 LDU-1 X = 339852 Y = 3122524 Purple 14/02/2007

TF44 LDU-1 X = 339852 Y = 3122524 Beige 14/02/2007

TF45 LDU-1 X = 339852 Y = 3122524 Grey 14/02/2007

TF46 LDU-2 X = 339877 Y = 3122576 Orange/Beige 14/02/2007

Los Roques de Garcia

TF47 LRG-1 X = 339718 Y = 3122870 Orange/Beige 14/02/2007

TF48 LRG-1 X = 339718 Y = 3122870 Grey 14/02/2007

TF49 LRG-2 X = 339690 Y = 3122875 Purple 14/02/2007

TF50 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Green 14/02/2007

TF51 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Green 14/02/2007

TF52 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Beige 14/02/2007

TF53 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Beige/Purple 14/02/2007

TF54 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Green/Purple 14/02/2007

TF55 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Dark Green 14/02/2007

Comments

Outcrop off road

Los Azulejos Fault?

Relatively massive, slightly weathered

Beige on weathered surface, grey on fresh surface

Relatively fresh lava(?)

Iron oxide staining

Iron oxide staining and green areas

Grey dyke x-cutting altered unit

Purple unit w/ streaky feldspar, intruding beige unit?

Lithic-rich

Lithic-poor, fine
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Table C l continued.

Sample Name Sample Site' UTM Co-ordinates Sample Colour Date of Sampling Comments

TF56 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Green 14/02/2007 Streaky

TF57 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 White/Green 14/02/2007 Green w/ wtiite blotches

TF58 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Green/Purple 14/02/2007 Green w// purple streaks

TF59 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Green 14/02/2007 Lithic-rich

TF60 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Beige/Purple 14/02/2007

TF61 LRG-3 X = 339692 Y = 3122888 Dark purple 14/02/2007 Massive

TF66 LRG-4 X = 339792 Y = 3123284 Red 15/02/2007

TF67 LRG-5 X = 339652 Y = 3123422 Purple 15/02/2007 Purple breccia

TF68 LRG-5 X = 339652 Y = 3123422 Purple 15/02/2007 Purple clast In breccia

TF69 LRG-6 X = 339628 Y = 3123516 Green 15/02/2007 Possible clast in breccia

TF70 LRG-6 X = 339628 Y = 3123516 Dark Green 15/02/2007 w// white vein

TF71 LRG-7 X = 339468 Y = 3123584 Green 15/02/2007 Breccia

TF72 LRG-7 X = 339468 Y = 3123584 Beige 15/02/2007 Breccia

TF73 LRG-7 X = 339468 Y = 3123584 Grey 15/02/2007 Grey, massive, relatively unaltered

TF74 LRG-7 X = 339468 Y = 3123584 Orange 15/02/2007 Dyke? Relatively massive

TF75 LRG-8 X = 339482 Y = 3123614 Purple/Green 15/02/2007 Massive, probably clast in breccia

TF76 LRG-8 X = 339482 Y = 3123614 Purple 15/02/2007 Massive, probably clast in breccia

TF77 LRG-9 X = 339391 Y = 3123706 Beige 15/02/2007 Beige breccia

TF78 LRG-10 X = 339358 Y = 3123738 Grey 15/02/2007 Hard, rel. fresh, orange weathered surface, green veins - Si?

TF79 LRG-11 X = 339342 Y = 3123790 Green/Grey 15/02/2007
TF80 LRG-12 X = 339166 Y = 3123960 Beige 15/02/2007 Breccia from very end of spur

’Abbreviations: LAZ = Los Azulejos, LDU = Llano de Ucanca, LRG = Los Roques de Garcia 

^Samples from this site ot analysed as part of case study



Table C2: Pelrographic descriptions o f  hydrothermally ahered rocks from  Los Azulejos (LAZ) and Los Roques dc Garcia (LRGj, Las Ccviadas caldera, Tenerife.

Sample Sample Site Petrographic Observations'

Los Azulejos

TF13 LAZ-2 Pervasively altered, fine-grained GM, x-cut by dark brown veins/zones of strong alteration: veins surround lighter grey altered areas dominated by qtz/mica; fsp crystallites
(<0.2mm), disarticulated, strongly altered to ptiyllos; diamond shaped isotropic crystallites, <0.1mm - pyr?; fsp phenocrysts rare, one crystal up to 1.5mm, partially 
replaced along boundaries, mottled grey surface texture; Fe-Ti oxide finely disseminated throughout GM; GM strongly siliclfied;

TF14 LAZ-2 Clast rich; mainly plag-rich mafic clasts (>70%), but also plag-poor mafic clasts rich in opaques/isotropic material; clasts 0,5-3mm, strongly altered to fine-grained
chlor/clays; irregular shape, narrow alteration rims; GM strongly altered to phyllos/chlor/mica/qtz; Fe-Ti oxides in GM and in clasts partially decomposed to poorly 
crystalline hem/leuc; fsp phenocrysts rare, partially altered to chlor/clays, 'ragged' crystal boundaries; one 3mm radially zoned fsp completely pseudomorphed by green 
chlor; tiny trails of opaque inclusions along zone boundaries;

TF16 LAZ-2 Pervasively altered GM, composed of finely crystalline qtz and clays; GM x-cut by dark brown veins creating brecciated texture; mafic lithic clasts (<0.5mm) partially
replaced and some surrounded by halo o f dark brown poorly crystalline Fe-Ti oxides(?); fsp phenocrysts rare/partially replaced; fsp phenocrysts show selective alteration 
of zones, e.g. strongly altered core, less altered mid-zone, strongly altered outer zone;

TF21 LAZ-3A GM x-cut by isotropic veinlets (<0.01mm) creating brecciated texture: minor chlor; rounded mafic clasts. 1-2mm, rich in Fe-Ti oxides (partially decomposed), and some
contain microcrystalline qtz; clasts surrounded by rim of fine grained phyllos; rounded plag-rich clasts, 1-2mm, partially altered: one plag-rich clast 4mm in diameter; part 
of GM replaced mainly by biotite; pseudo-hexagonal, isotropic crystals (<0.1 mm) in GM - anal?; Mn-oxide dendrites;

TF23 LAZ-2 GM x-cut by isotropic veinlets and pervasively altered to clay/chlor; plag-rich mafic domains (xenoliths?) partially replaced by fine-grained phyllos; overall fluidal/brecciated
texture;

TF28 LAZ-2 Prominent fluidal texture; GM pervasively altered, x-cut by green veins up to 2mm wide (chlor?); green chlor alteration associated with poorly crystalline Fe-oxide staining
in places: chlor/phyllos disseminated throughout GM; phenocrysts rare, disarticulated/completely replaced where they occur; green chlor alteration picking out fiamme(?) 
and also associated with stubby/rounded isotropic crystals (<0.5mm) - anal?

TF63 LAZ-F Plag-rich domains (lithic clasts?) up to 1mm across, set in finely crystalline fsp- and qtz-rich GM; parts of GM strongly altered to phyllos (chlor/smec) and Mn-dendrites;
Fe-Ti oxide rich domains, partially decomposed: fsp phenocrysts rare. <0.5mm, disarticulated but relatively fresh where they do occur;
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Table C2 conliin ied

Sample Sample Site Petrographic Observations'

Los Roques de Garcia

TF55 LRG-3 GM pervasively altered to fine-grained clays/mica and finely crystalline qtz; x-cut by dark brown veinlets, partially decomposed to Fe-oxide; plag-rich mafic(?) domains
(xenoliths?) up to 2mm across, irregular outline, partially altered to clay; <0,1 mm plag crystallites, disarticulated and replaced along boundaries;

TF56 LRG-3 Pervasively altered fine-grained GM, mottled brown/grey colour (clays); rounded 0.1mm crystallites(or resin?) pervasive throughout thin section; more strongly altered
areas brown/red (hem?), less altered areas lighter in colour, chlor/mica replacement; fsp phenocrysts rare, <1mm, disarticulated, altered along crystal boundaries and 
fractures;

TF58 LRG-3 Pervasively altered GM; plag-rich mafic xenos up to 6mm in diameter, irregular boundaries; GM x-cut by dark brown veinlets (clay, Fe-oxide); lighter brown areas domiated
by qtz/chlor/mica, v. fine grained; Poorly xstalline isotropic patches surrounding some xenoliths (anal?); some xenos strongly altered to clay/mica; strong fluidal texture in 
GM - dark brown veinlets alternating with lighter brown/grey areas; irregular isotropic patches up to 4mm surrounded by haloes of light brown material (hem?); rare plag 
crystallites.

TF59 LRG-3 Lithic rich; lithics strongly silicified; GM composed of fsp crystallites, pervasively altered to fine-grained phyllos (mottled brown/grey colours); plag-rich mafic xenoliths 0.5-
3mm in diameter, irregular outline, partially altered to clay/mica, some show more intense alteration along boundaries; green chlor-rich patches in GM (pseudomorphing 
fsp?); Fe-oxide alteration o f GM in places - finely crystalline hem?

TF66 LRG-4 Pervasively altered GM with prominent veining; veins composed of poorly crystalline Fe-oxides and form interlocking net-like structure; irregular-shaped mafic xenoliths up
to 2mm across - partially altered; lighter areas of GM less altered (silicified?), some fsp crystallites still visible in XP and relatively unaltered; some plag-rich domains up to 
5mm across, strongly altered to fine-grained mica; sub-rounded isotropic crystals (<0.5mm) - anal? Fe-Ti oxide?

TF67 LRG-5 Clast-rich (lithic breccia?); jigsaw texture; mainly plag-rich mafic clasts, some strongly altered; clasts 0.3-6mm in diameter, sub-rounded to rounded, many show narrow
rim of dark brown-black, fine-grained alteration; some clasts completely replaced by Fe-oxides; large plag-rich clasts contain fsp crystals up to 1mm, partially altered to 
muse; some clasts composed of finely crystalline qtz+fsp; GM pervasively altered to Fe-oxide/clay/mica; isotropic crystals pervasive (pyr?); rounded domains up to 3mm 
composed of interlocking crystals of cal;

TF69 LRG-6 Relatively fresh, finely crystalline trachytic GM composed mainly o f fsp; fsp phenocrysts up to 4mm, partially replaced by clays/Fe-oxides; fsp forms glomerocrysts, strong
alteration along intersection of crystals; some phenocrysts replaced by fine-grained biot; GM x-cut by coarse cal (+qtz?) veins -O.Smm wide; individual cal crystals up to 
0.4mm in diameter, form interlocking jigsaw-like texture (some stronly altered to Fe-oxide); opaques finely disseminated throughout GM; red Fe-oxide staining;
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Table C2 continued.

Sample Sample Site Petrographic Observations'

TF74 LRG-7 Strongly altered GM, mottled brown/grey colour; GM composed of interlocking, randomly orientated fsp crystallites, now partially replaced by fine-grained phyllos; localised 
patchy red Fe-oxide staining; phenocrysts/lithic clasts absent; rounded opaque rich "clasts", -0,5m m  in diameter, with fine-grained haloes of mica(?)

TF75 LRG-8 Finely crystalline, relatively fresh GM composed of interlocking fsp laths and interstitial Fe-Ti oxides; anhedral plag phenocrysts ~1mm long form glomercrysts up to 3mm 
in diameter; plag phenocrysts contain abundant opaque inclusions; micaceous alteration along crystal intersections; GM shows localised micaceous replacement; minor 
biot crystallites: rounded opaque phenocrysts <0.5mm some with narrow haloes of chlor alteration; rare K-spar phenocrysts; fractures ~3mm wide filled with biot/chlor;

TF76 LRG-8 Finely crystalline GM of fsp and qtz with minor clay/biot alteration: GM x-cut by <0.1 mm wide opaque veinlets; opaque material also forms rounded patchy aggregates: 
interstitial Fe-Ti oxides;

TF78 LRG-10 GM of finely crystalline fsp laths with localised directed texture; mottled brown/grey colour in places - phyllos alteration; GM x-cut by ~1mm veins of dark brown/opaque 
material {biot/Fe-Ti oxide mix?): anhedral fsp phenocrysts (0.1-3mm) form glomerocrysts up to 3mm across: some phenocrysts rich in opaque inclusions; fsp phenocrysts 
strongly altered along boundaries, some micaceous alteration visible at interior and along fractured surfaces; some show trails o f opaque inclusions (turbidity?); rare K- 
spar phenocrysts; patchy Fe-oxide staining (hem?);

TF79 LRG-11 Clast-rich (lithic breccia?); GM strongly altered to fine-grained clay/mica and x-cut by dark brown veinlets: randomly oriented, plag-rich, mafic clasts: clasts 1-3mm in 
diameter, sub-rounded to sub-angular, some pervasively altered to mica/Fe-oxide; plag-rich domains diplay microcrystalline/trachytic texture, and contain plag phenocrysts 
up to 2mm, Fe-Ti oxide crystallites <0.3mm, and minor cpx crystallites <0.5mm; plag phenocrysts often altered along crystal boundaries and fracture surfaces: GM more 
strongly altered than clasts:

TF80 LRG-12 Clast-supported breccia: clasts 1mm-2cm across, typically plag-rich/mafic composition; microcrystalline-trachytic texture: clasts contain glomerocrysts o f plag (individual 
crystals up to 2mm); GM of fsp crystallites, strongly altered to clay/Fe-oxide/mica; clasts sub-angular, randomly orientated, and show dark brown/fluidal texture along 
boundaries; clasts pervasively altered to clay/chlor and or silicified; fsp phenocrysts in clasts anhedral, rich in opaque inclusions; prominant Fe-Ti oxides in parts of GM 
('leopard-skin');

^Abbreviations: G M  = groundm ass, qtz = quartz, pyr = pyrite, fsp = feldspar, plag -  plagioclase, K-spar = K-feldspar, chlor = chlorite, phyllos = phyllosilicates, hem  = hem atite, leuc = leucoxene, biot = biotite. anal = analcim e. 
muse = m uscovite, cal = calcite
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Table C3: K-Ar data fo r  <2 ^ini, <0.4 /jm, and <0. /  /jin size fractions o f hydrothermal illite samples from Los Aziilejos (LAZ) and Los Roques de Garcia (LRG), Las 
Canadas caldera. Tenerife.

Sample ID Client ID (sample site) K

(%]

Rad. ‘“ ’Ar 

[mol/g]

Rad. ■*% 

[%1

Age

[Ma]

Error

[Ma]

Error

[%]

Remark Gradstein et al. (2004) timescale 

Period-Epoch-Stage

LP6-94 standard 8,37 1.9247E-09 97.84 127.93 1.86 1.45 Error: +0.02% Lower Cretaceous-Barremian [+/-1.0, 1.5]

LP6-95 standard 8.37 1.9229E-09 97.50 127.82 1.87 1.47 Error: -0.06% Lower Cretaceous-Barremian (+/- 1.0, 1.5)

Los Azulejos

1023 <0.1pm TF14 (LAZ-2) 4.71 1.3177E-11 7.92 1.61 0.31 19.08 nms. Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene

1023 <0.4pm 4.83 1.8597E-11 12.34 2.22 0.16 7.12 %K: 4.79,4.86 Neogene-Pliocene-Gelasian

1023 <2|jm 4.35 1.5596E-11 10.35 2.07 0.18 8.91 Neogene-Pliocene-Gelasian

1024 <0.1 |jm TF19(l_AZ-2) 4.18 1.0534E-11 9.75 1.45 0.33 22.68 nms. Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene

1024 <0.4pm 3.97 1.1703E-11 9.69 1.70 0.24 14.04 nms. Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene

1024 <2pm 5.53 1.6948E-11 16.93 1.77 0.16 8.88 Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene

1025 <2|jm TF23 (LAZ-2) 4.64 1.7860E-11 14.80 2.22 0.33 14.81 Neogene-Pliocene-Gelasian

Los Roques de Garcia

1026 <2pm TF56 (LRG-3) 5.49 8.8770E-12 5.37 0.93 0.14 15.29 Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene

1026 <2pm ID TF56 - duplicate 5.49 1.0750E-11 6.62 1.13 0.24 20.86 Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene

1027 <2pm SI (LRG-12) 5.04 8.1449E-12 11.21 0.93 0.18 18.96 Quaternary-Lower Pleistocene



_________________________ B0XC1________________________

Calculation o f the initial 5'’ 8o and 5D compositions of local meteoric water 
recharging the hydrothermal system of the Las Canadas caldera, Tenerife,

Calculation o f oxygen isotope composition o f the water:

•  6 ’' ®0-altitude correlation for Tenerife (Gonfiantini, 1973)

aiSQ = -(0.00221 )h - 2.5 (in per mil, %□) 

where 'h' is the altitude of recharge of groundwater in metres.

•  Estimated altitude of recharge (h) = 3000 m a.s.I. (see Section 6.7.2)

•  Substituting 3000 m for 'h' in equation above:

5I 8 0  = -(0.00221 )(3000) - (2.5)

5180 = - (6 .6 3 ) - (2 .5 )  

g18o = -9.13%o 

Calculation o f hydrogen isotope composition o f the water:

•  8 ''80-8D correlation for southern Gran Canaria (Gonfiantini, 1973)

5D = (7.94)5^80 + (16.7) (in per mil, %o)

•  Estimated 6 ''8o o f meteoric water (from above) = -9.13%o

•  Substituting -9.13 for '5''®0' in equation above:

5D = (7.94)(-9.13) + (16.7)

5D = (-72.4922) + (16.7)

8D = -55.79%o
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_________________________ B 0 XC 2________________________

Calculation of the temperature range of fluid-rock interaction (assuming 
equilibrium) for the altered ignimbrites (LAZ and LRG) of the Las Caiiadas 
caldera, Tenerife (assuming a local meteoric water source).

•  Data:

Minimum 5''®0whole-rock ~ Minimum 5'’ 80aik-fsp -  3.6%o 

Maximum 5''®Owhole-rock ■“ Maximum S'l^Ogik-fsp = 12.4%o 

S^®Ometeoric water ~ -9%o (see BOX C1)

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of ''^O between alkali- 
feldspar and water is given by O'Neil & Taylor (1967) as;

10OOIncXaik-fsp - water ~ ("3-41) + 2.91 (1 O^/T^)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 623.16-1073.16°K or 350-800°C).

•  Since lOOOInaaik-fsp - water ~ Al80aik-fsp - water ~ 5^®0aik-fsp ■ 8^®0water

3.6 - (-9) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

16.01 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/16.01 -T 2  

426.34 = T^ax (°K)

153.18 = Trr,ax(°C) 

and

12.4 - (-9) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

24.81 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/24.81 = T2 

342.48 = Tmin (°K)

69.32 = Tmin (°C)
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__________________________ B 0 X C 3 _________________________

Calculation of the temperature range of fluid-rock interaction (assuming 
equilibrium) for the altered ignimbrites (LAZ and LRG) of the Las Canadas 
caldera, Tenerife (assuming a seawater source).

•  Data:

Minimum SlSQwhole-rock ~ Minimum 5''80aik-fsp = 3.6%o 

Maximum 5''80whoie-rock ~ Maximum 6''80aik-fsp = 12.4%o 

5’'®Oseawater~ 0%o (Epstein & Mayeda, 1953)

•  The temperature dependence of the fractionation of between alkali- 
feldspar and water is given by O'Neil & Taylor (1967) as:

10OOInaaik-fsp - water = (-3.41) + 2.91 (1 Q6/T2)

where T is the temperature at equilibrium in degrees Kelvin (experimental 
range 623.16-1073.16°K or 350-800°C).

•  Since 10OOInaaik-fsp - water ~ ®Oalk-fsp - water ~ 5  ̂®Oalk-fsp '  ^^water

3 .6 - (0 )  = (-3 .41 )+  2.91(106/T2)

7.01 = 2.91(106/T2)

2910000/7.01 =T2 

644.30 = Tmax (°K)

371.14 = Trriax(°C) 

and

12.4 - (0) = (-3.41) + 2.91(106/T2)

15.81 = 2.91(106/12)

2910000/15.81 =T2 

429.02 -  Trnin (°K)

155.86 = Tmin (°C)
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Publications, Manuscripts in Preparation, Conference Abstracts

Published Articles & Manuscripts in Review/Preparation:

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., O’Halloran, A., Walter, T.R. & Perez Torrado, F.J. 
(2008). Low-temperature hydrothermal alteration of intra-caldera tuffs, Miocene Tejeda 
Caldera, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands. Journal o f  Volcanology and Geothermal Research 
176,551-564.

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C. Fluid-rock interaction in the Miocene, post-caldera, 
Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria (Canary Islands): insights from mineralogy and 
O- and H-isotope geochemistry (in review, Journal o f  Petrology).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Pctcz Torrado, F.J. A combined mineralogical, 
elemental, and stable isotope study o f epithermal alteration in the Miocene Tejeda caldera, 
Gran Canaria, Canary Islands (in prep.).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Zwingmann, H., Schersten, A. Mineralogy, O- and 
H-isotope geochemistry, and timing of hydrothermal alteration in the Las Canadas caldera, 
Tenerife (Canary Islands): implications for caldera formation (in prep.).

Conference Abstracts:

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C. (2009) Fluid-rock interaction in the Tejeda Intrusive 
Complex, Gran Canaria (Canary Islands) (ECU. Vienna, Austria).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C. (2009) Fluid-rock interaction in the Miocene, post-
caldera, Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria (Canary Islands): insights from
mineralogy and O- and H-isotope geochemistry (IGRM, TCD, Ireland).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C. (2009) Fluid-rock interaction in the Miocene, post-
caldera, Tejeda Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria (Canary Islands): insights from
mineralogy and O- and H-isotope geochemistry (VMSG, Bournemouth, UK).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Pctcz Torrado, F.J. (2008) A mineralogical, 
elemental, and isotopic study of epithermal alteration in the Miocene Tejeda caldera. Gran 
Canaria, Canary Islands (lA VCEI. Reykjavik. Iceland).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C. (2008) Hydrothermal alteration of the Tejeda 
Intrusive Complex, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands: insights from petrography, mineralogy 
and stable isotopes (lA VCEI, Reykjavik, Iceland).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Pctcz Torrado, F.J., Walter, T.R. (2008) 
Hydrothermal alteration in the Miocene Tejeda Caldera, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands: 
insights from mineralogy, elemental and stable isotope geochemistry (VMSG, TCD, 
Ireland).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Walter, T.R., Pctcz Torrado, F.J. (2007) Fluid-rock 
interaction in the Miocene Tejeda caldera. Gran Canaria (EOS Trans. AGLJ, 88 (52), Fall 
Meeting Supplement, Abstract V23A-I23I).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Pctcz Torrado, F.J. (2007) Water-rock interaction 
in the Miocene Tejeda caldera. Gran Canaria, Canary Islands: mineralogical and isotopic 
evidence for a low-temperature, epithermal system (SGA Mineral Deposits, TCD, Ireland).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., Pctcz Torrado, F.J., Watler, T.R. (2007) The 
hydrothermal system of the Miocene Tejeda caldera. Gran Canaria, Canary Islands 
(VMSG. Oxford, UK).

• Donoghue, E., Troll, V.R., Harris, C., O'Halloran, A., Walter, T.R., Perez Torrado, F.J. 
(2006) Low-temperature hydrothermal alteration of intra-caldera tuffs, Miocene Tejeda 
Caldera, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands (Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, 70 (18), pp. 
A144 - Goldschmidt 2006, Melbourne, Australia).
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Low-temperature hydrothermal alteration of intra-caldera tuffs, Miocene Tejeda 
caldera, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands
Eleanor Donoghue^-*, Valentin R. Troll'''’, Chris Harris ^  Aoife 0'Halloran‘\
Thomas R. Walter ̂  Francisco J. Perez Torrado
‘  D epartm ent o f  Ceology. U n ive rs ity  o f  D ublin . T r in ity  College, D u b lin  2. Ire land  
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' CF7. Potsdam. Telegrafenberg, 14473 Potsdam, G erm any  

D epartm en t o f  Physics ( Geology), U n ive rs ity  o f  Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. Canary Islands, Spain

A R T I C L E  I N F O  A B S T R A C T

The Miocene Tejeda caldera on Gran Canaria erupted -20 rhyolite-trachyte ignimbrites (Mogan Group 14- 
13.3 Ma), followed by -20 phonolitic lava flows and ignimbrites (Fataga Croup 13-8.5 Ma). Upper-Mogan tuffs 
have been severely altered immediately within the caldera margin, whereas extra-caldera Mogan ignimbrites, 
and overlying Fataga units, are apparently unaltered. The altered intra-caldera samples contain minerals 
characteristic of secondary fluid-rock interaction (clays, zeolites, adularia). and relics of the primary mineral 
assemblage identified m unaltered ignimbrites (K-feldspar, plagioclase. pyroxene, amphibole. and groundmass 
quartz). Major and trace-element data indicate that Si. Na. K. Pb. Sr. and Rb, were strongly mobilized during 
fluid-rock interaction, whereas Ti. Zr. and Nb behaved in a more refractory manner, experiencing only minor 
mobilization. The ii'^O values of the altered intra-caldera tuffs are significantly higher than in unaltered extra- 
caldera ignimbrites. consistent with an overall low-temperature alteration environment. Unaltered extra- 
caldera ignimbrites have nD values between -110%o and -173%o, which may reflect Rayleigh-type magma 
degassing and/or post-depositional vapour release. The liD values of the altered intra-caldera tuffs range from 
-52%o to -131%<,, w ith anibient meteoric water at the alteration site estimated at ca. interaction and 
equilibration of the intra-caldera tuffs with ambient meteoric water at low temperature can only account for 
whole-rock <)D values of around -45%o. given that ADdjy-wjtcr ca. -30%o at 100 °C. and decreases in 
magnitude at higher temperatures. All altered tuff samples have fiD values that are substantially lower than 
-45%o, indicating interaction with a meteoric water source with a value more negative than -15%o, which 
may have been produced in low-temperature steam fumaroles. Supported by numerical modeling, our Gran 
Canaria data reflect the near-surface, epithermal part of a larger, fault-controlled hydrothermal system 
associated with the emplacement of the high-level Fataga magma chamber system. In this near-surface 
environment, fluid temperatures probably did not exceed 200-250 °C.
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1. Introduction

Caldera margin fault zones are commonly observed to be conduits 
for fluid flow and hydrothermal activity, and have been shown to 
affect both the deposition of mineral deposits (Varnes. 1963), and the 
composition of groundwater contaminated by such mineral deposits 
(Shevenell and Goff, 1995). The caldera mai'gin rocks on Gran Canaria, 
Canary Islands, show evidence of severe hydrothermal alteration, and
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allow us to study fluid-rock interaction processes in considerable 
detail. By determining the mineralogy, major- and trace-element 
concentrations, and whole-rock H- and 0-isotope ratios of altered 
intra-caldera samples, and of equivalent unaltered extra-caldera 
rocks, we are able to characteiise the mineralogical, elemental and 
isotopic changes brought about by fluid-rock Interaction. The stable 
isotope data yield fuither constraints on the source o f the fluid and its 
temperature at the time of alteration. The results of this study may 
help to unravel the complex processes of fluid-rock interaction 
characteristic of both active and fossil caldera-hosted hydrothermal 
systems, which are presently inaccessible or poorly exposed.

2. Geological setting

Gi'an Canaria, one of the central islands of the Canary Archipelago 
(Fig. 1), Is a major oceanic volcano comprising a succession of Miocene
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Fig. 1. Simplified geological map of Cran Canaria showing the location of the main sampling area. Fuente de Los Azulejos (1), and two additional localities along the caldera margin 
where hydrothermaliy altered tuffs are well-exposed -  Tasatico (2), and Fuente Blanca (3). The general sub-aerial stratigraphy of the island is also shown, indicanng the approximate 
stratigraphic levels of upper-Mogan Group ignimbrites ‘A‘. ‘B’. ‘C. ’D'. ‘E‘ and ’P {Schmincke, 1969; Bogaard and Schmlncke, 1998).

shield basalts and an overlying series of about 40 felsic ignimbrite 
sheets and lava flows, which were erupted from the multiply 
reactivated Tejeda caldera in the centre of the island (Schmincke 
and Swanson, 1966: Schmincke, 1969, 1982). The felsic stage is 
subdivided into -20 trachytic to rhyolitic ignimbrites that erupted 
between 14 and 13,3 Ma (Mogan Group), and -20 trachy-phonolitic 
ignimbrites and lava flows that erupted between 13 and 8,5 Ma 
(Fataga Group) (Schmincke, 1969. 1982: Bogaard and Schmincke, 
1998). Correlation of intra-caldera ignimbrites w ith the extra-caldera 
ignimbrite succession suggests subsidence of the caldera basin of at 
least 1 km (Schmincke and Swanson. 1966; Schmincke 1982; Troll et 
al., 2002),

A peripheral zone, comprising concentric and radial faults and 
dykes up to 8 km away from the main caldera margin, is genetically 
linked to the major caldera fault system (Schmincke, 19S2; Troll et al, 
2002), Lava flows and ignimbrites locally thicken into the peripheral 
fault zones, indicating that the faults were active at the time of 
deposition of these flows (Troll et al„ 2002). A well-exposed outer 
caldera margin on Gran Canaria separates the Miocene shield basalt 
lavas and overiying felsic extra-caldera ignimbrites from intra-caldera 
ignimbrites, sediments, and intrusive rocks. The topographic caldera

margin is exposed over km-long stretches in the northwest, west, 
and southwest of the island. The main study outcrop, Fuente de Los 
Azulejos, is located on the road between La Aldea and Mogan, in 
Barranco del Medio (042S353E, 3088999N; Datum UTM; see Fig, 1), 
and is generally considered the type locality for hydrothermaliy 
altered tuffs on Gran Canaria, and the Canary Islands in general (cf. 
Cabrera Santana et a!., 2006). At Fuente de Los Azulejos, the 50°-60° 
inward dipping caldera margin cuts extra-caldera shield basalts that 
dip gently towards the sea (Fig. 2A). Tuffs and sediments that fill the 
caldera pinch out against the steep eroded caldera margin. An up- 
section decrease in the dip of depositional bedding inside the caldera 
margin indicates progressive filling of the caldera (Schmincke and 
Swanson, 1966; Schmincke, 1969). Alteration of the intra-caldera rocks 
is obvious from their vivid colours (Fig. 28) and the presence of 
frequent mineral fills on fractured surfaces (Fig. 3A-H).

The altered intra-caldera tuffs at Fuente de Los Azulejos are late 
Mogan in age, i.e. they represent a Mogan/Fataga transitional stage 
(Bogaard and Schmincke, 1998). Their eruptive age is constrained to 
between the end of upper-Mogan volcanism (13.3 Ma) and the eariiest 
eruption of Fataga units (13.0 Ma) (Bogaard and Schmincke, 1998; 
Schmincke. 1998; Fig. 1). The altered tuffs are unconformably overlain
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Fig, 2. (A.B): (A) Caldera m arg in at Fucntedc Los Azuiejos. Excra-caldcra s liie ld  basalts ( low er le ft) are unconformably overlain by steeply- to sha llow ly-d ipp ing in tra-caldera tuffs o f 
upper-M ogan age to  the top right. This sequence is overlain by apparently unaltered, fla t-ly ing  Fataga ignim brites, (B) Intra-caldera tuffs at Fuente de Los Azuiejos disp laying vivid 
gieen, purp le and beige a lteration colours (road cutting obliquely opposite coffee shop in A),

by Fataga ignim brites dated at 12,5 Ma (Bogaard and Sclimincke, 
1998). Tiiese overlying units appear unaltered in the field, suggesting 
lhat hydrotherm al alteration o f the caldera margin tuffs occurred 
around 13-12.5 Ma. The proposed time range for alteration coincides 
w ith  the emplacement o f an early, high-level Fataga magma chamber 
system (Schniincke, 1998). Alteration o f intra-caldera tuffs is observed 
all along the exposed caldera margin, w ith  m id- to lower-Mogan litbo l- 
ogies generally displaying a mote varied secondary mineralogy relative 
to upper-Mogan units (Perez Torrado et al., 2004; Cabrera Santana et al., 
2006), The Mogan and Fataga caldera f ill was subsequently intruded by 
syenite stocks and over 500 trachytic to phonolitic cone sheets (12.3- 
7.3 Ma), representing a late resurgence of the Tejeda caldera (Schirnick 
el al.. 1999). Further details on the composition and emplacement 
mechanisms o f the Miocene lavas and ignimbrites can be found in e.g. 
Schmincke ,1969,1976,199S), Cousens et a l, ; 1990,1992), Freundt and 
Schmmcke 0995). Kobberger and Schmincke ;i9 9 9 ), T ro ll and 
Schmincke (2002), Troll et al, (2003), Hansteen and Troll (2003), and 
references therein,

3. Petrographic descriptions

Samples were taken from various coloured tu ff units exposed along 
the road section at Fuente de Los Azuiejos. Some o f the units contain a 
m ixture o f alteration colours, in which case we sampled adjacent but 
d iffe rently coloured rocks (Fig. 3A-H: Table 1), Lenses o f highly 
welded glassy tuff, w hich appeared to have escaped major alteration, 
were also sampled. In th in  section, all samples have a sim ilar primary 
mineral assemblage, comprising mainly feldspar crystals and crystal
lites, together w ith  m inor pyroxene, amphibole, and groundmass 
quartz. The samples display a w ide range o f textures (see Table 1), 
including brecciated (e,g, HAT 34), glassy (HAT 101), and porphyritic 
; e.g. HAT S) varieties. Other features o f the suite include the presence 
o f pick-up clasts (HAT 8), mafic xenoliths (e.g. HAT 10), prom inent 
veining, and m ineral fills  on fracture surfaces (HAT 34).

4. Analytical methods

4.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

XRD was carried out on whole-rock samples in the Geochemistry 
Laboratory in the Geology Department o f T rin ity  College Dublin (TCD), 
using a Phillips PW1720 X-ray generator and a Phillips PW1050/25 
diffractometer. All samples were crushed in a jaw-crusher and pow
dered using an agate pestle and m ortar p rio r to analysis. The minerals 
present in each sample were determined by standard XRD m eth

ods using N i-filtered Cu Kcv radiation. A ll measurements were taken 
from  2'’-40° (23) at a step size o f 0.02°/sec. X-ray diffractograms were 
interpreted using “Traces 5.20” software (H iltonbrooks Ltd, h ttp ;// 
www.xrays.u-net.com/Software.htm). Identification of m inerals was 
achieved by comparison o f peak angles w ith  the Carleton University 
Department of Geology 29 (Cu) table, and the International Centre for 
Diffractions 1998 powder diffraction database (sets 1-48 and 70-85),

4.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM was carried out on gold-coated whole-rock chips approximately 
1 cm^ in size, using the Hitachi S-4300 high-resolution Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM) housed in the Centre for Microscopy and 
Analysis at TCD (see h trp ;//www.tcd.ie/CMA/s4300.htm for a detailed 
description o f the equipment and analytical procedure). The samples 
were taken predominantly from the type locahty, Fuente de Los 
Azuiejos. Additional SEM investigations have been carried out on a 
small number of samples from Fuente Blanca andTasartico (see Fig. I for 
locations), where hydrothermally altered tuffs are also exposed. These 
additional samples were analysed using the JEOL-JSM 840 SEM housed 
at the University o f Alicante, Spain. In both cases, the SEM was run in 
secondary electron mode.

4.3. X-ray fluorescence (XRF)

Powdered whole-rock samples were dried at 110 °C p rio r to 
analysis. Major and trace-element concentrations were determ ined on 
fused beads using an automated Philips PW1480 spectrometer at 
GEOMAR Research Centre, Kiel, Germany, A ll analyses wei e performed 
w ith  an Rh tube. A fu ll description o f the methods employed, and the 
associated errors, are given in Abratis et al, (2002), and Troll and 
Schmincke (2002),

4.4. Stable isotopes

For the altered tu ff samples w ith  prefix “HAT', 0 -  and H2O- 
extractions were carried out in Universite Jean Monnet (UJM), St-Etienne, 
France, For altered samples w ith  prefix “GC, and the unaltered extra- 
caldera ignimbrites, 0 - and HiO-extraaions were carried out in the 
University of Cape Town (UCT), South Africa. The D/H and ratios
were determined w ith  a VG Isoprime mass spectrometer in UJM, and 
w ith  a Finnigan MAT252 mass spectrometer in UCT,

Whole-rock samples were prepared for D/H determ ination in 
both laboratories using the method o f Vennemann and O'Neil ;1993), 
All samples were degassed on a conventional silicate vacuum line at
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Table 1
Name, colour, and petrographic features of the iiydrothermally altered tufTs (HAT) from Fuente de Los Azulejos. Gran Canaria

Sample name Sample type Colour Notable petrographic features

HAT 3 Tuff matrix Green Fine-grained, pervasively altered m atrix w ith fluidal texture: fibrous texture in places; fragm ented and partially replaced plag 
phenocrysts:

HATS Fiamme (in HAT 6) Purple 40S opaques; strongly silicified groundmass: m inor quartz veining;
HAT 6 TulT matrix Green Fragmented and partially replaced K-spar+plag phenocrysts; plag-rich mafic xenoiiths w ith quartz rims: pervasively altered, 

fine-grained groundmass with fluidal texture:
HAT 7 Tuff matrix Orange/yellow Fragmented plag phenoci’ysts w ith crystal-boundaiy alteration; peivasively altered groundm ass w ith fluidal texture:
HAT 8 Tuff matrix Orange Brecciated texture; contains rip-up clasts of green altered tuff; prim ary relics in clasts and host tuff; K-spar + plag phenocrysts 

partially replaced; peivasively altered mafic xenoiiths;
HAT 9 Tuff matrix Green/red Green m atrix dominates, red m atrix patchy; gradation betw een green and red m atrix; fine-grained, strongly altered 

groundmass: fragm ented plag phenocrysts partially replaced along crystal boundaries and fractures; altered mafic xenoiiths;
HAT 10 Tuff matrix Green Partially replaced mafic xenoiiths. K-spar and plag phenocrysts; pervasively altered matrix with fluidal texture;
HATH Tuff matrix Green Prom inent veining in gioundm ass: partially replaced fragm ented plag phenociysts; mafic xenoiiths rare/absent;
HAT 5.5 Tuff matrix Grey/green Partially replaced mafic xenoiiths. K-spar and plag phenocrysts; fine-grained, pervasively altered m atrix w ith fluidal texture:
HAT 33 Tuff matrix Green Partially replaced plag phenocrysts; fine-grained, pervasively altered groundm ass w ith  fluidal texture:
HAT 34 Tuff matrix Pink Plag phenocrysts and plag-rich mafic xenoiiths w ith  grain boundary alteration; brecciated. fluidal tex ture in groundm ass; 

fibrous texture in places:
HAT 101 TutT matrix Dark green Partially replaced mafic xenoiiths; plag and K-spar phenocrysts w ith alteration along crystal boundaries: glassy groundm ass 

with perlitic cracks and fraaures; clay alteration along fractures:
HAT 102 Tuft matrix Grey/green Opaque-rich groundm ass w ith prom inent veining: plag phenocrysts w ith ciystal-boundary alteration; partially replaced

plag-rich mafic xenoiiths.

2 0 0  °C p r io r  to  p y ro lis is . For a lte red  sa m p le s , w a te r  w a s  lib era ted  

fro m  - 5 0  m g  o f  w h o le -r o c k  p o w d e r , an d  -1 0 0  m g  o f  'Ind iana' 2 n  w a s  

u se d  to  r e d u c e  th e  lib e ra ted  w a te r  to  H 2 . For u n a lte r e d  sa m p le s , 2 0 0  m g  

o f  s a m p le  p o w d e r  an d  2 0 0 - 3 0 0  m g  o f  Zn w e r e  u se d  to  e n s u r e  e n o u g h  

H 2 O w a s  lib e ra ted  an d  r e d u c e d  to  for a n a ly s is . W a ter  w a s  p ro d u c ed  

from  - 5 0  m g  o f  an  in ter n a l b io t ite  s ta n d a rd  (CGBi, riD=-59% o) and  

a n a ly se d  in d u p lic a te  w ith  e a c h  b a tch  o f  s a m p le s . For D /H  d e te r m in a 

t io n , an  in ter n a l w a te r  s ta n d a rd  (CTMP, r'iD = -9%o) w a s  u se d  to  ca li

b ra te  th e  ra w  d a ta  to  th e  SM O W  sca le , an d  th e  d a ta  w e r e  n o rm a lized  
so  th a t  V-SLAP g a v e  a v a lu e  o f  -428% q o n  th e  SM O W  sca le , as rec 

o m m e n d e d  b y  C op len  (1995). W a ter  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  o f  w h o le  rocks w e r e  

d e te r m in e d  fro m  th e  v o lta g e  m e a s u r e d  o n  th e  m a s s  2 c o l le c to r  o f  th e  

m a s s  s p e c tr o m e te r  u s in g  id e n tic a l s a m p le  in le t  v o lu m e  (V e n n e m a n n  

an d  O 'N eil, 1993),
For 0 - i s o t o p e s ,  w h o le - r o c k  s a m p le s  w e r e  d r ie d  in  an  o v e n  a t 5 0  °C, 

an d  d e g a s s e d  u n d e r  v a c u u m  o n  a c o n v e n t io n a l  s i l ic a te  lin e  at 2 0 0  °C 

for  2  h. S ilic a te  m in e r a ls  w e r e  r e a c te d  w ith  BrFs (U JM ) o r  CIF3 (UCT: cf. 
B o r th w ic k  a n d  H a r m o n , 1 9 8 2 )  in  th e  s il ic a te  lin e  for  3 h at 5 5 0  °C, an d  

th e  lib e r a te d  O 2  w a s  c o n v e r te d  to  CO2  u s in g  a h o t  p la t in iz e d  ca rb o n  

rod . F u rth er  d e ta i ls  o n  th e  m e t h o d s  e m p lo y e d  for  0 - e x tr a c t io n  fro m  

s il ic a te  m in e r a ls  a t UCT ca n  b e  fo u n d  in  V e n n e m a n n  a n d  S m ith  (1 9 9 0 )  

a n d  H arris a n d  E rlank (1 9 9 2 ) .  T h e  e x tr a c t io n  p r o c e d u r e  at UJM is  

d e s c r ib e d  b y  G erb e  an d  T h o u r e t  i2 0 0 4 ) .  In UJM, th e  ^'® 0 v a lu e  

o b ta in e d  fo r  an  in te r n a l s ta n d a r d  (M u r c h iso n  L ine Q u artz , MQ; 

o ’®0 = 10.1%o) w a s  u se d  to  n o r m a liz e  t h e  ra w  <-i’®0 d a ta  to  th e  SM O W  

s c a le . In UCT, th e  in te r n a l q u a r tz  s ta n d a r d  N B S -2 8  ( 6 '“0  = 9.64% o) w a s  
u s e d  for  n o r m a liz a t io n  to  th e  SM O W  s c a le  (cf. C o p len  e t  al., 1 9 8 3 ). T h e  

n o r m a liz e d  a n d  u n -n o r m a liz e d  v a lu e s  d iffe r  b y  <0.4% o. T h e a n a ly tic a l  

er ro r  for  6 ’* 0  is  a b o u t  ± 0.1 %o( U r) fo r  a ll s a m p le s .  For<'iD a n d  H 2 O*, th e  

a n a ly tic a l e r ro rs  a re  ty p ic a l ly  o f  t h e  o r d e r  o f  ±2%o ( 1 ( /)  a n d  0 .1 0  wt.%, 

le s p e c t iv e ly ,  b u t  t h e  erro r  o n  liD  in c r e a s e s  a s  th e  a m o u n t  o f  w a te r  

e x tr a c te d  d e c r e a s e s .  T h e  m e a s u r e d  b la n k  a s s o c ia te d  w it h  th e  H2 O - 

e x tr a c t io n  m e t h o d  is  e x t r e m e ly  sm a ll, b u t  h ig h ly  n e g a t iv e  ( th e r e  is 

in s u ff ic ie n t  g a s  to  m e a s u r e  t h e  6D  a cc u r a te ly ). It is, th e r e fo r e , p o ss ib le  

th a t  th e  v e r y  n e g a t iv e  rtD v a lu e s  in  s a m p le s  w ith  lo w  w a te r  c o n te n t  

r e p r e se n t  a  p r o p o r t io n a lly  h ig h e r  c o m p o n e n t  from  th e  b lan k . H o w ev er , 

d u p lic a te  a n a ly s e s  o n  th r e e  ig n im b r ite  'A' s a m p le s  ( s e e  T able 4 ), an d  

s u b s e q u e n t  w o r k  o n  s im ila r  s a m p le s , h a s  s h o w n  th a t  th e  v e iy  lo w  6 0

v a lu e s  a re  re p r o d u c ib le . T h is  s u g g e s t s  th a t  c o n ta m in a t io n  b y  D -d e p le te d  

b la n k  w a te r  in  th e  s il ic a te  l in e  d u r in g  H 2 0 -e x r r a c tio n  is  u n lik e ly  to  b e  

s ig n if ic a n t , a n d  is  n o t  th e  c a u s e  o f  th e  lo w  (SD v a lu e s . All d a ta  are  

re p o r te d  in  th e  fa m ilia r  <S n o ta t io n  w h e r e  6 =  1 0 0 0 * Raandi rd) I  

R .« n d a r d )  a n d  K =  " * 0 /“’0  o t  D /H.

5. Results

5.J. M in e ra lo g y

T h e  r e s u lt s  o f  th e  XRD a n a ly s e s  a re  s u m m a r is e d  in  T a b le  2. 
U n a lte r e d  e x tr a -c a ld e r a  ig n im b r ite s  c o n ta in  m a in ly  K -fe ld sp a r  an d  

p la g io c la s e , an d  m in o r  p y r o x e n e , a m p h ib o le , an d  g r o u n d m a s s  q u a r tz  

(cf. S c h n iin c k e , 1 9 6 9 ,1 9 8 2 ;  S u m ita  a n d  S c h m in c k e , 1 9 9 S ) .T h e  a lte r e d  

in tr a -c a ld e r a  tu ffs  c o n ta in  r e lic s  o f  th is  p r im a r y  m in e r a l a s s e m b la g e ,  
a s  w e ll  a s  a  d is t in c t  s e c o n d a r y  m in e r a lo g y  c o m p r is in g  m a in ly  c la y s ,  

z e o lit e s ,  a n a lc ite , a n d  a lte r a t io n  fe ld s p a r  (e .g . a d u la r ia ) , in d ic a t iv e  o f  

s ig n if ic a n t  f lu id -r o c k  in te r a c t io n  (c f. D eer  e t  al., 1 9 6 6 ;  G arcia  d e l  Cura 

e t  al.. 1 9 9 9 ;  C abrera S a n ta n a  e t  al., 2 0 0 6 ) .
T h e r e su lts  o f  SEM (Fig. 4 A -H )  p la c e  fu rth er  c o n s tr a in ts  o n  th e  

c o m p o s it io n  an d  m o r p h o lo g y  o f  th e  a lte r a tio n  m in e r a l a s s e m b la g e . All 

s a m p le s  h a v e  a h ig h  p ro p o r tio n  o f  c la y  m in e r a ls  (F ig. 4A , B), w h ic h  

ty p ic a lly  fo rm  g lo b u la r  (e .g . s m e c t it e )  a n d  f ib r o u s /w h is p y  a g g r e g a te s  

(e .g . illite ). T h e  a lte r e d  tu ffs  a ls o  c o n ta in  a d iv e r se  r a n g e  o f  z e o l it e s  

(F ig. 4 C -F ), in c lu d in g  c l in o p t i lo l i t e  ( ta b u la r), a n a lc ite  (p o ly h e d r a l) ,  

m o r d e n ite  an d  e r io n ite  (f ib ro u s). HAT 101, th e  h ig h ly  w e ld e d  g la s s y  

tu ff, d isp la y s  c la y  a lte r a tio n  a lo n g  f r a a u r e s  a n d  p e r lit ic  crack s (Fig. 4G ), 
in d ic a tin g  th a t  th is  s a m p le  h as in  fact u n d e r g o n e  s o m e  w a te r -r o c k  

in t e r a a io n , d e s p ite  its  a p p a r e n tly  fresh  a p p e a r a n c e  in  h a n d  s a m p le .  

R elics o f  t h e  p r im a r y  m in e r a lo g y , su c h  a s  d is a r t ic u la te d  a n d  p a rtia lly  

r e p la c e d  p h e n o c r y s ts  (e .g . p y r o x e n e  in HAT 102; Fig. 4 H ), can  a ls o  b e  

id e n t if ie d  in  s o m e  sa m p le s .

5 .2 . M a jo r  a n d  tr a c e  e le m e n ts

T h e m a jo r  a n d  t r a c e - e le m e n t  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  o f  th e  a lte r e d  tu ffs  

fr o m  F u e n te  d e  Los A z u le jo s  a re  g iv e n  in  T ab le  3 . H a rk er  p lo t s  for  

s e le c t e d  e l e m e n t s  are  s h o w n  in  Figs. 6  a n d  7, a n d  in c lu d e  d a ta  for

Fig. 3. (A-H): (A) FUmme (HAT 5) showing different colouration to its host ignimbrite (HAT 6'.. (B) Mix of colours w ithin an ignimbrite unit (HAT 9). (C) HAT 8 showing orange 
alteration colours. (D) HAT 6 showing green alteration colours. (E) Dark green, highly w elded glassy tu ff (HAT 101). (F) Brecciated HAT 34 showing pink/orange alteration colours. 
Note the presence of mineral fills on fracture surfaces, and conspicuous veining in the matrix. (G) HAT 102 showing grey/green alteration colours. (H) HAT 5.5 show ing grey/green 
alteration colours and dark brown mineral fills.
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2 0 .0 k V  x 2 0 0  200u«39856 HD 8

Fig. 4. (A-H 'i: Secondary electron SEM images o fa  selection o f altered tu ff  samples taken from  the type locality. Fuente de Los Azulejos (B, E, C. and Hi. and tw o  additional localities in 
western Cran Canaria -  Tasartico (A), and Fuente Blanca (C. D. and F) (cf. Cabrera Santana et al., 2006). 'A ) Clay m ineral (smectite) fo rm ing globular aggregare.s. (B) Clay m ineral ( illite ) 
form ing w h ispy aggregates. (C) Tabular zeolite crystals (c linop tilo lite ). (D) Polyhedral zeolite ciystals (analcite). (E) Fibrous zeolite crystals (m ordenite). (F) Radiatmg zeolite crystals 
(erionite). fC) Clay alteration along fractures and perlitic  cracks in a sample of h ighly welded glassy tuff. (H) Relict prim ary pyroxene phenoci'yst showing partial a lteration by clay 
minerals, m ain ly along fractured surfaces. Image number, accelerating voltage (m KV). m agnification, scale lin  uni), and w ork ing distance (W D) are given at the bottom  o f each image.
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T^ble 2
D istr ib u tio n  o f  n ijn e r a ls  b e tw e e n  s lte r e d  in tr a -c jld e r a  s a m p le s  an d  u n a lte ie d  ex tra -c a ld e ra  ig n im b r ite s  'A'. 'D'. 'E', and  'F' fro m  XRD re su lts

Prim ary minerals'" S e c o n d a r y  m in e r a ls ’’

S a m p le s K -spar pl^g pyx a m p h q tz  Cg/v)' m u iit /c h l-n io n r q tz  f h ) ‘ m ord anal ad u l ill

A ltered HAT 5 X X X X X

HAT 6 X X X X X

HAT 7 X X X X X X X

H A T S X X X X X X

HAT 9 X X X X X X X

HAT 10 X X X X X X X
HAT n X X X X X X X X X

HAI' 5 .5 X X X X

HAT 33 X X X

HAT 34 X X X X X

HAT 101 X X X X X
HAT 102 X X X X X X X

U n altered A3F3 X X X

A 4F6 X X X X
DTF2 X X X X
ECF X X X X
FTFS X X X

’’ K -spar = K -fe ldsp ar, p la g  = p la g io c la se . p y x  = p y ro x en e , am p h  *  a m p h ib o le . q tz  (g /v )  = g r o u n d m a ss /v a p o u r -p h a se  quartz.
m o n t  = m o n tm o r illo n ite . c h l-m o n t  -  c l i lo r ite -m o n tm o r illo n ite , q tz  (h )  = h y d r o th erm a l quartz, m ord  ■ m o r d e n ite , a n a l -  a n a lc ite , ad u l = ad u laria , ill = illite . 

'  D is tin c tio n  b e t w e e n  p rim a ry  and  se c o n d a r y  q uartz b a sed  o n  th in  se c t io n  o b serv a t io n s .

lab le  3
M ajor a n d  t t a c e - e le m e n t  c o n c e n tr a tio n s  o f  th e  h y d r o th crm a lly  a lter ed  tu ffs  'H ATl from  F u en te  d e  Lo.s A zu lejo s . G ran C anaria

HAT 3 HAT 5 HAT 6 HAT 7 H A T S HAT 9 HAT 10 HAT 11 HAT 5 .5 HAT 3 3 HAT 34 HAT 101 HAT 1 02

wt.%
SiO? 6 5 .8 2 7 7 .5 9 5 8 .7 4 68.21 6 6 .9 3 6 6 .9 3 6 9 .5 6 6 3 .0 6 6 5 .8 4 7 6 .8 1 71.15 6 4 .9 6 1 .8 9
T i02 0 .6 7 0 .3 7 1.04 0 .6 8 0 .8 3 0.71 0 .7 3 0 .7 8 0 .8 0 .5 6 0 .61 0.71 0.81

A120-, 1 2 .4 4 7 .94 15.51 11.86 12 .62 14.19 1 U 8 13 .83 1 4 .8 6 8 .7 7 10 .22 1 2 .3 4 14.63
F e ,0 , 4 .91 4 .4 3 6 .3 9 4 .6 3 5.18 4 .2 7 4 .9 5 .6 5 4 .3 4 3 .8 8 4.17 5 .4 6 5.47

M nG 0 X 7 0 .12 0 .2 8 0.18 0 .2 7 0.11 0.31 0.19 0 .4 7 0 .0 5 0 .2 3 0 .2 8 0 .5 3
M gO 0.71 0 .41 0 .9 3 0 .5 9 1 0 .8 6 0 .9 5 0 .8 4 0 .6 9 0 .5 4 0 .4 2 0 .5 3 0 .8 5

CaO 0 .9 S 0 .5 7 0 .9 8 0 .8 4 0 .8 0 .3 2 0 .7 7 0 .8 6 0 .4 4 0 .6 6 1.04 0 .4 9 0 .7 4

H a.O 2.12 2.1 5.61 3 .4 2 2 .8 4 3 .8 5 2 .3 3 .74 3 .6 9 1 .05 2 .8 3 5 .2 9 3 .8 9
K2O 5 2 S 4 .4 3 4 .1 4 4 .0 6 4 .7 7 4 2 5.14 4 .7 2 4 .2 5 3 .3 9 3 .0 6 3 .0 5 4 .7 4

P^Os 0 .0 7 0 .0 6 0 .14 0 .0 8 0 .0 9 0 .0 9 0 .0 8 0.1 0.1 0 .0 5 0 .0 6 0 .0 7 0.1
Sum 9 3 .17 9 8 .0 2 9 3 .7 6 9 4 .5 5 9 5 .3 3 9 5 .5 3 9 6 .0 2 9 3 .7 7 9 5 .4 8 9 5 .7 6 9 3 .7 9 9 3 .1 2 9 3 .6 5
LOl 6 .2 0 2 .2 4 5 .9 5 5 .3 6 4 .2 6 4.18 l 9 l 6 .0 8 3 .9 9 2 .9 7 5 .4 4 5 .9 0 5 .5 4

p p m
Co 5 5 < 4 6 10 < 4 11 < 4 10 5 7 < 4 7
Ni 2 2 S 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 15 10 5 9
V 12 3 4 90 15 2 9 16 2 4 2 3 4 3 33 12 3 7 4 3
Zn 3 4 6 9 6 3 9 0 2 5 7 351 2 2 2 2 8 7 341 2 4 9 2 0 2 2 3 S 2 9 6 3 2 8
Ce 4 7 7 2 0 5 4 3 7 3 3 4 3 2 6 31 9 291 3 8 6 3 14 318 3 0 5 391 4 4 4
La 1 6 4 4 9 177 93 1 43 9 9 121 1 54 8 4 4 4 5 2 9 3 180
Nb 2 4 S 2 7 0 3 2 7 2 8 6 2 8 2 2 4 9 2 4 6 3 0 3 2 7 0 2 7 7 2 8 5 3 2 3 3 4 8
Ca 3 8 2 0 4 5 31 3 6 37 3 3 4 2 3 6 24 2 4 4 0 4 0
Pb 4 21 2 4 18 11 14 2 3 19 19 12 2 6 15 2 9
Rb 1 54 72 172 125 163 147 162 174 110 124 9 5 151 12s
Ba 102 2 7 9 0 39 4 9 1 50 5 6 201 2.S9 2 0 7 2 1 3 4 518
Sr 101 5 4 6 19 31 15 18 35 3 3 9 31 1 6 27
Th 35 16 3 2 2 4 2 5 2 0 2 8 2 4 IS 3 2 2 4 31 4 0
Y 115 8 9 152 1 07 12 7 9 9 1 25 138 9 3 123 8 6 1 2 4 143
Zr 2 0 9 6 167 5 1 97 9 1 7 7 9 1 7 8 4 1 6 4 6 1SS8 1776 1 4 9 2 1 835 1311 2 0 0 4 2 0 8 8

u n a lte r e d  e x tr a -c a ld e r a  ig n im b r ite s  'A' (T roll a n d  S c h m in c k e . 2 0 0 2 )  

a n d  'D' (K o b b e r g e r  a n d  S c h m in c k e , 1 9 9 9 )  for  c o m p a r iso n . A ll p lo t te d  

d a ta  a r e  n o r m a liz e d  to  100% o n  a v o la t i le - fr e e  b a s is . T h e  a lte r e d  tu f f  

s a m p le s  p lo t  in  t h e  tr a c h y te  to  r y h o ll t e  f ie ld s  o n  a T o ta l A lk a li v e r s u s  

S ilic a  ;T A S) d ia g r a m  (L e M a itre  e t  al„ 1 9 8 9 :  Fig. 5 ) , an d  d e f in e  an  

o v e r a ll  tr e n d  o f  d e c r e a s in g  N a 2 0  + 1<20 w i t h  in c r e a s in g  S i0 2 . T h e  

a lte r e d  tu f f s  h a v e  a m u c h  w id e r  ra n g e  o f  S i0 2  c o n c e n t r a t io n s  ( 6 2 .7 -  

8 0 .2  w t.% )‘  th a n  t h e  u n a lte r e d  e x tr a -c a ld e r a  ig n im b r ite s  'A' ( 6 6 .7 -

 ̂ All q u r ited  SiO:* d a ta  are n o r n ia liz e d  to  1 00  % o n  a v o la t i le - fr e e  basis.

7 0 ,8  w t.% ) an d  'D' ( 6 5 .2 - 6 9 ,0  w t.% ), a n d  h a v e  d is t in c t ly  lo w e r  to ta l  

a lk a li c o n c e n t r a t io n s ,  r e f le c t in g  s u b s t a n t ia l  N a  a n d /o r  K lo s s . O n p lo t s  

o f  im m o b i l e  e l e m e n t s  (e .g , T i0 2 )  v e r s u s  S I02  (F ig , 6A ), t h e  u n a lte r e d  
e x tr a -c a ld e r a  ig n im b r i t e s  s h o w  w e l l - c o r r e la t e d  m a g m a t ic  d i f f e r e n 

t ia t io n  t r e n d s  (K o b b e r g e r  a n d  S c h m in c k e , 1 9 9 9 :  T ro ll a n d  S c h m in c k e .  

2 0 0 2 :  T roll e t  a l„  2 0 0 3 ) .  T h e  a lte r e d  tu f fs  a ls o  d e f in e  a r e la t iv e ly  w e l l -  

c o r r e la t e d  l in e a r  t r e n d , b u t  o v e r  a m u c h  w id e r  r a n g e  o f  S i0 2  

c o n c e n t r a t io n s  th a n  t h e  u n a lte r e d  ig n im b r ite s .  O n p lo t s  o f  T i0 2  

v e r s u s  N b  (f-ig. 7 A ), a n d  Zr v e r s u s  N b  (F ig , 7 B ), th e  a lte r e d  tu ffs  s h o w  

r a th e r  s c a t te r e d  p a t t e r n s  r e la t iv e  to  u n a lte r e d  ig n im b r i t e s  'A' a n d  'D', 

b o th  o f  w h ic h  d e f in e  w e l l - c o r r e la t e d  m a g m a t ic  d i f f e r e n t ia t io n
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section (HAT 101: Fig. 3E) plots well w ithin the field denned
by the altered tuffs (Table 4; Fig. 9). and has a relatively high water 
concentration of 2.3 wt.%.The isotopic results for HAT 101 confirm our 
earlier deductions from mineralogy (see Section 5.1), that this

Fig . 5 . Tora l A lk a li versus S ilica (TA S) d ia g ra m  (Le M a itre  e t a l.. 19 S 9 ) s h o w in g  th e  

class ificarin n  o f  th e  a lte re d  r u ff  sam ples. A lso p lo tte d  fo r  c o m p a ris o n  a re  u n a lte re d  

e x rra -c a td e ra  u p p e r -M o g a n  ig n im b rite s  ‘A ’ (d a ra  fro m  T ro ll a n d  S c h m in c k e . 2 0 0 2 )  and  

'D ' (d a ta  fro m  K o b b e rg e r a n d  S ch m in cke , 1 9 9 9 ). A b b re v ia tio n s : PB = p ic ro -b a s a lt . B = 

b asalt, BA = b a s a ltic -a n d e s ite . A = a n d es ite . D  *  d acite , R = rh y o lite . BTA *  b a sa ltic  tra c h y -  

a n d e s ite , T A  *  t ra c h y -a n d e s ite , T D  = tra c h y -d a c ite . T  = tra c h y te . TE -  te p h r ite , BS ® 

b a san ite . PT = p h o n o -te p h r ite . TP = te p h r i-p h o n c lie . P = p h o n o lite . A ll d a ta  p o in ts  lie  in  

th e  tra c h y te  to  rh y o lite  he lds. H o w e v e r, n o te  th e  w id e  ran g e  o f  SiO:* wc:,% c o n c e n tra tio n s  

an d  lo w e r  to ta l a lk a li (N a 2 0 + K 2 0  w t.% )c o n c e n tra t io n s o f  th e  a lte re d  sa m p le s  re la tiv e  to  

th e  u n a lte re d  ig n im b r ite s  ^see S e a io n  6 .2  fo r d e ta ils ).

trends. In addition, 2 r and Nb concentrations in the altered tuffs plot 
at the higher end of the range of values recorded ui the unaltered 
extra-caldera rocks. On plots of strongly flu id-m obile elements (e.g. 
K, Pb, Sr, Rb) against SiO^ (Fig. 6B-F) and Nb (Fig. 7C -C ), the altered 
tuffs show highly scattered patterns relative to the unaltered  
ignimbrites.

5.3. Stable isotopes

The 0 -  and H-isotope compositions and water concentrations of 
the altered intra-caldera tuffs and unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites 
are given in Table 4. The riD values of the altered tuffs he between 
-52%o and -131%o (n = 21), while unaltered tuffs have fiD values 
between -110%o and -173%o (ii= 9 ) (Fig. 8A. B). W ater concentrations 
up to - 4  wt.% are found in the altered caldera margin tuffs, compared 
to <0.2 wt.% H iO  in unaltered extra-caldera samples (Fig. 8B). The 
altered caldera margin tuffs have fl'^0 values of 12-18%o (n = 21), 
which are considerably higher than the values obtained for the 
unaltered extra-caldera ignimbrites (6.5-7.1%o, n = 6) (Fig. 9), and 
those reported for the Mogan Group in the literature (Cousens et al., 
1992; Troll and Schmincke, 2002; Hansteen and Troll, 2003). The 
apparently unaltered, highly welded glassy tu ff from the intra-caldera

F ig . 6 . (A -F ) :  P lo ts  o f f lu id  -  'im m o b ile ’ (T iO ^ ) an d  f lu id -m o b ile  (K jO . N a^O . Pb. Sr, Rb) 

e le m e n ts  v ersu s  SiOi> fo r  th e  h y d ro th e rm a lly  a lte re d  tu f f  sam ples , a n d  u n a lte re d  e x tra -  

c a ld e ra  ig n im b r ite s  'A ' (T ro ll and  S ch m in cke , 2 0 0 2 )  an d  'D ' (K o b b e rg e r a n d  S c h m in c k e , 

1 9 9 9 ) . T h e  u n a lte re d  ig n im b rite s  d e fin e  w e ll-c o rre la te d  lin e a r  o r  c u rv il in e a r  tre n d s  

(d a s h e d  a r ro w s ) o n  a ll p lo ts , re p re s e n tin g  th e  e ffects  o f o r ig in a l n id g n ia tic  d if fe re n t ia 

t io n . m a in ly  b y  fra c tio n a l c ry s ta llis a tio n . T h e  a lte re d  tu ffs  s h o w  a re la t iv e ly  g o o d  T 1O 2-  

SiO;. c o rre la tio n  (A ), b u t th e  d a ta  p o in ts  d e fin e  a m u c h  la rg e r f ie ld  th a n  th e  u n a lte re d  

ig n im b rite s , m o s t l ik e ly  re fle c tin g  s tro n g  Si (a n d  perh ap s  s o m e T i)  m o b iliz a t io n  d u r in g  

lo w - te m p e r a tu r e  f iu id - r o c k  in te ra c tio n  (s e e  S ection  6 .2  fo r  d e ta ils ) . T h e  d a ta  p o in ts  fo r  

th e  a lte re d  tu ffs  a re  h ig h ly  s c a tte red  on a ll f lu id -m o b ile  e le m e n t p lo ts  (B -F ) .  in d ic a tin g  

e ith e r  loss o r  g a in  o f  th e s e  e le m e n ts  d u e  to  h y d ro th e rm a l a lte ra tio n  o f th e  s a m p le  s u ite .
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apparently fresh sample has actually undergone significant hydrous 
alteration.

6. Discussion

6.1 M ineralogy

The altered intra-caldera tuffs consist predominantly of clay 
minerals, zeolites and adularia, as well as relics of the primai'y min
eralogy (K-feldspar, plagioclase, pyroxene, amphibole, and ground- 
mass quartz: cf. Sumita and Schmincke, 1998). The presence of clay 
minerals (e.g. illite) is a characteristic feature of hydrous alteration of 
volcanic glass, and of ferromagnesian sheet silicates such as phlogo- 
pite (Deer et al., 1966), a common phase in the Mogan ignimbrites 
(Schmincke, 1982,1998; Sumita and Schmincke, 1998). Zeolites (e.g. 
clinoptilolite, mordenite, erionite), and the hydrated alumino-silicate 
analcite, occur abundantly in the altered tuffs (cf. Garcia del Cura e ta l, 
1999: Cabrera Santana et al., 2006), and are strong indicators of low- 
temperature (and therefore shallow) alteration (Deer et al., 1966). 
Traces of wairakite, a calcium end-member of analcite first defined 
from Wairaki hydrothermal field. New Zealand (cf. Schrocke and 
Weiner, 1981), also occur in the altered tuffs. Adularia, found in a 
number of samples, is a low-temperature potassium feldspar that 
commonly forms in alteration cracks and veins (Deer et al., 1966), The 
observed secondary mineral assemblage, therefore, reflects a classic 
low-temperature (<250 °C) alteration environment, indicative of a 
shallow, epithermal system.

6.2. Element m ob ility

The altered caldera margin tuffs show a wide range of SiOi wt.% 
concentrations relative to unaltered ignim brites 'A' and ‘O' 
(Figs. 5 and 6A-F), suggesting that Si has been either enriched or 
depleted in the various samples of the suite during low-temperature 
fluid-rock interaaion. Further evidence for Si mobility can be seen in 
thin sections of the altered tuffs, some of which display partially silicified 
matrices and quartz-lined fraaures (see Table 1). Almost all of the 
altered tuff samples have lower Na^O wt.% concentrations than the 
unaltered ignimbrites, indicating that Na has been mobilized and 
leached from the tuffs by the hydrothermal fluid (Fig. 6B). Other strongly 
fluid-mobile elements (e.g. K, Sr, Pb, Rb) produce rather scattered 
patterns when plotted against SiO  ̂(Fig. 6C-F) and immobile incompa
tible elements such as Nb (Fig. 7D-G). This is in stark contrast to 
unaltered ignimbrites 'A' and 'D', which both siiow well-correlated 
original igneous evolutionary trends on all plots (Kobberger and 
Schmincke, 1999: Troll and Schmincke, 2002: Troll et al., 2003). The 
scattered patterns for the altered tuffs suggest that significant secondary 
addition or loss of K, Sr, Pb, and Rb has occurred during low-temperature 
water-rock interaction, causing any original igneous trends to be 
completely obliterated.

Further support for low-temperature Sr and Pb mobility during 
alteration is provided by radiogenic isotope data. Initial Sr-isotope 
ratios of up to 0.704 are seen in the unaltered Mogan and Fataga

Fig. 7. (A-C): Plots of fluid -  'immobile' (TiO;. and Zr) and fluid-mobile (KjO. Na20. Pb, 
Sr. Rb) elemenis versus Nb for tiie hydrothermally aliered lu ff samples, and unaltered 
extra-caldera ignimbrites 'A' (Troll and Sclimincl<c. 2002) and 'D' (Kobberger and 
Schmincke. 1999). Ignimbrites 'A' and 'D' define original magmatic trends I'dashed 
arrows) due to fractional crystallisation of feldspar, pyroxene, amphibole. and (for 
Ignimbrite 'A') late-stage crystallisation of the REE mineral chevkinite, which 
preferentially fractionates Nb over Zr into the mineral lattice (Troll et al.. 20031. The 
altered tuffs are relatively enriched in Zr and Nb, indicating that these elements were 
dominantly retracrory during fluid-rocU interaction. However, note the relatively 
scattered patterns for the altered tuffs in A and B. perhaps reflecting minor mobilization 
ofTi. Zr, and Nb fsee Section G.2 for details). On all fluid-mobile element plots (C-C), the 
data points for the altered tuffs are highly scattered, reflecting strong [iiobilization of 
these elements during secondary fluid-rock interaction.
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ign im brites  (Cousens et al.. 1990). Sam ple HAT 3, how ever, shows an 

in itia l ”^Sr/^'’Sr ratio  o f 0 .7 0 8 3 6 4  (9 ) (Troll. 2 0 0 1 ), suggesting th a t  

f lu id -ro c k  in teraction  m ay have raised Sr-isotope ratios significantly. 
This shift is also reflected in the  m ore radiogenic values in
the a ltered tu ff  sam ple  rela tive  to unaltered  M og an  rocks (Troll. 2001 ). 
This increase in rad iogen ic  isotope ratios is consistent w ith  strong Sr 

and Pb m o b ility  in a sy.stem w h ere  hydro th erm al flu ids are the m ajor  

transporting  agents.
On plots o f im m o b ile  e lem ents  (e.g. T i0 2 ) versus SiO:. (Fig. 6A). the  

altered tuffs define a re la tive ly  w e ll-co rre la te d  linear tren d , w h ich  

m ay crudely  reflect m ag m atic  d iffe re n tia tio n  processes. However, 
given the re la tive ly  w id e  range o f  Si0 2  wt.% concentrations in the  

altered tuffs, it is like ly  th a t Si has been m obilized  during  secondary  

flu id -ro c k  in teraction , and such a corre lation is therefo re  no longer a 

reliable index o f m ag m atic  evo lu tion . Furtherm ore, the poor correla
tion b etw een  Ti and N b in the a ltered tuffs (Fig. 7A )  suggests that some  

lo w -te m p era tu re  m o b iliza tio n  o f a t least one o f these e lem ents  has 

also occurred, m o d ify in g  any o rig ina l igneous trends. S im ilarly, on a 

plot o f Z r versus N b (Fig. 7B). the a ltered tuffs define a relatively  

scattered pa tte rn , w hereas  unaltered  ig n im brites  'A' and 'D' show  

w ell-co rre la ted  igneous e vo lu tio n a iy  ti ends, pa rtly  reflecting fra a io -  

nation o f Rare Earth E lem ent (REE) m inera ls  (cf. T ro ll e t al.. 2 00 3 ). The  

poor corre lation  b e tw e e n  Zr and N b in the a lte red  tuffs suggests that 
these e lem ents  have been m ob ilized  to some extent. This is consistent 
w ith  the findings o f H ill et al. (2 0 0 1 ), w h o  have show n th a t m any  

elem ents trad itio n a lly  regarded as 'flu id -im m o b ile ' (e.g. Ti. Nb, and Zr) 
can In fact be variab ly  enriched or depleted d u ring  lo w -te m p era tu re  
processes, such as w e a th e rin g  and hydro th erm al a lte ra tion . However, 
the crude T iO i-S iO T  corre lation , and the  overa ll enriched Z r and Nb 

concentrations in th e  a lte red  tuffs relative  to  the  unaltered  rocks.
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T a b le  4

Stab le  iso to p e  a n d  ^D%o) an d  H 2O w t.%  va lu es  fo r  th e  h y d ro th e rm a lly  a lte re d

tu ft s am p les  fro m  F u e n te  d e  Los A zu le jo s , a n d  fo r  u n a lte re d  sam p les  o f  e x tra -c a ld e ra  

ig n m ib rite s  ’A ’. D '. a n d  ‘F

S a m p le  typ e S a m p le  n a m e i)D%o H 2O  wrt.%

A lte re d  tu ffs  ( in t r a -c a ld e r a ) H A T  3 16.2 - 7 8 2.8

H A T  5 14 .9 - 7 6 1.0

H A T  6 14 .6 - 5 2 3 .9

H A T  7 18.4 - 6 7 2.1

H A T S 13.5 - 5 7 2.9

H A T  9 13 .9 - 5 6 3.2

H A T  10 13.3 - 7 8 2.2

H A T  11 17.3 - 6 1 2.1

H A T  5 .5 1 2 .6 - 7 5 2.4

H A T  33'* 13 .4 - 1 0 3 1.5

14 .0 -1 3 1 1.4

H A T  3 4 16.5 - 7 5 2 .0

H A T  101*' 16.8 - 9 7 2 .5

16.2 - 1 0 5 2.2

H A T  102 14.8 - 8 0 2 .0

G C 29 12 .0 - 7 0 1.7

GC48-' 11.9 - 9 2 0.8

15.2 -1 2 1 0.5

GC91 16.3 - 9 8 2.1

G C 78 1 2 .4 - 8 2 2 .2

G C 97 12 .3 - 9 8 1.6

U n a lte re d  ig n im b r ite s  (e x t ra -c a ld e ra ) A - l I i -F 8 -B to  (T )" 6 .7 - 1 7 3 0.1

- 1 6 2 0.1

A -ll l -F 1 2 -B to  (R ) ' 6 .5 - 1 6 9 0.1

- 1 4 6 0.1

A -F l-B T T S  (ER)^’ 7 .0 - 1 4 9 0.1

- 1 4 2 0.1

D-lil-n-BMA 7.2 - 1 3 7 0.1

C -F l-B T o 6 .7 - 1 4 9 0.1

F I-F 2 -B T 0 7.1 - 1 1 0 0 .2

T  = tra c h y te . R =  rh y o litc . ER = e v o lv e d  rh y o lite  (c f. T ro ll a n d  S c h m m c k e , 2 0 0 2 ) .  

 ̂ S a m p le  a n a ly s e d  in  d u p lic a te  fo r  a n d /o r

F ig . 8 . (A .B ); (A  t  Bar c h a r t s h o w in g  th e  ra n g e  o f  w h o le -ro c k  tSD va lu es  o b ta in e d  fo r  th e  

a lte re d  in tra -c a ld e ra  tu ffs , a n d  u n a lte re d  e x tra -c a ld e ra  ig n im b rite s . T h e  a v e ra g e  />D 

v a lu e  is s h o w n  fo r each  s a m p le  s u ite . A lso s h o w n  is th e  e s tim a te d  <iD o f  a m b ie n t  

m e te o r ic  w a te r  a t th e  a lte ra tio n  s ite  > D * - 1 5 % o ) ,  and  th e  oD  ranges ty p ic a l o f  m a g m a tic  

a n d  m e te o r ic  w a te rs , an d  m a n tle  rocks (T ay lo r, 1 9 8 6  an d  re fe ren ces  th e re in ^  (B ) P lo t o f  

w h o le -ro c k  /iD  versus Hi^O w t.%  fo r th e  a lte re d  in tra -c a ld e ra  ruffs, and  u n a lte re d  e x tra -  

c a ld e ra  ig n im b rite s  ‘A ’. V .  'E ' a n d  'F .  A v e ra g e  va lu e s  a re  p lo tte d  fo r sa m p le s  a n a lysed  in  

d u p lic a te . T h e  a lte re d  tu ffs  s h o w  e le v a te d  w a te r  c o n c e n tra tio n s  an d  oD  co m p o s itio n s  

re la tiv e  to  th e  u n a lte re d  ig n im b r ite s . in d ic a tiv e  o f  in te ra c tio n  w ith  a loca l m e te o ric  

w a te r  source. T h e  v e ry  lo w  h y d ro g e n  is o to p e  ra tio s  o f th e  u n a lte re d  ig n im b rite s  re fle c t  

loss o f  w a te r  d u rin g  d eg assin g  re s u ltin g  in  e x tre m e  d e u te r iu m  d e p le tio n  in  th is  s a m p le  

su ite . N o te  th a t  c o m p o s it io n a lly  zo n e d  Ig n im b r ite  'A ' (cf. T ro ll a n d  S c h m m c k e , 2 0 0 2 )  is 

g e n e ra lly  m o re  d e p le te d  in  d e u te r iu m  th a n  ig n im b r ite  ‘F’, and  sh o w s a sy s te m a tic  

decrease  in  <’»D va lu e s  fro m  its base (e v o lv e d  rh y o lite  — ER). to  its  c e n tre  (rh y o lite  — R), 

to  its  to p  (tra c h y te  — T j. See S ectio n  6 .3  fo r  d e ta ils .

indicates th a t Ti, Z r and Nb w e re  largely re fra rto ry  during  w a te r-ro c k  
in teraction, and w ere  p re feren tia lly  reta ined in m in o r phenoci^yst (e.g. 
titan ite , z ircon and chevkin ite : cf. Tro ll e t al.. 2 0 0 3 )  and groundm ass  

phases (e.g. aeg irine and arfvedsonite).

6.3. S table isotopes

The w h o le -ro c k  values o f unaltered  ign im brites  range from  

-110%o to -173%o, and are accom panied by re la tive ly  lo w  H 2 O con
centrations (< 0 .2  w t.% ) (Fig. 8A, B). Such lo w  rtD and H 2 O wt.% values  

are characteristic  o f R ayle igh-type H jO -v a p o u r exsolution from  the  

crystallising m agm a prio r to eruption , causing the residual m elt, and  

any late-stage hydrous phases crystallising from  this m e lt (e.g. a m p h i-  
bole), to becom e progressively dep leted  in D and H 2 O (cf. N abelek et al., 
1983: Taylor et al., 1983: Taylor, 1986). Degassing during  eru p tio n , and / 
or during  post-depositional vap our release m ay have caused fu rth e r  

d ep letion  in D and H 2 O in the un altered  ignim brites . It is also w o rth  

noting th a t th e re  Is an apparen t corre lation b etw een  iiD and the  

relative  stratig raph ic  positions o f the  extra -caldera  ig n im brites . i.e.
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Fig. 9. Plot o f w hole-rock nD versus w hole-rock  o '“0  for the altered intra-calderii tuffs, and unaltered extra-caldera ignim brites 'A' (ER -  evolved rhyolite. R =■ rhyolire. T = trachyte), 
'D', 'E' and T '. Also shown are Che Global M eteoric  W ater Line fC M W ) (Craig, 1961). the m eteoric w ater lines for north (GCN) and south Gran Canaria (GCS) (Gonftantini, 1973), Che 
■kaolinite' line (KL) (Savm and Epstein. 1970), and the 'hydrated volcanic glass' line (H VG ) (Taylor. 1968), The fields for present-day Gran Canarian w ater (lavoy et al„ 1986), Standard 

M ean Ocean W ater (SM O W ). and m agm atic w ater riaylor, 1986) are shown for reference, as w ell as the estim ated composition o f m eteoric w ater at the tim e o f a lteration. Average ■‘iD 
and values are plotted for samples analysed in duplicate. See Section 6.3 for details.

ignimbi'ite A (older) has the most negative rtD values, while  ignim brite 
F (younger) has the least negative <)D value (Fig. 8B). In addition, there 
IS a systematic variation in i>D w ith in  ign im brite  'A' (a compositionally 
zoned ignim brite), which displays the least depleted values at its base 
(evolved rhyolite: Si02 69-71 wt.%) and most depleted values at its top 
(trachyte; SiO^ 65-67 wt.%) (cf. Troll and Schmincke, 2002). This close 
coupling between iSD and stratigraphic position/composition may in 
fact reflect differences in the extent o f degassing between distinct, 
compositionally zoned Mogan magma chambers. On a plot o f oD 
versus (Fig. 9) the unaltered samples show no offset towards the 
'kaolin ite ' line o f Savin and Epstein (1970), or the 'hydrated volcanic 
glass' line o f Taylor (1968), indicating that post-formational exchange 
w ith  local precipitation (<‘)D = ca. -20%o; <i’*‘0  = ca. -4%<>: cf. Gonfiaiitin i, 
1973: Javoy et al„ 1986) has not occurred. Thus, assuming the extra- 
caldera ignimbrites have not been affected by substantial alteration, 
these samples allow  us to estimate the average H-isotope composition 
and water contents o f the intra-caldera tuffs p rior to hydrothermal 
activity (ca. -149%o and 0.1 wt.%, respectively).

The ()D o f ambient meteoric water at the alteration site is estimated 
to have been ca. -  15%o, using the meteoric water line for southern Gran 
Canaria (Gonfiantini, in press) and a o f ca, -3%» (see below). The 
altered intra-caldera tuffs have 60 values ranging from  -52%o 
to -131%o and HiO concentrations up to ~ 4  wt.% (Fig. SA, B), The 
d istinct increase in both whole-rock oD values and water concentra
tions in the altered tuffs relative to unaltered ignimbrites can be 
explained by significant w ate r-rock interaction. Flowever, considering 
the equilibrium  per m il Fl-isotope fractionation (AD) between most 
clay minerals and water is approximately -30%o to -20ao at 100- 
150 °C. and decreases in magnitude at higher temperatures (Sheppard 
and Cilg. 1996), it  is unlikely that the clay-dominated assemblages of 
the altered tuffs ((')D,,verage=“ S4%o) have equilibrated w ith  ambient 
meteoric water w ith  riD=ca. -15%o. Interaction o f ambient meteoric 
water w ith  pristine ignim brites at low temperature (-100-150  “C)

would only account for whole-rock 6D values of around -35%o to-45%o 
for the clay-rich altered tuffs. A ll altered tu ff samples have (iD values 
substantially lower than -45%o. which m ight indicate Interaction w ith  
a meteoric water source w ith  a 6D value significantly lower than -15«o. 
At temperatures up to -2 3 0  °C, there is a positive H-lsotope 
fractionation between liquid water and water vapour (i.e. water 
vapour is depleted in D relative to the liquid water w ith  which it is in 
equilibrium ) (Fiorita and Wesolowski, 1994), Steam fumarole activity 
m ight, therefore, be a mechanism to produce water vapour w ith  such 
low  nD values in a hydrothermal environment, A modern analogue for 
this type o f low-temperature system may be seen in e.g. New Zealand 
and Indonesia. Here, low-temperature steam fumaroles (-8 0 -15 0  °C) 
are commonplace, and are known to fluctuate in Intensity and isotopic 
composition due to environmental factors (e.g. Goff and Janik, 2000). 
Alternatively, it is possible that the range o f whole-rock 6D values for 
the altered tuffs reflect retrograde equilibration o f clays and zeolites 
w ith  present-day meteoric w ater (6D = ca. -20%o) at very low  
temperature (<20 ”C). Flowever, Sheppard and Gilg (1996) suggest 
that clays are in fact rather robust minerals, in that they tend to record 
the ir original isotope composition at the tim e o f formation, unless 
they have been subjected to more extreme conditions (e.g. a hlgher- 
temperature event). Thus, given the clay-rich nature o f the altered 
tuffs, the ir whole-rock values should at least in part reflect inter
action w ith  an evolving. low-6D meteoric water source (such as steam 
fumaroles) during the Tejeda hydrothermal event, rather than post- 
formational exchange w ith  present-day waters.

The values of the altered samples from  Fuente de Los Azulejos 
fall between 12 and 18%o (Table 4: Fig, 9) and are up to 11.5%o higher 
than those o f the unaltered samples (6'®0=6.5-7.1%o).The values 
for the unaltered samples are w ith in  the typical range o f igneous rocks 
(-6-8%o; Taylor. 1968), and are consistent w ith  previous analyses o f 
fresh igneous rocks on Gran Canaria (cf. Flansteen and Iro ll.  2003 and 
references therein). The value o f ambient meteoric water at the
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alteration site lias been estimated at ca. -3%o. using the ii’ ®0-altitude 
correlation and meteoric water line for southern Gran Canaria 
(Gonfiantini. 1973), and an average recharge altitude o f about 350- 
400 m above sea level (a.s.l,). The estimated altitude o f recharge at the 
tim e o f alteration is lower than at present (-600  to 700 m a.s.l.; cf. 
Javoy et al., 1986) as it  takes in to account an up to one-th ird increase 
in elevation (-300 -350  m) caused by post-caldera cone-sheet em
placement (Schirnick et al., 1999). Plio-Quaternary igneous activity 
(Schmincke, 1982,1998), and a fall in sea level o f > 100 m (Haq et al., 
1987).

The secondary m ineralogy o f the altered tuffs (see Section 5.1) 
suggests tha t flu id  temperatures were unlikely to have exceeded 200- 
250 °C at the sampling locality (cf. Deer et al., 1966; Thompson and 
Thompson, 1996). At 250 °C, A'^Oci.iy-waa-r is approximately 5-7%o (cf. 
Sheppard and Cilg. 1996). At lower temperatures, the magnitude o f 
the clay-w ater oxygen fractionation increases, w ith  A ’^Odjy-wjter 
typ ica lly between 12 and ^4%„ at 100 °C (cf. Sheppard and Cilg. 1996), 
Similarly, A"*02eoiite-wjtei is approximately 9%o at 250 °C, and increases 
significantly at lower temperatures (cf. Chacko et al., 2001 and 
references therein). Thus, the relatively high ( '̂**0 values of the altered 
tuffs most likely reflect clay and zeolite formation during low-tem- 
perature (<250 °C) hydrothennal alteration, in which meteoric water 
(^'*0,niti.ii=ca. -3%o) was the dominant fluid source. This is consistent 
w ith  the findings o f Cousens et al. (1992), who also invoked a meteoric 
water source for some less altered extra-caldera Mogan and Fataga tuffs. 
Furthermore, on a plot o f versus <SD (Fig. 9), the altered tuffs show a 
clear offset towards the ‘kaolinite' line of Savin and Epstein il970), 
indicative o f low-temperature, near-surface alteration and clay formation.

6.4. Numerical models

Numerical models were used to examine the stress field around an 
in fla ting  magma chamber, in order to enhance our understanding o f 
the structural controls on flu id  flow  that led to the intensity o f 
hydrotherm al alteration on Gran Canaria. Geothermal flu id  m igration 
m volcanic terrains is mainly controlled by tension fractures, which 
form  (or are influenced by) the internal flu id pressure (Gudmundsson 
et a l„ 1997, 2002). Here, we examine the tensile stress for an inflating 
Gran Canaria magma chamber o f Fataga age and depth.

For the stress models we used Poly3D, a three-dimensional boundary 
element code developed by the Stanford Rock Fraaure Project (Thomas, 
1993). The boundary element code is based on the analytical solutions 
for triangular dislocation sources in isotropic media (Comninou and 
Dundurs, 1975). We combined 400 triangular dislocations to a magma 
reservoir and placed it at the desired geometric location. At each 
element o f the reservoir we defined traction boundary conditions. 
Traction allows simulating resei'voir inflation by overpressure, which 
equals the total fluid pressure. The overpressure o f magmatic bodies is 
generally between 5 and 40 MPa (Rubin. 1995). In our models, we 
simulated a magma overpressure o f 10 MPa. We assigned a Poisson's 
ratio of v=0.25 and a Young’s modulus o f E=70 GPa.

The geometry and position o f the Gran Canaria Fataga-age magma 
chamber is not precisely known, although some constraints are given 
by mineral thermobarometry (Schirnick, 1996), and structural studies 
o f the Fataga-age cone sheets and extra-caldera ignimbrites (Schirnick 
et al„ 1999), Based on these constraints, we simulated a sill-shaped 
Fataga magma chamber w ith  a diameter o f 10 km, eniplaced at a depth 
o f 3-5  km, and therefore a diameter/height aspect ratio o f 5.0. We 
calculated the tensile stress (a3) in a vertical cross-section through the 
center o f the reservoir, ranging from  the free surface to a depth of 
10 km (Fig. 10).

Tensile stress during magma reservoir inflation is at a maximum (8- 
10 MPa) at the lateral edges o f the sill-shaped reservoir (“ d" in Fig. 10), 
and in a shallow zone extending from the surface to a depth o f -1 km 
directly above the inflaring reservoir ("e" in Fig. 10). W ith inaeasing 
depth, the shallow, high-tensile stress zone divides into two zones (“ f  
in Fig. 10) of intermediate tensile stress (6-8  MPa) connected to the 
periphery o f the magma chamber. Thus, for a recent caldera, tensile 
stress (and therefore fluid m igration) may be dominant at a shallow level 
above the piojected magma chamber However, for a more deeply 
eroded caldera margin such as that associated w ith  the Tejeda caldera, 
flu id m igration and near-surface hydrothermal alteration would be 
encouraged in the periphery o f the projected magma reservoir. Directly 
above and below the reservoir (“g’' in Fig. 10), tensile stress is low 
(<2 MPa), and flu id m igration is expected to be of subordinate 
importance. The Fataga magma reservoir is thought to be somewhat 
larger in plan view than the typically associated outward-dipping ring 
fault structure seen at the surface (cf. Walter and Troll. 2001; Troll et al„

Magma chamber inflation at 3 km depth (Fataga)
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Fig. 10. (A.B): Num erical models of m agm a resecvoir inflarion. (A ) Setup show ing a cross-section through a shallow. Faraga-rype m agm a reservoir. (B ) Results showing t ie  d istribution  
o f the m a xim u m  principal tensile stress, a — magma reservoir d iam eter: 10 km. b — distance from  the  top o f the magma reservoir to the surface: 3 km . c — w id th  o f the reservoir; 2 km, 
d — periph ery  zone w ith  increased tensile stress near the sides o f the m agm a chamber, e — shallow  zone o f high tensile stress above the m agm a chamber, f  — zone cf in te rm ed ia te  

tensile stress linking the deep periphery zone to the shallow central zone o f m axim um  tensile stress, g — zone o f low  tensile stress d irectly above and below  the niajm ai reservoir.
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Fig. 11. (A-C): Cartoon sequence summarising evolution of Tejeda hydrothermal system. 
(A) 14-13.3 Ma; collapse of the Tejeda caldera along a steep, outward-dipping ring fault, 
accompanied by the eruption of the Mogan Group ignimbrites. Possible early Mogan 
hydrothermal upweiling associated w ith Mogan magma chamber emplacement and 
cooling. (B) 13 Ma: emplacement of the Fataga magma system-2 -3  km beneath Gran 
Canaria. (C) 13-12.5 Ma: formation of a heated zone around the Fataga magma system 
due to chamber emplacement and associated dyke intrusion, Elevated temperatures 
initiate radial inflow and upweiling of heated meteoric water and/or steam along the 
caldera periphery structures (e.g. faults and fracture systems). Dashed arrows show 
direaion of fluid flow (cf. Taylor and Forester. 1970; Larson and Taylor. 1986). The 
hydrothermal fluids are discharged at the surface, perhaps in the form of low - 
temperarure steam fumaroles. resulting in peivasive alteration of Mogan/Fataga 
transitional stage ignimbrites.

2002). We therefore expect hydrothermal flow  to be best developed in a 
zone that extends from the main caldera faulr system (located w ith in  the 
Tejeda caldera; cf Troll et al., 2002 and references therein) to the caldera 
periphery. Our numerical modeling result is therefore in accordance 
w ith  our observations from Gran Canaria, and supports the hypothesis 
that shallow magma chamber emplacement and associated inflation 
caused preferential alteration around shallow-level caldera periphery 
structures.

6.5. Constraints on the Tejeda hydrothermal event

The intra-caldera and extra-caldera faults and fractures o f the 
Tejeda caldera system are thought to have extended from the surface

to the Mogan magma chamber (Schmincke, 1998; Troll et al„ 2002). 
These faults would have provided pathways for flu id  entry and 
subsequent hydrothermal circulation.

The proposed tim ing  o f hydrotheim al alteration at Puente de Los 
Azulejos coincides w ith  the emplacement o f the Fataga magma 
system at a shallow level (2 -3  km ) below Gran Canaria (Schirnick, 
1996; Bogaard and Schmincke. 1998; Schmincke, 1998; Schirnick et al., 
1999). Our numerical modeling results support the hypothesis that 
this shallow magma chamber emplacement and in fla tion provided the 
heat source and pathways for hydrothermal circulation and alteration 
at shallow-level caldera periphery structures. Controversy exists, 
however, in respect to the exact tim ing  and spatial extent o f the 
hydrothermal activity on Gran Canaria. Perez Torrado et al. (2004) and 
Cabrera Santana et al. (2006) describe m id-Mogan rocks that are more 
strongly altered to the northwest o f our sample site, suggesting 
that hydrothermal activ ity may have persisted throughout Mogan 
time (perhaps in pulses), and reached its maximum spatial extent at 
the Mogan/Fataga transition. Alternatively, the rocks lower In the 
stratigraphy (and so closer to the heat source) could have been more 
strongly altered solely during Pataga magma chamber emplacement 
(cf. Schmincke, 1998).

Our sample set is derived from the topmost alteration horizon o f 
late Mogan/early Pataga age, and is therefore insufficient to address 
this problem in full. However, our samples do allow  us to characterise 
the final and/or m aximum  spatial extent o f the hydrothermal system. 
Establishment o f the Pataga magma chamber system at a shallow level 
was accompanied by frequent dyke intrusion in to the intra-caldera 
zone, and probably also the caldera ring fault zone (Schmincke, 1998; 
Schirnick et al„ 1999). Elevated temperatures resulting from chamber 
and dyke emplacement may have led to boiling o f meteoric water and 
loss o f flu id as vapour. At temperatures up to -230  °C, water vapour is 
depleted in D relative to the water w ith  which it  is in equilibrium  
(Horita and Wesolowski, 1994). Such D-depleted water vapour would 
have ascended from the area o f formation near the magma chamber, 
via fractures and faults in the caldera periphery and via porous flow  
through the mtra-caldera tuffs, creating a zone o f hydrothermal 
upweiling between the surface and the intrusion site (cf, Taylov and 
Forester, 1970; Larson and Taylor. 1985). The water vapour would 
have eventually exited at the surface, perhaps in the form o f low- 
temperature steam fumaroles. Prolonged interaction w ith  steam at 
the surface would have resulted in altered rocks w ith  more nega
tive I'lD values than rocks that had sim ply interacted w ith  ambient 
meteoric water. Although it is d ifficu lt to assess the precise processes 
o f H-isotope fractionation, and a combination o f processes may have 
been at work, alteration by water vapour offers a very effective mech
anism to produce the lower than expected oD values of the altered 
ruffs.

Overall, the results from  the intra-caldera tuffs on Gran Canaria are 
consistent w ith  low-tem perature alteration in the shallow, epithermal 
part o f a larger, fault-controlled hydrothermal system associated w ith  
emplacement o f the high-level Fataga magma chamber system 
(Fig. 11 A-C). Water and/or steam would have m igrated along caldera 
periphery structures, and through the intra-caldera tuffs via porous 
flow. The main source o f water was meteoric, and flu id  temperatures 
most likely did not exceed -20 0 -2 5 0  ”C in the near-surface environ
ment. This suggests that modern analogues to the Tejeda hydrothermal 
system may be seen in presently active volcanic areas such as New 
Zealand and Indonesia (e.g. Hochstein and Browne, 2000; Goff and 
Janik, 2000). The phenomena on Gran Canaria can therefore be used as 
a dissected analogue for the architecture o f active hydrothermal 
systems that are inaccessible at present.
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